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PREFACE

y <•-'«" Of this Treatise U to e.pl.in all that iseo-muonly .„el„Jea i„ a Pi.t Part of AI,eb,.. m the
an.„gc„,„„t of the Captc I havo foUou-ed the adviceof oxpenenced Teachers. I i.avo caref„„, .hstained fZ
"'•*"= "-^'"^'^ ^'»"' I-'- •" con,mo„ use. The onl,- t„wh.-ehra,.,i,,,,eUedforan,v„ateria.assis:^

..e A gcbra of the h.te Dean reacoC; ,vhieh I took astho model for the co„,„.encc,„e„t of ,„y Treatise. TheExamples, progressive and easy, have been selected fro™
Cmvers,ty

, Coi.ege E..a„,i„ation Papers and fro»
old Enghsh, trench and Gern.an worlcs. Much care hasbeen taken to secure accuracy i„ the Answe:., but in acol ecfon of .ore than 2300 E.va„,p,es it is to be fea.d
that some errors have yet to bo detected. I shaU b«
grateful for having n:y attention called to them

adapteSTtr""^":'
" """ "' '^'"^"^"^-^ ^--i-

dapt^d to t .s .ork and arranged in a progressive order«o as to supply constant practice for the student
I have to express my thanks for the encouragement

and advce received by .e from many correspondencs
and a spec.al acknowledgment is duo from .e 0^1'

Lu\ :
"""' ""' '^'"^ ^''"«=-' '» -^on. I ammdebted for assistance in many parts of this work.

J. HAMBLIN SMITH
"»^«-, io/2.
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ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA.

I. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

1. Algebra is the science which teaches the use of sym-
bols to denote numbers and the operations to which numbewmaJ be subjected.

2. The symbols employed in Algebra to denote numbers
Are in addition to those of Arithmetic, the letters of some
alphabet.

a dash, b dash, c dash : a„ b„ e, read a one,
^ ^'''' ^ <'"« are used as eymbols to denote rmmiera.

3. The number one, or unity, is taken as the foundation of
all numbers, and all other numbers are derived from it bv tha
process of addition, ^

Thus two is defined to be the number that results from
adding one to one ;

three is defined to be the number that results from
adding one to two ;

four is defined to be the number that resulte from
adding one to <Ar«e;

and so on.*

Thus 1 + 1 symbolizes that wluch is denoted bv 2
2+1 -^g'

and a+ & stands for the result obtained by adding h to o.

-therJsultTs"'''
^ '''"'' '" ''^ "°"^^ "^« «^-l tV^ 0'

[ia A 1



9 ADDITION AND SUB TICJ CTION

""

ThuH the a.n..ition. given in Art. 3 may be presentea in an

algebraical tovin tUim : , , „«

2 + 1 = 3,

3 + 1"!.
!

8. Since

2= 1 + 1, Avbere unity is written /wucc,

•5«2 + 1 = 1 + 1 + 1, ^vlievo unity is written Uirtt tunes,

4=3 + 1 = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
/our times,

It follows that
,

'

^^l^l + l +1 + 1 Nvith unity written a times',

5 = 1 + 1 + 1*.'.*.... +1 + 1 with unity written I times.

7 The process oi aciaition in Arithmetic can he presented

in a Ji?form Ly the use of the sign +. Thus
j

we luu^

to add 14, 17, and 23 tog her we can represent the piocess

*'^^''
'

14 + 17 + 23 = 54.

8. When several mimhers are added togdh.r, it is imMe-

rent in what order the numhers are taken, i hus i 14, 17 ami

me^dded together, their sum will he tl- ---;~
order they be set down in the common anthmetiud pioccs .

14 14 17 n 23 23

17 23 14 23 14 H
23 17 23 14 17 14

^ 54 ^ -^ ^"^
,

^^
11 ,

c?o al^o in Al-ehra, when any number of symioZs are added

J'l^ trresult;viU be the same in whatever order he

^mb succeed each other. Thus if we have to add together
8}muois bui^v.

1 1 ,r ^ mul /> tlwi result IS represented
the numbers symbolized by a and 0, im. ribu i

I
by a + 6, and this result is the same number as that wLieh i8

represented by 6 + a.
,

Similarly the result obtained by adding together a, &, c

might be expressed algebraically by

:+6 + c, or a-i c + 6, or +« + c, or & + c + a, or c + a + &,

or c + '^ + «"

9 When a number .Icrotca \>y a w aaM to itself the

result represented alsebmkally l-y c + - Tlus result « ,or



ADDITION AND :sUmRaCUON,

iiiniilarly a + a-iuk represonteJ hy 2a.
Uciice it lbIIo\V8 that

^(A + a will be reprcsentea by 3a
by 4a.

Thus tlie oi,eratioii of cnibtractin- 15 fpo^a on nn.l if
nect.ou with the result .ay be bneifyex» t?^^

!'' ^^"-

11. The result of subtracting the nun.;.er b from tlie numbi-
'
a is represented by

ah.

I

fr<l',:-r'~'
^'^"'^ '" "" """^^^^ ^^^--^ l>y taking

<i ft: ::'::; '
^'"^'^ '" ^'^^ ^"-^- obtained by taking

th!e™";rr'f'r'
^ -^^^^'^ ""-*- ^- '^ -^^^^

fee also the expression a-6-c can denote a possible resulf

Jo».,...^ expressions are those which have n.ore than one .

te^r
^"^^^^^

^^ ^ ^°"^P°"nd expression made up of four

When a compound expression contains
two terms it is called a Binomial
three ... '/'„••»
. -LnnomiaL

f^''^ or more Multinouial
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ADDITION ' AND SUBTRACTION.

Terms which are preceded by the fivmhol + are called ^osir-

tive terms. Terms which are preceded hy the symbol - are

called negative terms. When no symbol precedes a term the

gvmbol + is understood.

Thu' in the expression a~h + c~d + e-f
a, c, e are called positive terms,

h,d,f negative

Tlie symbols of operation + and - are usually called posi-

tive and negative Signs. *

13. If the number 6 be added to the number 13, and if 6

be taken from the result, the final result will plainly be 13.

So also if a number b be added to a number a, and if & be

taken from the result, the final result will be a : that is,

a-¥h-h= a.

Since the operations of addition and subtraction when per-

foimed by ^e same number neutralize each other, we conclude

that we may obliterate tlie same symbol when it presents itself

as a positive term an>l also as a negative term in the same ex-

pression.

Thus a-a=.0,

and o-a+6= 6.

14. If we have to add the numbers 54, 17, and 23, we may

first add 17 and 23, and add tlieir sum 40 to the number 54,

thus . btaining the final result 94. This process maybe repre-

sented algebraically by enclosing 17 and 23 in a Bracket

( ), thus :

54 + (17 + 23)=54 + 40 = 94.

15. If we have to subtract from 54 the sum of 17 and 23,

the process may be represented algebraically thus

:

54-(17 + 23)=54-40=14.

16. If we have to add to 54 the difference between 23 and

17, the process may be represented algebraically thus;

54 + (23-17)=54 + 6-60.

17. If we have to subtract from 54 the difference between

23 and 17, the process may be represented algebraically thus :

i,4-(23-l7)=54-6= 48.



ADDITION' AUD SVBTkACTlON.

18. The use of brackets is so frequent in Algebra, that
tlie rules for their removal and introduction must be carefully
considered.

We shall first treat of the rtmoval of brackets in cases
where symbols supply the places of numbers corresponding to
the anthmetical examples considered in Arts. 14, 15, 16, 17.

Case I. To add to a the sura of I and c
This is expressed thus : a + (5 + c).

First add 6 to a, the result will be
a + 6.

This result is too small, for we have to add to a a number
greater than h, and greater by c. Hence our final result will
be obtained l)y adding c to a + &, and it will be

a + 6 + c.

Case 1 1, To take from a the sum of 6 and a
This is expressed thus : a-{J)-\-c).
First take 6 from a, the result will be

a-h.
Tills result is too large, for we have to take from a a number

mater than 6, and greater by c. Hence our final result will
be obtained by taking c from a-&, and it will be

a-h-c.
Case III. To add to a the difference between 5 and ft
This 13 expressed thus : a + Q)-c).
Fii'st add 6 t(f a, the result will be

a + 6.

This result is too large, for we have to add to a a number
less than h, and less by c. Hence our final result will be ob-
tiuned by taking c from a + 6, and it will be

a-\-b-c.

^mf® }^' "^^ ^""^^ ^^°™ « t^^e (jifference between I and o.
1 his 18 expressed thus \ a~{h-c).
First take h from a, the result will be

a-h.

ob J i\ 1 r"'^
^''' ^'^^ '• "^'"'^^ ^"^ «"^1 ^^«^^lt will beobtained by adding c to a- fc, and it will 1

-

o - 6 + c.
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.-

Note. We assume that a, &, c roprese.nt such numbers that

in Case II. a is not less thnn the sum of b and c,in Case III.

6 is not less than e, and in Case IV. h is not less than c, and a
is not less than 6.

19. Collecting the results oLtaincd in Art. ^8, we have

a + {b + c)= a + h + Cf

a-(b + c) = a-h-c,
a+{b-c)=a + b-c, ^

a-{b-c)=a-b + c.

From which we obtain the following rules for the removal of

a bracket.

Rule I. Wlicn a bracket is preceded Ijy the sign +,
remove the bracket and leave the signs of the terms in it

unchanged.

Rule II. "When a bracket is preceded by the sign —

,

remove the bracket and change the sign cj each term in it.

«

These rules a])ply to cases in which any number of tcriua

are included in the bracket.

Thu3

and
a + b + (c~d + e~f)==a + b + c-d + e-f,

a + b-(c-d +e-f)=a + h-c + d-e+f.

20. The nilcs given in the preceding Article for the re-

moval of brackets furnish corresponding rules lor the intro-

duction of brackets.

Thus if we enclo.se two or more terms of an expression in a
bracket,

J. The sign of each terra remains the same if + pre-

cedes tlic bracket

II. The sign of each term is changed if - precedes tliQ

bracket,

Ex. a-h-\-c~d + e-f=::a-b + (c-d) + (e~f\

a-b + c ~ d + e -f^a - {b - c) - {d- e+f).



ADDITJOIsT AND SUBTRACTlOiV.

21 We may now proccea to givo rules for tlie AdJitioa
and bubtracLioii ot algebraical exinos.sioiis.

Suppose we liave to aU to the expression a + 6-c the ex-
im'ssion d — e+f.

TheSuui =a + 5-c + ((;-e+/)
= a + &-c + d-e+/(by Art. 19, Rule I.).

Also, if Ave have to suhtract fiom the expression a + 6-c the
expression 6^-6+/.

The Difference =a-¥h-c-{d-e-\-f)

= a + b-c~d + e-f(byATt. 19, Rule II.).

^Ve might arrange the expressions in each case under each
other as jn Aruhuictic : thus

Toa + 6-c Froma + 6-c .
AMd~_e^f_ Take d~e,+f

Sum a-^b-c + d-e+f Difference o^iTT- d+e~f
and then the rules may be tlius stated.

I. In Addition at^ich the lower line to the upper with thesigns of both lines unchanged.
1 P ^ wicn tne

II. In Riibtmction attach the lower line to the upper with
the signs of tU Incer lUe changed, the signs of the upper linebeing unciiaiiged. ^^

The following are examples.

0) Toa + & + 9

Add a~b-6 !

Suma + 6 + 94-a-6-6

and this sum -a + a + b~h-i-9^6

For it has occn shown, Art. 9, that a + a«2a^
and, Art. 13, that 6-5= 0.

(2) Froma + 6 + 9
Take a-b — 6

Romnindcr a -^ h + D-a-\- 5 -f 6
and this remainder =26 + 15.

I



8 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

\

22. We liave worked out the examples in Art. 21 at full
li'Tigth, l.ut in practice they may be abbreviated, by combining
the eymbok or digits by a mental process, thus

Toc + rf + 10 Fromc + d + 10
Add c-i-7 Takec-d-7
Sum 2c +3 Eemainder 2(2 + 17

23. We have said that

instead of a + a we write 2a,

a^a-va ;.. 3a,
and so on.

The digit thus prefixed to a symbol is called the toeffizunl
ol the terni in which it appears.

24.* Since 3a=a+a + a, .--

and 5a=a + a + a + a + a,

^ 3a + 5a-a + a + a + a + a + a +a+»
=:8a.

^

Terms wliich have liie same symbol, whatever their coeffi-
cients may be, are called liltt terms : those which have diffe-
rent symbols are called unliU terms.

.
Like terms, when positive, may be combined into one by

adding their coefficients together and subjoining the common
synil.ol: tliua

2a; + 5a;= 7a!,

32/ + 52/ + 82/=16y.

25. If a term appears without a coefficient, unibj is to be
taken as its coefficient.

Thus
a; + 5x=6a;.

26. Negative terms, when like, may be combined into ona
term witli a negative sign prefixed to it by adding the coeffi-
cionts and subjoiuiug to the result the common symbol.

Thus 2a;-3y-5y=2x-8y,
for 2x-3//-5»/= 2x-(3»/ + 5y)

«=2j:-8y.

So again 3x-y-4j/-Cy=3x-lly.

\



ADDITIOJ^AND SUBTA'ACT/OAT.

27. If an expression contain tM'o or morn Ulw. ,I^emg positive and others ner^ative 1 n, ?« \T'^'
'""^«

positive terms into one ^^1^ f ^'' ' '^'^^^'^^ ^^^ t^«

terms into one .ega ve "^ie^ 'Jw"' ']r '" '''' ^'^'''^^

remaining terms inlo one W t 'eTonow'
"^ ''"'^"' ''" ^^«

the smaller coefficient from !
^""^^ ^' ^''^'''''- ^^^^^ract

remainder withiC In of \l. ^'r''"'
""^ ^^*~ ^^^^^^^» the

mon symbol attachedlo it ^'' '' ^''^'"'^ ^^^^ "'« ^««^-

Ex. 8x-3a;=5a;,

28.

terms into one sin-de erni o l ?
'* '"^ "^'"^^^^ ^^ ^^^e

of the rules for Ad lit^^
'

't^'' T ' "''^^"'^ '^'' application

proceed to give st Exam; L """"^ '^ ^'^^*^' ^^•'^^ -«

(1)

ADDITION.

3a-4&-5c ^^^ Sa + 7 -3c-4i
,-

p(ia~7h + 9c + 4d
4a~0b-2c

Y\
^

The terms containing 6 and rfinFv fo^ i ?
.'^^'^

(3) 7.>5,^-%. ''"^"ff^-3--g
one another.

16a;-7y- 3a
16to-11ii

SUBTRACTION.

(^/ 3a+7&- 8c2a + 56- 4(;

3a--8i + lOc

(3) 5a -66 + 2c

2a~C>b + 2c

Sa

(5) 3x + 7y + i2a

.

%- 23

3a: + 2y+l4?

3a -77;+ 4e

Ub~l2G
(4) x-y + z

x-y~z

2z

(6) 7a;- lay -14,
_6x-247/+ 9»

«^+ &?/^3«



to /tDDlTlON AND SUBTRACTION.

29. "VVc have placed tlie expressions in the examples given

in the precedinp; Article under each other, as in Arithmetic,

lor the Kike of clearness, but the same operations mi<,dit be ex-

hil)ited by means of signs and brackets, thus Examples (2) of

each rule might have been -worked thus, in Addition,

5a + 76-3c-4i + (6a-76 + 9c + 4«^)

«=5a + 7&-3c-4(i+ 6a-7& + 9c + 4i
= lla + 6c;

and, in SuLlraction,

3a + 76-8c-(3a-76 + 4c)

= 3a + 76-8c-3a + 76-4c
= 14&-]2c.

Examples.—!.
Simplify (he following expressions, by combining like sym-

bols in each.

J

I. :3a + 46 + 5c + 2fl+3& + 7c. 2. 4a + 5& + Gc-3a-2&-4c.

3. Ga-3/j~4c-4a + 5& + Gc.

4. 8rt-5& + 3c-7a-26 + Gc-3a + 96-7t; + 10a.

5. 5j;-3a + & + 7 + 2&-3x'-4a-9.
6. a-l-c^h-vc-d-vd-a.

7. 5a + 105-3c + 26-3a + 2c-2a + 4c

Examples.— ii. addition.
Add together

I. a + o; and a-as. 2. a + 2a; and a + 3«.

3. a-2.cand 2a-x. 4. 3x + 7j/ and 5a; - 2y.

5. a + 3& + 5c and 3a - 25 - 3c.

6. a-2?}4-3canda + 2&-3c. 7. l+a-y and 3-a; + y.

8. 2a; - 3?/ + 42, 5x- 7i/ - 2^, and 6a; + 9?/ - 83.

9. 2a + i - 3.0, 3a - 26 + x, a + & - 5.c, and 4a - 76 + Gx.

EXAMFLES.—iii. SUBXrvACTION.
1. Froni a + & take a - &.

2 3;(; + 7( 2a;-y.

3 2rt + 3c + 4(Z ,.,,,, a-2c + 3d
4. ...0.. x + y + 3 x-y-«.
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5. Fromm-n + r take w-n~r.
^- a + 6 + c a-h-c.
7- 3a + 4J + 5c 2a + 75 + 6c.

^ 3x + 5?/-4a 3a; + 2//-5a.

30. We have ajven examples of the use of a Lracket Theme ho.^ of denoting a bracket are various
; thu, beddcs tmarks

( ), the marks
[ ], or

) f, are often employed Some-tmiesamark called 'a'heVincalum''isdrawno\x.r\hsyt^^^^^
.>hich are to be connected, thus a- rT^ is used torepresJn thesame expression aa that represented by a- (& + c)
Often the brackets are made to enclose one another, thus

In removing the brackets from an expression of this kind iti« best to commence with the innermost, and to remove thebracket, one by one, the outermost lust of alL
Thus

*a-[6+{c-(i-e+/)|]

Again
-«--^-^+^-^+/

6x-(3a:-7)-j4-2x-(Cx-3)f
«5x-3a;+7-|4--2x-6a; + 3{
«5a;-3x + 7-4 + 2a; + 6a;-3

Examples.—iv. bhackets.

^:^^^t'I2"
''^"''"^ "'^""""^' combiningail like c<iuaa«

1. a+J + (3a-2&).

2. a + &-(a-36).

3. 3a + 55 -Cc- (2a + 46 -2c).

4. a + &-c-(a-6-.c).

5. 14a; - (5a; - 9) -|4- 3a; - (2a; - 3) {,
6. 4a;-|3a;-(2a;-a;-a)|.

7. 15a;~|7a; + (3a; + «i^)|,
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11. 2o-(6a-t)-|c-(5a + 2J)-(a-3&){.
12. 2x-

{«-(2a-[3a-(4a-[5a-(Ga-a:)l)l)t
13. 25a-196-[36-}4a-(56-6c)|J.

I rcssion used for illustration to represent such numbers that

JJ^'nV '^'^°!"'' ' ^°^"''^^ ^^^^^^' «°W aa a is not

If, for instance, a stands for 10 and h for 6,

,
a-6 will stand for 4.

But if a stands for G and h for 10,

a-& denotes no possible result, because we cannottate the number 10 from tiie number 6.

To explain this we must consider

I. What we mean by Quantity.
II. How Quantities are measured.

32. A Quantity is anything wliich may be re-arded aabemg made up of parts like tlie whole.
°

Thus a distance is a quantity, because we may re-ard it aamade up of parts each of themselves a distance.
Again a sum of money is a quantity, because we may regardIt as made up of parts like the whole.

^ ""

any quantity of that kind is measured by savin- how minv
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as a IS not

For example to measure anv distance alonj? a road we fixupon a known distance, such as a mile, and express all distances
by saymg how many times they conUiin this unit. Thus 16 ia
the measure of a distance containing 16 miles
Again to measure a man's income we take one pound as our

unit, and thus if we said (as we often do say) that a man's in-come IS oOO a year, we should mean 500 times the unit, that is.
i..OO. Unless we knew what the unit was, to say that a man's
income was 500 would convey no definite meaning; all we
should know would be that, whatever our unit was, a pound, a
dollar or a franc, the man's income would be 600 times that
unit, that IS, :£500, 500 dollars, or 500 francs.

KB. Since the unit contains itself onct, its measure is
nniiij, and hence its nniiie.

Xow we can conceive a quantity to be such that when
34.

put to another quantity of the same kind it wiU entirely or in
part neutralize its etfect.

Thus, if I ^yalk 4 miles towards a certain object and then
return along the same road 2 miles, I may say that the latter
distance is such a quantity that it neutralizes part of my first
journey m far as regards my position with respect to the pointfrom which I started.

^

Again, if I gain ^500 in trade and then lose ^400 T mav
«ay that the latter sum is such a quantity that it neutralizes
part of my first gam.

If I gain ^500 and then lose ;£700, 1 may say that the latter
8uni IS such a quantity that it neutralizes all my first gain, and
not only that, but also a quantity of which the absolute value
IS £200 remains in readiness to neutralize some future gain
Regarding this £200 by itself we caU it a quantity which will
Have a subtractive effect on subsequent profits

^

Now, since Algebra is intended to deal with such questionsm a general way, and to teach us ?.ow to put quantities, alike
or opposite m their efi-ect, together, a convention is adopted
tounded on the additive or subtractive effect of the quantitiesm quest^ion, and stated thus :

fl,r^°
^^e^r^n^\^^^« to be ^d^^d prefix the sign +, and to

the quantities to be subtracted prefix the sign -. and thon
^v-nie down ail the quantities involved in such a question con"
nected with thes^ signs."
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Tims, suppose a man to trade for 4 years, nnd to gain a
pounds the lirst year, to lose h pounds the second year, to win
c pounds the third year, and to lose rf pounds the fourth year.

Tlie aLUiiivt quantities are here a and c, which we are to
write + a and + c,

The suhtracHve quantities are here b and d, which we are to
write -6 and -d,

.'. Result of trading ™ +a-h+ c — d.

35. Lot us next take the case in which the gain for the
first year is a pounds, and the loss for each of three subsequent
years is a pounds.

Result of trading •= +a-a—a-a \

Thus we arrive at an isolated quantity of a mUractivt
nature.

Arithmetically we interpret this result as a loss of £2a,

Algchraically we call the result a negative quantity.

When once we have admitted the possibility of the inde.
pendent existence of such quantities as this we may extend the
application of the rules for Addition and Subtraction, for

I. A negative quantity may stand by itself, and we may
then add it to or take it from some other quantity or expres-
sion.

II. A negative quantity may stand first in an. expression
which we may have to add to or subtract from any other
expression.

The Rules for Addition and Subtraction given in Art 21
will be applicable to these expressions, as in the followW
Examples. **

ADDITION.
(1) 5a-7a=-2a.

(2) 4a-3&-6a + 76=-2a + 4&.

<2) To 4a To ba-ZhAdd^^ ^(jjj -2a -26

Sum 3a- iiH
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If

(4) Ca — 56- 4c + 6
•5a + 76-12c-17

-66+ 3c- 7

(5) 7a;-57/ + 93

-iSx+y//-.r.3

- 3x-8?/+ f

-14x-4y-»-5a

w
SUBTRACTION.
From X
Take -y

Remainder x + jjT

or wo might represent the operation thus,

(2) a + 6-(-a + J)=a + 6 + a-6=2(r.

(3) -a-5-(a-6)=_a-6_a + &=~2a.

(4) -3a+ 4&- 7c+10
5a- 96+ 8C-H9

-8a + 136- 15c- 9

(5) aJ-2/-[3x-j-5a;-(-42/ + 7a;)n
=a;-2/-[3a;-| -5x + 4?/-7a;{]
= a;- 2/ - [3a; + 5a;- 4i/ + 7x]

=x-2/-3x-5a; + 4?/-7»

, =-14a; + 3y.

(6) 7a+ 56+ Qc-lU
-36- 12c- 8tZ+ 6c

7a+ 86 + 2IC- 4(^-6^

In this example we have deviateJ from our previous prac
tice of placing hhe tmns imder each other. This arrancre-
ment is usefiil to facilitate the calculation, but is not absolutely

Note.—Tlie meaning of Subtraction is 1-,

the result in Art. 18, Case iv. may be true wLeu 6 is k^^thS T
so lasi
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Examples.—V.

(I.) ADDITION.
Add together

1. 6a + 76, - 2a - Ah, aiid 3a - 5ft.

2. -6a + 66-7(;, -2a + 136 + 9c, and 7a -296 + 4a
3. 2x-3t/ + 43, -r;x + 4y-72, and -Sx-Qy-'^z.

4. -a + 6-c + (f,a-26-3c + ^, -56 + 4c,and -Sc + d
5. + 6-C+7, -2a-36-4r + 9, <ind3a + 26 + 5c-ia
6. Cx- 3a - 46, Qy - 2a, :?<» - 2y, and 56 - 7x.

7. « + &-c, c-a + 6, 26~c + 3a, and4a-3c
8. 7a-S6-5c + 9iZ, 26-3c-5(7,and -4(i + 15<3L

g. - 12x,- 6y + 4», 3a; + 2?/ - 3», and Oa; - 3y +t.

(2.) SUBTRACTION.

1. From a + 6 take -a-6.

2. From a- 5 take -6 +

c

3. Froma-6 + c take -a + 6-c.

4. From 6a; - 8?/ + 3 take -2a; + 9y- 2.

5. From 5a - 126 + 17c take - 2a + 46 - 3fl,

6. From2a + 6-3xtake46-3a + 5a!.

7. From a + 6 - c take 3c - 26 + 4a.

8. From a + 6 + c-7 take 8-c-6 + a.

9. Fiuii) 12a;--3y-2!take4y-5a+a;.

10. F * >)ii ha- 00+ 7c Jake 2c- 46 + 2a,

iz. From9p-42 + 3rtake52-3^+n



11. MULTIPLICATION.

3(5. rna operation of finding tho sum oi a numbcM eAehequal to b is culled Multiplication.

The number a is called the Multiplier.

* Multiplicand.

^^Thia Sum is called the Product of the multi, lication of b

8ymbole!'°^"''
^ represented in Algebra by three distinct

^'

bLT'^'??
the symbols side by side, .vith no signbetween them, thus, ab;

**

II. By placing a small dot between the symbols, thus a l-

«x"'^Lu'tt^
'^" '^'^1^' ^^'"'^^^ '^' «^'"^^°H thus,'a X 6

,
and aU these are read thus, «a into J," or " a times 6."

1 roduct for we cannot symbolize the product of 5 into 7 bv

el«;?^f1

"" ''• '''' ^"^ '^^^"' -^ - "- -'^
represent it by 6.7, because it might be confounded with thenotation used for decimal fractions, as 57.

37. In Arithmetic

2x7 stands for the same as 7 + 7 *

2^^ 4 + 4'+4.

In Algebra

ab stands for the same as 6 + 6 + 6+ ... with 6 wiittelia times.

(a + 6) c stands for the same as c + r j. /. ^.uh . ,„..:»^.-

a + 6 times.
'

' -^^ -"-'=»
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38. Toshew that 3 times 4=4 times 3.

3 times 4= 4 + 4 + 4
= 1+1+1+1 ^

+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 t L
+1+1+1+1 )

4 times 3= 3 + 3 + 3 + 3
=1+1+1 )

+1+1+1 f

+ 1 + 1 + 1 (
"

+1+1+1 ;

Now tlie results obtained from I. and II. must be tbe >,ame
tor the liorjzontal columns of one are identical with tlic verti-
cal columns of the other.

39. To prove that ah= ha.

be tokr^""'
^""^ ^^'"^ ^""^ °^ "* numbers each equal to 6 is to

.*. aJ= b + b + with b written a time*
«= b

+ b

+

to a lines

" 1 + 1 + 1 + to & terms)
+ 1 + 1 + 1 + to 6 terms/ .

+ r •^

to a lines. }

Again,

ba= n + a + with a written b timea
= a

+ a
+

to /j lines
,

1 + 1 + 1 + to rt terms)
+ 1 + 1 + 1 + to (i terms/ .-
+ ,.. = . = > IJ-

to b lines, j
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Now the results obtained from

for the hori.o„.a7e;i;';i;;ToV:;'r dL7rh?::t«Tvertical columns of the other.

40. Since the expressions ah and 6a are the same in nipon

(1) a into 6,

(2) a multiiilied bj 6.

41. The expressions ahc, acb, hac, hca, cab, cha are all tliesame in meamng, denoting that the three' nun bers symb li dby a, b, and c are to be multiplied toc^ether It i. wi
generally desirable that the alphabetifa^^ der ofV/Srepresenting a product should be observed.

'

protct^alf
°' ''^ ^'"'"^ ^' '' ' '' -^^^^ ^ ^--- of the

4;j. When a number expressed in fi^^urea ia nnp nf fi,«
factors of a product it always stand, firsttZ IZ^C

""

b/ot^.
^'''""'' " ''^ '^"'"'^

^' J'' ' <"'" 9 « represented

i. ll'i w7 T° ^ """'° "^ "'^ f""''"^ that make up a productIS called the CoEimcisNT of the other factors
Thus in the expression 2«, 2a is called the coefBcient of x.

45. When a factor a is repeated «« the product wonl.l

ti ufr:^'' irT"""'' ^v'"
^''- ^•^' "^ -= "hi: -^

tin c., by am. In such cases these products are, for the sil-,.

r;ii:;;;LTedrt7u's''^^^^^^^^^^

instead of aa w'e write a^

aaa a^

aaaa a*

foS^sr:; "
'

-'
^^^ ^*^ "= --h '"h

Jt"ir^^;SirtL"i:^ -^^^^^^^^^^
the power .

a2 is generally called the square of ca.

* ' thQcuhmia, ,
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46. The product of a^ and a^^a^x a^

'=aaxaaa= aaaaa= a\

Thus the index of the resulting power is the mm of the
indices of the two factors.

Similarly a* x a**

=

aaaa x aaaaaa

T-- aaaaaaaaaa=^a= /7l0 = a4-M

If one of the factors he a symhol without an index, we maj
assume it to have an index ^, that is

a—a\

Examples in multiplying powers of the same synihol are

(1) axa2=ai+2=a3.

(2) 7a3 X 5a^= 7 X 5 X a3 X a^= 35a^+''= SSa^o.

(3) a3xa<'xa»=a3-w-»=ai8.

(4) x^yxxi/=x'^.y.x.y^^xlx.y.7/=X'+\i/+-=:xY'

3. 3x7/ into 4xy.

6. a^ into a.

9. 15a6Vhyl2(r'Bc.

12. 4a%x by 5ah%H

Examples.—vi.

Multiply

I. X into 2y. 2. 3x into 4y.

4. 3a6c into ac. 5. a^ into a*.

7. 3a-6 into 4a-''6l 8. Va^c inLO Jja'-hc^.

10. Va^c'' by 4a26(;3. 11. a^ by 2aK

13. 19x"i/2by4x2/V. 14. 17a6%by 360^^^. 15. 6xYz^hySx^y'z\

16. 3a6cby4accy. 17. a' 6^0 by Sa^'i^c. 18. QmhiphymPny^,

19. a2/-a by 6xV, 20. lla^Sx by Sa^^^^m^

47. The rules for the addition and subtraction of po^, era

are similar to those laid down in Chap. T. for simple quantifies.

Thus the sum of the second and tliird powers of x is rex^re-

sentedby
x'^ + x%

and the remainder after taking the fourth power of y from the

fifth power of y is represented by '

Kid these expressions cannot be abridged.
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a\

um of the

X, we maj

bol are

xy.

4xy.

a.

loy 12c"Bc.

by TnPny'^,

of po^, era

luantkies.

X IS rci^re-

/ from the

3?/3 + 57/3 +72/3^15^8^
8x^-5x*=2x*,

Thus ad + ad^2ad,
3a^b~2a'b=a%

7a2a;- lOa'-x-Ua^x^ ~ Wx.

ont tl^'""'
*•'' "J^Jtiplication of .t;^;.;. expressions we passon to the case in which one of the quantities whose proTuctI!to he luund is a co7npound expression.

^ * "*

To shew that (a + h) c=:ac + bc.

(a + h) c^c + c + c+ ... with c written a + 6 times,
-{C + C + C+ ... with c written a times) i

+ (c + c + c ... with c written b times).

49. To shew that (a~b)c=ac'-hc.
(a-b)c=^c + c + c+ ... with c written a-6 times

'

- (c + c + c + ... with c written a times)
-(c + c + c ... with c written 6 times).

iN^oi^. JVe assume that a is greater than ft.

60. Similarly it may be shewn that

(^-^-c)d=ad-bd-cd,
and hence we obtain the followin- creneral nilfi for fl«^- .t

„.?S'!* ™f5 *'"> *«'"^ K7 'bo single symbol, and .„n.

.
j ' - '"'"»

f tho result by the signs of the several tcraui"I 'lie compound expression."
"i-

> lwi remig
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Examples.—vii.

Multiply • V
1. a + 6 - c by a. 7. 8^2 + 9;?m + lOn^ by mn.

2. a + 36 - 4c by 2(i. 8. Oa^ + 4a^& - Zu^W^ + 4a263 ^y 206.

3. a3 + 3a2 + ^a by a. 9. a;''/,'^ - xhf- + an/ - 7 by X7y.

4. 3a3-5a2-6a + 7by3a2. 10. tn^-Zm^n^Zmn^-n^h^ n,

5 a^ - 2aZ/ + 52 by ah. \ i. 12^36 - Ga^ja + 5aZ*3 ^y 12(4253,

6. a3-3tt262 + 63by3a2&. 12. ISx''- 17x27/ + 5x2/2-2/'' by 8x3/.

51. We next proceed to the case in which both multiplier
and multiplicand are compound expressions.

First to multiply a + 6 into c + d.

Represent c + c^ by x.

Then (a + 6)(c + d) = (a + h)x

«=ax + 6x, by Art. 48,

^a{c-¥d)-\-h{c + d)

= ac + ad + 6c + hd, by Art. 4a

The same result is obtained by the following proccae

;

c + d

a + b

ac + ad
+ bc + hd

ac + ad + bc + bd

which may be thus described :

^

Write a + b considered as the multiplier under c + d con-
sidered as tlie multiplicand, as in common Arithmetic. Then
multii)ly each term of the multiplicand by a, and set down the
result. Next multiply each term of the multiplicand by b, and
set down the result under the result obtained before. The
8um of the two results will be the product required.

JSfote. The second result is shifted one place to the rigH
The object of this will be seen in Art. 56.
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62. Next, to multiply a + 6 into c-d
Represent c-d by «.

Then (a + 6)(c-(?) = (a + J)a;

•=ac-a(i + 6(;-6£i,byArt. 49.

+ cand -cZ,tlie eflect ot nuiltipiying the -positive terms +aand -f6„Uo the positive term +cis to produce tVo posit^^eterms ^ac and +6., whereas the effect of nmlttw Zposmvetenns .-« and +6 into the n.,a.J3^^^
produce two negative terms -ad and -6d
The same result is obtained by the following process

:

c-d
tt + &

+ hc-hd

ac-ad + bc-bd
Thi« process may be described in a similar manner to thatn Art. 51 It bemg assumed that a positive term multipMinto a negative term gives a negative result.

"^^^^^Pl^ed

Similarly we may shew that a - h into c + d gives
ac + ad-bc-bd.

53. Next to multiply a- 6 into c-d
Represent c-d by a.

Then ia-b)(c^d)=(a~b)x

'=ax—bx

'=a{c-d)-b(c^d)
-= (ac - ad) - (he - 6^;), by Art. 49.
'^ac-ad-bc + bd.

When we compare this result with the factoid from whichIt IS produced, we see that
^^^

The product of tiie positive term a into the positiveterm c is the positive term ac.
po-icive
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k . i\

The product of the positive term a into the negative
term — dl is the negative term — ad.

The product of tlie negative term -h into the positive
term c is the negative term - be.

The product of the negative term - h into the negative
term -d'la the positive term hd.

The multiplication of c-d by a-6 may be written thui

;

c-d
a — h

ac— ad

-bc + bd

I

ac — ad — be + bd

64. The results obtained in the preceding Article enable ua
to state what is called the Role of Signs in Multij)lication,
which is

"I'A« product of two positive terms or of txoo negative terms
is positive : the product of two terms, one of which is positive and
the other negative, is negative."

55. The following more concise proof may now be given of
the Rule of Signs.

To shew that (a

-

b)(c -d) = ac-ad-bc + hd.

First, (a-b)M::=M+M+M+ ...with M written a-b times,

=(M + M+M+... with M \vritten a times)

-{M+M+M+... with M written b times),

'T-aM-bM.

Next, let il/=c-d

Then aM= a (c-d)

^{c-d)a Alt. 39.

^ca-da. Art. 4a.

Similarly, bM= cb - db.

:. (a -h)(c-(l)^ (ca - da) - (cb - db).

Now to subtract (cb-db) fi'om (ca-da\ if we take away cb

we take away (^6 too much, and we mu^t therefore add db to
the result,

A we get ca-da~cb + db,

Wjiich is t])e sanie ^s ac - ad -hc + Id. \ Art. 39.

^%*.
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So It appears that in multiplying {a-h)U^^ we^n^utiplyeach term in one factor b/elch term in th oTherand prefix the eign according to this law :-

mim the factors multiplied have like signs mejix + u-Acnunlike - to the product, ^ ''
*

^

This is the Rule of Signs.

5C. We shaU now give some examples in illustration of theprinciples laid dovra in the last five Articles.

Examples in Multiplication worked out.

(1) Multiply X + 5 by X + 7. (2) Multiply x - 5 by « + 7.

0;+ 5

x+ 7

+ 7x + 35

a;2 + i2a; + 35

aj-5

a + T

+ 7a;-35

«^ + 2a5-35'

JuuT"^^:" '^;?"'° '^^ ^^^^^^ ^^«^^* «"«P^^ce to the

(3) Multiply a; + 5 by a:-7. (4) Multiply a:-5 by x-7.
x + b

X'7

-7a;-35

a;— 5

«- 7

«2--2a;-35 ^

a2- 6a;

- 7a;+36

a--12x + 35

(5)Multiplyx2 + 2/2byx3-^..(C)Multiply3a^-55^by7ax-262/

8^ + xh/^
^la-a'^-Soabonj

21ttV- - 41ai;x2/ +lioi^
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67. The process in the muUIplication of factors, one or
both of whicli contains more than two terms, is similar to the
processes which M'e have been describing, as may be seen frora
the following examples ;

Multiply

(1) a;2 + in/ + 7/bya;-y.

a;2 + a;7/ + T/2

a^ + x-ij + xy^

^x-y — ocy^—^
g^-yi

(2) a' I 6af9bya«-6a+0.

a^-¥(ja +9
a^-Gtt +9

o< + 6a3 + 9(i2"

- ()a^ - 36a3 _ 54<,

+ 9tt2 +54a + 8J

a^ 18a2 + 81

(3) ]\I 111 t^ply 3x2 + Axy~ y^ by 3x^-4xy + y\
3x2+ 4^^ _ ^2

3x2- 4xy + 7/

« 9x* + 12x^7/- 3x-y-»

-12x'V-lt?x2i/2 + 4xy8

+ 3x2/ + 4X7/3 -y4

9x4 _ iQ^Y ^'q~jZ 'Z;ji~

(4) To find the continued product of x + 3, x + 4, and
X + 6.

To eflect this we must multiply a; + 3 by a; + 4, and then
multiply the result by x + 6.

x+ 3

x+ 4

«2+ 3x

+ 4x + 18

a2 +
x +

7x +12
6

+
7x2 + 12a;

6x2 + 42x + y2

x3+13x2 + 54x + 72

^mte. The numbers 13 and 54 are called the coeftcunh of
X- and X m the expressiou x^-i- 13x2 + 54x+72, in accordance
Willi Art 44.
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(8) Find the continued product of x + a, x f 6, and « 4 fl,

aj-' + aa?

+ 6a; + a5

a' + ax + 6x + oft

sc^ + ax2 + hx^ + a6x

+ ex'- + acx + 6cx + a6(j

a;3 + (a + 6 -1- c)x^ + (a6 + ac + 6c)x + oho

Note. The coefficients of x^ and x in tlie expression just
obtained are a + 6 + c and ab-k-ac-i- he respectively.

When a coefficient is expressed in letters, * in this example,
it is called a Literal coefficient.

Multiply

I. x + 3 by x + 9.

4. x-8 by x-7.

7. x2-4l/x2+5.
9-

II.

13-

EXAMPLES.—viii.

2.x+15byx-7. 3. x-12byx + 10.

5. a-3bya-5. 6. 2/-6 by 7/+ 13.

8. x2-6x + 9byx2-6x4-5.
x2 + 5x-3byx2-5x-3. 10. a3-3a + 2 by a3-3a2 + 2.
x2-x + lbyx2 + x-l. 12. x'^ + xy-\-y'ihYx^-xy-\-y\
z^ + xy + y^hyx-y. 14. a^- x^ hy a'^ + ah"^ + x\

15. x3-3x2 + 3x-l byx2 + 3x + l.

16. x3 + 3x2i/-!-9x?/ + 27i/3byx-3y.
17. a^ + 2a26 + 4a62 + gfts by a- 26.

8ft3 + 4a2& + 2a62 + J3 ijy 2a- h.

a^ - 2a^ + 3a62 + 453 ^y a^_ 2ah- 36*.

a3 + 3a26 - 2a62 + 3^3 ^^ ^2 + 2a6_ 362.

a2 - 2ax + 4x2 i^y „2 + 2ax + 4x2.

9a2 + 3«- + x2 by 9a2 - 3ax + xl

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23-

24.

25.

26.

x*- 2ax2 + 4a2 by x* + 2ax2 + 4a2.

a^ + b^ + c^ - ab - ac-bc by a + 6 + c.

X2 + 4X7/ + 5?/2 by 3.3 _ 3^2y _ 2xy2 + 3y3.

at + c(i + ac + bd by «& + cr? -ac- bd.

Find the continued -nroduct of iho fnV.cw'mc pvi-.vnoc,v» .

?7. aj-a, x + a, x2 + a2, x4 + op4^ 33, x-a, x + b, x-Ct
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39. 1 -X, 1 +x, 1 +x', 1 +x*.

30. x-y,x + y,x^-xy-^y\x'^ + xy + y*,

3r. a-a:, a + a;, a2 + x2, o* + fls*, a* + x*.

Find the cocDTicicnt of x in the following expansions :

32. (x-5)(a;-6)(x + 7). 33. (x + 8)(x + 3)(a;-2X
34. (x-2)(x-3)(x + 4). 35. (x-a)(x-6)(x-c>

36. (x2 + 3x-2)(x2-3x + 2)(x«-5).

37. (x2-x + l)(x3+x-l)(x*-xa + l).

38. (x2-nM; + l)(x2-»nx-l)(x*--m2x-l).

68. Our prooi of the Rule of Signs in Art. 55 is founded
on the supposition that a is greater than 6 and c is greater

than d.

To include cases in whicl. the multiplier is an isolated nega-

tive quantity we ^ust extend our definition of Multiplication.

For the definition given in Avt. 36 does not cover this case,

since we cannot say that c shall be taken — d times.

We give tlien the following definition. " The operation of
Multiplication is such that the product of the factors a—b ard
c-dwill be equivalent to ac-ad-bc + bd, whatever may be the

values of a, 6, c, d,"

Now since

(a-b) {c'-d)=iae-ad-bc + bd,

make a=0 and d=0.

Then (0-5)(c-0)=Oxc-OxO-&c + 6xO,
OT —bxc=—bo.

Similarly it may he sheAvn that

— &x -dl= +bd.

3Iultiply

• I. a- by - 6.

4. -4a26by-3a63.

7. 2a^ + 4a'--5ahy

Examples.—ix.

2. a^ by — a'.

5. 5x^2/^7 —^^A
3. a^b hy -abK
6. a^ — ah-rb^hy —tk

•M' 8. -a^—a^-a by -a— 1,

9-

10.

II.

12.

13-

14.

Zxh/— bxi/ + 4y^ by - 2x— 3i/.

— bni^ - 6mn + 7^2 by — to + rf.

13r'--17r-45by -r-3.
Ix^-Qxh-Qz'^-hj "X-«.
— 3^ + a?*-?/ — Q^y" hV — V — X.

— 2/3_ 35^2_ 2;2y _ a;3 by - X - jf.



III. INVOLUTION.

59. To this part of Algebra belongs the process called
involution. This is the operation of multiplying a quan-
tity by Itself any number of t.mes.

The power to which the quantity is raised is expresped by
the number of times the quantity has been emi)loyed as a
factor in the operation.

Thus, as has been already stated in Art. 45, '

. a^ is called the second power of a,

o^ is called the third power of a.

60. When we have to raise negative quantities to certain
powers we symbolize the operation by putting the quantity in
a bracket with the letter denoting the index (Art. 45) placed
over the bracket on the ri^lit hand.

Thus (-of denotes the third power of -a,
{-2z)* denotes the fourth power of -2a;.

61. The signs of all even powers of a negative quantity
will be positive, and the signs of the odd powers will be
negative.

Thus (-a)2=(-a)x(.a)=(t3,
(-a)3:*(-a).(-a) {-a)=a\{-a)^ -a\

62. To raise a simple quantity to any power we multiply
the index of the quantity by the number denoting the power
to which It is to be raised, and prefix the proper sign.

Thus the square of a' is a®,
i'U^ —1. - _i« - 9 • Atuc uuuu yi a" 13 a^^f
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63. We form the second
in the loUcviDg manner :

a + 6

a + 6

third and fourth powera of a + 6

+ ah +6«

a +b

a^ + 2a'^b + ab^

(a+ 6)3= a3 + 3a26 + 3(t62 + j3

o +6

o< + 3a^6 + 3a26'^ + a&»

+ a'^6 + 3a-'ft2 + 3a53 + 5*

(a + 6)^ -a< + 4a^b + 0a2i2 + 4^53 + j4.

Here observ^ the following laws :

I. The indices of a decrease by unity in each term.
II. The indices of b increase by unity in each term.
IIL The numerical coefficient of the second term ia always

the same as the index of the power to which the
binomial is raised.

64. We form the second, tliird and fourth powers of o- 4
in the following manner

:

a-h
a-b

a^-ab
-ab +&»

(a-6)2=a2-2a6 + ia

a -b

a^-Za^b + ab^

(a - 6)'= a3 - 3a26 + 3a62 _ js

a -b

a^-da^b + ZaW-ab^
_-_a35 ^ 3^2i2 _ 3^53 + ji

(a - hy= a* - 4a^6T6a262-4a63 ^j4.



Now ohserve tliat the powei-s oU-h h not .lin'or f^.,, r
poweraofa + ftexcenttlmf fl.«t

/^ '« "< t unier from tne

nf A „- nV T ^ ^'''''"^' '" which the odit/ powertol 6, 08 6>, 63^ occur huvo the si^^n - preiixed.
^

Hence if any power of a + j be given we can wiito th«correaponding power of a - 6 : thim
^

since (a + ft)5= a» + 5a^6 + lOa^ft'-' + I0a=6^ + 5aM + J»

65. Since (a + 5)2=a2 + &2.,2«6 and (a~bY=a^ + b^^.2ah

pJ:Jo^zii:j:'
^^-'^^^ ^^ ^-^ ^-- ^^^ ^-^ the

(x-5)2= a;2 + 25-10.r,
(2x - 7?/)2= 4x2 + 49f/2 _ 28:cy.

66. To form the square of a trinomial

:

a + b + c

a + b + c

a^ + ab + ac

+ ab + b'^+bc

+ac + bc + c'

o2 + 2ab + b' f 2ttc + 26c + c«.

Armnging this result thus a2 + 52 + ,2 + gaJ + 2ac + 25. we seet)iat It IS composed of two sets of quantities
:

I. The squares of tlie quantities a, 6, c.

II. The double products of a, 6, c taken two and two.
Now, if we form the square of a - 6 - c, we get

a-b-c
a-b-c

d^ -ab-ac •'

-ab + b^ + bc

- ac + Jtf + c*

The law of formation is the same as before, for we have
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I. The squares of tlic quantities.

II. The double products of a, - J, - c taken two by two

:

the sign of eacli result being + or - , according as
the signs of the alg braical quantities composing it

are like or unlike.

67. Tlie same law holds good for expressions containing
more than three terms, thus

(a + & + c + fZ)2=a2 + 62 + c2 + d2

+ 2a& + 2ac+ 2a(Z + 25c + 2&(i+ 2ci,

(a-64.c-cn2=a2 + 52 + c= + fZ2

- 2a5 + 2ac - 2afZ - 25c + 'iU - 2cd..

And generally, the square of an expression containing 2, 3,

4 or more terms will be formed by the following process

:

" To the sura of the squares of each term add twice the
product of eacli term into each of the terms that follow it."

EXAMPLES-~X.

Form the square of each of the following expressions :

I. x + a. 2. x-a. 3. x + 2. 4. x-3. 5. x^ + y^.

6. x^-y\ 7. a^+h\ 8. a^-h\ 9. x-\-y-\-z. 10. x-y+z.
II. m+n-p-r. 12. x- + 2x-3. 13. x^-Gx+7.
14. 2x2_7x + 9.

17. a^ + P + c^

15. x^ + y^-z^. 16. x*-4xY + y*'

19. x + 2y-Zz,18. a?-y^-z\

20. x--2y'^+5z\

Expand the following expressions :

21. (x + a)l 22. (x-af. 23. (x + I)3. 24. (a; -1)3.

25. (x + 2)3. 26. (a'^-iy. 27. (a + 5 + c)'. 28. Ca-J-c)?
29. {m + ny.{7n-nf. 30. (??i + n)2.(w2-n2).

^

m. An algebraical product is said to be of 2, 3 dimen-
<ioft4, when the sum of the indices of the quanLlties composing
the pfwduct is 2, 3

^^3 «t.- ii:j tin cvpie^oiuii Oi ii uiuiunsions,

fl'i^c ig an exj)ression of 5 dimensions.
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69. An alj,^cl)raical expression is called Aomo^^eneow, wlien
ea.-h of Its terms is of the same dimensions.
TJms a:2 + a:y + 2/- is liomogeneous, for eacli term is of 2 dimen-

Also 30:3^.4^0^^5^^, .g homogeneous, for each term is of 3

iirore^cVi:
""^ "^^^^^"^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^--

70. An expression is said to be arranfj.d according topowers oi some letter, when the indices of that letter occm- iuthe order of their magnitudes, either increasing or decreasi./
Thus the expression a3 + a=a: + aa.^+x3 is airanged accordi^^

to ac,midmg powers of a, and a&cmding powers of a:.

71. One expression is said to be of a Ugliefr order thananother when the former contains a higher power of some dis-tinginshmg letter than the other.
lue uis-

.J!!r//"-r"f
'^' ''' '"^'^ '' ^' «f * I^^I^er order thana- + ax + x\ with reference to the iiidei of a.

IV. DIVISIOBT.

72. Division is the process by which, when a moduct i«

nW ""' '
'"' '^ '^' ^^'^'"^ ^^''^^^''* ^^'^"^^ ^^^^

The given factor is called the Divisor.
The factor whieli has to be found is called the Quotient.

73. The operation of Division is denoted by the sign +.
Thus ah^a signifies that ah is to be divided by a.

"^

The same operation is denoted by writing the dividend
over the divisor with a line drawn between them, thus-"^--.

divLn.l?^?^''^r r^'"
*'''* ""^^ '^ ''''' ^'" ^^^^^^ theaiv ulend contains the divisor an exact number of times.
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-A

B

Case I.

74. When ^he dividend and divisor are each induded in

a single ter n, we can usually tell by inspection the factors of

which each is composed. The quotient will in this case be

represented by the factors which remain in the dividend, when
those factors which are common to the dividend and the di-

visor have been removed from the dividend.

ThuB
ah

--==— =3a>
a a '

a° aaaaa

a^ aaa
aa=a'

Thus, when one power of a number is divided by a smaller

power of the same number, the quotient is that power of the

number whose ii^dex is the difference between the indices of tin

dividend and tlie divisor.

Thus
a18

a"
a:12-«. '.a\

3a6
«5a26.

i\ -:!!

•1.1 1

,

76. The quotient is unity when the dividend and the

divisor are cquaL

Thus
a '

and this will hold true when the dividend and tho divisor are

comjpound quantities.

a + 5 _
=1;Thus

a + 6
1.

•| !

EXAMPLES.—Xi.

Divide

I. sfi by a?, 2. x^^ by x\ 3. sc^/ by xy, .

4.' a8yV by xy\ 5. 24a¥'C by 4ab, 6. 72a26V by Qa-h^c

"
7. 25Ga367c9 by I6ahc\ 8. 1331m^o^"i3i2 by UmhiY'

^9. ^OaV^5 by 5xy. 10. 9Ga^&V by 12&c
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Case II,

76. If the di\n8or be a single term, while the dividend
contains two or more terms, the quotient will be found by
dividing each term of the dividend separately by the divisor
and connecting the results with their proper signs.

ax + hxThus

ax
^ahi^ + ax + l,

'

12ary + 16xV-8xua ^ „ „'—^ ^=3xy + 4xy-2.

Examples.—xii.
Divide

1. x^ + 2x^ + xhyx. 4. mpx* + my-x^+my by mp.
2. ?/ - y* + y^-y^ by y\ 5. mi^xy- 28aV + 4a2a;3 by ^ahs,

3. 8a^+l6a^b + 24abny8a. 6. "I^xY-SexY-lSxyhydJy.
7. 81mV - 54m5;i«+ 27m^n^p by 3m^n\
8. 12a:«2/2-8a:^3-4a;Vby4a;3.

9. lG9a*6 - 117a362 + 9 1 -'j i^^ 13^3

10. 36165c3 + 22864c* -1336^05 by 1962&

77. Admitting the possibility of the independent existence
of a term affected with the sign - , we can extend the Exam-
ples in Arts. 74—76, by taking the first term of the dividend
or the divisor, or both, negative. In such cases we apply the
Rule of Signs in Multiplication to form a Rule of Si^us in
Di\dsion.

**

— ah

T
-ah

Thus since -a x 6= -a5, we conclude that —,—= -«

ax -h=-ah,

ah
= -a'-ax -h=ahf

and hence the rules

I. When the dividend and the divisor have the same
sign the f^uotient is positive.

II. "When the dividend and tho f!ivi«»nr Vir^Tra ,7.*/^.—

*

tigns the quotient is negative.
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78. The following Examples illustrate the conclusions just
oLtuinecl

:

(1)
^^- = '_a&».

(4) — = ~a + 5.— X

(o) -^:i " -P + al'-a-h + a^

(6)

— a6

2x"j--4^y+2.

Divide

1. 72a6 by - 9a&.

2. -60a8bv-4a3.

3- -84xVby4xy.

5. -12Sa36^chy-86c.

Examples.—xiii.

• a^vC- — ax by — ax.6. -a^r''-(

7. - 3Jrt3 + 5 la? - 1 7ax- bv 1 7a.

8. - 8a^62 - 24a«^'6'' + G2a"6'' by - 4(z36».

9. - 144x3 + lOSx-y - OGxy- by Ux,

10. iSx-V-i^xV-Pz/V 1,^, _J?^2.

Case III.

79. Tlie third case of the operation of Division is that in

which the divisor and the divideml contain more terms than
one. The opunition is conducted in the lolluwing way :

Arrange the divisor and dividend according to the

powers of some one symbol, and pUice tliem in the

same line as in the process of Long Division in

Ai'ithmetic

Divide the first term of the dividend by the first term
of the divisor.

Set down the result as the first term of the quotient.

Multiply all the terms of the divisor by the first term
of the quotient.

Subtract the resulting product from the dividend. If

there be a remainder^ consider it as a Tieiu dividend

and proceed aa before.
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The proccsB .vi]l best be understood by a careful study olthe following E:carii pies:
^

(l)DivideaH2a& + 6-'bya + 5. (2)Dividea=-2a& + i=bya-6

-ab + b^
ab + &»

ab-hb^

(3) Divide «« - yfl by a;*- y\

xY-y9

(4) Divide a;» - 4aV+ 4aV-a6 by a;«-a»
052_ a2J^ _ 4^2^4 _^ ^,j^ » a" ( CC4 _ 3^22.2 . J

a«-aV

-3a2ar*+ 4a''x2-a«

-3aV + 3a^d;2

a*x2-a8

aV-a«
(5) Divide 3.i^+aj3+y3-.i by

2/ + a;-l
Airanging the divisor and dividend by descencUng power.

*+y'-V^+ ^:q/ + y^-li,x^-.xy + x + y'^ + y+ l

f+ x^y -x^

-x'^y +x^+Sxy+y^-l
-x^y-xy^+ xy

oy^+xy^+ 2xy +f~l
a^+xy- x*

«^/+xy + x+y^-l
xy^+ y3^y2

xy+x+y^~i
^+y^-y

a+y-1
«+y-l

'V
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80. We must now direct the attention of the student to

two points of great importance in Division.
^

I. The dividend and divisor must be arranged accord-

ing to the order of the powers of one of the symbols

involved iu them. This order may be ascending or

I

*- descending. In the Examples given above we have

j

taken the descending ordur, and in the Examples

worked out in the next Article we shall take an

ascending order of arrangement.

II. In each remainder the terms must be arrangevl in

the same order, ascending or descending, as that lu

which the dividend is arranged at firat.

. 81. To divide (1) 1 -x* by ar' + x^ + a + l,

arrange the dividend and divisor by ascending powers of oc,

thus

:

1 + 03 + X^ + x'

-x-x^-a^-x*

(2) 48x2 ^ 6 _ 35a^ + ssx^ - TOx^ - 23x by 6x- - 5x + 2 - Tx",

arrange the dividend and divisor by ascending powers of as,

thus :

«-5x + 6x2 - 7a;3^ 6 _ 23x + 48x2 - 70x3 + 58x4 - 35^^ (3 - 4x + Sx*

6-15x + 18x2-21x3

- 8x + 30x2- 49x3 + 58x*

-8x + 20x2 -24x3 + 28x4
"

10x2- 25x3 + 30x* _ 35a^

V 10x2- 25x3 + 30x*-35x*

EXAMPLES.—xiV.
Di^^de

1. x2+15x + 50byx + 10. 5 x3+13x- + 54x + 72 by x f &
2. x2_i7a;+70 by x-7. 6. x3 + x2-x- 1 by x+1.

3. x2 +x-12 by x-3. 7. x3 4.2x2 + 2x+ 1 by x+1.

4. x2+13x + 12byx + l. 8. x3-5x3 + 7x2 + 6x+lbyx2^ Sx + l.

9. X* - 4x3 + 2x'2 + 4x + 1 by x2 - 2x - 1.

la {c*-4x3 + Cx2-4x+l byx2-2x+l.
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II. x*-a;2 + 2x-lbya;2 + a;-l. 12. a;*-4a2 + 8a; + 16by»+a.
13. »^ + 4a;2?/ + 80:2/- + 12//3 by a: + 4y.

14. a< + 4a^& + Ga263 + 4a63 + &< by a + 6.

15. a« - 5a46 + lOa^iS _ lOa^is+ 5^54 - 65 jjy ^ - ».

16. «« - 12x3 + 50a;2 - 84a; + 45 by a;2 - 6x + 9.

17. a* - 4a<6 + \a?\?+ 4a2i3 _ 17^j4 - 1266 by o« - 2a6 - ZV'.

1 8. 4aV - 12a3*3 + lOa^x^ - Ca^x+ a« by 2ax2 - Sa^x

+

a\

19. x*-x2 + 2x-lbyx»+a;-l.

20. x< + a2x2-2a«byx2+2a«. 23. a»-2/«byx-y.

21. x'-13x7y-30)/2bya;-15y. 24. a2-62+26c-c2bya-6 + c
22. o^ + y^byx + y. 25. 6-362+363-6<by6-l.

26. a«-62-c2 + d2-2(a(Z-6c)bya+6-c-f«.

27. a3+2/H2'-3x2/i3byx + 7y+sr. 28. x^« + 2/^» by {c»+y«

29. jj2 +2)g + 22)r - 232+ Tjr - 3r2 by 2^ - 2 + 3r.

30. a8 + a«62 + a*6* + a%^ + 68 by a^ + a^i + a262 + 06^ + 6«.

31. af +xV + aJ*2/*

+

^'f -V y" by x^ - x^t/ + xhf' - xy' + y*.

32. 4x5-x3 + 4xby2x2 + 3x + 2. 33. a6-243bya-3.

34. A;iO-/jbyF-l.
35. x3-5x2-4Gx-40byx + 4.

36. 48x' - 7t5ax2 - Cla'x + lOoa' by 2x - 3a.

37. IBx* - 45x3 + 82x2 - 67x + 40 by 3x2 - 4x + 6.

38. 16x4-72a2x2 + 81a4by2x-3a.

39. 81x4 _ 256^4 by 3x + 4a. 41. x^ + 2ax2 - o?z - 2a3 by x« - a*.

40. 2a3 + 3a26 - 2a62 - 363bya2 - 62. 42. a* - a262 - I26*by a2 + 362

43. x4 - 9x2 _ g^y _ ^ji ijy a;2+ 3a. + ^^

44. X* - 6x3y f. 9x2?/2 - 4?/* by x2 - 3xy + 2?/«.

45. x4-8i?/4byx-3?/.

46. a*-16/»4'ya-26.

47..81a<-lC64by3a+25.

48. 16x*-81y*by 2x + 3y.

49. 3a2+ 8a6 + 462+ lOac + SJc + 3c2 by a+ 26 + 3o»

50. a*+ 4a2x2+ 16x* by a2+ 2ax + 4x2.

51. a*+x2i/2+y4ijya;2_a;y^y?^

52. 25Ux* + 16x2^/2 + 7/ by IGx*+ 4xy + y«.

53. x5+x4y-x3/ + x'-2x2/2+7/byx3+x-|i
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54. fa» + 3aV - 2a'x - 2ft< by a; - a. 55. a'-rSbya + a.

56. 2x2 + a:y - 37/'' - 47/3 -xa-z^ by 2x + 3y + ;..

57. 9J5 + 3x<+14a;3 + 2by l + 5x + x2.

58. 12 - 38x + 82x« - 1 12a;3 + lOGa:* - 70x« by Tx^ - 5x + 3.

59. a;« + 2/" by 0^ - ^yj + a^y^ - a;//'' + y\
60. (a2x2 + Wf) - (a^-^ + xhj^ by ax + hy + ah + xy.

61. ff&(3:3 + 7/)+a:y(a2 + &2)byrta; + 7>y.

62. X* + (262 - a2)a;2 + ^4 ^y a;2 + ax + b\

82. Tlie process may in some cases be shortened by tbo uae
ol brackets, as in the following Example.

^ + ^0^' + (a + b + c)x''+ {ab + ac + hc)x + ahclx'^ + (a + c)x + ac
a' + 6x2

{ct + c)x'^+(ah + ac + hc)9
(ci + c)x ' + (ab + bc)x

,
acx + abo

acx + abc

a; - 1^ a;5 - 7wx4 + 71x3 - ?u2 + 7nx - 1 (re* - (m - 1) a;»

- ("^ -n-1) a;-' - (jji - 1) u;+ 1.

afi

- (m - 1) x^ + wx^

-(w-l)xH(w~l)x3

-(m-?i-l) x"-?ix2

'-{ni-n-l)x^+ (m -n-1) x*

-(m~ 1) x2 + nix

'(m-l)x'^+(ni-])x

x-1

« Bivitle

^ I. x^-(a^-

Examples.—XV,

(a2-6-c)u:2-(6-c)ax + Jcbyx2-ax + c

3- ar^ - (m - c) xH (n - cm + rZ) x'+
(r + cn-cZ7n)x2+(cr + (;n)x + rfrbyx«-mx2+r^x + r.

4.^ + (5 + a)x3-(4-5a+6)x2-(4« + 56)x + 46byx2 +5x-4

'-i^^^ + abd^acd + bcd)x + abcdhyx^-(a + c)x+ae.
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80. The following EAanipk.a in Division are of jn-eat

importance. "

Divisor.

a + 2/

x~y
x + y

DiVrDEND.

x^ + y^

Quotient.

x-y
x + y
^-xy-hy* *

x^ + xy + y*

84. Again, if we arrange two Tories of binomials consistinr.
respectively of the sum and the dillerence of asceiiding powew
ot X and y, thus ^

^ + ?/,
^^ + V\ x' + y\ X* + y\ x'' + 2/', x" + f, and so on,

X - y,
.;•-' - 7/, x3 - 7,.\ X.4 - y4, a4 ^ ,y, ^ _ ^,, .^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^

x + y\, :il divide the odd terms in the nppor line,

and tlie ei-c/i in tlie lower

x-y will divide all the tcrnia in (he lower,

^"^ "("'« in the uijptr.

Or we may put it thus :

h' n Ptand for any wliole number,

x" + 7/ is divisible by x-hy when n is odd,
by x-y never

;

a"-?/" is diviaible by x+y when n is even,
by 35-7/ always.

Also, it is to be oliserved tliat when the divisor kx-y all
tJie terms ol the quotient ave positive, and when the divis'or isx + 7/, the terms of the quotient are alternately positive and
negative. ^

'^^''^^h^-ty-^^^-^x'^y + xy'^ -y\
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85. These properties may be easily remembered by taking

the four Bim2)le8t casea, thus, x + y, a-y, a' + i/^ o'-j/', of

which

the first is divisible by a; + y,

second «-y»

third neither,

' fourth both.

Again, since these properties are true for all values of « and

y, suppose 2/=l, then we shall have

a + l
' 05-1 *

-__=x«-» + l, -—.=«2 + x+i,
sc+i a; - 1

Also

jre_1

5 « -

1

i

EXAMPLES.—XVL

- Without going through the process of Division write down
the c[uotlenta in the following cases :

1. When the divisor is m + n, and the dividends are

respectively

2. When the divisor is m-Hf and the dividends are

respectively

3. Wlien the divisor is a + 1, and the dividcnCa are

respectively

a2-l, a3+ 1, a6+ l, a^ + l, a»-l.

4. Wlien the divisor is y-1, and the dividends are

respectively
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write down

ddendfl are

idendfi aie
i

idcnCa are

idenda are

80. \Vb shall discuss in this Chapter an operation which
18 the opposite of that which we call Multiplication. In Mul-
tiplication we determine the product of two given factors : in
the operation of which we hav8 now to treat the product is

given and the factors have to be found.

87. For the re8o:uion, as it is called, of a product into its

component factors no rule can he given which shall be applic-
able to all cases, but it is not difficult to explain the process
in certain simple cases. We shall take these cases separately.

88. Case I. The simiilest case for resolution is that in
which all the terms of an expression have one common factor.
Tliis factor can be seen by inspection in most cases, and there-
fore the other factor may be at once determined.

Thus a2 + a6=a(a + 6),

• 2a3 + 4a2 + 8a=2a(a2 + 2a + 4),

^y - 18a;2j/2 + 54^;^= 9^^ ^^jZ _ ^xy + 6).

Examples.—xviL

Resolve into factors

:

1. 5x2 -15a;.

2. 3x3 + 18x2 -tJB,

3. 4y(/--l4i/ + 7.

4. 4x32/-12x2</2 + 8x?/».

5. ac^-ox^ + k^ + ca;.

6. 3x5;/3-21xV + 27xy.

7. 54a-^6e + 108a%8 - 243a869.

8. 45x7yio - OOxV^ - 360xV.
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89. Case- 1 1, Tlio next cnse !n point of Hinipllcltr is tlmt
in wliich four terina can bo po nrnin;^'eil, tluit l!io first two have
a common fuctdr uud tlio last two liavc a common factor.

Thus
a' + ax + &x + aJ»= (.r^ + aa-) + (/jx + ah)

«=x(x + rt) + i (x + a)

-(x + 6)(x + a).

Again

Examples.—xviil.

Picsolvc into ijictors ;

I. x^-ax~hx + ab

2.

3-

4-

ah -\-ax-hx- x\

hc + h)j-cy-y\

hm + mn + ah + aiu

5. a7>a;' - anj + 5.ry - j/*,

6. a/jx - o/>?/ + cdx - cdy,

7. c<L- + dinxy - cnxy - mny\
8. aicx - 6"Jx - acdy + 6(Z^?/.

00. Before rcadinpj tlic Articles tliat follow tlio student is

advised to turn Lack to Art. 50, and to oliaerve tlic manner in
which the operation of multiplying a Liiiomial by a binomial
produces a trinomial in tiic Exainplea there j,dven. Ho will

then be prepared to expect that in certani cases a trinomial

can he resolved into two binomial fadorSf yxumplus of which we
ahull now give.

01. Case III. To fmd the factors of

a;2+7x + 12.

Our ohject is to find tM'o numbers whose product is 12,

and whose sum is 7.

These will evidently he 4 and 3,

.'. a;2V 7x + 12 = (x + 4) (x + 3).

Again, to find the factors of

x^+5bx + eh\

Our object is to find two numbers whoso product is 65*,

and whose sum is 56.

These will clearly be 36 an<' 26,

. . a;=« + 50x + 66^ -= (x + 36) (x + 26).
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EXAMPLI-S.—Xlx.
Fiesolvo into factora

:

1. a'+llx+SO.

2. x2+17x + GO.

3. 7/2+ 132/ +12.

4. 7/ + 217/ + 110.

5. m^' + SDm + COO.

6. m2 + 23m+102.

7. a2 + aa6+S63.

8. a;2 + 13n ; IGml

9. y* + 19n7/ + 48n*.

10. £2 + 29;)s + loqp>.

11. a* + 5x2+c.

12. a;<' + 4x'+3.

\l. aV +18x^ + 32.

14. a:«//* + 7xV+12.

15. wi^o + 10m'''+16.

16. n2+27n2+140g«

D3. Caso IV. To fiucl the factors of

a:=-9x + 20.

Our object is to find two ncQaiive terms Avhose product is 20,
and wiiosc sum ia -a.

These will clearly bo -• 5 and - 4,

. .*. a^-Da; + 20«(a;-5)(aj-4),

Examples.—XX.
Hesolvc into factors

:

I. a;2-7x+10.

2. a;2-29a;+190.

3. 2/- -237/ + 132.

4. 2/^^-302/ + 200.

5. »i2_4n^^4QQ^

6. w2-57?i + 5fl.

7. a«-7x-''+12.

8. a?t2_27uZ/ + 2a

9. iM-lU2o' + SO.

o. a;V;i2_i3a;^ .^.22.

92. CaSG Y. To finJ the factors of

a2+ 5x^84.
Our object is to find two terms, one positive and one iie'^atire*
whose product is - 84, and whose sum ia 5.

°

These are clearly 12 and = 7,

.'. a;2 + 5a; - 84 = (a; + 12) (« - TV
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Examples.—-xxl.

Resolve into factors

:

I. an 7a? -60.

2. a;3+12a;-45.

3. a^ + lla-12.

4. a2+13a-140.

5. 62 + 135 _ 300.

6. 62 + 256-150.

7. a;8 + 3x<-4.

8. a;V + 3a:i/-154.

9. m^® + 15m«- 100.

10. n»+ 1771 -390.

94. Case VI. To find the factors of

a;2-3a;-28.

Our object is to find two terms, one positive and one negative,

whose product is - 28, and whose sum is - 3.

These will clearly be 4 and - 7,

.-. a;2-3x-28 = (a; + 4)(x-7).

Examples.—xxii.
»

Resolve into factors

:

I. a2-5a;-66.

a;2~7a;-18.

m2-9ni-36.

n2-ll»-60.

y'-lSy-U.

6. «2_i52,_ioo.

7. a;i0-9x5-10.

8. c2d2_24c£?-180.

9. m^v? - tn^n - 2.

10. p^q* - 6p*g^ - 84.

95. The results of the four preceding articles may be thus

stated in general terms : a trinomial of one of the forniR

'l
a;2 + aa; + 6. a;2-aa; + 6, x^ + ax-h, x^-ax-b,

may be resolved into two simple factors, when 6 can be re-

solved into two factors, such that their sum, in the first two

forms, or their difference, in the last two forms, is equal to a.

96. "We shall now give a set^of Miscellaneous Examples on

the resolution into factors of expressions which come under

one or other of the cases already explained.
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Examples.—xxiii.
Eesolve into factors:

I. a!*-15a;+36.

3. «'+4»-45.

3. a2J«-16a&-30.

4. o'-SnuB^-lOm'.

5. J/^+t/'-DO.

6. a;*-a!«- 110.

7. «'+3aa;«+4a*«.

8. a'+mas + nx + mn,

9. y«-4y3+ 3.

10. a^y-'ahi-'cxy + dbc •

11. a:2+(a-6)a;-a6.

13. a;2-(c-(f)a;-cdl

J3. al^-hd+cd-ahc:

14, 4x*-28a^ + 482/2.

97.
'
We have said, Art. 45, tliat when a number is multi-

plied by itself the result is called the Square of the number,
and that the figure 2 placed over a number on the right hand
indicates that the number is multiplied by itself.

Thus ,^- a^ is called the square of a,

(x - yy is called the square of a; - y.

The Square Root of a given number is that number
whose square is equal to the given number.

Thus the square root of 49 ib 7, because the square of 7
is 49.

So also the square root of a« is a, because the square of d is
a2.- and the square root of (»-y)2 iax-y, because the square
of a;-2/is(a;-y)2.

The symbol V placed before a number denotes that the
square root of that number ia to be taken : thus ^25 is read
" the square root o/25.'*
»

. . ... "K

Note. 'The square root of a pcsitiye quantity may be either
positive or negative. For "

since a multiplied by a gives as a result a^,

and -a multiplied by -a gives as a result a^,

it follows, from our definition of a Square Root, that either a
or - a may be regarded as the square root of a^.

But throughout this chapter we shall take only ttepositivt
value of the square root.
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98. "VVe may now tdio the case of Trinoiiiiuls wliich are
perfect squares, Avhicli are really incluclccl in the cases clis-

ciissed in Aj'ts. 91, 92, but which, from the importance they
opsume in a later part of our subject, dtmuud a 8ex)arate cou-
eideralion.

99. Case VII. To find the factora of

Seeking for the factora according to tlie hints given in Art
01, we find them to be x+ C and a; + G.

That i8x- + l-2x + ZG={x + G)'.

EXAMPLES.—XXiV.
Resolve into factors :

1. x3 + 18a;-!-81.

2. a:»+26x+lC9.

3. a'+ 34a: + 289.

4. J/H22/ + I.

5. «5»+2G02 + 10000.

6. x4 + 14a;2 + 49.

7. a:2+10.r?/ + 257/.

8. m4 + lCmV+C4n*

9. a« + 24x3 + 144.

10. a;V-lG2x?/ + G561.

100. Case VIII. To find the factors of

x2»12x + 3G.

Seeking for the factors according to the hints given in Art
92, we find them to be a - C and x-G,

That is, a;2 - 12a; + 8G= (x - G)2.

Examples.—XXV.
Resolve into factors :

1. a;3-8x + 16. 2. a* - 28a; + 19G. 3. x^- 36a; +324.

4. 2(2 _ 407/ + 400. 5. «2_ 100^ + 2500. 6. x*- 22x2+ 121.

7. a- - liuxT/ + 2i:0(/

9. ««- 38x3 + 361.

8. */«-* - oi.'/;t'-7i- + 256w*»
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101. Case IX. We now proceed to the most important
case of Resolution into Fuctore, namely, that in which the ex-
pression to be resolved can be put in the form of txKO mmm
with a negative sign between them.

Since m^~n'^-'(m + n)(m-n),

we can express the difTcrence between the squares of two
quantities by the product of two factors, determined by the
following method

:

Take the square root of the first quantity, and the square
r< * of the second quantity.

The sum of the results will form the first factor.

The difference of the results will form the second factor.

For example, let a^ - h^ be the given expression.

The square root of a^ is a. ,

The square root of b^ is 6. I

The sura of the results is a + 6.

The difference of t^je results is o - &
The factors will therefore be a + 6 and a - J^

ttatia, a^-b^='{a + b){a-b).

102. The same method holds good with tespect to com-
. pound quantities.

Thus, let a2 - (6 - c)2 be the given expression.

The square root of the first term is a.
j

The square root of the second term is J -&
'

The sum of the results is a + 6 - c.

The difference of the results iia-b + c
.-. a2-(6-c)2-(a + &-c)(a-6 + c).

|

Again, let {a--by-{c-d)^ be the given expression.

The square root of the first term is a-&.
The square root of the second term is c - (£.

The sum of the results iaa-b-i-c-d.

.IV.- -^iin.iciii.c ui liic i\;BUii3 IS a — — C-j-dm

:.{a-bf-{c-df:^{a-h-\-c-d){a-b-c-^d).
[S.A.] ^
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103. The terms of an expression may often be arranged

BO as to form, two squares . ith the negative sign between

them, and then the expression can be resolved into factors.

Thus a2 + 62-c2-tZ2 + 2«& + 2c£Z

-= (a2 + 2a6 + [.2) - (c2 _ 2c(Z 4^2)

.=(a+ 5)2 -(c -(/)''

*=(a + 6 + c - (Z) (* + ^ - <^ + <^»

ExAMPLES.—XXVi.
Resolve into two or more liictors

1. ^-'f.

4. a*-x*.

7. a;^- 1.

2. a;2-9.

5. X2-1.

8. 971*- 16.

3. 4x2-25.

6. ic^-l.

.9. 3G?/2-40a«.

— 1/2 _ ft*

10. 81x2//2_i21a2R ;i. (a-Z,)2-c3 ^12. a;2-(m-w)».

^3. (a + Z/)2-(c + d)2. 2# 2x?/-x2- 2/2 + 1.

14. (x + 2/)--(iB-l/)l

15. a;2 - 2.x?/ + 1/2 - «2,

16. (a-6)'--(m + ?i)2.

1 7. a2 _ 2rtc + c2 - 52 - 2Z;(Z - ^2. 28. 1 - 49c2

25. x^'-zyz-y

26. a2 - 462 -9(;2+ 126c

27. a* -1062.

18. 26c-62-c2 + a2.

19. 2x?/ + a;2 + r/2 - s2

29. a2 + 62_c2_£i2_2a6-2cit

30. a2-&2 + c2_(^2_2ac + 2&.i.

32- a ^l/>.

20. 2m>i - m2 - ?t2 + ft2 + [,2 _ 2a6. 3 1 . ?ai^x^ - 27

21. (ux + 6(/)2-l.

22. {ax + 5(/
j2 _ (^txx - hyy.

23. l-a2-6"N-2a6.

ax.

33. (5x-2)2-(x-4)2.

34. (7x + 4y)2-(2a; + 3?/)8

35. (753)2.(247)^

104. Case X. Since

a; + (t

= X- - ffx + a- and
x"' - a-'

x-a
.— nnZx^ + ax + a' (Art. 83),

we know the following important fad-
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(1) The mm of the cuha of two numbers is divisible by
the sttm of tha numbei-s :

(2) Tlie difference l)etv^•ecn the cvhti of two numbew if
divisible by the difference botween the numbers.
Hence we may resolve into factors expressions in the form

01 the sum or dilierence of the cubes of two numbers.
Thus *a^ + 27=a^ + 33=(» + 3)(a;''«-3x+9)

y3-C4=2/3-43=(7/-4)(2/2 + 4i/ + 16).

EXAMl^LES.—XXVii.
Express in factors the following expressions ;

1. a3f&3. 2. a3-&3. 3. ^3_8. 4.0:3+343.
5.63-125. 6. a;3 + 642/3. 7. a3-216. Z.^^^^^f,

9. 64ct3-1000R 10. 729a;3 + 512j/3.

Express in /owr factors each of the following expression? ;

II. {C«-^. 12. »«-l. 13. aO-64. 14. 729-y«».

105. Before we proceed to describe other processes in
Algebra, we shall give a series of examples in illustration of
the principles already laid down.

.

'^/^^f;)^^^^^
will find it of advantage to work every examplem the following series, and to accustom himself to read and to

explain with facility those examples, in which illustrations are
given of what may be called the short-hand method of expressing
Arithmetical calculations by the symbols of Algebra.

Examples.—xxviii.
Express the sum of a and 6.

Interpret the expression a -& + c.

How do you express the double of a ?

By how much is a greater than 5 ?

If a; be a whole number, what is the number next
above it ?

6. Write five numbers in order of magnitude, so that 9
shall be the third of the five.

I.

2.

3-

4.

5.
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7. If a be multiplied into zero, what is the result ?

8. If zero be divided by a, what is the result ?
^

9. What is the sum of a + a + a . . . written d. times 1

10. If the product be ac and the multiplier ft, what is the

multiplicand?

1 1. What number taken from x gives 7/ as a remainder ?

12. A\%% years old, and B is 1/ years old ; how old was A
when JS was born \

13. A man works every day on week-days for % weeks in

the year, and during the remaining Aveeks in the year he doeK

not work at all. During how many days does he rest \

14. There are x boats in a race. Five are bumped. Hov

many row over the course ?

15. A merchant begins trading with a capital of x pounds.

He gains a pounds each year. Hew much capital has he at

the end of 5 years %

16. A and B sit down to play at cards. A has x shillings

and B y shillings at first. A wins 5 shillings. How much had

each when they cease to play ?

17. There are 5 brothers in a family. The age of the eldest

is X years. Each brother is 2 years younger than the one next

above him in age. How old is the youngest 1

18. I travel x hours at the rate of y miles an hour. How

many miles do I travel I

19. From a rod 12 inches long I cut off x inches, and then

I cut off y inches of the remainder. How m.any inches are

left?

20. If n men can dig a piece of ground in q hours, how

many hours will one man take to dig it ? y^^

21. By how much does 25 exceed x 1

22. By how much does y exceed 25 ?

23. If a product has 2m repeated 8 times as a factor', how

clo you express the product 1

24* ay iiow 10 ucn does a -t
e\1. -1 - 01. i|

mU CAUUUU « — At? »

. !i!

25. A girl is X years of age, how old was she 5 years since ?

I
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26. A boy is y yeara of age, how old will he be 7 yean
hence ?

27. Expreaa the difference between the squares ol two
number^.

28. Express the product arising from the multiplication of
the sum of two numbers into the difference between the same
cumbers.

29. What value of x will make 80? equal to 16 ? 1

30. What value of x Avill make 38a; equal to 58 ?

'

31. What value of a? will make ^ equal to 4? .f
7 • - !

32. Wliat value of x will make a;+ 2 equal to 9 ?

*

33. What value of x will make a; - 7 equal to 16 ?

34. What value of x will make a;2 + 9 equal to 34 ?

35. What value of x will make a;» - 8 equal to 92 ?

Examples xxix.

^

Explain the operations symboHzed in the following exniefc
810ns :

o 1'
*-»•

I. a + 6. 2. a^-h\ 3. 4fi2 + js.
4. 4(^2+ 52).

5. a2-26 + 3c. 6. a+rnxft-c. 7- (a + m)(6-c). 8. ^^
10. a+2(3-c).

1:

9. Vu;2 + 2/l

12.
4tt6

13. x-y

II. (a + 2)(3-c).

14.
s/x^+ y

'^

sfx + y'

Examples.—XXX.
If a stands for 6, 5 for 5, x for 4, and 7, for 3, find the value

01 the lollowmg expressions :

I. a + x-h-y. 2. a+y-h-x. 3. 3a + 4y-&-2a;
4. 3(a + 6) - 2(a; - 7/). 5. (a + a;) (6 - jr). 6. 2a + 3(,- + y).

('/• \OLt'ru
i/y* 0. za + iiie + y.

w.

a-a?
IQ. a&3^ II. a6(x+y). 12. ay{b+x/.
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J3. dh(x-y)\

l6. (V^».

19. Mj2axy,

14. ,j6h.

17. (^+5)3.

a^ + h^ + y30.

15. -^.

18. JEhi.

21. 3a4(2x-y)*.

22. \a-(JI>-y)\\a-{x-y)\. 24. 3(a + 6-i/)^ + 4/a4«)^

23. (a-6-y)2 + (a-x + i/)2. 25. 3 (a - 5)? + (4» - y'V.

' H

Examples.—xxxi.

1. Find the value of

SaJc-a' + i^ + c*, when a=3, 6= 2, c=l.

2. Find the value of
'

ar' + 2/^ - 2^ + 3x^2, when a;= 3, y= 2, «= 5,

3. Subtract a^ + c^ from (a + c)^.

4. Subtract (x - ^)2 from x^ + 1/'.

5. Find the coefficient of x in the expression

{a + byx-{a + bx)^

6. Find the continued product of

2x-m,2x + n,x + 2m, x - 2n.

7. Divide

ocr' + (6c + a(Z)r2 + (M + ae)r + 6e by ar+i;

and test your result by putting

a=6=c=(i=e= l, and r=10.

8. Obtain the product of the four factors

(a + & + c), (6 + c-a), (c+ a-6), (a + 6-c).

"What does this become when c is zero; when 6 + c>

whena=6=c?

9. Find the value of

(a + 6)(6+ c) - (c + f?)((i + a) - (a + c) (6 - <0,

where 6 is eq[ual to d.

10. Find the value of

3a + (2&-c2)+|c?-(?a + 3&)| + {3c-(2a + 36)|«,

when a=0, 6=2, 0=4,

^a^
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if'

!» + c=-a4

11. If a=l, 6= 2, c=3, i=4, shew that the numerical
values are er^uul of

\d-(c-h + a)\\(d + c)-(h + a)l
and of (Z-' - (02 + 6-') + a^ + 2{bc- ad).

12. Bracket togetlier tlie diiTerent powers of x in the follow-
ing expressions

:

(a) ax^ + hx^+cx *-dx.

(/3) aar' - Z/x^ - cx^ - dx"^ + 2a;».

(7) 4xr'^-aa^'3x^-bx'^-5x-cx.

(5) (a + x)2-(&-a;)2

(c) (mx2 + gx+l)2--(na;2+gx+l)«

13. Multiply the three factors x-a, x-h, z-c together,
and arrange the product according to descending powers of x.

14. Find the continued product of (x + a)(x + h) (x + c).

15. Find the cube of a+ b + c; thence without further
muliiplication the cubes of a + 6-c; b + c-a; c + a-b; and
subtract the sum pf these three cubes from the first.

1 6. Find the product of (3a + 26) (3a + 2c - 36). and test the
result by making a=l, 6=c=3.

17. Find the continued product of

a-x, a + x, a^ + x% a'^ + xl*, a^+sfi,

1 8. Subtract (6 -a)(c~ d) from (a - 6) (c - d).

What is the value of the result when a =26 and (Z=2c ?

19. Add together (6 + y){a + x),x-y,ax- by, and a(x + y).

20. What value of x will make the diEerence between
(x + l)(x + 2) aad (x - 1) {x - 2) eaual to 54 ?

21. Add together ax~by,x-y, x(x - y), and (a -x){b-y).

22. Wliat value of x will make the difTerence between
(2x + 4) (3x + 4) and (3« - 2) (2^5 - 8) equal to 96 1

23. Add together

.
2mx--3ny,x + y,4{m+n)(x--y\ and mx + ny,

24» Prove that

(x+y + zy + x^ + y^ + z^= (x + y)^ + (y + z)^+ (x + z^.
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If ,<;!

liili

%%. Find the product of (2a + 36) (2a + 3c - 26), and test the

result by making o=l, 6=4, c= 2.

?6. If a, 6, c, d, « ... denote 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, fina the valuQS of

^2^; (6c-aJ)(6(Z-ce); -^; andi'-c*.

37. Find the value of

3a6c-a3 + 6' + c* when o=0, 6*2, cipL

28. Find the value of

3a2+ vT, when a=4, 6=1, c=3.

29. Find the value of

(a-6-o)2 + (6-o-c)2 + (c-a-6)2 when a»l, 6= 2, c-a.

30. Find the value of

(a + 6-c)8 + (a-6 + c)2 + (6 + c-a)3 when a= l, 6=2, c=4,

31. Find the v|ilue of

(a + 6)2 + (6 + cy + (c + ay when a=i - 1, ?»-= 2, c=» - 3.

32. Shew that if the sum of any two numbera divide the

di^erence of their squares, the quotient is ec[ual to the dilFer-

ence of the two numbers.

33. Shew that the prodvict of the sum and difference of any
two numbers is equal to the difference of their squares.

34. Shew that the square of the sum of any two consecu-

tive integers is always greater by one than four times their

product

35. Shew that the square of the sum of any two consecutive

even whole numbers is four times the square of the odd number
between them.

3^. If the number 2 be divided into any two parts, the

ditierence of their squares will always be equal to twice the

difference of the parts.

37. If the number 50 be divided into any two parts, the

difierence of their squares will always be equal to 50 times the

difference of the paits.

38. If a number n be divided into any two parts, the

difference of their squares will always be equal to n times the

difference of the parts.
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39. n two numbers differ by a unit, their product, to-ethcr
with the sum of their squares, is equal to the difference of ihecubes of the numbers.

i-TJ^^^ *^'",' ^^'' ^'^ ^^ *^' '"^'« «^ «"y t^^« consecu.

' VI. ON SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

areTual^
Equation is a statement that two expressions

107. An Identical Equation is a statement that two ex-
pressions are equal for all numerical values that can be given
to the let ers involved in them, provided that the same value
be given to the same letter in every part of the equation.

'

is an Identical Equation.

108. An Equation op Condition is a statement that two
expressions are equal for some ^artioular numerical value orvalues that can be given to the letters involved
Thus, a;+l = 6

is an Equation of Condition, the only number which x can
represent consistently with this equation being 5.

It is of such equations that we have to treat.

100. The Boot of an Equation is that number which, when

fhl .'nnlr
^ ? '.1' ''"^^^''^ ^^^^^^^' makes both sides oftne equation identical.

110 The Solution of an Equation is the process of find-ing A^^at number an unknown letter must stand for that the

Snrtl^^Boot!
*^^" ^^ ^^'^^ ^^'°^'^' '' - ^'^ --^-^ of

The letters that stand for unJcnown numbers are usually
^, y,z but the student must observe that any letter maystand for an unknown number. ^

111. A Simple Eauation ic «r.n „,i.:,.i, .__x... .,

fintjower only of an unknown quantity. This is also calledan Equation of the Firjt Vegres,
^^^

\
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I

A\

112. Tho following; Axiouis lonu the groundwork of the

Bolutlon ul' all ecjtiutioiis.

Ax. I. If equal quantities be ad(lt<] to equal quantities

the aunis will be equal.

Thus, if a= &,

Ax. II. If ecjual quantities bo taken from equal quantitici^

the renuunders will bo equal.

Thus, if «= !/>

X - s= 7/ - «.

Ax. III. If equal quantities be multiplied by equal quan-

tities, the products will be equal.

Thus, if a = />,

•ma= mh.

Ax. IV. If efjual quant itios be d i vidcd by equal quantities,

the quotients will be equal.

Thus, if xy=xz,

113. On Axioms I. and II. is founded a process of great

utility in the solution of equations, called The Transposition

OP Terms from one bide of the equation to the other, which

may be thus stated

:

" Any term of an equation may be transferred from one side

of the equation to the other if its sign be changtd."

For let x-a=h.

Then, by Ax. I., if we add a to both sides, the sides remaiik

equal

:

therefore a!-a + a=& + a,

that is, a;=5 + a.

Again, let x-^-c—d.

Then, by Ax. II., if we subtract c from each side, the sidei

remain equal

:

that is, z=d-c
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^
114. We may clian,i;,'o all the signs of eaclj bIJo of an ef|ua.

lion without altering the eqtiulity.

Thus, if a-x=^h~c,

115. We may change the position of the two sides f)f the
equation, leaving the signs unchanged.

Thus the equation a-h-x-Cy may bo written thus,

a - c= a - 6.

116. We may now proceed to our first rule for the solution
of a Simple Equation.

Rule I. Transpose the known terms to the right hand side
of the equation and the unknown terms to the other, and com-
bine all the terms on each side as far as possible.

Then divide both sides of the equation by the coefficient of
the unknown quantity.

This rule we shall now illustrate by examples, in which %
stands for the unknown quantity.

Ex. 1, To 'iolve the equatiojiy

5a;-6= 3a;+2.

Transposing the terms, we get . i

5a;-3x=2 + 6.

Combining like terms, we get

2x=8.

Dividing both sides of this equation by 2, we get
25= 4,

and the value of x is determined.

h.X, 2* To solve the equation,

1x + 4= 25x-32.
Transposing the terms, we get

7a;-25x= -32-4
Combining like terms, we get

-18x=-36.
Changing the signs on each side, we get

18.2;= 36.

Dividing both sides by 18, we get

23= 2, •

and the value of x is determined.
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m '

Ex. 3. To solve the equation,

2x - 3x + 120= 4x - Cx + 132,

that 18, 2x - 3x - 4a; + Cx= 132 - 120,

or, 8x-7x=12,
therefore, x=12.

Ex. 4. To solve the equation,

3x + 5-8(13-x)=iO,
that is, 3x + 5 - 104 + 8x= 0,

or, 3x + 8x=104-6,
or, llx=99,

tlicrcfore, x=9.

Ex. 5. To solve the equation,

6x-2(4-3.t) = 7-3(17-xX
that is, Cx - r. + G.C= 7 - 5 1 + 3x,

or, Cic + ()X-3x=7-51+0,
or, 12x-3x=15-r)l,
or, 9x=-36,
therefore, «= -4.

M:

Examples.—xxxii.

1. 7x+6= 5x + ll.

2. 12x + 7= 8x+15.

3. 23Gx + 425 = 9Tx + 5G4.

4. 5x-7= 3x + 7.

5. 12x-9= 8x-l.

6. 124x+19 = ll2x + 43.

7. 18-2x=27-5x.

8. 125-7x=145-12x.

9. 26-8x=80-14a

10. 133-3x=x-83.

11. 13-3x=5x-3.

12. 127 + 9x= 12x4-100.

13. 15-5x=6-4x.

14. 3x-22 = 7x + 6.

15. 8 + 4x=12x-16.

16. 5x - (3x - 7)« 4x - (6x - 35)

17. Cx - 2(9 - 4x-) + 3 (ox - 7) = lOx - (4 + ICx) + 35.

iS. 9x- 3 (ox -6) + 30= 0.

19. 12x-5(9x + 3) + 6(7-8j) + 783= 0.

-.« _ Hf/<. n \ ^ T « /- K\
iio". a,— i \-tjy — i i ;

--» x-i ; .0 — «j ;

rn/ci _\ /»i
L^/i^O ~iCj ~ U+,

31. (x + 7)(x-3) = (x-5)(x-15).
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22. (.x-8)(x+12)».(a; + l)(x-G).

23. («-2)(7-a;) + (x-5)(x + 3)-2(a;-l)+12=a
24. (2x - 7) (a + 5) = (9 - 2x) (4 - x) + 229.

25. (7-Ca,)(3-2x)= (4x-3)(3x-2).

26. 14-x-5(x-3)(x + 2) + (5-x)(4-5x) = 45x-76,
27. (x + 5)2-(4-x)2=21x.

28. 5(x-2)2-f7(x-3)2=(3x-7)(4x-19) + 42.

29. (3x-17)2+(4x-25)2-(5x-29)2=.l.

30. (a; + 5)(x-9) + (x + 10)(x-8)= (2x+ 3)(x-7)-lia

-35)

VII. PROBLEMS LEADING TO SIMPLE
EQUATIONS.

117. When we have a question to resolve by means of
Algebra, we lepre.sent the number souglit by an unknown
eyinbol, and then consider in what manner the conditions of
the question enable us to assert that two expressions are equal.
Thus we obtain an equation, and by resolving it we determine
tlie value of the number sought.

The whole difiiculty connected with the solution of Al^re-
braical Problems lies in the determination from the conditions
ot the question of two different expressions having the same
numerical value.

To explain this let us take the following Troblem

:

Find a number such that if 15 be added to it, twice the sum
will be equal to 44.

Let X represent the number.

Then »+ 15 will represent the number increased by 16,
and 2 (x + 15) will represent twice the sum.

But 44 will represent twice the sum,
therefore 2(x+15)«44.

Hence Sx + 30=44, 'r

that is, 2x=14, *
'

or. a;=7» *— If

and therefore the number sought is 7,
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118. We Rliall now give a series of Easy Problems, in

wliich tlie conditions l)y which an equality between two expres-

sions can be asserted may be readily seen. The student should

be thoroughly familiar with the Examples in set xxviii, the use

of which he will now find.

We shall insert some notes to explain the method of repre-

eenting quantities by algebraic symbols in cases where some
difficulty may arise.

~"

Examples.—xxxilL
1. To the double of a certain number I add 14 and obtain

as a result 154. What is the number ?

2. To four times a certain nund)er I add 16 and obtain as

a result 188. What is the number ]

3. By adding 4G to a certain number I obtain as a result a

number three times' as large as the original number. Find the

original number.

4. One number is three times as large as another. If I

take the smaller from 16 and the greater from 30, the remain-

ders are eciual. What are the numbers ?

5. Divide the number 92 into four parts, such that the first

is greater than the second by 10, greater than the thii-d by 18,

and greater than the fourth by 24.

6. The sum of two numbers is 20, and if three times the

smaller number be added to five times the greater, the sum is

84. What are the numbers ?

7. The joint ages of a father and his son are SO years. If

the age of the son were doubled he would be 10 years older

tlian his father. What is the age of each %

8. A man has six sons, each 4 years older than the le

next to him. The eldest is three times as old as the young' ,»t.

What is the age of each ?

9. Add £24 to a certain sum, and the amount will be as

much above X80 as the sum is below ^£80. What is the sum 1

10. Thirty yards of cloth and forty yards of silk together

cost ^66, and the silk is twice as valuable as the cloth. Find

the cost of a yard of each.

I
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If I

ing'.^t. '

Find

1 1. Find the number, tlie double of which being added to
24 the reault is as much ubuve 80 as the number itself is below
100.

12. The sum of ^£500 is divided between A, B, Cand D.
A and B have togetlier i'280, A ziid G £2C0, A and D £220.
How much does each receive l

13. In a company of 266 persons, composed of men, %vomen,
and children, there are twice as many men as there are women,
and twice as many women as there are children. How many
are there of each ?

14. Divide ^1520 between A, B and C, so that A has £100
less than B, and B £270 less than C.

15. Find two numbers, difTering by 8, fucli that four times
the less may exceed twice the skater bv 10.

16. A and B began to play with equal surac, A won £.->,

and then three times ^'s money Avas equal to eleven times i>"s
money. AYhat had each at first ]

17. A is 58 years older than B, and ^'s age is as much
above 60 as ^'s nge is below 50. Find the age of each.

18. A is 34 years older than 7?, and A is as much above 50
as B is below 40. Find the age uf each.

19. A man leaves his property, amounting to £7500, to bo
divided between his wife, his two sons and his three daughters,
as follows

: a son is to have twice as much as a daughter, and
the wife £500 more than all the live children togetlier. How
much did each get ?

20. A vessel containing some water was filled up by pour- •

ing in 42 gallons, and there was then in the vessel 7 times aa
much as at first. How many gallons did the vessel lioh^ ]

21. Three persons. A, B, G, have £76. B has £10 more
ttan A, and C has as much as A and B together. How muck
has each ?

22. What two numbers are tJ'-cc whose di.Terence is 14
and their sum 48 ?

'

23. A and B play at cards. . nas £72 and B has £52
when they begin. When tliey cease playing, A has thi-ee tijuiea
as much as B. How much did A win )
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Note I. If m'o have to express al^'ebraically two parts int6

wliich a given lunnber, suppose 50, is divided, and we repre-

sent one oi" the parts by a, the other will be represented by

00 -a.

Ex. Divide 50 into two such parts that the double of ono

part may be three times as great as the other part

Let X represent one of the parts.

Then 50 - a; will represent the other part

Now the double of the first part will be represented by

2x, and three times the second part will be represented by

3 (50 -a;).
~'

Hence 2a;=3(50-x),

or, 2a:=150-3^

or, 6x=150;
\ :. a;= 30.

Hence the parts are 30 and 20.

24. Divide 84 into two such parts that three times one part

may be equal to four times the other.

25. Divide 90 into two such parts that four times one part

may be eq^ual to five times the other.

26. Divide 60 into two such parts that one part is greater

than the other by 24.

27. Divide 84 into two such porta that one part is less than

the other by 30.

28. Divide 20 into two such parts that if three times one

part be added to five times the other part the sum may be 84.

Note II. "When we have to compare the ages of two per-

Bons at one time and also some years alter or before, we nmst

be careful to remember that both will be so many years older

or younger.

Thus if a; be the age of A at the present time, and 2a; bo

the age. of B at the present time,

ine age 01 /l U yciu^s in;uuu wm. uv yj-ru, ^. ,.^ ^.

and the age of B 5 years hence will be 2x + 6. .

^^\
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Problems leading to simple equations, 6|^— -

Ex. >l is 5 times as old as B, and 5 years hence A will
only be three tin.es as old as B. What are the agee of A andB at the present time \ .,

Let X represent t]ie aj^e of B.

Tlien 5x M'ill represent the age of A.

Now a; + 5 will represent B's age 5 years hence,^
'

and 6x+ 5 will represent A 's age 5 years henc©,

Hence 5a; + 5=3 (a;+ 5)^
<^' 5x+5=3a;+ 15,

*

O' 2a;=10;

Hence A is 25 and 5 is 5 years old.
;

29. ^ is twice as old as B, and 22 years ago He waa tliie»
times as old as B. What is ^'s age ?

V

30. A father is 30 ; his son is 6 years old. In how many
years will the age of the father be just twice that of the son %

31. ^ is twice as old as B, and 20 years since he was three
times as old. What is i?'s age ?

' 32. A is three times as old as 5, and 19 vears hence he will
be only twice as old as B, What is the age of each ?

33. A man has three nephews. His age is 50, and ^he
joint ages of the nephews are 42. How long will it be before
the joint ages of the nephews will be equal to the age of the
uncle ?

^
• ^

Note III. In problems involving weights and measures
after assuming a symbol to represent one of the unknown
quantities, we must be careful to express the other quantities
%n Uie same terms. Thus, if x represent a number of pence, al)
the sums involved in the problem must he reduced to pence.

f Ex. A sum of money consists of fournennv nieces rind sir-
pences, and it amounts to ill. 16«. U. The number of coins
is 78. How many are there of each sort ?
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ii

1

1

Let X V'- the TiTimlxT of Iburpcuny pieces.

Then 4x ia their value in j^cnce.

Also 78 — X is the numLm' of sixjiences.

And G (78 -x) is tlieir value in 2>snc0,

Also £1. IGs. S(L is equivalent to 4A0 pence*

Ilence 4T+ G(78-x)= 4iO,

or4j; + 4G8-Gx= 44a, ;

from V.Lk']; we f:r:.l
''• -' J. . "

Hence there are 14 fourpouuy pieces,

and G4 sixpences.

34. A bill of .£100 v/as paid Avith truinoas ar.d half-crowns,

and 48 more hall'-crowiia than guineas were used. Ilow many

of eacli were p;iid ^

35. A person ]inid a hill of £^. 14.9. wilh Bhillings and

half-crowns, and gav(; 41 pieces of money altogether. lIow

many of each were paid {

36. A man has a sum of money amounlinj? to £11. 13s. 4(L,

consistinL; only ol' shillings and Iburpenny pieces, lie lt;is ia

all 300 pieces of money. How many lias he of each sort I

37. A hill of £50 is paid with sovereigns and m')idores of

27 shillin,s eoch, and ;3 more sovereigns than moidores are

given. How many ol' each are used '{

38. A siun of money amounting to £42. 8s. is made up of

shitiings and halfcnnv-us, ami there are six times as many
haU-crfjwns as there aio shillings. How many are tliere of

each sort I

39. I h.ave £0. lis. 3(7. in sovereigns, shillings and pence.

I h.ive twice as many ghillings and three tinirs as many pence

as I have sovereigns. How many have I oi' each sort i
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VIII. ON THE METHOD OF FINDING
TPIE HIGHEST COMMON FACTOR.

119. An expression is said to be a Factor of anotherexpression when the latter is divisible by the former.

Thus 3a is a factor of 12a,
Sxv/ of 15xy.

120. An expression is Paid to be a Common Factor of two

brtrfotrr."'"""^^
"'"" "^^ '' ^^^ '•'''''

'' ^--^l'^

Thus 3a is a common factor of 12a and 15a,

f^^
of 15xY 'tnd 21x^f^^ of Sa, 12«2 and lQz\

^

121. TJie Hicjlmt Common Factor of two or more expres-
sions IS the expression of highest dimensions by which each ofthe former is divisible.

^ ^ ®'

Tims 6a2 is the Highest Common Factor of 12a2 and ISa^
^"^ ^ of lftc3y, l5xV

'

and 25a;4^3.

Note That which we call thj Highest Common Factor is-uned by others the Greatest Common Measure or the il/L'>.moH i)t.w. Our reasons for rejecting these names wUbe given at the end of the chapter.

thu'^H.Jr^'
''°'^' ^^^""' ^'^°^ ^*^^*°^ ^^ abbreviated

J:?{ 7"" *f^^
a simple example in Arithmetic, it will

Now* 1 o « -, -

18=2x3x3,
30=2x3x5. "

• •
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Haviifft thus reduced t^\e nnmhers to their simplest factors,

it appears that we may determine the Highest Common Factor

in the following wiiy.

Set down the factors of one of the numhers in any order.

Place beneath them the factors of the second number, in

such order that factors like any 0/ those 0/ the first number shall

stand under those factors.

Do the same for tlic third nnmhet.

Then the number of vertical columns in which the numbers

are alike will be the number of factors in the h.c.f., and if

we multiply the figures at the head of those columns together

the result will be the h.c.f. required.

Thus in the example given above two vertical columns are

alike, and therefore there are two factors in the h.c.f.

And the numbers 2 and 3 which stand at the heads of

those columns being multiplied together will give the H.C.F.

of 12, 18, and 30.

124. Ex. 1. To find the h.c.f. of aWx and a-b^x\
^

a%'^x=aaa.hb .a,

aWx^=^aa .bbb.xx;

.*. B..C.F.=aabbx

= a^b^x,

Ex. 2. To find the h.c.f. of Ua^^c^ and bla%*A

Ma'^U'c^= 2 X 17 xaa . bbbbbb . cccc,

bla^^c"^= 3 X 17 X aaa . bbbb .cc; i

.*. B.c.F. = l7aabbbbcc

= l7a'b*c\

EXAMPLES.—XXXiV.

i
•

V,

Find the Highest Common Factor of

5<. a^b and o.%\

2. 3?y^ and x^yh^

3. HxV and 24a:i%.

4. A^iri^n'^ and 60)w%j)**
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5. ISaJVi and ZQa%cd?.

6. a'62, a?W and a^ft*.

7. 4a&, lOac and 306c.

8. ITpjS^ 34p32 and h\ff.
9. 8x2yV, 12a;3yV and 20x*?/V,

10. 30x42/«, 90a;V and 120xy.

^ .
. ^i;^',^^^^^* ."^"st be urged to commit to memory thefoUowmg Table of forms which can or cannot be resolved into

factors Where a blank occurs after the sign - it signifies
that the form on the left hand cannot be resolved into simpler

a;2-i/=(x + t,)(x-y)

a2 + 2/2=

«*-l=(x+l)(a;-l)
0:2+1=1

a^--l = (a;-l)(a2 + a; + i)

a^+l = (a;+ l)(x3-a; + l)

a4-l=(xa+l)(x2-l)

a;2 + 2a: + l=(x + l)«

a:2-2a; + l=(a;-l)a

a:3 + 3a:2 + 3a; + l=:(a; + l)«

a:3-3a:2 + 3a;-l = (a;-i)3

a:3 + 3x2?/ + 3^^2 + ^3^ (3.^ ^^s

jc^~ 3x2y + 3aji/2 _ y3„ (j._ ^^3

• T^u
^^^^-^.^^^^^^^'^e of the table gives the general form.^ the

nght-hand side the particular cases in which y=l.

A^2x^f^'
^"^ ^""^ *^^ ^•''•^* ""^ '''^' a:2-2x+l, and

a:2-l=(x-l)(a;+l),
«2-2x + l=.(a;-i)(a;_i),

a2+2x~3 = (a:-l)(a; + 3),
/. H.c.p.=a:-l.

Examples.—XXXV.
1. a«-52 and a^^¥. 4. a3+a;3 ^nd (a + x)\
2. a2-.62anda4-6*.

5. 93,2_i ^^^ (3a; + l)«.

I. a2-a:2 and (a-x)l 6. 1 -25a2 and (l-5a)>
7. X2_ ^2^ (3. + ^^2 g^j^J ^2 ^. 2xy + 2?/2.

8. x2- 1/2^ a:3 - 2/3 and x2- 7xy + Gy\

. «.-— J., ar - 1 ana X^ + x - i5.
'

IP. l-a2, l + a3^j,^|^2^5^^^
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127. In large numbers the fiictora cannot often be deter-

mined by inspection, and if we have to liiid the ii.o.F. of two

puch numbers we have recourse to the following Arithmetical

Bule:

" Divide the greater of the two numbers by tlio less, and the

divisor by the remainder, repeating tlie process until no re-

mainder is left : the last divisor is the H.c.p. re(|uired,"

Thus, to find the h.c.f. of G89 and 1573,

C89;i573(,2

1378

'Ti5;G89(3
685

Ibi; 195(^1

104

Ti; 104(^1

91

13; 91 (^7

91

A 13 is the H.C.F. of 089 and 1573.

EXAMPLES.—XXXVL

%

Find the h.c.p. of

1. 6906 and 10359.

2. 1908 and 2736.

3. 49608 and 169416.

4. 126025 .« a 40115.

5. 158121; and 16758766.

6. 35175 and 236845.

128. The Arithmetical Rule is founded on the following

operation in Algebra, which is called the Proof of the Rule for

finding the Highest Common Factor of two expressions.

Let a and & be two expressions, arranged according to de-

scending powers of some common letter, of which a is not of

lower dimensions than 6.

Let & divide a with 'p as quotient and remainder c,

c 6 q d,

d c r with no remaind^.

!tii
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The form of tlio opL-nitioti may be shewn thus

:

.

'

h) a {p
pb

d)c{r
rd

Tlicn we can bIicw

I. That d is a common factor of a and ft.

II. Tliat any other common factor of a an.T h h a factor of
d and iliat therefore d is tiie Hi-hest Common Factor
ol a and b.

For (I.) to shew that d is a factor of a and 6 :

b= qc-i-d

==qr(l-i-d

= (f/r +l)d, and .'. diaa factor of o ,

and a=2)h + c

, "Tiqc + dJ+c
=l'qc+2'>d + c

~pqrd+]id + rd

= {pqr+p + r) d, and /. diaa factor of a.

-And (TI.) to show that any common factor of a and 6 is a
factor of d.

Let 5 he any common factor of a and h, such that

a=wiS and 6=7iS.

Then we can shew that 5 is a factor of d.

Fop d^h-qc
— l~q{a-ph)
= h- qn + pqb

• '=n6-qmo+pqr)S

= (n - qm +pqa) S, and .*. 8 is a factor of d,

Now no ex]irGSsion higher tl;an d can be a factor of d i

.*. d is til 3 ni,i;bc:,t Comrnon Factor of a and 6.

i

il
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ISO. Ex. TofindtheH.c.F. ofa» + 2xH-land

%^
qc^ + x

r ' - x+1
» + l

Hence «+I being tlie last divigor is the H.c.r. required

lt>v. in the algebraical procesg four devices are frequently

useful. These wo shall now state, and exemplily each in the

&ezt Article.

L If the sign of the first term of a remainder be negative^

we may change the signs of all the terms.

II. If a remainder contain a factor which is. oleany not a

common factor of the given expressions it may be
removed.

III. "We may multiply or divide either of the given expres-

sions by any number which does not introduce or

remove a common factor.

; i

P4 ',

I 1 1. 1:

IV. If the given expressions have a common factor which
can be seen by inspection, we may remove it from
both, and find the Highest Common Factor of the

parts which remain. If we multiply this result by

the ejected fa :tor, we shall obtain the Highest Com-
mon Factor of the given exjoressions.

181. Ex. I. To find the h.c.p. of Sx^ - a; - 1 and

6x2-4x-2.

2x2-x-i;6x2-4x-2(^3
6x2-3x-3

-.x+1
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Tlie H.C.F. required is »- I,

Ex. II. To nud the H.C.P. of x'' + 3x + 2 and x«+5x+a
«»+3a; + 2;x2 + 5x+6(l —

a;H3a; + 2

Divide the remainder by 2, and it becomes x+SL
.a;+2>2 + 3a; + 2(a; + l

a2 + 2a;

a; + 2

a; + 3
The H.C.P. required is a;+2.

Ex. III. TofmdtheH.c.P.of 12xHa;-landl5x2+8a:+l
Multiply

15x2 + 8x + l
by 4

^

12x2+ x- i;7J0j:r32^7i~(^5

0m-2+ 5x-5

27x + 9

Divide the remainder by 9, and the result is 3x+

1

3x+i;i2x2+a;-l(4x-l
12x2 + 4x

-3x^
-3x-l

The H.c.p. is therefore 3x + 1.

Ex. IV. To find the h.c.f. of x^ , 5^2 + g^ ^^^

X3_1Q^2 + 21X

ewl™' '"'"^ ""> ^'"'^ ^' ^>''''* i» '^"'^on to botk

^M»:>'. \1llS&v
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i

Then we liave rcmaiiiing x- - 5x + G and x^ - lOx + 21.

The H.c.F. of these expressions is x-3.

The H.C.F. of the original expressions is therefore x^-Sat

EXAMPLES.—XXXVlL

Find the n.c.r. of the following expressions

;

1. a;= + Vx + 12andx2 + 9x + 20.

2. a;' + 12x 4- 20 and x^ + 14x + 40.

3. x^_ 1 7a. 4. 70 and x^ - 13x + 42.

4. ai2 + 5x-84andx2 + 21x+108.

$. X- + X - ^2 and x^ - 2x- 3.

6. x2 + 5xy + 0]/-and.x*'^ + Gxj/ + 9y2.

7. x2 - f)X'</ + 87/ and x2 - 8x?/ + 1^\

8. x2- 13x1/ - 30)/'^ and x^ - IBx?/ + 452/«.

9. x' — I/" and x'*^ — Sx^/ + 1/^.

'

10. x^ + 'f and x^ + 3x-t/ + 3xy^ + 1/^

1 1. x^ - 1/* and x2 - 2x7/ + if*

12. X"*^ + 1/'' and x^ + 2/^.
'

"

1 3. x"* - T/"* and x^ + 2x7/ 4- '^.

14. a2 _ 52 4. 25<; _ c2 and a'- + tah + &- - 2ac - 2!>c +A
1 5. 12x2 + 7ic^^ +f and 28x'-' + 3x7/ - 7/.

1 6. Gx2 + XT/ - 7/2 and 39x- - 22.n/ + 3-^/2.

1 7. 15x2 _ gx-T/ + 7/ and 40x2 - Sx)/ - iy2.

18. x-""'- 5x3 + 5x2-1 andx* + x«^-4x'-+x + l.

19. X* + 4x2 _,. 16 and x-"^ + x* - 2x^ + 1 Ix^ - lOx + 20.

20. X* + x2y2 4- f and x* + 2;r'y 4- 3x"?/2 + 2xy^ + 7/.

il, x6-Cx* + 9x^-4andx« + x'5-2x^ + 3x'-x-2.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31.
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22. 15a« + \^a?h + 4a262 + {Sah^ - 3M and Qa? + lOa^ft + Sai^_ 553.

23. 15a;3-14a:27/ + 24a;7/2-77/ and 27x'' + 33a;V-20a;2/3 + 22/3.

24. 21a;2-83xy-27a; + 22y'^ + 99yand 12a;3-.35a:7/-6»

-33y2 + 22y.

25. 3a»- 12a2 _ a^J + iOa&~ 2&2 and Ga^- 1la% + 8a&3- [»».

26. 18ffl3- 18a2a; + 6aa;2- 6ar» and GOa^- 75ax + 15x1

27. 21a;3- 2Ga;2 + Soj and Gx^- x- 2.

28. 6x< + 29a2ic2 + 9a4 and 3ar»- ISax^ + a»x - 5a»

29. a^+a^j/2 + a;2?/ + 2/3andx4~2/4.

30. Sx^f 10a>' + 14x + 6andx3 + a;2 + 7a.^3j)^

31. 45a'»x + 3a2x2 - Dax^ + GaT* and ISa^x ~ 8x3. . .

"
^

132 It is sometimes easier to find the h.c.p. by nv^zing
tlie order in which tlie expressious ai-e given.

Thus to find the h.c.p. of 21x2 + 38x + 5 and 129x2 + 221x + 10
the easier course is to reverse the expressions, so that tliev
stand thus, 5 + 38x + 21x2 and 10 + 221x+ 129x^ and then to
proceed l)y the ordinary process. The ii.c.f. is 3x + 5. Other
examples are

(1) 187x3 - 84x2 + 31x~ 6 and £53x3 - 14x2 + 29x- 12,

(2) 371^/3 + 2G2/2-50y + 3 and 4C9y' + 752/2-103?/ -21,
of which the eucf. are respectively llx-3 and 7i/ + 3.

133. If the Highest Common Factor of three expressions
^ 6, c be reciuired, find first the h.c.f. of a and h. If d be theH c.F of a and 6, then the h.c.p. of <Z and c ^^ill be the u.c f
'Ji a, t>, c.

134. Ex. To find the h.c.f. of

a;^ + 7x2-a;_7,ari + 5x2-x-5, andx2-2x 'L

The H.c.F.ofx» + 7:t^-aj-7 and x3 + 5x2-a;-5 will befound
to be x2-l.

The HTCP. of xs-l and a:2_2:c + l will be found to beK-l.

ITpTIPP ?r _ 1 To flia -rr rt 10 ^P 1.1- - ^1 ,„- •

>
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. Examples.—xxxviii.

Find the Hit^'liest Common Factor of

1. x2 + 5x + 6, x2 + 7a; + 10, an(la;2+12a3 + 20.

2. x^ + 4£^-6, a?-^x + 2, and x^ + 4z"-8x + 3,

3. 2x2 + '!;-l, x2 + 5a;4-4, andx^ + l.

4- 2/^-2/--2/ + l,3i/2-27/-l,and9/-2/2 + 2/-l.

5. x^ - 4x2 + 9x - 10, x3 + 2x2 - 3x + 20, and

a;3 + 5x2_9x + 35.

6. x^ - 7x' + IGx - 12, 3x3 _ 143.2 ^ icx, and

5x3-10x2 + 7x-14.

7. 2/-''-5?/ + ll2/-15,2/^-2/2 + 32/ + 5,and

27/3--Vy2^.16y_15.
*

iToTE. We iise the name Pli.^hest Common Factor instead

of Greatest Common Measure or Highest Common Divisor for the

following reasons :

(1) We have nsed the word "Measure" in Art. 33 in a

different sense, that is, to denote the number of times any

quantity contains the unit of measurement.

(2) Divisor does not necessarily imply a quantity which

is contuiiied in another an exact numher of times. Thus in

performing the operation of dividing 333 by 13, we call 13

divisor, but Ave do not mean that 333 contains 13 an exact

number of times.

IX. FRACTIONS.

135. A QUANTITY a is called an Exact Divisoe oa :' • i-ian-

tity h, when b contains a an exact number of times.

A quantity a is called a Multiple of a quantity h, whea d

contains b an exact numbor of times.

i
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-9X + 35.

'+7X-14.

1-162/ -15.

or instead

SOT for the

. 33 in a

times any

ity which

Thus in

^re call 13

3 an exoict

o : iaan-

&, ^Yile]a *

I

136. Hitherto we have treated of quantities which contain
the unit of mea.suroment in each case an exact number of
times.

We have now to treat of quantities v:Uch contain some exact
divisor of a jmmary unit an exact number of times.

137. We must first explain what we mea:i by a prikary

AYe said in Art. 33 that to mcasiin any quantity we talce a
known standard or unit of the same kind. Our choice as to
the quantity to be taken as the unit is at first unrestd'-tcd, but
when once made we must adhere to it, or at least we m v.t
give distinct notice of any clian-e which we make with rnspect
to It. To such a unit we give the name of Phimary Unit.

138. Next, to explain what we mean by an erjct divisor of
a primary unit.

''

Keeping our Primary Unit as onr main standard of mea-
Burement, we mny conceive it to be divided into a number of
parts of equal magnitude, any one of which we may take as a
buhordtnate Unit.

Thus we may take a pound as the unit by which we mea-
sure sums of money, and rutaini^ig this steadily as iheprimmn
unit, we may still conceive it to be 8ubdivid;.d into 20 e(,ual
parts. We call each of the subordinate units in this case a
shilling and we say that one of the«c equal ^uUordvaate units is
me-twentulh part of the primary unit, that is, of a pound.
T>ese subordinate units, thei>, are exact divisors of the

primary unit.
'

139. Keeping the primary unit still dourly in view wp
represent one of the aubordinal ; units iy tte following, nofa-
tion. ° '

We agree to represent the CfOKls o-e-t!urd, one-fifth, and
one-twentieth by the symbols i 1, ^, and we say that if

the Primary Unit b., divided into three eoual parts, - will

S^present onr -
\ these paits.
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If we liave to represent tvoo of these subordinate units, we
2 3

do 80 "by the symbol ^- ; if i/iree, by the symbol ^ ; if jour^ by

4
the symbol -, and so on. And, generally, if the Primary Unit

be divided into 6 equal parts, we represent a of those parts by

the symbol --. f

, d
140. The syniDoi v we call the Fraction Symbol, or, mora

briefly, a Fraction. The number hzlow the line is called the

Denominator, because it denominates the number of equal

parts into which tljc Primary Unit is divided. The numbei

ohove the line is called tlie NuiiEUATOR, because it enuuierateA

how many of these equal parts, or Subordinate Units, are

taken.

141. The term number may be correctly applied to Frac-

tions, since tliey are measured by units, luit we must be

Ciuei'ul to observe the following distinction :

An Integer or Whole Nun^ber is a multiple of the Primary

Unit.

A Fractional Number is a mult * ^- the Subordinate

Unit.

142. The Denominator of a Fraction shews what multiple

the Primary Unit is oC the Subordinate Unit.

The Numerator of a Frr.ction sliews what multiple the

Fraction is of the Subordinate Unit.

143. Tlie Numerator and Denominator of a fraction are

called tho Terms of the Fraction.

144. Laving thus explained the nature of Fractions, we

next proceed to treat of tJie operations to which they are sub-

jected in Algebra.

145. Def. If the quantity x be divided into h equal par 3

and a of those parts be taken, the result is said to be the

fraction v- of a.

in (2),
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146. If the unit be divided into 6 equal partfl,

J
will represent one of the parts.

2
g" «*. two

5 three

And generally, U

^ will represent a of the parts.

147 Next let m suppose tl)aL eacli of (he h parfs is sitb^
'hvuled into c equal j-art.

: then the unit has b.en divided
3:ilo he equal parts, and

^ Will represent one of tlic suhaivisions.

2

U ^^^^

And generally,

a

Tc *

148. To shew that -f'='^.
be b

Let the unit Le di\icled into h equal parts.

Then
^

will represent a of these parts n\

^

Next "let each of the h parts be 8ubdi\ided into c equal

Then tne primary unit has l)oen divided into he equal parts,

and -^ will represent ac of these sahdividons (o\

Now one of the parts in (1) is equal to c of the subdivisions
in

\%)f

:. a parts are equal to ac aubdi\isions

;

a_ac
"b~hc'
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Cor. We draw from this proof two inferences :

I. If the Tiiinu'rator and denominator of a fraction bo

viultiplkd hy the same liumber, the value of the frac-

tion is not altered.

II. If the numerator and denominator of a fraction be

divided by tlie sume number, the value of the fraction

is not altered.

149. To malce the important Theorem established in the

preceding Article more clear, we shall give the following proof

that ^= g7^, by taking a straight line as the unit of length.

E D F B
11

Let the line AG be divided into 5 equal parts.

Then, if B be the point of division nearest to C,

ABh~ofAC.
i3

(1).

Next, let each of the parts be subdivided into 4 equal parts-

Then AG contains 20 of these subdivisions,

and AB 16

;. ^Bis^of^a. (2).

Comparing (1) and (2), we concludr that

4^16
5~20*

150. From the Theorem establi'shed in Art. 148 we derive

the following rule for reducing a frartion to its lowest tenns :

Find the Highest Common Factor of the numerator and denomi-

nator and divide loth hy it. The resulting fr^xtion tcill be

one equivalent to the original fraction expressed in the simplest

I.
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151 When the numerator and denominator each consist ofa single term the h.c.p. may be detei-mined by inspection, olwe may proceed as in the following Example

:

To reduce the fraction
J-g^^ to its lowest termi,

10aVc«^ 2x5xaaa65cccc
12a^6V* 2x6x4iai66cc'

We may then remove factors common to the numerator and
denominator, and we shall Ijave remaining* l^if^f.

" 6x6 »

.*. the required result will be — -.
66

*

152. Two cases are especially to be noticed.

(I) If mry me of the factors of the numerator be removed
the number 1 (being always a factor of every algebraical
expression) will still remain to form a numerator.

3a2c ^aac \Thu8
12aV 3 X 4 X aaacc 4ac*

(2) If every one of the factors of the denominator be removed,
the result will be a whole number.

Thus 12aV 3 X 4 X aaacc

ZaH 3 X aac
Aac.

This ip, in fact, a case of exact division, such as we have
explained in Art. 74.

Examples.—xxxix.
Reduce to equivalent fractions in their simplest terms the

following fractions

I.

4-

7.

4a2

i2a^

18aryg»

51ay-z

2.

5*

8.

8a^

36x2*

I5a¥c^

3-

6.

[S,A.]

lOaVfl

24aW

4axy

3«6c'

6a^V'
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fW Ji"

I

lO.

13-

i6.

210mV-^p

xy

2xy^ - bx-yz

IQx - lOy

ax + 6j/

6ab + 8cd

II.

14.

17.

o^

^i

—

i^v ^5* «

a'*^ + ab'

4ax + 2x'

•80x3^x2*

12a6' - 6a?>

24.

14m-a;

a?/ + y^

abc + bey'
,

20.

2I« fTZ'!

22. 27^23. _48c2d2x'

xy-xyz

25.

26.

27.

28.

_7a?^^x«-7ay?/_

14a-''/>cx8 _ i4a3"6ct/2*

5x^^5(7x3

r0cx^90c<^

10tt2 + 20a6+10^
5a3 + 5tt26 •

4x2-8xj/ + 4y^

48(x-2/)2 ;•

3mx + Snx^

3m^ + 5?ixy*^3- 2aa-2a»2*

153. We shcall now girn a set of Examples, some of which

may be worked by Resolution into Factors. In others the

H.C.F. of the numerator and denominator must be found by

the" usual process. As an example of the latter sort let ua

take the follo\ving

:

To reduce the fraction g^^f?;!^^ ^' *'«•' ^'^'''^ ^''^'

Proceeding by the usual rule for finding the H.C.F. of the

numerator and denominator we find it to be a - 7.

Ivowif we divide x'- 4x2 - 19x- 14 by x-7,the result 13

a;2 + 3x + 2,and if we divide 2x-''-9x2-38x + 21 byx-7, the

result is 2x2 + 5x- 3.

x2 + 3x + 2
flence the fraction -„_ :^- is equivalent to the proposed

2x2 + 5x-3 ^
fraction and is in its lowest terms.

Examples.—xL

a;2-9x+'2
* a:2-7i;4-12'

3- ^^TTox+ar

12.

13-

21.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32. :
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»3

7mx*

if whicli

hers the

ound by

rt let us

5 fenrw.

F. of the

result 13

c— 7, tlie

propose'!

6.

7-

8.

ic3-

'^Z^fjfrjix- 10
a:^ + 2x2_3ar+20'

g^- 7x2+1to- 12
3x^-14a;2 + i6i~*

«^-t4a2-5
tt^-3a + 2*

6H462_5j
6^-66 + 5*

3x2+2x-l
x3 + a;2_x-T

lo.

II.

12.

13-

21. -,

—

14.

16.

I

18.

19.

rrt3-7//t + 6
•

o' + I

a3 + 2rtH2a + r
3rtx'^-13«x+l4a
7a^-17x^T6x~'

14x2- .34a; +12
Qax^-idixx + ^ia

JOrt- 24^24^14a'

2al)^ + aJfi- Sab + 5a
7F- 12/<2T56~'

o'-3rt2 + 3a_2

2'y

20. „—
a3~4a2 + Ca-4*

a2-a-20

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

tt^ + a-12'

«2 ~ •

21 ^^-'"^a^^ + ^x- S
-*' a3-x2-2x + 2'

x^ +^ + ^a

2x^-x-'^-9x2^l 3x - 5

7x3 -19x2+1 TWITS'*

lGx4-53x^45x + C
8x<- 30x3 + 3 1x3^2*
4x2- 12aa;jf Oa^

8x3-27a3 •

6x^-23x2+16x-3
6x3 -17x2+1 l^^Tg-

x3-6x2 + lia;- 6
JK^-2"x2-a; + 2

•

wi' + m2 +m-3

33.

34.

35.

Iaa2 + rt5_262

9~a^ + 3ab-2^
x2 - 7x + 10

2x2 - X - 6
*

x^+_3x2 + 4x + 12

'a:3"+ 4x2T4x + 3

'

-g x^-x2^2x + 2
^

2x3-a;-l~~-

w3-i-3m2 + 5m + 3*

x^+5x< -g2-5x
x« + 3x3-aj-.3*

CT^-ft2-25c-c3
a2 + .2a/) + 52~sJ'

37.

38.

39.

40.

g3-2x2-15x+ 36

3x2-4x-l5~'

3x^ + x2-5x + 21

6x3 + 29x2 + 2Gx-2r
x'*-x^-4a;2 - x +

1

4x3-'3x2~8x^rr'

o3-7a2+i6(t_12 '

3»^-i4a^+ltk*
^
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164. The fraction ? is said to be a proper fraction, when a

ig less than ft.

The fraction ? is said to be an improper fraction ^hen a ia

greater than 6.

155. A whole number x may be written as a fractional

number by writing 1 beneath it as a denominator, thus =-.

_ . a .c ao
156. To prove that y of j" rj«

Divide the unit into Id parts.

= . of be of these parts

ac

J-
of be of these parts

ac of these parts

(Art. 148)

(Art. 147)

(Art. 148)

(Art. 147).

Bat
ac
ry= ac of these parts

;

a
f.

c_ae^

b d'bd'

SJ

This ia an important Theorem, for from it is derived the

Bule for what is culled Multiplication of Fractions. AVe

extend the meaning of the sign x and define , x -. (which

according to our definition in Art. 26 has no nxcaning) to mean

J of ^, and we conclude that x x 5=tj» which in words gives

us this rule—" Take the product of the numerators to form

the numerator of the resulting fraction, and the product of the

denominators to form the denominator."

^ The same rule holds good for the multiplication of three or

more fractions.
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•I

157. To shew Uiat
a c ad

The quotient, x, of | divided by ^ la such a number tint z

mulUplied by the divisor 5 wiU give as a result the dividend ?

. ae a

, xcd ad

. ^ ai

Hence ire obtain a rule for what Ib qaUed Division
Fractions.

a , c_a d

. Hence we reduce the process of division to that of mulUpll.
cation by inverting the divisor.

^

ov

dwI^f!:"^^ '" """'^'"
"' "•' ^•^"'•"'=*° "-o

I.

2. ??^3a=?5^3^«3a; 1 3* «
2&- 26- 1 *-26''35'=e^=22f•

^ X—= 3_x4xagc 2a
9c2 2tt 2x9xac*''~3c*

14x2^7^^14x2 9y_9xl4xa;2w 2a>
272/2 -91/ 272/2^ 7a;-77r27^2=^

— - ?^..5c^2ax95x5c 3
36 "10c "4a aftxlOc'^Tia^i'
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M FRACTIOl^S.

v\

\\
%^

' i

,1

if.

I

i^

a5"-4g xH7x_ at (x - 4) a(«_+7)

a3+7x'^ "* a;-4" ~a;-'(ar+ 7)
^ ~«-4

g(y-4)j:(x + 7) _..

"a;^(x + 7)(x-4)~^"

o«-62 . 4(a2-a6) «'= &2 <i?-\-dh

a^ + 2a&+ 6^ *
t*- + a& ^ a'^ + 2a/> + &2 '^ 4(a2"r^6)

(a + ?))(a- 6) a(a + 6)

"(a + 6)(ti + 6)
^ 4a(a^6)

(a + &)(a-5)a(a + &) _1
(a + 6)(a + i)4a(a - J)~4*

Examples.—xll.

Simplify the foliov.ing expressions

:

3a 2&
I. -77.

2x 7r>

Ay 9y' '
^' ib^'Za

4-

7-

9-

45";c2^
^ 24ak^'

3x-7/ 5»-2! 12.r«
!i j^ _ y

j^

4a:^- Qxy 2i}xy'^'

97>ihi^ 5p^q 24xhj*

dxhjh 20a%^c
^' lOaWc^iSxyh'

3-

6.

4^ 3«
9y'''2y'

2a 4^ 5c

70^6* 20c^ 4ac

25Fm'' TOn^ 3pm

Examples.—xlii.

14
'

1

i\

rtudace to simple fractions in their lowest terms

:

I.

2.

tx" 7^2a-h
d^ + ab a- — ub'

x'^ + 4x Ax^-\2x

x^-:U^-ix^^\2x'

a2j-^3.r^+ 2 o^j^Tx +J2
a- - Ox + U X- + X

4.

5-

6.

a;Ux--2 x2-13x + 42

a2-7x x'- + 2x *

gg-nx + 30 x2~3g
a^-Cx + y x^ — bx'

x^- 4 a;2-25

a2 + 5x'^x2+ 2x*

ft2_4^^3 a2, 9^ + 20 a2-_7rj

'* a--5c4 + 4 a^-lOa + 2i d^-bd

62^,7,jj3 52jj^o6j-J4 ft'^-S^^
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+ b)

jf&)_l

r "

al-

io.

II.

12.

r

"** '^ /-» •

r- 2y

3pm

•13X + 42

a;2~3g

x^ — 5x'

Examples.—xliij.'

Simplify the following expressions
:

4. r^^-fSaJ.

3. _??*// ^ 2a;»

7W

7. -^-^2. 1

6. 1-f-^.

8' ,^^^.^

158 AVe are now able to justify tl,e use of ti.e FractionSymbol as one of the Division Syn.bols in Axt. 73, that is^

we can shew that
^

is a proper representation of the o^^otient

resulting from the ilivision of a by 6.

For let X be this (juotiejit.

Then, by the delinition of a quotient, Art 72,?

hxx= a.

But, from the nature of fractions,

,a
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-4H'!

Li''

159. Here we may state an import^mt Theorem, which we
shall require in the next chapter.

If a(2i-&c, to shew that t*"-^

Since a<2<>-5(^

ad he

U'bd*
,a e

''I'd:

IL

i 1

X THE LOWEST COMMON MUITIPLE.

160. An expression is a Common Multiple, of two or

more other expressions when the former ia exactly divisible by

each of the hitter.

Thns a-^ is a common multiple of 6, 8x' and lax".

161. The Lowest Common MoLxiPiiB of two or more

expressions is the expression of lowest dimeimom which is

exactly divisible by each of them.

Thus 18as* Ib the Lowest Common Multiple of 6a:*, 9x*j

andSx.

The words Lowest Common Multiple are abbreviated

into L.C.M.

162. Two numbers are said to be •prinu to each other

which have no common factor but unity. ,^^

Thus 2 and 3 are prime to each other.

^ 163. If a and h be prime to each other the fraction v

is in its lowest terms.

Hence if a and 6 be prime to each other, and r^^ and

ifm be the n.CF. of c and d, «

asE— and 5=—

*

m m

I.

2.

3-

4-
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164. In finding the Lowest Common Multiple of two ormore expressions each consisting of a single tem, we may
proceed as in Arithmetic, thus

:

(1) To And the l.c.m. of 4a'x and 18ax»,

2

a

X

4a% I8ay^

2a% 9aa:»

2a\ 9x»

2(4=*, 9x2

L.C.M. =2 xaxxxVa^x 9x2=36aV.

(2) To find the l.c.m. of ah, at, he,

a

b

c

~l, 1, 1

L.C.M. =a X 5 X c=aJc.

(3) To find the l.c.m. of 12a2c, Uhc^ and 3Ga5»,

aft, ar, 5c

h, c, 6c

1, C,

2

6

a

b

e

12a2c, 14ftc2, 26ah»

6a% 7662, isaja

a2c~T6c2, 3«6«

ac, 76c2, 362

ac, 7c'//.a 36

a, 7c, 36

L.0.M.=2 x6xax6xcxax7cx 2h=252a!^l^,

Examples.—xliv.
Find the l.c.m. of

1. 4a''x and Ga-x^.

2. 3a;'-'?/ and 12xy^.
'

3. 4a36 and 8a262.

4. ax, a-x and a^xK

5. 2ax, 4ax2 and 7?.

6. a6, a^i; and V^(?.

7. a^j.^ a''2/ and xhj\

8. 51a2a;2, 34ax3 and ax*.

9- 5;)2y^ lOySr and %OpqT.

10. 18cw;2^72ay2and ]2xy.
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I

P|§|

'tl

165. The method of finding the l.c.m., given in the pre-

'.eding article, may be extt'iuled to the case of compound

xple^sions, wlicn one or more of their factors can be readily

letern:iui;d. Thus we may take the following Examples :

(1) To find the l.c.m. of a-x, a*-x', and a^ 4.005,

a-x

a + x

a-x, a^~x\ a" + ax

1. a+ x, a^ + ax

1, 1, a

L.c.M.-(a-x)(a + x)a=(a2_x^a=a'-ax".

(2) To find the L.C.M. ofic^-l, ic*-l, and 4x«-4x*,

a;2_l x"-l,x^-l,4ocfi-4:x^

1, xHl, 4x*

L.C.M. = (x«-- 1) (x2 + 1 ) 4x*= (x* - 1) 4x*= 4x0 - 4ie«.

inc. The student who is familiar with the methods of

resolving simple exprcspions into factors, especially those given

ill Art. 125, may obtain the l.c.m. of such expressions by a

process which may be best explained by the following Ex-

amples:

Ex. I, To find the L.C.M. of a^-a' and a'-s?.

a^ - a:"-~ {a - sr) (a + x),

a^-x^= {a~cc) (a^j-ax+x*)

Kow the L.c.!ir. mnst contain .a itself each of the factors in

each of these products, and no others.

.-. L.C.M. is (a - x) (a + x) (a^+ ax+ x^,

the factor a-x occurring once in each product, and therefore

once only in the L.C.M,

Ex. 2. To find the l.c.m. of

a2 _ 6^, a- - 2ah + h\ and a^+ 2ah + M,

a2 + 2a64-&2=(a + 6)(a+ i);

1..C.M. k{a-\-l){a- b) (a - 6) (a + &),
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the pre-

ompound
le reailily

iples

:

(X.

-4x«,

It*.

ethoda of

jiose given

ions by a

iwing Ex-

factors in

therefore

the factor a-6 occurriii!,' twux ixi one of t! u pruilucts, and a + 6
occurring ivnce in anuth.T of tlio ].rf.dp.ct.-, and iheielbre each
of these factors must occur tmc& in the L.c.ii.

Examples.—xlv.
Find the L.c.ii. of the following expressions

;

1. a;- and aa; + x2^

2. «2_i and x^-x.

3. a2-&2and a- + ui.

10. x2-l,a;2 4-landa;*-l.

11. a;2-a;, a;3_x ajida;'+L

12. a;2-l, a;2-xanda;3-l.

4. 2x-land4a;2-l.

5. a + & and a' + t'.

6. x+1, x-1 anda;2-l.

13. 2aM,4a2-ift„j8ci3 + l.

14. a; + 7/and2a;2+2.rt/.

15- (a + 6)2anda2-i2.

7. x + l,a;3_ianda;2 + a;+i. ,5^ a + 6, a-6 and a2-&2.

8. a;-!- 1,0:2+1 and rVl. 17. 4(l+ci),4(l-a;)and2(l-x«).

9. 33-1, a2-l and 03-1. iS. a- 1, a;-4 x+l and oS-l.

19. (a - 1) (a - c) and (a - c) {b ~ c).

20. (x + 1) (x + 2), (x + 2) (x + 3) and (x+ 1) (x+ 3).

21. a;2 - 7/, (x + ?/)2 and (x - 1/)2.

22. (a + 3)(a+l), (a + 3)(a-l)anda2-l.

23. a;2(x-7/), xix^~y-) and x + t/.

24. (x + 1) (x + 3), (x + 2) (x + 3) (x + 4) and (x + 1) (x+ 2).

25. x2-i/2, 3(x-?/)2 and 12 (x^ + t/S).

26. G (x2 + xii\ 8 (xy - 2/2) and 10 {x"- 2/2).

167. The chief nse of the rule for finding the L.c.ir. is for
the reduction of fractions to conmuni (Icnoininalors, and in tlie

simple examples, whicli we shall have to ])ut before the student
in a subsequt'ut chaj-ler, the rules wliich we have already giveii
will be found generally sulliciunt. But as we may ha\e to lind
the L.c.M. of two or more expressions in which the elementary
factors cannot be determined by inspection, we must now iiro-
ceed to discuss a Rule for finding the L.c.ii. of two expressions
which ia applicable to every case.
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168. The rule for finding the l.c.m. of two expressions a
and h is this.

Find d the highest common factor of a and h»

Then the l.o.m. of a and 6 = -, x 6,

6
OP. xo.

?n

In words, the L.C.M. of two expressions is found by tho foU

lowing process

:

Divide one of the expressions hy the h.o.f. and multiply the

quotient by the oilier expression, Tlie result is the l.cm.

The proof of this rule we shall now give.

169. To find t\e L.O.M. of two algebraical exprcssiona.

Let a and 6 be the two algebraical expressions.

Let d be their h.c.f.,

z the req^uired L.G.M.

Now since a; is a multiple of a and 6, we may say that

a=ma, z=nhi
.'. ma=n6j

.•.^-| (Art. 159).

Kow since x is the Lowest Common Multiple of a and h,

m and n can have no common factor

;

.', the fraction — must be in its lowest terms

;

n

a
.*. TO=T and n=T (Art 1G3),

Hence, since

Also, since

h

a .
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170. Ex. Fin(ltheL.c.M.ofx2-13a; + 42ancIx2-19x + 84.
First we find the h.c.f. of the two expressions to be »-7.

Then' T. n ^ A^""- 13a! + 42) x (xg-lgx + Sj^

Now each of the factors composing the numerator is JivisibleDy a;— 7.

Divide a:2-13x + 42 by a;-7, and the quotient is x-6.
Hence L.c.M.=(x-6)(z2-l9x + 84)=x3.25x2+198x-504.

Examples.—xlvl.
Find the L.c.ir. of the following expressions

:

1. «^ + 5x+6andx2 + 6x + 8.

2. a2-a-20 and a2 +a- 12.

a:2+3x + 2andx2+4x + 3.

a;2+llx + 30andx2+i2x + 35., •

a2 - 9x - 22 and x2 - I3x+ 22.

2x2+ 3x+l andx2-x-2.
a' + x2y + xy+ f/S and X* - y«.

«*- 8x + 15 and x2+ 2x - 15.

21x2 - 26x+ 8 and 1x^ - 4x^ - 21x + 12.
10. x3 + zhj+ xy2+ 1/3 and a^-xhj + xy^- y\
11. a3 + 2a26.-a62_2. and a''-2a26-a&2+ 263.

171. To find the l.c.m. of three expressions, denoted by
a, b, c, we find m the L.O.M. of a and b, and then find M the
L.C.M. of m and c. M is the l.c.m. of a, b and c.

The proof of this rule may be thus stated :

Every common multiple of a and 6 is a multiple of m,
and every multiple ofm is a multiple of a and b,

therefore every common multiple of m and c is a conimon
multiple of a, b and c,

and every common multiple of a, b and c is a common
multiple ofm and c,

and therefore the L.C.M. of m and c is the l.c.m of a 6
andc. '

3-

4-

5-

6.

7.

8.

9-
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Examples.—xlvii.

Finil tljo L.C.'m. of the follo^^^llg exprLSsiona :

1. a;3-3j; + 2, a;2-4x + 3auda;'^-5x + 4.

2. c= + 5x + 4, x^ + 4x + 3 unci x^ + 7x + 12.

3. a:2-9x + aO, a;2-12jc + 35au(lx3-llx + 23.

4. 6x'- - « - 2, 21x2 - 17x + 2 and 14x2 + 5x - 1.

5. x3_i^x2 + 2x-3uml Gx2-x-2.

6. ^- 27, x2 - 15x + 3G and x' - Sx^ - 2x + 6.

ri

XI. ON ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

, OF FRACTIONS.

172. ITaving cstaLlisliL'd tlu-. Eiilos for finding the Lowfst

Connnon IVIuUiple of <,'iven expivpsions, we Tiuiy now proct'od

to treat of tlie method l.y which Fractions are combined by

the processed of Addition and Squtraction.

173. Two Fractions may hft rephiccd by two eqiuvah-nt

fractions with a Common Denoiuiuator by the lbllowin<»

rule

:

Find the L.C.M. of the denominators of the given fractions.

Divide the L.c.ir. by the Denominator of each fraction.

Multiply the first Xnmerator by the 'first Quotient.

l\[ultiply the second Numerator hy the second Quotient.

The two Products will 1)0 the Numerators of the equivalent

fractions whose common denominator is the lc.m. of tho

original denominators.

The same rule holds for three, four, or more fractions.

174. Ex. 1. Eeduce to equivalent fractions with tho

lowest common denominator,

2x+ 6 , 4x-7-—— and —-.—,

3 4
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OF FRACTIONS, n
Denominators 3, 4.

Lowest Common Multiple li.

Quotients 4, a
New Numerators 8x + 20, 12x-21.

Equivalent Fractions ^'^ + ^Q 12x - 21
12 ' J2 •

..f
"" ^\ ^''^"'^ *° ec,uivalent fivctiona witli tlie lowestcommon denouunator, \ ^uwew

fi^ + 4c 6a -2c 3a -55
o>b ' ac * bo '

Denominators ah, ac, he.

Lowest Common Multiple dbe.

Quotients c, b, a.

New Numerators 56c + Ac\ Gah - 2hc, Sa^ - 5a5.

Equivalent Fractions ^^!^ili' 6a6^-26c 3a^-5ah
abo ' aba » TJT^

—

•

ahc

Examples.—xiviii.

3a; , Ax
I. -p and --•

. 3a;-7 , 4aj-9

505^ lOj;
•

4. 1^1+^ and
2^-^^

5. ^-^^VdS'^-s^
bae

II,

12.

12a2c
•

1

6. «-9? and ?!r.«^.

7. r!-and-^.
1+aj 1-x*

9. —and-^

10. ^ and -^^.

and ;

—

1 1and
«6 ifl-b) (a-c)

''^"^
^7(^r^)^6r7y
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0« ON ADDlTIOy AND SUD TRA CTION

175. To shew that , + ,a--rj -.

Suppose the unit to ho divided into M ecjuul paiti.

Then V2 will represent ai of these parts,

he
and v^ will represent he oi tnese parts.

^'^^^
h'^Xd' ^^ ^'^' ^^®*

and
h6

W
Hence r + ^ will represent ad + 5c of the partt,'

But —tj— will represent ad + hcoi the pnrta.

Therefore r + ^" — . . .
•*

By a similar process it may he shewn that

a c ad --be <

b''~d'"~bdr' •

,p,i> c« <* . « ad + he
176. Since ^- +^=-j^,

our Rule for Addition of Fractions will run thus :

"Reduce the fractions to equivalent fractions having the

Lowest Common Denominator. Then add tht Numerators of

the equivalent fractions and place the result as the Numerator
of a fraction, whose Denominator is the Common Denominator
of the equivalent fractions.

The fraction will be equal to the sum of the original frac-

tions."

The beginner should, hoAvever, generally take two fractions

at a time, and then combine a third with the resulting fraction,

as will be shewn in subsequent Examples.

»-
~

. a e ad — be
Also, since ^-^ ^-^,

the Rule for Subtracting one fraction from another wiU be,
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A

Lving the

lerators of

[umerator

lominator

jinal frac-

fractiona

1 fraction,

«»/

iUbe,

Kednce the fractions to eciuivalent; fractions hnvinp ilio
Lowest Conunoii Denominator. Then txMraci the Xiunorntor
..f the second of the equivalent fractions from the Xr.memt.."
of the first of the erniivalent fractions, and phtce tlie n-sult a^
tlie ^ unieratorofa fraction, whose Denominator is thi. Conumm
Denominator of the equivalejA fractions. This fnictioii wiu ' ^
equal to the dilference of the original fractions."

These rules we shall illustrate by examples of various dc-recs
ol dilliculty. o "«

Kolt. men a negative si^n precedes a traction, it is host
to place the numerator of that fraction in a bracket, bcforotombinmg it with tl.o numerators of otlier fractious.

177. Ex. 1. To si. \plify

i£n^4.2f.lZy ^-2?/ Ox + 2?/'

7 14 " 21~'*'~4ii'"- :

Lowest Common MuUIple of denominators is 42,

Multiplying the numerators by G, 3, 2, 1 respecllvely,

24x-^2% f)£+2lj/ lO.c-47 nx + 2y
42 ^ 42" ~'i^'~"'~ir''

\

__ 24x - 1 8y -f Ox -f 2 1 7/ - (\0x - 4;/) + 0x + 2^
42

''

_ 243;~18?/+0x + 2Iv/-l0.r + 4f/ + nj + 2?/-

42
'

'

32x + 0y
42~^*

Ex. 2. To aimpllfv ^±1^^+1 + 1
'

Lowest Common JIultiple of denominators is lOSjj.

Multiplying the numerators by 35, 21, lox, respe.avcly,

. lQ^+ ''^^^84x + 42 Jox
105x ~ lOux '^"lob^r

' = 70g+ 35-(84x + 42) + 15a;"
105x

^ 70x + 35 - Mx - 42 -h 15x x-7'

i05x ~'^'l03x'
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Examples.—xlix.

4.Tf7 ox-4
5 la

2.
3a-4!> 2»-5-f-g 13ct-4c

7'
a "*"~~i2~'

4a; -3y 3x +J^ _ 5^ 2j/ 0j + 2y
2* 7" 14

21""'^ 42 •

3x -2i/ 5x - Ty 8x + 2?/
"^^ ~'5x~~'*'~iar"'^~25

5-
3x2" +~G~'^"1[2~'

t

. 4a2 + 5// 3rt + -2'; 7 -2a

4x + 5 3.r - 7 _

R ?!?"t?!^ ifrJl^ ^''^'iT^
3^ ~ 2a "*" ~

14flc •

2a. + 5c Aat - 3c2 Dae - 2c^
9. ^—

+

a-c ac a-c

10.

II.

3.r?/-4 by- + 7 Ga;'--ll
J •>

xif x^y

a- b 4a - bh 3;^ - 76

178. Ex. To simplify

a-h a+h
7 H r.a+b a-b

L.C.M. of denominators is a- - h":

Multiplying the numerators l)y a-h and a + h respectively,

we get

a2-2rt?) + ?/2 + a2 + 2rt& + 52

a2-6^

2a^+_258
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13cc-4c EXAMPLES.—l.

»-0 a; + 5
2.

a - 7 a; - 3' 2' r+"^'*T:^-

Eiy * ~ ?/

7. —— + -_£_
8. -1-4. ^*

x -2/ rx-y)^*

'>a
0. 4.__1__
^ a + a (x + (()!•

179. Ex.1. To simplify

Taking the fir.^t two fractions

[lectively,

8 + 27/

"i-F'
we can now combine with tins result the ilM of the oij^^im!
Iractions; and we have ^^^

'*' 6
l+y i-y V+y^

1 - 2/^ l^y^

^8 + 2y+ 8y2 + 2y3 _ C-Gy«
1-2/* " 1-2^

^8 + 2y+ 8/ + 21/3 - 6 + 6y«

1-2/*
•

^2y3+14?/^ + 2y+ 2
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Ex. 2. To simplify

2 2 __ 2

(irni<) (& -c)
"^
(d - ?o ("^

- «)
"^

c'^
- ^') ('^ - '^)'

t.C.il. of first two aciioniiiiators Leing (a -h) {h- c) (c - a)

2c-2(t 2/) -2c
^

"^
(a - 1) (& -"c) (c - u)

"^
(ci - i)" (f/ - cjlc -a) {h-c){c- a)

Zh-2a 2 _

~{a-h){b- c) (o - d) (i - c) (c - a)*

L.C.M. of the two ilonomiuators being (a -l)(J)- c) (c - a)

2&-2a4-2fi-2&
' {a-b)\b - c) (c - • a) (a - 6) (6 - c) (c - a)

' EXAMPLES.—li.

=0.

t.

25 4&»

.r+^'*T^'*T^' ^ a-& a+i;"a- + t^'tt»+ 6**

1 2x
5. - +—^— +-

2

X x^ X f
g+3 g-4 g+5

3- ri^T^-^'^lTF* ^ a+4. a:-3"*"a; +r

sc-l .
a:-2^x-3

7. -^ + :.+
a:-2 a-3 x-4*

3 4(t 5a^

a^ "*"

(x - a)'-'-
~
(x^^

1 1 3
^ i^^'x + 2 (x+l)(a; + 2y

1 3
10.

II.

12.

(x+l)(x + 2) (x+l)(x + 2)(x+ 3)

X X
+

(a + c)(a + (i) " (a + c) (a + e)*

a-6 .
6-c

.
''^^

+ : ^ , -"f^ T
"3

(b + c)(c + a) (c + a)(a4-&) (a + 6) (& + c)



(c-a)

{c-a)

[c-a)

4^V

OF FRACTIONS. loi

^ x-h ~x-a (x~a)(x-'by

,6. \,--i*,±^ +,-^±^— + _ '' + «

17 ^ +J^

18. -2-,-+ 2 ^_2_ (a-?0^7^-c^^^
a-b b-c c~a (a~b)(b-c){c-a) '

"1
.

20.

+ h 2a .a-b-a-

c

1 1

^^"
6 a + 6"^tt-'6-F*

(u + l)0i + 2) Ot+l)(/i + 2)(n + 3) Oh^I) (nTS)*

«2_7;c (,2_„c c2-a&
.+

(a + />) (a + c) (6 + a) {b + c) ^{c + b) (i^Taj'

180. Since ^-= a, and ^^= a, Art. 77,

ab_ -ah

From this we lenrn tliat vrc may change the ei^n of the
(lenouiinator of a Iruction ii' wc also change the si°u of the
numerator. °

Hence if the numerator or denominator, or hoth, he expres-
Bions Avith more than one term, ve may change the Bi-^n of
every term in the denominator if M-e also change the ei-n of
every term in the numerator

"

For ^~--= zi^z!'^
c-d -{c-d)

• — a + ?>

or, writing the terms of the new fraction so that the positive
terms may stand first,

h — a
d-a'
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181. Ex. To6iinpUfy?^^£)>:^£^±'

Clianging the eigns of the numerator and denominator of the
Bocond fraction,

x(a + x) -bax + sfl

\
a-x ~ a-x

_ax+x*^(-r,axj^^ ax + x^ + 5ax-x^ Gax_
^~^ a-x ~a^*

182. Again, since -a&== the product of - a and &,
and ah= the product of +a and 6,

the Bign of a product will be changed hy cUanging the signs of
one oi the factors composing the product.

_
•

Hence (a-h)(b- c) will give a set of tcnns,

and (b-a) (6-c) will give the same set of terms with dif-
jerent signs '*

This may he seen by actual multiplication

(a-h)(b-c)=ab-ac-hHhc,
(6-a)(6-.c)=-a6 + ac + 62_

Consequently if we have a fraction

1

(a-b){b-cy

and we change the factor a-b into J -a, we shall in effect
cJiangeihe svjn of every term of tlie expression which would
result fi-om the multiplication of (a - b) into (b ~ c).

Now we may change the signs of the denominator if we also
change the signs of the numerator (Art. 180)

;

. 1 -1
*• (a -b){b- c) (F-a){b-cy *

If we change the signs of two factors in a denominator, the
^ign oi the numerator will remain unaltered, thus

ia-b){b-c) {b-ay{c-by
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183. Ex. Simplify

1 . 1
1

ti.e .i,ns ^^^i::^tt::^Tv "^v^^^"^«
«J«o tlie sign of the numerator,

^'"^'^'"' ^^^"8^°&

tlie result is .

^
. ^ 1 - 1

the result is ;
^

. -

1

j
(« - «) (6 - <.) + (;rri)-(„-r^ -(^r^4—,.

Examples.—lii.

1. -^+^::l/
iS'

2/ y-x

- aj a; flJi

ic+1 l-a; a;2^*

5

6.

8.

2. i±2£_2-3£ ir;x-a;a

4. -J L_^ 4

' +. 1

lo. +
ara-6) ra~c) -"i (i-a)7^r-^) +j-^a)(fi-U
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^&\. Ex. "To simplify

a^-llx+ SO a;'^-12x + 35'

TTcrc llie dcnoininators may Lc expressed iu factors, and lit

liave

(x~0)(x-G)^(x-5)(x-7)*

The L.c.M. of the denominators is (x-n) (j;-.C}(«-7), and
we havo

(«-C)(x-G) (x-7) *'(x-G) (x-U}(x-7)

2X-1 3

*'(x-5)(x-G)(x-7)*

EXAMPLES.—liiL

1.1
I.

2.

a'-i+ Ox + 20^x2 + 12x4- 35*

a2-l3x + 42 x2_f5^^54*

•V 1 1
^ a2T7x^^i ^x2 _ oj. _ 143'

- __1 .__Ji_. _1
^* x2 + 3x + 2 x- + 4x + a x^^ox+ OT

^ m 2?n, 2)7771

^* « w + » (7Ji + n)2*

, 1+x . 1-x
0. ;;- :—3 +

2

8.

1+X+X2^1-X + X2 l+X^ + X**

5 2_ 7x 7x_
3(l-x) 1 + x 3x2 + 3 3x2-3*

1 ._U^.„-.i^+
8(x-l) 4(3-x)"8(x-5)^(i-x}(x-3)(»-&/

X*
^ 1—x+x--x^+-j

—
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XII. ON FRACTIONAL EQUATIONS.

muL Zl t'^
.'"P^"-" '"^ '^"'^ ^^*"Pt«' t^^« "^^thod of

se S^ '" ^^"^^ ^^•^^t^°"'^l t^^"^« occur, andBccoiulJ^
,
Problems leaduig to such Eiiuations.

r.l^^'At''
^1"'^*'"" involving fractional terms mav lier^^. need to an equivalent Equation vvithont fractions11,^

ISoTJT '^ ''' '""'"^''^ ''^ '^^ Lowest clZtMultiple of the denormnators of the fractional terms.

in™\nTZ VVT'^'T "''' '^'' l^-'"-'l^^« ^-'^^ ^^o.n

P K.I n the satne expression, the resulting products will Ztbat Axiom, he equal to each other.
' ^

187. The following examples wHl illustrate tlie process ofclearing an Equation of Fractions.
^ ^

Ex 1 ?+*-«i-X. 1. 2 + 6= 8.

The L.C.M. of the denominators is 6.

Multiplying both sides by 6, Ave get !

or,

or,

3a; + x=48,

4z=48;

A a;=12.

Ex. 2. |+^tl:=a;-2.

Tlie L.C.M. of the denominators is 14.

Multiplying both sides by 14, we get

14a> 14/; + 14

-Y-
+ y— = 14x-
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or, 7x + 2x + 2 = 14x-23,

or, < 7x + 2x-14a;= -28-2,

or, -5x-=-30.

Changing the signs of botli siilcs, vre get

Cx==30;

.'. x=G.

188. The process may he shortenoj from the following

coiisidi'vatioiis. If we have to multiply a fraction hy a multii)le

of its denominator, we may first divide the mnltiplier hy the

denominator, and then vinltiplij the numcralor by the quotient.

The ivsult will be a whole numher.

Thus, -X 12=a;x4= 4x,

I

^~x5G= (x-l)x8 = 8x-&

Ex. 1. ^ + ^ + ^=39.
2 3 4

The L.c.M. of the denominators being 12, if we multiply the

mimerators of the fractions by 0, 4, and 3 respectively, and the

other side of the equation by 12, we get

6x + 4x + 3x=4GS,

or, 13x=4G8;

.-. x=36.

Ex. 2. ?-I^ +l= -ll
' X 2x 'dx 12

The L.c.sf. of the denominatois is 12x. Hence, if we mul-
tiply the numerators by 12, G, 4, and x re?pcctively, we get

9G-90 + 28= 17x,

or, 34= l7x,

CH^ . I7a;^34;
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follo\^^Tlg
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.. |=a

137

Examples.—liv.

4- 4 7-3.

3z ^
2. -^= 9.

5.. 30-^^=8.

a a?

3. 3 + 5-8.

^ 2x 176 -4a

2a; . _ 4x „
8. -3-+ 12= ^+6.

,..1-4 = 24--

13. 50-1^= 48-^.

15. 1^-11 = ^-^.

16. ^4-- + ''=-^:^

2^3 + 4 12'

a + 2 x-1 a:_2
,7. -_ +-_=__.

'^-
2 + 3-^4-4-

x + 9 2j; .?x-6 „19. -^-+ ^_„^^.3.

„ 17-O.r 29- lU 28a; +14
5 3 ^ 21 •

2.C- 10
21. —-__ = o.

^^ 3j; + 4 4x-51 ^
''• ~7- +-^--0.

23. 1-3= 1-1.

24. li±5-5=«

26. 2> +i^=3S-43l

27.
2^?=l-.^25
4 a; a: 100'

2S. 2^- + l^-1^=iL.l, •'^-2.r_^2

3

XX 5x
^^' 3 +4—6—12 = 0-58.

9-^ "3

4
7a!+2

^. -jj— 12--;=3a;_3x + 13 17a

5 4'*
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189. ], must next he oLsorvcd that in clearing an equation

of iVactions, whenever n fraction is preceded hy a negative sign,

we must place the result ohtained hy multiplying that mime'
rater in a bracket, alter the removal of the denominator.

i'or example, we ought to proceed thus :

—

x+2 x-2 x-l
Ex. 1.

45 2

Multiply hy TO, the l.c.m. of the denominatoiB, and we get

14x + 28 = 35x-V0-(10x-10),
or 14.r4 28= 35x-70-10x+10,

from which we shall find x=8.

Ex.2. l!:i!?-f^±2=,i.
5x 3x

Multiplying hy 15x, the l.c.m. of the denominators, wo get

5l-Gx-(20x + 10) = 15x,

or 51-6x-20x-10=15x,
from which we siiallfmd x—l.

Note. It is from want of attention to this way of treating

fractions preceded by a negative sign that hegiiiners make so

many mistakes in the solution of equations.

Examples.—iv.

_ aj+2 ^-
1. 6a; 2-*=71.

.3-x ^2
2. X s— =5.i.

3

5-2.r

3

5x 5x_9 3 —

»

4- "2""*T~4 2~'

5. 2._^=7-l^»

_. _ f5x-8
-4- +-=^—2-- 6.

x + 2_14 3 + 5iB

2 ~9 ~4~'

« «+^ !g-2_r-4-9

flfT-4-1 9?— 4 24-4^3 7

10. x-3

II

X4-2 %
8 3

a;4-5 2 + 2 3;— 9
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a; + 2 a;-2 x-1
13. -g-^-^-— _.

14.
^,3x-0^g_2aj

1; ^il g-3_ g + 30
2 ~ 3 l3~'

- It, x + n „
7 ^5-= 3«-21.

18.

6 -'-7--

ia?~31 8 + ir)x 7a!-

8

2£+7 9j-8 j;.11
a "~2~^17. -^-^-

26 22 *

8a^-15 llx-1 7j; + 2
3 7 13 *

20. ^±^_^ti_0^-13 24n-9aj
8 7 4~

iT--

10 2^6^40 r~"^ 4*

190. Literal equations are tliose in which knoAvnrniantitiea
are represented by &./..,, „«,,„,, ^he fu.t in the ilpbabetllieJolJowmg are examples:—

Ex. 1, To solve the equation

ax+ bc—hx + aCf

ax-hx—ac-hc,
(o-6)x=(a-6)c,

a5=c

that IB,

or,

therefore.

Ex. *>
*^t

that is,

•or,

t^' refore,

To solve the equation

ah:+bx-c=b^x + cx-d,
a^x+bx-h^x-cx=e-d,

.9

Examples.—ivi.

3' &c+ax-(f=a"6-/x.

4. dni-5x=hc-a!g»

5. aZ)c-a2x= ax-a2&.

6. 2acx-6bcd^l2cdx + abe.
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8. - oc' + J-C+ rt/;cx » a5c + cmx - ac-x + Ire -mc
9. (a + a; + ?»)(a + 6-x)=a(rt + x)(i-a:)-a6.

10. (a - 1) (a + j:) « 2i(2 + 2(ta; - x'^

11. (a«+ x)2=a;2-Ma' + a».

12. (a2--)(a- + i) = a' + 2ax-x'.

ax - ?> X + ac
13. _^. + a=. ,

,, wCf)*x + x') f»x«

i4. ax-
3a - A.r 1

"2 2-

4a,r - 2^)

15. (kt — =x.

,6. <,x-^tt.l.!L(£-J).
X ) X

iS. — h = -,-z.
a a

x^-a a-x 2x a

^^ 3 ah-x^ 4z-ao
20. 1;— » .

c «B OB

21.

22.

n^+x ^2_3. j._j a5-x

3ax— 2?> ax -a ax 2

36 "26 1» "a;*

, ax X -.

23. a77i-o--,- +—= 0.

2 2a2^ &^_ 3a5c ^ 3flcx _ h^-Zahhi
^' {u-ib) a{u + i) a + b b (a + b)'

ax- ax „
23- E +a+— = 0.— ex c

^^ a(fZ2^x") ax

ux (t

a6 - - 1
27. —= &c + (Z+ -.

» X

o
'

. m(a-x)
28. c= a +—!^-

—

i,

2a + z

ah
29. (« + x)(& + x)-a(& + c) = -,-4-x«.

^^ ace (c + &)2.x - „-

d a

191. lf\ the examples already given the L.c.ir. of the
denoniinatora can generally be determined by inspection.
When compound expre.'^siona appear in the denQminntors it
is sometimes desiruljle to collect tlie fractic s in.o two one

I.

2.

3.

12.
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.

^'^^' ^'
i"(i'

^^ ^^ cvlilont that aiUhc,

Ex. 4x + 5

1() '

10

4.T f f)

whence we find

10
'''7a; + 4 *

ll(7x-f-4)= IO(inx-C);

53

Examples,—ivij.

3x + 7 3x + 5
I. ——=

2.

3-

5-

4x +

a + G

4x+a'

2j;+5'

2x+7
a; + 2"

5x-l

1

3a; -2
1

s +

2x-6'

4x-l
2x-l-

So; -3
2x-3*

2
= 0.

6.

8.

2

l-Goj

1

a-i'*'a: + l

=0.
5

l-2a;'

ff+ 3^8x+n> 7a; -29
^ " 18 ~5jri2'

3~ 3^-7
2

'3*

4a; -a
1

,^ 3a; + 2 2x-4
»-l a; + 2

~^*

1". «(^ + 3)-,(ll_.,)=.^^^.4J_.^^^_3^^

12. ^f-1l^)J2^/^2)__^_
(a;-3)(x + (j)

"-"• 14.

15.

K+l JC*

a;+l x-\ l_a*
2,8 45

1-; 1+a- l-xa*
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'I.!

:l.

7^-1-0-7 = :^'^' x-8'^2.c.-lG *24 3X-2-4*

a;<-(4x2-20x + 2-I) , „ .

^7- —x^.-2x-+-4—
-"-^'-^-^

2r» + 2x3-^1x2+12 _
'^-

x2 + ax-4 —•' ^ •^•

_ /^l 2\ 1 3x-(4-5x)
\ 2 a/ 2 4

192. Equations iiito which Decimal Fractions enter cIo not

present any serious ditHculty, as may he seen from the follow-

ing Examples :

—

Ex. 1. To solve the equation

•5x='03x + l-41.

Turning the decimals into the form of Vulgar Fraction^

we get

5x^^ 141

10 100 100*

Then multiplyinfr both sides by 100, we get

50x=3x+141;

therefore 47x=141;

tlierefore «»=3.

Ex.2. 1-2X-—f-- = -4x + 8-9.
•o

First clear the fraction of decimals by multiplying ita

numerator and denominator by 100, and we g^t

18X-5
l-2x-

50
= -4x + 8-9;

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

12x 18x-5 ^4x 89^

"io 60 "~io''"io'

60x - 18x + 5 = 20x + 445

;

22x=440;

«=20.

7-

9-

'3-

14.

15.

i6.
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Examples.—iviii.

1. •5x-2= -25a; + -2a;-l.

2. 3-2r)x-5-H-a;--75x=3-9 + -5x.

3. •12r)a;+-01a;= 13--2x+'4.

4. •3j; + l-305x+-5a:=2295--193a;.

5. •2x-'01x+ -0003:= 11-7.

6. 2-4x --80; + 8-9.

7. 2-4a;- 10-75= -25x.

9-
'-tj;^ + 3-875 = 4-025.

8. •5x + 2--75x= -4j5-1L

10. 2-5x' -ra-)= -5
5a:+3

8-5 •2_ 1 l-.lx
"• T-x-^4 ^-• 12.

'4S.r, 3-4.r ,^„„"6—.2~=^^^3.

13-

14.

2-33;
.

5.C 2x-3 x-2 J7
"*"

1 -or. Q "1-5 1-25 9 i-6
+ 2 -

24-08 1 ^,,---^-. •04(a;+-9) = 241'2.

•5x +

16. -5

•45.r- -75^1-2 _ ;3^- '6

•G ~ -2" ~~d~~'

3-5j; 24 -3a;
= -375x.

17. •15x4-

x-2 8

135rr-'225 '30 -OOaj-'lS

•9

193. To sheio that a simple equation can only have one root.

Let x=a Le the e([nation, a form to uliicli all equations of
tlie first degree may be reduced.

l!<o\v suppose a and /3 to be two roots of tbo e(iuation.
Tlien, by Art. 109,

a=rt,

nnd j3=a,

in other word,-., tue t-ro supposed roots ai'c identical.

[S.A.J H
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XIII. PROBLEMS IN FRACTIONAL
EQUATIONS.

1 94. We shall now give a scr'u's of Easy Problems resulting

for the modt part in Fiiactional EQUATIo^'S.

Take the following as an exam pit? of the form in which such

rioblenis sliould be Bet out by a bvginuer.

"Find a number such that the sum of its third and fourth

parts shall be equal to 7."

Suppose X to represent the nuu^ber.

Then | will represent the third part of the number,
o

and - will represent the fourth part of the number.

Hence - + - will represent the Bum of the two parteu
3 4 , —

But 7 will represent the sum of the two parta.

Therefore --i--=»7.
3 4

Hence 4a; + 3x=84,

that is, 7x=84,

that is, a;=12,

and therefore the number sought is 12,

EXAMPLES.—liX.

1. What is the number of which the half, the fourth, and

the fifth parts adiled together give as a result 95 ]

2. What is the number of which the twelfth, twentietii,

and fortieth parts added together give as a result 38 ?

3. What is the number of which the fourth part exceeda

the fifth part by 41
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4. What 18 tlie numher of which the twenty-lifth i.rit
exix'ctls the thirty-filth jjurt by 8 ]

5. Divide 00 into two such parts that a seventh part of onemay be e-iual to an eighth part of the other.

6. Divide 50 into two such parts that one-fourth of one
part benig added to live-sixths of tlie other part the sum may

7. Divide 100 into two such parts that if a third part of the
one be subtracted from a fourth part uf the other the remainder
may be 11.

S. AVliat is cne number wliich is f^reater than the suni of its
third, tenth, and twelfth parts by 58 /

9- Wlicn I have taken away from 33 tlie fourth, fillli aiid
ti.iith parts of a certain number, the remainder is zero. What
is the number ?

10. What is the number of wliicli tlie fourth, fiftli, nnd
pixih parts added together exceed the half of the numb.r
by 112 \

1 1. If to the sum of the lialf, the third, the fourth, and tlie
twellth parts of a certain number I add 30, tlie sum is twice as
large as the original num])er. Find the number.

12. The dilTerence between two numbers is 8, and the
quotient resulting from the division of the greater by the less
is 3. What are the numbers ?

13. The seventh part of a man's property is equal to liis
whole property diminished by ^1(526. What is his property /

14. Tlie difference between two numbers is 504, and the
quotient resulting from the division of the greater by the k-s ,

is 15, What are the numbers ?

15. The sum of two numbers is 57f;o, and their difference
18 equal to one-third of the greater. What are the numbers ?

16. To a certain number I add its half, and the result is as
ruuch abovii GO as the number itself is below (j5. find the
number.
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17. TIh^ tlilVoroiuo lu'twiu^u two miiiiluis Iti '20, nud ono-

iovonth of the oiu' is i'(|iml to oiu'-thiul ol' llio uiliiu'. What

ai'c Ihu iiuialioi'e^ \

18. The «viiu ut" two muuI)i.V8 is 31:207. On iliviiliiij^ 0110

l)y lliu ollu-v llic (|uutii'ut Ih I'oiiud lu bu 15 uud thu rciuuuiJcr

1335. AVlmt arc thu mmibiw?

19. Thu ii^oa of two brothi'is nmoimt to 27 yi-ara. Ou
tlivitliuj; tho a;.;c of tho eUU:r by that of thu younger the 1^110-

tii'Ut ia 3.^. \i\v\* is thu uj;e of each \

20. Divide 237 into two siicli parts that oiiu is four-fifthb of

the other.

21. Divide I'lSOO bitween A and /», so ihat 7."s share ni;iy

l)u two-scVenths of vl's share.

22. Divide 4(5 into two s\uh parts that tlm sum of tlie

quotients ol»tai|ied by dividing one part by 7 and tlie other by

a may be enuul to 10.

23. Di\idi' tbi,' nniubir n iido f"iV(i sinli jMits that the sum

of the (juiili 'Ills t.liiainc'd by dividni.; ohl- jkiiL by ;;(. and llie

other by n ui;i\ lie i'*[Ual to 6.

24. The suui A two nnmbt-rs is a, and their dilVerence is h.

Find the nuniber.s.

25. On nuilti['lyiii;^' a eeilain iiuiubor by 4 uud diviilin^'

the jtroduct by 3, 1 obtain -4. What is the nnuiliLr /

n

26. Divide .l'vSlJ4 between .i, />, anil (', so th;it A gets - -

of what /> ijets, and C"s share is e(nuil to the sum of the shares

of A and i>.

27. A man leaves the h.ilf of his pnijterty lo his wife, a

eixth part to eaeh of his two ehiKlu-n, a twelfth ]tart to his

brother, and tlio rest, anuiuatiu_L,' to i'tiOO, lo charitable uses.

What >v;iiji the amount of his jnoperty /

2S. Find two numbers, of wliieli the sum is 70, sucli tliat

the first divided by the second gives ."2 us u (iiiulient and I as

a ivmainder.

29. Find two numbei-s of which the diderence is 25, su.^h

thai the second divided by tlio fust gives 4 jw u tj[notient and

4 ;is a remainder.
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30. Divide thn number SOS into two parts such that themm, of tl... /ounh of the irmitcr and the third of the less ig
Iws h^' 4 tliuu foui times the Uilfercnce between the two i)art5..

3r. Thoro aro tliirt<>on days hotween division of term and
tlu> ond o the first two-thirdn of Ihe term. How many days
are there in Iho tt-iin /

32. Out of a cask of wirio of which a fiftli part had Icalv.-.l
.•Mvay 10 -allons were drawn, and tliou tlie ca«k M'as two-third«
lull. How much did it h(»Id ?

^ -s. Tho sum of th,. n,.;.«s of a father and son i« half what \i

W.J >- m ?:. y.ar-.
:

th.. diin-ronce i. „nc-thir,l what the .u.u
will b.. in iiO ycuiu Fi„,I tjie ivsjjcctive a-cs.

y\. A mothor i. 70 years old, In-r daughter i. exactly hidf
t .ai a-o. How many yoars have passed since the mother wa.
.i.'i tuue.s the a-.- of tlie daughter?

y.. A is 72. and // is two-third.s of that age. How lon.^ i.
u i<ince A was 5 times as old as JJ ?

Note I. Tf a Tnan can do a piece of Avork in x lionra, ihc
part of the work which lie can do in one hour will be rci)re-

Scnted by -

.

Tlnu, if A can reap a field in 12 hours, ho will reap in one
hour

j^- of the field.

^f • ^ ^'" ^^<^;^ piece of work in 5 days, and J] can .lo it

do the iua*k I

'''^^ "* ""'^ ^^ '''''^'"° ^"^'"^'''' ^''^'^ ^

Let X represent the number of days A an.l P. will take.

Then
.^- ^yiII represi'ut the part of the work they do daily.

JNow
^ represents the part A does daily,

"

and
^^ represents .he part B does daily*
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^TT 1 1
Hence - + -- uill reprci-ont Iho part A and JS do daily.

Consoc|uently . + -.i = -.
«> La X

Hence

or

12x + 5x= 60,

17x=G0;

. _60

That is, tliey will do the vork in 3-^ days.

36. A can do a piece of work in 2 days. B can do it in 3
days. In what time will they do it if thuy work together?

37. A can do a piece of work in 50 days, B in 60 days,
and C in 75 days. In Avhat time will they do it all working
together ?

\

38. A and B together finish a work in 12 davs ; A and G
in 15 days

; ^ and (7 in 20 days. In wliat time will tliey

finish it all working together ?

f 39. A and B can do a piece of work in 4 lionrs ; A and G

in 3^- hours
; B and G in 5- hours. In what time can A do

it alone ?

40. A can do a piece of work in 2 - davs, B in 3^- davs,

and G in 3^ days. In what time will they do it all working

together 1
"^

3
41. A docs '- of a piece of work in 10 days, jde then calls

in B, and they finish the work in 3 days. IIow long w ould B
take to do one-third of the work hy himself?

Note II. If a tap can fill a vessel in x hours, the part of

the vessel filled hy it in one hour will be represented by -.

Ex. Three taps running separately will fill a vessel in 20,

80, and 40 minutes respectively. In what time will they fill it

when tliey all run at the same time?
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Let X represent the number of minutes they will take.

Then - will represent the part of the vessel filled in 1
X

minute.

Now ^- represents the part filled by the first tap in 1 minute,

second,

, third..

1^

20

30

1

40

Hence L 1 1 ^1
20"''30"^40~«»

or, multiplying both sides l)y 120a;,

6x+4x + 3a;= 120,

that is, 13x=120j

. _120
.. X- jy.

3
Hence they will take 9 - minutes to fill the Vessel.

42. A vessel can be filled by two pipes, running separately,

in 3 hours and 4 liours respectively. In what time will it be
filled when both run at the sj'nie time ?

43. A vessel may be filled by three difl*erent pipes : by the

first in l;r hours, by the second in 3- hours, and by the third

in 5 hours. In what time will the vessel be filled when all

three pipes are opened at once 1

44. A bath is filled by a pipe in 40 minutes. It is emptied

by a waste-jM'pe in an hour. In what time will the bath be

full if both pipes are opened at once '?

45. If three pipes fill a vosgcl in a, h, c minutes running
separately, in what time will the vessel be filled when all three

arc opened at once ?
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I 46. A vessel containing 755.^ gallons can Ije filled by three

pijics. The first kls in i2 gallons in 3^ minutes, the second

15^ gallon!^ in 2^, minutes, the third 17 j^allons in 3 minutes :

in -what time ^vill the vessel he filled by the three pipes ell

running tdgetlier? ,
i

47- A vessel can be filled in 15 mlnutos by three pipes,
one of v.-lii'-h lets in 10 gallons move and tlie otlxn- 4 gallons
lesstlian tlie tliivd each minute. The cistern liokls 2400 gallons.

How nuich conies tlirough each pipe in a minute?

I^OTK i i T. In qi'.estinns involving distanee travelled over in
a certain time at u certain rate, it is to be observed that

\

Pi«tancp _.
- -„- = 1 ime.
Kaie

That is, if I travel 20 miles at the rate of 5 miles an hour,

20
number of hours 1 take- 5*

Ex. A and 7? set out, one from Xewnjarlcet and the other
from C;ii)i!n-id!j<% at the same time. The distance between the
towns is ] 3 miles. A walks 4 miles an hour, and B 3 miles an
hour. Where will tliev meet 1

Let X nprcseut their distance from Cambridge when they
meet.

Tlu;n \?,-x will represent their distance from Newmarket.

Then '^=^:^time in liours that B has been walking,

13-a:"-4-= ^

And since both have been walking the same time,

a:_13-x
3~ 4" '

or 4:(:= ?,0-.3a;,

or 7:r = 30;

•
-'"^^
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That is, they meet at a distance of 5^ miles from Cam-

bridge.

4S. A person smarts from Ely to walk to Cambridge (which

is distant 16 nriiles/ wt the rate of 4- miles an hour, at the

same time that another person leaves Cambridge for Ely
walking at the rate of a mile in 18 minutes. "Where will they
meet ?

49- A person walked to the top of a mountain at the rate

of 2- miles an hour, and down the same way at the rate of

3^ miles an hour, and was out 5 hours. How far did he walk

altogether ?

50. A man walks a miles in h hours. Write down

(1) Tiie number of miles he will walk in c hours.

(2) Tlie number of hours he will be walking d miles.

51. A steamer which st.nted from a certain place is fol-

lowed after 2 days by another ^^teamer on the same lino. The
fir?t goes 244 miles u day, and the second 286 miles a day. In
how many days will the second overtake the first?

52. A messenger who goes 31^ miles in 5 hours is followed

after S hours by another who goes 22- miles in 3 hours. "When

^-ill the second overtake the first?

53. Two men set out to Avalk, one from Cambridge to
Londcm, the other horn London to Cambridge, a dii?tance of
00 miles. The lormer walks at the rr.te of 4 miles, the latter

at the rate of 3^ miles an hour. At what distance from Cam-

bridge will they meet ? .

54. A sets out and travels at the rate of 7 miles in 5 hours.
Eight hours afterwards B sets nut from the same place, .and

travels along the same road at the rate of .5 miles in 3 hours
Aft«T what time will B overtake A 1
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Note IV. In problems relatin- to clocks tlie chief point Ube notico.! is that the minute-hand moves 12 times aa fast o«
the hour-hand.

<« oat u»

The following examples should be carefully studied.

Find the time between 3 and 4 o'clock when the hands of a
clock are

(1) Opposite to each other.

(2) At riglii angles to each other.

(3) Coincident.

rjj^i'j2 r jF.'^a

fl;;l

(1) Let OA^ represent the position of the minute-hand in
*ig- 1.

OD represents the position of the hour-hand in Fig. LM marks the 12 o'clock point.

T 3 o'clock

-The lines OM, OT represent the position of the hands at
3 o clock.

Now suppose the time to be x minutes past 3.

Tlien the minute-hand has since 3 o'clock moved over the
arc MDN.
Ami the hour-hand has since 3 o'clock moved over the

ITonce arc il/Z)JV= tmlve times arc TD,

If then we represent MDN by x,

"we shall represent TD by -^.

Also AVP. shnll rpr>roaoTit ir7'K,,--!r:

and DN by 30.
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Now

thatiB,

MDN='MT+TD-^DNf

or 12x=180*+a: + 3GO,

or llx= 540;

. _540

Hence the time is 49 - minutes past o.

(2) In Fig. ir. the doscrijition «:jivon of tlic rftatc of the
clock in Fig. 1. aiijilics, except lliat DN will he represented hj
1

') inHtead of ?A).

>i()W snppooC the time to he x minute.^ pujit 3.

Then since

MT)N=MT+ TD + D.V,

from which we get

«=15 + ~^ + 15.

a —
300

If
Q

that is, the time is 32-- minutesi past

(3) In Fig. III. tlie hands are holh in the position OJV.

Now suppose the time to be x minutes past 3.

Then since

or 12x= 180 + x^

180
or X:

Tl'

that is, the time is IG^ - minutes past 3.

55. At what time arc the hands of a watch opposite to
each other,

(1) Between 1 and 2,

(2) Between 4 and 5,

(3) Between 8 and d ?
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*' 56. At \\\\Ai tinie are the liauJi ul' a watcli at riglit auglea

to each other, ,

(1) r>ot\vecri 2 juul 3.

(2) Between 4 atul f .

(3) Letwoen 7 and o ?

57. At what time avc the liands 01 a watch together,

(1) lietwcen :J and 4,

{l) Ik-tweon G and 7,

(;i) Letweeii and 10 ?

5S. A persmi htiys a cortain Tmmhor of npploa at the rate

of five for twopcncp. lie sells half of them at two a ])eniiy,

and the remaining Imlf at three a penny, and clears a penny
by the transaction. How many doea he buy ?

59. A man gives away half a sovereign more tlian half as

many sovereigns as lie has : and agnin half a sovereign more
than half the sovereigns then remaining to him. and now haa
nothing left. How much had he at fust \

60. ^Miat must he the value of n in order that
*'^'^'^

.

3/H-Gl)<»

may he equal to r^- -when a is - ?

61. A body of troops retreating before the enemy, from
which it is at a certain time 2.") miles <listant, ninrches 18 miles

a day. The enemy pur^^ues it at the rate of 23 miles a day,

but is first a day later in starting, tiien after 2 days is forced

to halt for one day to repair a bridge, and this they have to do
again after two days' nmre marching. After how many days
from the beginning of tlie retreat will the retreating lorce be
overtahen \

' 62. A person, after paying an income-tax of sixpence in the

pound, gave away one-thirteentli of liis remaining income, and
Lad £5-10 left. What was hi.s oiiginal income ]

63. From a sum of money I talce away d^30 more than the
half, then from the remainder £:m more than the filth, then
from the second, remainder £-2i.) more tlian the fourth part

:

and at last only £10 remains. AVhat -was the original sum ?
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64. I liwiv^'lit a certain huhiIkt of epj.^'rt at 2 a pi'imy, und
the rtiiiue iiuialiur ut 3 u i»(Miiiy. I sold tiiciii iit 5 lor twopeucc
and loot u penny. How luiiny og;^'a did I buy /

65. A cistern, lioldin^' 12()() gallons, irt filled l.y 3 j.ipea

A, Jj, G in 24 minntcs. Tlie pii.u A re(iuirea 30 minntes niui-e

lliiin C to fill tlic cistern, and 1(J gallons less run through per
minute than through A and Ji together. What time would
each pipe take to liU tluj cistern by itself/

66. A, Bf and C drink a barrel of beer in 24 daya. A and
4

"^

Ji drink ids of what C doua, and J] drinks twice us much as A,

In what time would each separately drluk the cask 1

67. A and B shoot by turns at a target. A i>uts 7 bullets

out of 12 into tiie centre, and B jiuts in out of 12, Between
them they put in 32 bullets. IIuw many shots did each fh-e?

68. A farmer sold at market 100 head of stock, horses,

o.\en, and sheep, selling two ox(in for every horse. He obtained
on the sale £2, 7s. a head. If he sold the horses, cxen, and
sheep at the res^Ctive prices £22, i;i2, 10s., and £l, 10s., how
mai.y horses, oxen, and shec^ respectively did he sell ?

69. In a Euclid paper A gets IGO nuuks, and i; just passes.

A gets full marks for book-work, anil twice as many marks
for riders as B gets altogether. Also B, sending answers
to all the questions, gets no marks for riders and half mtu-ks

for book-work. Supposing it necessary to get r of full marks

in order to pass, find the number of marks which the paper
carries.

70. It is between 2 and 3 o'clock, but a person looking at
the clock and niistaking the hour-hand for the minute-hand,
fancies that the time of day is 55 minutes earlier than the
reality. What is the true tune ]

71. An army in a defeat loses one-sixth of its number in
killed and wounded, and 4000 prisoners. It is reinforced by
3000 men, but retreats, losing a fourth of its number in doin<'

BO. There remain ISOOO men. What was the original force/

72. The national debt of a country was increased by one-

fourth in a time of war. • During twenty years of peace which
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followed ^25,000,0(;0 was paid oIT, and at the end of that time
the interest was reduced from 4.} to 4 per cent. It was then
found that the interest was the same in amoui t as before the
war. What was the amonnt uf the debt before the war ?

73. K\\ artesian well supi^h^es a Lrewerj'. The consump-
tion of water goes on each week-day from 3 A.M. to 6 p.m. at

doul)le the rate at which tlic water flows into tlie well. If

tlie well contained 2250 gallons when the consumption began
on ^loiiday morning, and it Avas just emptied wlien the con-
sumption ceased in tlie evening of the next Tlmrsday but one,

what is tlie rate of the inllux of water into the well in galli)us

per hour?

ZIY. ON MISCELLANEOUS FRACTIONS.

195. In this Chapter we shall treat of various matters cou^

ncctcd with Fractioxs, so as to exhil»it the mode of applying'

the elementary rvdes to the simplification of expressions of a
more complicated kind than those which have hitherto been
di;.cussed.

190, The attention of the student must first be directed

to a point in which the notation of Algebra dilfers from that of
Arithmetic, namely wlmi a whole number and a fraction slnnd
side by side v>iih no sir/n between them.

o —
Thus in Arithmetic 2'^ stands for the sum of 2 and -.-4 7

Cut in Algebra x-- stands for the ifroduct of a and -.

Sq in Algebra 3-— stands for the product of 3 and ^— •

that IS,
a + h 3<i 4- 36
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Examples.—ix.

Simplify the following fractions :

I. a+x + 3-.

2. t±3I^^^.z±

3. ^:iI^2-JC
X

Xi X 4. 4^-t^-2^^-^
^ a-b V + 63*

197. A fraction of which the Numerator or Denominator
is itself a fraction, is calleil a Complex Fraction.

y X
X c , yTims -, 2 and

^^
are complex fractions.

6 n

A Fraction whose terms are whole numbers is called a
Simple Fraction.

All Complex Fi'actions may be reduced to Simple Fractions
by the processes already described. We may take the follow-
ing Examples

:

(I) —= ?_i.^_? n _an

n

a c

m_p \b d/-\n q^~~or'~~Tiq~'
n q

bd mq - nj) hd {nuf-np)'

(3) i±f=(l+.)^(l +
l)
= cu.)^^ti

1+-

1 x+i i+x =ft
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i'l

! >

'

l + aj-l + a; x-t:^-\-\-%

l-x2 In-x-
2x l-x2 22,

X

(5)
3

1-X2 1+X2 i.,.a;2-

3 3

1 +
3

1 +
1 + 1-x

3

l-x + 3 l-x + 3 *" 4-a;
1-x

3(4-:r) 12 -3x
4-X + 3-3X 4-X4-3-3X 7-4x*

4-X

Examples.—Ixi,

Simplify the following expressions:

« + i

I.
a;

3I'
2.

v_^
'0-D'

x-/

6 + X + -

1+-

<2

1
a—

E

a?

'•ITT

10. —r+l-r-r
1+-

8.

2--+^*

X X

X + a X - ft

6.

x+-»
x»

T7T-

2x

2.C

a-'-a^
X'' +

l-rX2

11.
X + ?/ re - 7/

I.

2.

a .
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12.

I>

a

14.

2ni-3 + -i-

ill

ic
"^o^ac he

ab

198. Any fraction may he split up into a number of frac.tions equal to the niuuber of term, in its numerator Tto
X^ + X^ + X+l X».X2 X 1

X* X* X* a;"* 'I"*

«"*"»2+^+^.

cc'

•^

2.1!

l~x^

Examples.—ixil.

z.

2.
orbc + al'd + ahc^ + hcif

abed

9^-3x^y + 2xv^-y'

x^y'^

4.

6.

9rt3-12a» + Ga-3
108 •

18;;^+12y2-36r2 + 72««

3/>j?-jj
•

10x3 -25a;8 + 75x- 125

1060 •

199. The quotient obtaino.l by divi.linj^ tl,e unit by atiy
fraction ol that unit is called T:iE Reciprocal of that fractio.f

Thus -, that is, ^, is the Reciprocal of ?.

200. VTe have shewn in Art. 158. that the frAcHr^r—>^^t

^
is a proper representative of the Division of a by 6. In

re.A.l
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Chapter IV. vc treated of cases of division in which the divisor
13 coiitaint.'d an exact numoer of times in the dividend. We
now ]iiocee(l to treat of cases in which the divisor is not con-
tained exactly in the dSvidcnd, and to shew the proper method
ol representing the Quotient in such cases.

Suppose we have to divide 1 by 1-a. We may at once

represent the result by the fraction ——. But we may
actually perform the operation of division in the following
way. ^

1-a; 1 Cl+a + a2 + a3+...

1-a

a
a a'

\4l

|!i

a'

•a^

a'

a3 a*

Tlie Quotient in this case is wterminahle. We may carry
on the operation to any extent, but an I'xact and terminable
Quotient we sliall never find. It is clear, however, that tlie
terms of the Quotient are formed by a certain law, and such
a succession of terms is called a Series. If, as in the case
before us, the series may be indoQnitcly extended, it is called
an INFINITE Series.

If vye wish to express in a concise form the result of the
operation, we may stop at any term of the c[uotieut and writt
the result in the following way.

1

ra-'-rh
1 a-

1-a
1

1-a

1 -a

= 1 + a + a^ +
a^

1-a'

1- a
= l + a + a2 + a' +

a*

m
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always bein- careful to attach to that term of the quotient, at
winch we intend to stop, tlie remainder at that point of the
division, placed as the nuiueiator of a fraction of which the
divisor is the denoniiuator.

lay at once

it we may

B following

may carry

terminable

;r, that the

, and such

n the case

t is called

mlt of the

&ud writ«

Examples.—Ixiii.

Carry on each of the following divisions to 5 terms in the

1. Sbyl+a. ,

2. mhym + 2.

3. a-bhya + h.

4. a2+ a;2bya3-x».

5. axbya-osi

6. ibya+as,

7- lbyH-2x-2x«.
8. l+xby l-x + z*.

9- 1+6 by 1-26.

10. x^-b^hy z + b,

11. a^hyx-b.
12. a^hy(a+x)K

13. If the divisor be x-a, the quotient x''-2ax, and the
remainder 4a^, what is the dividend ?

14- If the divisor be m - 5, the quotient m» + 5m^^+15m + 34.and the remainder 75, what is the dividend ?

201. If we are required to muUipli/ such an expression a»
K^, a^l , tc 1

¥ +3+4^^2-3'

kt er, and combine the results by the ordinary methods ofaddition and subtraction of fractions, thus

"'+?+^
2+3+4
x 1

2 3

4 + G+8
X2 X

"6 9"
1

12

is « 1

4 +72"ia
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Or we may first reduce tlie mullii)li(;and and the multipliet

to single fractions and i>roceed in the following way :

(2+3 +4)^2-3; 1^

6x2 + 4x+ 3 3x-2 18a;^ + a;-6
12 G

18^ x^ ^_x
72 '"72~72~

X

72

1

4 "^72-12'

This latter p. ^ jsa will be found tlie simpler ly a beginner.

Examples.—ixiv.

Multiply

SB* , rr , 1 , OJ . 1
I.

2.

3 ^2 5

a 1

3'4'

a 1a^

5 6 3 -^ 4 5
_J.- "hv ___

3. a?+x+- + -„-by a;—^,

4- «2_i+^Lya;2 + l+l-.

, 1 11, 1,11

7- 1 + r + Tv?. ., by 1 - - + -5-.

8. l+lxf^x^byl-ix + Jx^-lx'.
S-^-lG"

5^ 3 7, ^_1_1
^ 2x2 +»~3 ^^ x' X 2'

10.
a" 6^ a-'

+ -2- + 2by v^--2--2.
62 ^a'

202. If we hare t"? divide such an expression as

«»+3x + -+-3-

by X+-, we may proceed as in the division of whole numbers,

carefully observing that the order of descending powers of a

••••••a?,*'
*
*

'
^' «' ^,^....M
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Auy isolatcl digits, aa J, 2, 3 ... will stand between
and-.

Thug the expression

4+a^+i+3x3+;^, + 5a;+*a^ a;*

rra.^.a according to dezc^nd^ng powew of x, will stand^thua,

a»+3a;»+5x+ 4 + 5 +4+l

on'S:s;^nndi:r'^"'™'^'"''^^-»-«'»ciopter

Ex. 1

13^

2x+?
a;

2x + ?
a;

5"^^

5"^^

Or w;e may proceed in the following way, which wiU hafound simpler by the beginner.
^' ^"* **

a3

«* + 2x-+l cc* Sx'-* 1

X

X T i.

+ •

a;3-+^=«- + 2 +^-
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Examples.—Ixv.

Pivide

:

8. a'-pbya-^.

3. m» +ibym + ^.n» n

4. ^->3''y«-^

/; 1 1 1 , 1 1 1

at' T/3 >=«
. oV K„ 35 ?'

7. -3-^ 3^+3'nyi^-Ii.

8. -j-4x* + -g-a;3-^x--~a; + 27by^-x + 3.

a' J', aft
9. r, + -^ by T + -. ,« 111 3 , 11 1

o'' 6^ c' abc

203. In dealing with exprossions involving Decimal Frac-
tions two methods may be uuoptcd, as will be seen from the
following example.

Multiply '\x-'2y by -030;+ -4^.

We may proceed thus, applying the Rules for Multiplication,
Addition, and Subtraction of Decimals.

'\x—'2y

•03a; + '4?/

•003x2 --00(5x7/

+ -04 xy - -OSy* \

•003x2 + '034x2/ - -081/2'

Or thus,

(•ix - -2,0 (-03X + '4y)= ( -^ - ^A f-^-^ + i^l)V ./V -r jj y^^^ lO/VlOO 10/.

a; -27/ 3x + 40?/
* 10 ^ roo~~

^ 3x2 +

3

4x7/ -S0 ?/2

• * 1060

» -OOGx- + '034x1/ - -OSt/S,

,
The latter method will be found the simpler for a beginner.
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Examples.—ixvl.

Multiply :

I. -Ix-'SbySx+O?, 2. •Or)x + 7by2a5-3,
3. •3j;--2yby4x + -7y, 4. 4-3x + 5-2?/ by O^^x-'OCy.
5 Find the value of

a^ - fri + c3 + 3uk when a = -03, 6 = -1, and c= -07.

6. Find tlie value of

or* - 3ax2 + Za\t - a^ when a:= -7 and a= -03.

204. "Wlicn any expressioR Ti" is put in a form of which /is
factor, then— is the other factor.

Thus

So

RDd ie« + 2.1!,+/= x2 . (?^±^it»!)

,.^(1 + 2? + '/).

)eginner.

Examples.—ixvii.

1. Write in factcfrs, one of wliich is a^x, the series

a^X + 02'''^^ + «3«'' + «4x-» + . .

.

2. Write in factors, one of which is xyz, the expression

xy-xz + yz.

3. Write in factors, one of which is x% the expressioa

x^+ xy + y\
4. Write in factors, one of wliich is a + 6, the expressioa
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205. We shall now givo two examples of a proccaa by
which, when. certain fractions are known to be equal, other

rslatioi.s between the c^uautities involved in them may ba

determined.

This process will be found of great use in a later part of

the subject, and the student ia advised to pay particular

attention to it.

(1) If«3 shew that

a + 6

a-6"
«+

D

Let
a

=X.

Then
c
3-=X;

Kow

und

and c=Xi,

g -1-5^X6 + 6 Jb (\-H)_X-H
a-b \b-b b{\-l)~\-V
C^^c^ ^ Xf[4^_rf^MJ)_ X4-

1

a+ & , c+ (i X + 1Hence —-r and ——j being each equal to -

—

~ are equal to

one another.
~^

(2) If

Le.

w
a-b b-c

—
^ shew thatm + n+r=»0.c-a

a-6 «X,

n

b-c
-\

r
=^,

m-= Xa--V>,

n-= X6--Xc,

r== Xc--Xa;
•
• • w + n + r^

V .

) + X6 - Xc + Xc

"

-la (K

tha-

8.
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a e

Examples.—ixvIIL

'• ^^ J"i P^°^'<^ ^^»e following relations

:

a-h e-d
(I)

(3)
f

(4)

i If

e

a + b'^ c + cT

3a 3c

4a - 66 " 4c - 53*

^^'' 4a + 76~4^73'

M llfi±^^ 1:^ + 6
llc + rf 13c + d'

(8) ?[i:il*jt^^_c2-c(7+(it
o2+a6 + Aa 0^^.,^/ +^

3- I^H"7>P^ovetl,at?=^^f±^
.° '^ / b Ib +md + nf

A. iF±j-^_^ + e e + a

5* ^^F=?=?' «^^eA7 that ^=2«, + 3a, + 4a,
^ ^^ ^» K 2b, + 3b, + 4b^'

(lee
6' 5' 7 "® ^° clescending order of

tha' « + ''+«
magnitude, shew

6 + d+7^^ ^^^^ ^^^^'^"
g:
and greater tl.an ^.

^- ^^' 77' =,7 '
«^^«^ that ^1^26 == ^±J^r,

b d
8. If?=:?, shew that ^«^=:«^-i^

c' + t't^ cd~(J?^

7a + b
a e

9- If g=|, shew that J'i±^ =1^ '
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!

Hi

10. If i be a jrroftT fraction, eho*v Diiat t ~- is greater

tJian r, c being a positive (quantity.

11. If r be an improper fraction, shew that -r-~- is luBO

than .-, c being a positive quantity.

20(5. "We Khali now give a scries of exani]>leH in the worldng

of which most of tlie processea cunncctcd with fractious v. lU

be introJ;;ccJ.

Examples.—ixix.

I. Find the value of 3a' + -. .-, wlien
c b'

a=4, 6=2, c= l.

a. Snnplify -f^^^^^ and --^^^^45.

3. sinn.li^y('^^-^--^:^)^C"'-^+^i4^
^ ^ ' \a-p a+p/ \a-p a-\-p/

4. Add together

and subtract 2' _ x- + '^ from the result.

5. Find the value of -o—y-r—n-cjT""
^^'"*'^

a=4, 6—^, c^l.

6. Multiply |x2 + Zax - \^C' by 2x2 - ax - ^.

7. Shew that r^

—

r^, = a + 2& -t-
----7-.

1''
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8. Simplify ^^^:^
Ar ^l- + ?'---^/'

X x-y se^- xy'^

la Simplify ^:2'; +
,r^2' i

IF. -Simplify-^ +-1
X — 1

«+a*

l-x-

] 1

12. Simplify a + aft + 52 fa + a5 + /r- -K\ 1 -6/

13. Multiply together (^ + ]) (/^ +
J,)

(^ - 1

Y

14. Ada together^, ^L^, _J_., „„,! .i.^w that if their

Bum be equal to 1, then ahc = a + h + c + 2.

X
15. Diviac.-i-^444:,,„.,

16. SimulLfy

a h c

r—r- „ ,
^j^— , arul shew that it is equal

to-^
'-~'l^~^

-^f2s = a + & + c

17. Shew that 3-^_ + L- + ^ ^a*

18. Simplify ^+4 + ^-J!-o«!^^' .

19. Sim,plifyJ-^-^+^+ «' + ^'

^o. Simplify -_«i:i^i±i!-_><£!r^
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Simplify ^-.^l-^-^^-l-^--^.

Sinipliiy -a—:5—j ..—;r r -J- r-; •
•* '' c'-tt"— 6M-2a6 6 + c-a

,3. Stai-Kfy /^^,.l--i^N^/^^-x-^y
^ a ^ X ^

24. Find the val"c of I ,- )
-—

^^,, wlicn x=—^r—»^ \x-b/ x-i-a--2b 2

25.

26.

27.

,28.

I'

29.

30.

3^

32-

33-

34-

„. ,.r rt''-(&-c)2 7;i-(a-c)2 c'2-(a-&)3
Simplify 7 ^^r.r—T., + 7 rrr—.1 + 7,

—^>.,
—

^a.

Simplify v_. ^^£_V ^^_Z..

Simplily--,+^.^---^-^^,+^3^-^^-^

-.. . , x' 35 rt a'' , £c rt
Divide -7. 1 i by .

Simplify L-±i±f)!±(''-.^)'t(?-^)!±(iza'.

^

„. ,.,. /x' +y x--y-\ . /x4-v x-v\
^ \x--y X' + y/ \x-if x + y/

SimpliI\-(^%l)(--^-l)4('^;-l)(.-A^-lY
^ " \// J\x-g K \if J\x^ + x,j-vif ..J

Simplify

ft" - ah «M- g!? + V2 I ~T, I 7,5 / 0^8

igi'-b^
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36. Simi^lify

1
1._-'__^ 1

yj. Prove tliat

J 1
^

J

38. Ifs=a4Uc+ ...ton terms, shew that

. / . ^_ _ /I .11It'*, ^-i^
.
«-c /111 V~ + -7j~"^~T-+ — «=«(- + - + -+ ^ <

39. Multiply{^--^ hy ^^^jy
T^.

40. Simplify .— "-if^ <S'
+ ^'

a + x ~o-'+^

41. Divide a;3 + \ - c/^A - -.sU /.• J \ 1 1

42. If 5=a + 5 + c+ ...to n terms, shew that

-r+ .
+ + ...=??-!.

43. Divide f-i' -^-Uv/" '^^
4. y' \

1- Iry

44. Simplify

—

^£ZJS^

(X~y)2

(i + h c + d«• "r^=^,l.rov..„at"-i4±-f

a 6 c d

-abed.

46. . Simplify

47. Eediice^^i:i?i?-..i._a;-^l ., 1

MI
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48. Simplify

I y
y +

_Tl L. + .._J^ IL—
„. ,.p a-:r a-y Qt-:/) - (a-y)^

49. Simpliry r
j^

-v

(a-2/)(a-x)- ~ (ct-i/)2 (^^)

50. Simplify
^^^ ^ J, _ j_

- -^^-^TT"
^^c c« u6

a + -

1 +
a

51. Simplify ~(a«-£«).
0--

^-5

XV. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF
THE FIRST DEGREE.

207. To determine several unknown quantities we must

have as many iudependcnt equations as there are unknown
quantities. ~

{

Thus if we had this equation given, I

jc + 2/
= G,

we could dctenninc no definite values of x and y, for
'

:2) a;= 4) X- n.

or other values might he given to x and y, consistently with

the equation. In iuct we can Hud as many pairs. of values of

« and y as we please, which will satisfy the equation.

or
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MS OF

:s wo must

B unknown

or

itently with

)f values of

)n.

We must have a second equation indepenclent of the firstand then we may find a pair of values of x and y which will
8ati.«fy both equations.

enmHoV^
besides the equation x + y= 6, we had another

equa ion a;-2/= 2, it is evident that the values of x and ywhich will satt.</y both equations are
^

since

; =
4f

4 + 2 = C. a :' 4-2 = 2.

n.'t^'rl^^
'" ^^' ^'^f

'^ '''^'^^'' "^
^ ""*^ '^ ''^''^'^^ ^vill satisfyone of the equations, there is but one pair which will satisly

tlie other equation. ^
We proceed to shew how this par or values may be found.
208. Let the proposed efjuations be

2x+7// = 34

5x + 9^ = 51.

,

Multiply the first equation by 5 and the second equation by
a, we then get "^

10x + 3oy=l70
I0x+18y=l02.

The coefficients of x are thus made alUce in both equations.

fJl ;r
""'"^

'"^^^r^
'^'^' "^^"'^-^^ ^^ t^'« s^^cond equal ion

35y-lS?/=lT0-102,
°'

17^ = 08;

s/aibols. The value oi the other may be found thus

:

Take one of the original equa' ions, thus
2-c+7»/= 34.

J'ow, since y = 4^ 7^=^28;
.-. 2x + 28 = 34;

'. x= 3.
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Note. The process of thus obtaining irora two or more

eqnation3 an equation, from which one of the uaknown quanti-

ties lias (1 isapi'cared, is called Eliniinalion.

200. ^Vc worked out the steps fully in the example given

in the last article. We shall now work au example in the form

in which the process is usually given.

Ex. To solve tlu equations

5x + 4// = 58.

Multiplying the first equation by 5 and the second by 3,

15a; + 35y= 335

15x+12(/= 174.

23?/- 161,

y=7.

3a; + 7ij=G7,

3a; + 49 = G7,

.'. 3x=18,
.'. x= G.

Hence x= G and 2/=7 are the values required.

210. In the examples given in the two preceding articles

we made the coelliciunts of x alike. Sometimes it is more con-

venient to make the coeillcients of y alike. Thus if we have

to solve the equations

29x + 2?/ = G4

13x-f- y = 2d,

we leave the first equation as it stands, and multiply the

second equation by 2, thus

29x + 2i/= 64

2Gx + 2y = 58.

Subtracting,

and therefore
^

Now, since

Subtracting,

and therefore

Now, since

3x=6,
a=2.

13x+ i/=29,
26 + 1/= 29,

.*.
i/
= 3.

I.

Hence x= 2 and ?/ = 3 are tbe values required.
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Examples —ixx.

I. 2x + 7?/=41

4. 14x + 9?/= 15G

7. 6x+ 4y=230
3a; + 157/= 573.

2. 5x + 8^= 101

9j; + 2?/= 95.

5- a;4-157/= 4a

3^+ 7y= 71.

8. 39x + 27?/= 105

62j; + 29!/= 133.

3. 13a;+l7y-i89
2j;+ t/=21.

6. 15x+19?/=i;32

33x+17^= 22a

9. 72,c+14?/= 330
G3x+ 7^= 273.

_

211. We shall now give soTie examples in which mnativt
signs occur attached to tlie coefficient of y iu one or both ofthe ec^uations.

Ex. To solve the equations:

6x + 3r)2/=l77

8a;-2l7/=. 33.

Multiply the first equation by 4 and the second by 3,

24x + 140y= 703

24x~ C3i/:

Subtracting,

mul therefore

89.

2037/= GOD,

y=3.

The value of a; may then bo found.

Examples.—ixxl.

I. 2x + 77/ = 52

ii»-57/= lG.

4. 4x+ 97/= 79

7a;-17y=40.

2. 7x- 4^^=55

16a; -13// = 109.

5. a;+in?/=r07

7a; -53)/= 121.

7. 17l£-2i3.v= G42 8. 43x+ 27/= 2GG
11 4a; -326?/= 244. , Ux-Uy^i.

3. a;+ y={56

a-l/ = 2.

6. 29a;- 14?/= 175

87a;-5U7/= 497,

9. 5x + 9ij=lS3

13x-27/=.57.

K
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212. We have hitlierto taken examples in which tut

coellicieiita of x ,are both posilive. Let ua now take W'i loUo^^*

ing cq^uations

:

6x-7y=Q
9y-2x=10.

Ghaiige all tl\^ signs of the second equation, so that W\ get

2x-9//=-10.

Multiplying by 2 and 5,

10x-i4i/= 12

10x-45»/=-50.

Subtractings

-142/ + 45y=12 + 50,

,

or, 311/ = 62,

or, i/= 2.

The value of x may then be found.

r't f

i

"•«

i
11

AM i
lilU

III

i. 4x-7y = 22

7t(-3x=l.

4. 72/ + 3x= '78

10!/-7x=136.

7. 5t/-2x = 21

13x-4(/=120.

EXAMPLES.—Ixxii.

3- 17x+3t/=57

162/-3x=23.

3x + 2y=39
32/-2x=13.

12x+ 72/= 176

3i/-19x=3.

213.

2. 9x-5i/= 52

82/-3x=8.

5. 5x-32/=4 6.

127/-7x= 10.

8. 9j/-7x=13 ,9.

lux -71/= 9.

In the preceding examples the values of x and y huA'e

been positive. We shall now give some equations in which x

or y or both have negative values.

' Ex. To solve the equations

:

2x-9i/=ll
'

3x-4i/= 7.

Multiplying the equations by 3 and 2 respectively, we get

6x-27y= 33

6x- 87/= 14,
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Subtracting,

-19*^=19,

or, 19?/= -19,

or, i/=-l.

Now since 9y= -9,

2a; - 9?/ will be equivalent to 2x - ( - 9) or, 2a;+ 9.

Ilcncc, from the first equation,

2j; + 9= 11,

/. iC=l.

Examples.—ixxiii.
\

f=57
c=23.

= 39
= 13.

r2/= 176

)a;=3.

1 7/ have

which a;

(re get

I. 2x + 37/ = 8

3.r+7?/ = 7.

4. 77/-3.r^l3D

2j; + ;j//= 01.

7. 17.7:+12// = r)9

lUx- 4?/= 153.

2. 5a; -2^ = 51

l()i;-;3//=180.

5. 4.C+ 9//== JOG

8x4- 17// = 193.

8. 8x4- 3//= 3

12x4-9^= 3.

3. 0x-5?/= 5i

2x4-7^ = 3.

6. 2x-7// = S

4//-9x-i9.

9. G9?/-17x=103

14x-137/=_41.

214. We shall now take the case of Fractional Equations
involving two unknown qfantities.

Ex. To solve the equations,

2a;-^=4
5

First, clearing the equations of fractions, we get

10a; -1/4- 3= 20

91/= 27 -a; 4-
2,

from which we obtain,

10x-?/=l7

a; + 9?/.^2r

and hence we may find x= 2, y = 3,
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EXAMPLES.—IXXiV.

!!

I
,^i

'- 2+3 ^ 2. 10.r + |=:2lU 3. | + 7i/= 25l

05

10j/-^ = 290. '^ + 7x= 209.

4. £^+5riO 5. 7..|=413 -6. ?^|2!!=10-|

y - 2 -
7. x-^=5

, x+10 J

8. ~ + 8 = -J-124 2

4?/ - 3.« :"5.': *

39a;=14y-lG09 -^y—=4-+ ^

iJO.

10. ?-t? + 8j/ = 31

1L-^j2+10x= 192.

II.
^'"~-^ + 3x = 2y-^

o

3x - 5?/ +3=--^:?^ 12.

x-2j/_.r 7^

8 ^ ,--.

x-2 10 -X V^/*
=rM.- \~-*^

r> 3^1/1
2)/ + 4_4x + ?(

4- /l.
3" ~ »""'

,3. ^-^i/ + 3..4,-2

4
""-^

Oy-x5x-3 3.r-10 , ...J

14. -2 -2- = ^--3

2x + 7/
_ 9x^ _ .3)/_|-0 _ 4x + 5^

~"2~ 8 ~ 4 10 *

^' 4x + 5v
»5- -40"=^-

2^-y ,g,,-l_

x-y

1

2*
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215. "W*! liavc now to explain the method of solving LilercU

Ecpationa involving two nnknown .j^iiuntitiea.

Ex. To solve the eqiiationSy

2)x + qij = r.

get

Multiplying the fast crpiation Ly p and the second by a, we

SuUractin;?o>

apz + hpij = cp

upx + aqy = ar.

lpj-aqy= cp~ar,

or, (bp - aq)ij= cp - ar

;

y-
cp-ar
hp — aq'

"Wo nii;;lit then find x hy suhstitutin;; this viilue of 7/ in one
of the oii^inal tquatii/ns, Init nsnally tlie safest cour.se is to

l)ef>in alTesli and make the coellicienta of y alike in the orij^inal

equations, niulliplying the iirst hy q and the second by 6,

wliion gives

Subtracting.

aqx + hqii = cq

Ipx + hqy = br.

aqx - hpx — cq-lTf

or, {aq-hp)x= cq-hr}

. __ ^7 - ^J*

aq - bp'
X-

I. mx-^-ny—e,

px + qy=f.

4. ex =ihj
• x + y= e.

7. ax+ 6y= c

dx+fy^cK

Examples.- Ixxv.

2. a,rH-6?/= c

dx-ey=f.

5. mx-ny=r
infx-\-n'y~r'.

8. ahx + cdy=2

d-b

3. ax~hj=m
cx + ey= n.

6. x + y= a

x~y= b.

ha

ax-cy =
bd

'

h + y 2a + x

ax + 2by=d.
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lo. Jcx + 26-c2/= II. (&4-c)(a: + c-&)+a(T/ + f/>2a»

Q."he c {b-c)x

» 2

^ ~
fc+^ +

^ft + c + w) my= m^x + (6 + 2m)&m.

216. We now prococl to tlio aolntion of a particular clasa
of Simultaiipoiw Eiiuation.s in wliich tlie unknown synibola
appear aa the denoniijiatois of fractions, of whicli the following
are examples.

EXi 1. To solve the cquationSf

I a b

X y

m n ,
=0.

X y

Multiplying tlie first Ly m and the second Ly a, we get

am hm
-- +~ =cm
X y

am an ,= ad.
X y

Subtracting,
hm an ,— +— = cm - ad,
V y

or.
hm + an

cm - ad,

or, Im \an = (cm - ad) y,

hm + an
cm - ad

Then the value of x may be foiuul by substituting this value
oft/ in one of the original equations, or by uiakiiig the terms
containing y alike, as in the e\anii>lc given in Art. 215.
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Ex. 2. To solve the equations:

2 ^_ 4

x''3y~27

4x^y 12'

Multiplying the second equation l.y 8, we g^
2 5 4

x~'Sy~'2l

2 8^n
« y 9*

Subtracting,
5 8 411
3i/ y^a? 9*

Changing signs, -- + -= - - - --
° ° ^ '2y y 9 27'

or.

whence we find

3?/ y

6 + 2433-4
3y 27~»

y=9,

find then the value of x may he found by substituting 9 for y
in one ol the original equations.

ExAMPLES.—Ixxvi.

X y
2.

1^2
3. ay

X y
'

ay
a; y

a h

X y 5-
» y

6.
3x 5y '

a h

a; 3/ • Cx lOy *

7. -^4
' ax

3

by-
=5 8.

6

ax

2
=3. - +y=m2 + Jl«.
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217. There nre two otker metliotls of solving Simultaneoi<i
Kqimtions ofwhicli we liave hitherto made no mention, bccaiis«
they ni -ot generally so convenient and simple as the method
which we have explained. They are

I. The method of Substitution.

If we have to solve the equations

a; + 3t/=» 7

£x + 4i/-12

we may find the value of a in terms of y from the first enua-
tion, thus

»=7-3i/,
^ ^

and substitute this value for x in the second equation, thus

2(7-32/) + 42/=12,

from which we 'find

"We may then find the value of x from one of the original
equations. — -

II. The method of Comparison.

If we have to solve the equations

6x + 2y= 16

7x-3?/=ai 5

we may find the values of a in terms of ij from each equation,
thus

% «=—g—, Irom the first equation.

«>

—

J—, from the second equation,

B Hence, equating these vaiues of x, we get

^^~2y 5-|-3y

6 "° 7 '

an equation involving only one unknown symbol, from which
we obtain

..r>
2/=3,

Olid then the value oi^ may be found irom one of the original
^uatioiia.
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218. If tliere be tlm; unknown synihols, their values may
De tound from tliree indepeiulent equations.
For from two of tlie equations « tUnl, which involves only

<tro oi the unkjiown pymbols, may he fouiul.

And from the remainin^^r equation au<l orte of the others
afowtk containing only iU same two unknown symbola. may
be tound. ' ''

So from these two equations, whicli involve only two un-
known symbols, the value of these symbols may be found, and
by substituting these values in one of the original equations
the value ol the third unknown symbol may be found.

7x + 4?/ -3.^=19
2x+

2/ + Ca= 40*.

Multiplying the first by 7 and the second by 5, wo got
3Ja;-42y + 283=105
35x1- 20;/ -15,-;= 95.

Subtracting,

-G2^ + 43i = 10
(1).

A-ain,mnl(iidyingthe first of the original equations by 2
and the third by 5, M-e get

lOx + by + 3i)z =2:iO.
Snbtracling, _ 17?/ -22,:;= -200

(2).
Tlicn, from (1) and (2) wc have

02^ -4,3,^^= -10
17// + 22;:= 200, ^

from -which we can find ?/ = 4 and s = G.

Then substituting tliese values for y and z in the first pqua-
tion we find the value of x to be 3.

Examples.—ixxvii.

1. ^x+7y- 2,:== 13

6x + 2y+ g=i7
a;-4(/+Ub= 23.

2. 5x + 3?/-G2= 4 .

Sx- y + 2z = S

«-2]/ + 2^=2.

!Jx~2y + 2s= 2l

8.C- y~3z=: 3
2x+-Sy + 2z=.ZQ,

4.r:-^6y + 2z== 6
2x + 'Sy~ 2= 20

7x-4j/ + 3^= 35.
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6.

. a;+ y+ «== 6

hx-\- 4?/ + 3:= 22

15a; + 10(/ + G,;= 03.

8x + 4?/-3;:= 6

a + Sy- 2= 7

4x-57/ + 4;;= 8

8.

30£C+ 7/+ S

8x + 4)/ + 2,-;= 5()

27x + 9// + 32=G4,

(,IO.

4x-3v/+ 2=
9x + ?/ - r>2 =
•a -47/ + 32=

9

16

2.

12x + 5?/-42

13x-2j + 53:

17x- y- z-

= 29

= 53
= 15.

y-x + z=>-
z-y-x- -:

a + 2/ + 2= 33.

6

25

XVI. OBLEMS RESULTING IN SIMUL-
TANEOUS EQUATIONS.

1=3

219. In tlie Solution of Problems in wliicli we represent

two ot the nuiuljers souglit by unknown symbols, usually x iuul

y, we must obtain two independent equations from the condi-

tions of tlio question, and then we may obtain the values of

the two unknown symbols by one of the urocesscs described in

Chapter XV.

Ex. If one of two numbers be multiplied by 3 and tlio

othur by 4, tlie sum of the products is 43 ; and if the former be

multiplied by 7 and the latter by 3, the ^^^lenco between the

results is 14. Find the numbers. .-

Let X and y represent the numbers.

Then 3x+ 4y=43,

and 7x-3y= 14,

From these equations Ave have

21x + 28// = 301,

21x- 9(/-42.

Subtracting, 37i/ = 239.

Therefore 2/= 7,

and then the value of x may be founa to be 3.

Hence the numbers arc 5 and 7.

\.IU



V/+ 2= 9

y-r)z= 16

y + 'iiz
— 2.

5v — 4z--= 29

2j + 0Z:= 53

y- «== 15.

f2=- 6

-a=-25
+ z= Zj.

:n simul-
s.

ill Ave represent

Is, usually x aiul

from the coiuli-

lu the values of

}SC3 described in

d by 3 and tlio

if the former be

ncc betweeu the
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Examples.—ixxviii. u
I. Tlie sum of two numbers is 28, and tlieir difTtTcnce is 4.

rind the numbers.

.^\ ?? "'"" ''^" ^'''° "umbers is 25G, and their difference is
10, hnd the numl)er3.

3;
Tlie sum of two numbers is 13-5, and their difference is

1, nnd the numbers.
r

4. Find two numbers such tliat the sum of 7 times the
greater and 5 times the less m. be 332, and the product of
ilieir difference into 51 may be 403.

5-^
Seven veais ago the age of a father was four times that

^'I Ins son, and seven years hence the age of the lather will be
double that oi the son. Pind Jieirages.

6. Find three numl>er3 such that Uie sum of tlie first ntid
second shall be 70, ol' the fir.st and third SO, and of the second
and third 90.

7;
Three persons yl, 77, and G make ajoint contribution

viiich in the whole amount.s to £A00. Of this sum B contri-
butes twice as much as A and i'SO more; and Cas much as A
and h together. AVhat sum did eacli contribute?

8. Ifyi gives B ten shillings, i>' will have three times as
much money as A. If B gives A ten shillings, A will have
twice as much money as B. Wliat has each ?

9- The sum of i;7G0 is divided between A, B, G Tlie
sluiresof A and B togellier exceed tlie share of G bv i'-:>40

^L J!'''''
''^" ^ ''"''^ '^ ^'"^'^^''' ''^'''^ ^^^e share ^f iby

i,3bO. What IS the share of each 1

10 The sum of two numbers divided by 2, gives as a quo-
tient 24, and the difference between them divided by 2 .'Ives
as a quotient 17. What are tlie mnnbers]

°

n. Find two numbers such that when tlie greater is
divided by the less the quotient is 4 and the remainder 3, and
wlien the sum of the two numbers is increased by 38 and the
resi.lt divided by the greater nf the two nr.mbers, the quotient
IS 2 and the remainder 2. (

12. Divide the number 144 into tliree such parts, that
wlien the hrst is divided by the second ti... ....of'-ia i- '< •!'!.'

the remainder 2. and when the thir.l is divided by (he'Jum
01 the other two parts, the quotient is 2 and the remainder 0.

1;

1^
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St

I-

1

13. A and T> buy a liovse for «£120. A can pay for it MB
vill advance hall" the money he liaa in liis pocket. B can ']xiy

for it il" ^4 will advam-e two-thirds of the money lie lias in his

pocket. IIow nnicli has each]

14. "IIow old are you?" said a son to his fatlier. The

father rei)lied, ".Twelve yenra hence you \a\\ he as old as I was

twelve years ago, and I shall he three times as old as you were

twelve years ago.!' Find the age of each, y

:5. Required two numhcrs sucli that three times the

greater exceeds twice the less hy 10, and twice the greater

together with three times the less is 24.

16. The sum of the ages of a father and son is half what it

will he in 25 years. The dilference is one-third what the sum

will be iu 20 years. Find theu' ages.

17. If t divide the smaller of two numbers by the greater,

the quotient i.-j -21 and the remainder n)!.')?. If I divide the

greater number by the smalhr, tlie quotient is 4 and the

remainder '742. Find the numbers.
'

iS. The cost of G Itarrels of beer and 10 of porter ia ^£51

;

the cost of 3 barrels of beer and 7 of porter \i i,o2, 2s. How
much bear can be bought for £30?

19. The cost of 7 lbs. of tea and 5 lbs. of coffee is £\ , 9s. U. :

the cost of 4 lbs. of tea and lbs. of coffee is £\ Is. : what is

ihe cost of 1 lb. of each ]

20. The cost of 12 horses and 14 cows is £3S0 : the cost of

6 horses and 3 cows is £130 : what is the cost of a horse and a

cow respectively?

21. The cost of 8 yards of silk and 19 yards of cloth is

jClS, 4.<f. 2d.: the cost of 20 yards of silk and IG yards of cloth,

each of the same quality as the former, is £25, 16s. Sd. IIow

much does a yard of each cost? &' >•

22. Ten men and six women earn £18, IS5. in 6 days, and

four men and eight u'omen earn £G, Gs. in 3 days. AVhat arc

the earnings of a man and a woman daily?

23. A f;irmer bought 100 acres of land for £4220, part at

£27 an acre and j)art at £45 an acre. How many acres had

he of each kiud

)

y^/2xi^':-^^)
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Note I. A nuniber consistin,^ of two digits may be ropre-
Bented algebraically by 10j;+?/, where a; aud y represent the
signilicant digits.

- For consider such a number as 7G. Here the significant
digits are 7 and 6, of which the former has in conseiiuence of
its position a local value ten times as great as its natural
value, and the number represented by 70 is equivalent to ten
limes 7, increased by G.

So also a number of which x and y are the significant digits
will be represented by ten times x, increased by y.

If the digits composing a numl)er lOx + y be inverted, the
resulting number will be lOy + x. Thus if we invert the digits
composing the number 7G, we get 67, that is, ten times 6,*in-

creasiid by 7.

If f number be represented by lOx + y, the sum of the
digits will be represented hy x+ y.

A number consisting of three digits may be represented
algebraically by

lOOx+lOy + z.

Ex. The sum of the digits composing a certain number is
r>, and if 9 be added to the number the digits will be inverted.
Find the number.

Let 10a; 4- y represent the number.

Then x + y will represent the number of the digits,

and lOy + x will represent the number with the digits inverted.

Then our ef[uation8 will be

• x + y= 5,

lOx + y + d = lOy + Xf

from which we may find x— 2 and y=3;
.'. 23 is the number rer^ulred.

24. The sum of two digits composing a number is 8, and if

no be added to the number the digits will bo inverted. Find
the number.

25. The sum of the two digits composliig a number is lOj
and if 54 be added to the number the digit.s will bo inverted.
What is the number ?

'
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26. The sum of iLo digits of a nninlier Icps tlian 100 is 9,

aii<l if 9 be aducd to the number the digits will be iuveited.

What is the number ?

27. The sum of tlio two dit^its coniposlncr a number is C,

and if tlie numbi-r be divided bv tlie sum oi tby didts the

(Quotient is 4. What is tlie number?

28. The sum of the two digits composing a number is 9,

and if the number be divided 1)V the sum ol" the digits the

(quotient is 5. What is the number '/

29. If I diviile a certain number by the sura of the two

digits of which it is composed the ([uotient is 7. If I invert

tlie order of the digits and then divide the resulting nundjer

diminished l)y 12 Ijy the diJi>reiice of the digits of the original

number the (^uolicnt is 9. AVhat is the luuuber?

30. If I, divide a cei'taiii number \<\ tlie sum of its two

digits the quotient is G and tlie remaiiukr 3. If I invert ilie

digits and divide the resulting luiudu'r by the sum of the digits

the (j[U0tient is 4 und the remuiiuler 9. Find the number.

31. If I divide a certaiu niiinlter by tlie sum of its two

digits diniini.>hed by 2 the quotient is 5 and the remainder 1.

If I invert the digits and divid.e the resulting number by the

sum of the digits increased by 2 the quotie;xt is 5 and the re-

mainder 8. Find the number.

32. Two digits which form a number change places on the

addition of 9, and the sum of these two numbers is 33. Pind

the numbers.

33. A number consisting of three digits, the absolute value

of each digit l)eing the same, is 37 times the 6(|uare of any

digit. Find the number.

34. Of the three digits composing a number the second ia

double of the third : the sum of the lirst and third is 9 : the

sum of all the digits is 17. Find the number.

35. A number is composed of three digits. The sum of the

digits is 21 : the sum of the first and second is greatc" than the

third by 3 ; and if 198 be added to the number the di^^its will

be inverted. Find the num'ijci:.
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Note II. A fraction of which the terms are unknown niav

be represented by -.

y

Ex. A certain fraction becomes 1 when 7 is added to its

-lenominator, and 2 when 13 is added to its numerator. Tmii
lD6 IFilCtiOIl*

Let - represent the fraction

Then ~^J-
y + 7 2*

a; +13

y
are the equations; from which we maj find x=0 and y=ll.

-=2,

That is, the fraction 's
9_

IV

3t>. A certain fraction becomes 2 when 7 is added to itsnumemtor, and 1 when 1 is subtracted from its denonunator.
VV hat 18 the fraction ?

37- Find such a fraction that when 1 is added to its

numerator its value becomes 1, and when 1 is added to th©

denominator the value is -
4*

38. What fraction is that to the numerator ox which if 1 be
added th'e value will be | : but if 1 be added to the denominator,

the value will be ^ ? ,

39. The nnmeratoj- of a fraction is made equal to ite
denominator by the addition of 1, and is ha^ o7 he denommator increased by 1. Find the Inaction

40. A certain fraction becomes 1 when 3 is uiken from the

numerator and the' denom In.ofr^r ^^Ti* y 1 -

J ^
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^1

is added to the numerator and the denominator. What is the

fraction 1

7
41. A certain IractionLecomes ^. when the denominator ia

increased hv 4, and -, , 'f^'i^^^ the numerator ia diminished by
'' ' 41 «

15 : determine the fraction.

. 42. What fraction is that to the numerator of which if 1 be

added it becomes , and to the denominator of which if 17 bo

1
added it becomes .^ 1

Note III. In questions rehitiiig to money put out at

timi^U interest we are to observe that

i

^ . .
Principal x Hate x Time

Interest= rr.-j ,

where Eate means tiie number of pounds paid for the use of

£100 for one year, and Time means the number of years for

which the money is lent.

43. A man puts out £2000 in two investments. For the first

he gets 5 per cent., for the second 4 i)er cent, on the sum

invested, and by the lirst investment he has an income of

£10 more than on the second. Ifind how m\ich he invests i^

each civse.

44. A sum of money, put out at simple interest, amounted

in 10 months to £5250, and in 1,8 mouths to £5450. What

was the sum and the rate of interest %

45. A sum of money, put out at simpie interest, amounted

in G years to £5200, and in 10 years to £G000. Find the sum

and th6 rate of interest.

KoTE IV. When tea, spirits, wine, beer, and such com-

modities are mixed, it must be observed that

quantity of inj^n.'dients= (iuantity of mixture,

cost of ingre(iient3= cost of mixture.

Ex. I mix wine rrL^ch cost 10 shillings a gallon with

another sort which cost 6 shillings a g.illon, to malie 100
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hat is ibe

V

ninator is

nished by

icb if 1 be

:h if 17 bo

lit out at

the use of

\ years for

or the first

1 llie sum
income of

invests in

amounted

30. What

amounted

id the sum

sucb com-

le.

allon with

make 100

gallons, which I may sell at 7 shillings a gallon without prolit
or loss. How much of eaeh do I take ?

Let X represent the nr -nber of gallons at 10 shillings a "allon
and y g ,..°.. ...!.. ...'

Then aj+y= 100,
and

, 10a;+ 6?/ =700,

are the two equations from which wc may find the values of
X and 2/ to be 25 and 75 respectively.

46. A V ine-merchnnc has two kinds of wine, the one costs
36 pence a quart, tlie other 20 pence. How much of eaclj must
he put ii, a mixture; of 50 quarts, bo that the cost price of it
may be 30 pence a quart \

47- A grocer mixes tea which cost him la. M. per lb. with
tea that cost In ui Is. U. per lb. He has 30 lbs. of the Mixture,
and by selling it at the rate of 1». U. per lb. he gained as
much as 10 lbs. ol the cheaper tea coat him. How many lbs.
of each did he put in the mixture ?

Note V. If a man can row at the rate of x miles an hour
in still water, and if he be rowing on a stream that runs at the
rate of y miles an hour, then —

a; + 2/ will represent his rate dovm the stream,

«-2/ u^

48. A crew which can pull at the rate of twelve miles an
hour down the stream, findsythat it takes twice as long to come
up a river as to go down. At what rate does the stream How ?

49. A man sculls down a stream, which runs at the rate of
4 miles an hour, for a certain distance in 1 hour and 40 minutes.
In returning it takes him 4 hours and 15 minutes to arrive at
a point 3 miles short of his starting-place. Find the distance
he pulled down the stream, and the rate of his nuUin"

50. A dog pursues a hare. The hare gees a start of 50 of
her own leaps. The hare makes six leaps while the dog makes
5, and 7 of the dog's leaps nm equal to 9 of the hare's. How
many leaps will the hare take before she is caught ?
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5 1, k grcyliouncl shirts in pursuit of a han,, at the distance

of 50 of Ills own leaps Ironi lier. lie makes 3 leaps Avliile the

liare makes 4, and he cov(;r8 as much ground in two leaps aa

the hare docs in Ihroo. How many leaps does each make

before the hare is caught ?

52. I lay out half-a-crown in apples and pears, buying the

id th at 6 I then soilpenny.

half the a]>i)l('S and a third of the peai-s for thirteen pence,

which Avas the ]ulce at which I bought them. How many of

each did I buy \

53. A company at a tavern found, when they came to pay

their reckoning, that if there had been 3 more persons, each

would have paid a shilling less, but had there been 2 less,

each would have paid a shilling more. Find the number of

the company, and each man's share of the reckoning.

54. At £i contested election there are two members to be

returned and three candidates, A, B, and 0. A obtains 1056

votes, B, 987, C, 933. Now 85 voted for B and C, 744 for

B only, 98 for G only. How many voted for A and C, for

A and B, and for A only ?

^55. A man walks a certain distance : liad his rate been

half a mile an hour faster, ho Avould have been 1^ hours less

on the road ; and had it been half a mile an hour slower, he

would have been 2^ hours more on the road. Find the distance

and rate.

. 56. A certain crew pull 9 strokes to 8 of a certain other

crew, but 79 of the latter arc cciuiil to 90 of the former. Which

is the faster crew 1

Also, i' ihe fiister crew start at a distance equivalent to

four of tlieir own strolcca behind the other, how many strokes

will they take before they bump them ]

57. A person, sculling in a thick fog, meets one barge and

overtakes another which is going at the same rate as the

former; shew that if a be the greatest distance to which he

can see, and 6, b' the distances that he sculls between tha

times of hi.-' first seeing and passing the barges,
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58. Tu'o trains, 92 feet long and 84 feet long respectively
nn. moving w,th unilorm velocities on parallel rJls in ^C.diiectior,H and are obser^•ed to pass each other in one secondand a hall

;
but .^hen they are moving in the same dire kthcr velouties being the same as before, the faster trat hobserved o pass the other in six seconds; find the rate imiles per hour at which each train moves.

59- The fore-wheel of a carriage makes six revolutionsmore than the hind-wheel in 120 yards
; but only four rivo -

tions more when the circumference of the fore-wheel is increased
one-fourth, and that of the hind-wheel one-fifth. F nd Jearcumlerence of each wheel.

"ot-1 \ ^'rr T^ ^'""' Can^bridge to Ely (a distance of
-0 m les) and back agam in 10 hours, and finds he can roNV
2 )n,Ies agamst the stream in the same time that he row,
3 nules withit. Find the rale of the stream, and the time >

his going and returning.

6r A number consists oi 6 digits, of whicli the last to the
left hand IS 1. If this number is altered by removin.. the 1and putting it in the unit's place, the new number L threetunes as great as ^^le original one. Find the number

rtain other

er. Which

iiivalent to

any strokes

B barge and

ate as the

Q which he

etween tha

XVII. ON SQUARE ROOT.

J^^\^ ^^ ^f"V ^'^ ^'^'"'^ ^^^« -^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^-^^ exTlainod
the method of taking the square root of expressions consLsti...,
ol a single term. "

The square root of a positive quantity may be, as we
explained m Art. 97, either 'podtivc or neijaiive.

Thus the sqiiare root of 4^2 is 2a or - 2a, and this ambrmit

v

is expressed thus, ,
° ''

• V4a2=±2a.
In our examples in this chnpf^r we shall in all cases regard

tte square root of a single term as a positive quantity.
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221. The square root of a frodnci may be found by taking

tbf Bquaro root of each factor, and multiplying tlie roots, so

tnlveu, together.

Thus sf^'^ah,

222. The square root of a fraction may be found by taking

the square root of the numerator and the sc^uare root of the

denoiifi iaLor,aiia making them the numerator and denojuinator

of a new fraction, thus

4
4
'25xV
49a«

''

11

' Examples.—Ixxix.

Find the Square Eoot of each of the following expressions:

1. 4a;V'

4. %^a%'^h\

7.
9a2

IGP*

256x^

2.

5-

8.

II.

81a''^;^

71289a<tV.

1

4aV
625a2

3-

6.

121mi'>n^V*.

lG9ai''6V2.

25o*&°

121a,Y'*'

32462*

223. We may now proceed to investigate a Eule for the

extraction of the square root of a compound algebraical

expression.

We know that the square of « + & is a2 + 2a6+ 6^, and there-

fore a + 6 is the square root of a? + 2a& + h\

If we can devise an operatiou by which we can derive a+ 6

from a'-* + 2a6 + 62, ^ye shall be able to give a rule for the

extraction of the square root.

Now the first term of the root is the square root of the first

term of the square, i.e. a is the square root of aK

Hence our rule begins :

\i J -.- *T,y. *«,^.^o an tlio nrd'"!' of mnfinifufle of the indices

of one of the quantities involved, tlien take (lie square root of tlt^
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id by taking

the roots, so

1(1 liy taking

; root of the

deuojuiuator

expressions

:

09^1058^12.

.21a,Y"*

Rule for the

\ algebraical

6^, and there-

11 derive a+ 6

rale for the

(Ot of the first

o/ tlie. indices

ire root of tla

first term and set down the remit as the first term of the root-

Now this remainder may be represented thus 5 (2a + 6).hence It we divide 2a6+62 by 2a + 6 we shall obtain + J thesecond term of the root. '
^^®

Hence our rule proceeds :
'

.

'^DouUe the first term of the root and set down the result ns tJis

^^dlirf ?
"•"* '^"^ '"^ ^'''''' "P ^ '^^ P°-^ -ill

a=^

2a 2a6-i-68

oZZll
""'

"^'It
^"^' ^^ ^^ ^^° '^^•^l* i^ ^ ^"d hence weobtam the second erni of the root, and if we add this to 2awe obtain the fuU divisor 2a + b.

Hence our rule proceeds tlms :

"^^^de the first term of the remainder by this first term ofth^
^!-J>and add the result to the first term of theLt and all
wmltdThur:'^

'^^^"••" ^'" °^^ ^''-- "P '^ '^ P-^
a'^ + 2ah + h^U + h

2a + 6 2ab + h^

If now we multiply 2a + 5 by 6 we obtain 2a& + 52 which wesubtract from the first remainder.

Hence our rule proceeds thus :

JaltTTV'', '^T' J^
'^'' '''°''^ '''"^ 'f '^'' '00^ «^^ ^^tract the result from the first remaiv^^r •» ti,,,. ^n- «-,. -n

wandthua;
' a- ou. ^.o^,-t;:j v.iU
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if,

.r,

;

"tJflH
HXl ''in^^n

^^V' slUHH
^^^K: . 'lllll

H^H ''' Sgn
^^^i

'

jiittflyi

^^H » ^ff^^n

^^^H-
* iBp^HU

^ *]w|bRrI

^^^^Hlni K. 1HW

o» + 2a5 + 6^(af6
a^

2a + ft

2a/> + 6^

If tlioro 13 now no rcmaimler, the root has been found.

ir there be a reinivin<lc>r, consider the two terms of the root
pi ready found us o/ie, and proceed as before.

224, Tlie following examples worked out will make the
pioeeaa more clear.

(1)

2a-

6

-2«6 + 62

-2a/j + 63

ITere tho second term of tlio root, and consequently the
eicond term of ilie divisor, will have a nef/ative sign prefixed.

,
- 2ab

(2)

6p + 4q 24pq + leq^

24pq + l6q^

(3)

25x2

lOx-6 -60x4-36

-60a; + 36

Next take a case in which the root contains three ternuk

a2 + 2a6 + 62_2ac-2&c + c2(a + 6-c
a''

2a + b

2*+26-c

2ab + ¥-2ac-2hc + (^

2a6 + &3
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ound.

of the root

make tlie

iiently the

n prefixed.

temuk

When wo m>f,ained the second remauvlcr, w, took the do.ihic
a + h, .^oi..ul. red as a sin^'le term, and «et down tlio result .w

the ti,i.t i>r. .,1 the second divisor. We then divided the liJs^
term

.. remainder, -2ac, by the first term of the upw
<ln'i^'.i', id set (k)U'n the result, -c, attached to the 1,111 fc

ot the rooi, .iu-eady found and also to the new divisor, and then
niuliir i u>e completed divisor by - c.

Sinuiuriy we may proceed when the root contains 4. 6 or
niore terms. '

Examples.—ixxx.
Extract the Srinare Koot of the following expressions :

6. a;4-Cx3+19x2-30a; + 25.

7- 9.t;'4-12x3+10x2 + 4a;+l.

8. 4r*- 12^-3+ 13r2-6r+l.

9. 4;t< + 4?i3-7ji2-4« + 4.

10. 1-Gx+ 13a;2~ 12a;^ + Ix*.

1. 4a3+12rt6 + 963.

2. lC^»o_24^^^ + 9/6.

3. a'^b^+m2ab + G'i(il.

4. y"- 382/3 + 3G1.

5. 9a-i'-ca-102a6c + 289.

II. a''-4»5+10a^-i2x3+ 9x3.

12. 47/^- 127/32, + 2r)J/V- 247/23+162*.

13. a^ + 4ab + AU^+ 9c3+ Gac + 1 2&c.

14- a" + 2(i56 + 3a<i2 + 4^3^ ^. 3^2^! + 2aJ^+ ja.

15. tc«- 4x^ + 6x3 + 8x2+ 4a; +1.

i 6. 4x4 + 8ax3 + 4a2x3 + IGi^x^ + 1 CaJ^x + 1m\
17. 9-24x + 58x2- 110x3+129x4-140x5+ 100x8.

1 8. 1 6a4 - 40a36 + 25a2t2- SOai^x + 04^2^2 + 04,^2535^

19. 9a* - 24a->3 _ 30^2^ ^ ^g^y 4. 40^^,3^ + 05^2

20. 4y4x2- i22/3a;3 + 17,^2^4_ i2^ar'5 + 4x«.

21. 25x^7/2- 30x37/3 + 29x^y4 -

1

2,tf + 47/'J.

22. 16x4 - 24x3?/ + 25x23/2 - 12x7/3 + 47/».

23. 9a3-12a& + 24ac-lG&c + 4Z.2 + i6c3

24. «*+9x2+ 25-6x3+lOx3-30x.
25. 95„r3-20.r^ + 47/2 + 9^2 _,2^;3^.3axa.

26. 4x2 (a;2_ y) ^. 2,3 (j,_ 2)^.^2 (4^2^.1),
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225. Wlien any fractional teniis are in tlie expression of

wliich we have to find the Square Root, we may proceed as in

the Examples just given, taking care to treat tlie fractional

terms in accordance with the rules relating to fractions.

' 8 IB
Thus to find the sciuare root ofx^-^x+ ^.iV ox

'

, 8 16/ 4

* J

a;3

fix-
9

8 16

8 16

II.

13.

o- 8 „ 8 2 8 1 4v
Since X ^^-^i-^^^i

Or we might reduce x^-r.x + --.- to a single fraction, which

would be
Six"- 723;+ 10

8i '

and then take the square root of each of the terms of the

fraction, with the following result

:

9r—

4

~T\—> which is the same as cc-^.

Examples.—Ixxxi.

I. 4a« +^^*-am
lo

a2 \

a'

9 a"
^- ^-2+9-

3. a*-2 + -x.

5. ar'-2x3 + 2:r2-x+-.
4

6. a:* + 2x^-x+/.
4

7. 4a2- 12a& + ai^ + 9&2 - 1| +
i^-.
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8. a^ + 8a;2 + 24 +^ +
16

. 32

a* a;^

16
9. Y6 +

4a4 + --a«a;2-3a2-2a''x + ^a«;
16

-13
*«.

10. -U4 +l__4 6 12

11. SemS-l^+l^wf 16 «a gp

12. a%^~Gahcd + ^''^S'+9cM^,&!_GcrIef
* 49 7~"'

14. ^^%^-^%4_lCm^247i

16. 49x4-28x3- 17x2+ 6a; + ?
4*

17. 9^*-3ax5,.-G&xH^'-aix? + J=^.

18. &a:*-2x'-l|la;«+2;,^9.

169
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1
^i o^^'es cLe proposed expression.

TJius a IS the cube root of «»,

3i is the cube root of 276*.

^
The cube root of . negati.-o exp^e™™ .,,i t, ,,„,„„^ ^^^

we cube root of - a^ is -o^
'
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So also

nnd

- 3x is the cube root of - 27r^,

4a'6 is the cube root of - 64a^6^.

Tlie symbol IJ is used to denote the operation of extracting

the cube root.

^ " Examples.—Ixxxii, •

Find the Cube Eoots of the following expressions:

I. 8a3. 2. 27u;«/. 3. -125m%».

4. -216^^253, 5. ZV\}Pc^^. 6. - 1000a^6'5^;i3,

7. -•1728//t"'yt24. 8. \^ZW\P.

237. We now proceed to investigate a Rule for finding the

cube root of a compound algebraical expression.

We knoAV that the cube of a + 6 is a? + 3a-6 + 3a?>2 + 6',

and therefuic a + 6 id ihc cube root of a^ + oa-b + ZaW- + 6'.

Wc observe that the first teim of the root is the cube root of

the first term ot tlie cube.

Hence our rule begins

:

"Arrange the terms in the onJer of magnitude of the indices of

one of the quantities involved, then take the cube root of the first

term and set down the result as the first term of the root: subtract

its cuhefrom the given expression, and hring dovKi, the remainder:"

thus " -

a3

3a^ + 2ah^ + h^

Now this remainder may be represented thus,

&(3a2 + 3a& + i');

hence if we divide 2a~h + Za¥ + h^ by 3a" + 3a6 + 6^^ we shall

obtain + b, the second term of the root.

Hence our rule proceeds :

" Mvltiply the square of the first term of the root ly 3, and set

down the result as the first term of a divisor:" thus our process

up to this puiut will sUuid thlia ;
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a3 + 3a26 + 3ai2+ i3(^^

a^

W 3a26+3a62 + 63

Now if we divicle 3a-'& by Sa' the result is 6, and so we
obtain the second term of the root, and if we add to SaUho
expression Zah + 62 we obtain the full divisor 3*2 + Zah + W.

Hence our rule proceeds thus

:

''Divide the first term of the remamder hy the first term of the
ilivisor, and add the remit to the first terra of the root. Then take
three times the product of the first and second terms of the root
and also the square of the second tei-m, and add these results to
the first tenn, of the divisor." Thus our process up to this point
will stand thus

;

-^ ^

a3+3a26 + 3a62+j3/a+5
a3

3a^+3a6+J2 3a26.f3a&2+53

If we now multiply the divisor by h, we obtain

3a'^b + '3ah'^+ b\
which we subtract from the first remainder.

Hence our rule proceeds thus :

"Multiply the divisor hy the second term of the root anr^ suh

stand thr—"*^*

^''''"' '''' •^''"'^ remaind(^y^ thus our process will

a3 + 3a26 + 3a&2+t3(^(j^j

w
3a2-i-3a6 + 62 3«-6 + 3cJ/-' + 63

3a2/j + 3«/j2.^^3

If th..re is now no remainder, the root has been found.
If tnere oe a remainder, consider the two terms of the rootalready louad as one, and proceed as hnfor-.

dt^n
'^^'' ^""'''"^ ^""'"^ ' ''' "^- '—'' '-' rroceso more

'%. -
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Ex. 1. o3-12a« + 48a-64(^a-4

a^

3a' -12a + 16 -12a2 + 48a-64
-12a2 +48a-64

Here observe that the second tersn of the divisor is formed

thus

:

3 times the product of a and —4=3xax -4= — 12a.

Ex. 2. oco~ 6x5 + 15a:<- 20x3 + 15x3 -6x + l(,x2- 2a; + 1

x"

3x«-6x3 + 4x2

3.t:*-12x~'

+ 15x--6x+l

- Gx» + 1 5x* - 20.c3 + ISx"' - 6x +

1

3x* -12x3 + 15^2 -6x + l

3x'*-12x3+15x--6x+ l

Here the fonnation of the first divisor is similar to that in

the preceding Examples.

The formation of the second divisor may be explained thus:

Roc'ardinc' x" — 2x as one term

3 {x- - 2x)-= 3 (x*- 4x3 + 4,^1!) = Sx*- 12x3 + i2a;2

3x(x2-2^)xl = 3x2-6»

and adding these results we obtain as the second diviaor

3x* -12x3 + 15x3-6x + l.

EXAMPLES.—Ixxxiii.

Find the Cube Root of each of the following expressions

;

I. a3-3a3& + 3a63_63. 2. 8a^ + 12a3 + 6a + 1.

3. a3+ 24a36 + 192ai2 + 51263.

4. a3 + du'h + 3a&2 + ^3 + 2a^-c + 6ahc + 2h-c + Sac^ + 3&c3 + c^

5. a;3 _ zx-y + 3x7/3 _ ,^3 + ^-j-^^z - 6xy:i + 3y-z + 3xz^- Zyz'^+f^

^ 27x« - 54x''+ 63x* - 4 1x3 + 21x3 - 6x + i^.
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7. l-Sa + ea^-TaHea^-Sa-' + aO.

8. a;3 - Zxhj + 3x^/2 -f^- Sa^ + 6a;2;s - 12x)/2 + Gy^s + 12x^2 _ 13^.2^

9. ao - 12a'> + 54a4 ~ 1\W + 108a2 - 48a + 8.

10. 8/7t«-3G//iHGGM*-63m^ + 33ni2- 9,71 + 1.

1 1. X3 + Gx^t/ + 12X7/2 + 8^3_ gaj'J. _ 12x7/2 _ \^%,^ + 3a;.2 + gy.2_ .3^

12. 8m3 - 3Gm2n + 54w7i2 _ 27»3- ] 2w2r+ 3G»mr- 27n2r

+ Gmj-2-9?ir2-7-l

13. m3 + 3m2-5+-^-i..

229. The /o?f?-^/(, root of an expressjon is found by taking
the sc[uare root of the square root of the v^xpression.

Thus 4/16a86<=V4a*&2^2a26.

The sixth root of an expression Is fouixd Ijy taking the cube
root of the square root of the exprecsiou.

Thus 4^64a'268= 4/SaOi3=2a"&.

Examples.—ixxxiv.

Find the fourth roots rl

1. 16a* - 9Ga3x + 21Ga2x2 - 21Gax3 + Six*.

2. l + 24a2+16a<-8a-32a3.

3. 62o -r lOOOo;+ 24G0x'+ 1280x^ + 25C.x*.

Finci the sixth roots of

4. a"- 6a56 + 15a462 - 20a353 + \^arh^ - 6a¥ + 6«.

5. ««+ 6x^+15x4 + 20x3+ 15x2 + 6X+1.

I
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XIX. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

230. A Quadratic EquatioXj or an eqxiatiou of two dinuMi-

sions, is one into svliich the square oi" an unknown syiuhol

enters, without or with the first power ol" the s}mljol.

Thus x2=16

and a;2 + 6x= 27

are Quadratic E{_[uations.

231. A PCEE Quadratic Equation is one into wliich tlie

square of an unknown symbol enters, the first power of the

Bynibol not appearing. ,ri;-

Thus, x- = lG is ajpurc Quadratic Equation.

232. An Adfected Quadratic Equation is one into which

the sqiiare of an iinknown symbol enters, and also the first

po\» er of the symbol.

Thus, X- + Gx = 27 is an adjected Quadratic Equation.

Pure Quadratic Equations.

233. When the terms of an equation involve the square

of the unkno\\'n symbol only, the value of this square is eillier

given or can be found by the processes described in Ciiapter

XVII. If we then extract the square root of each side of the

equation, the value of the unknown symbol will be determined.

'•' 234„ The following are examples of the solution of Pure

Quadratic Equations.

)
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'75

Ex. 1. a;2=l6.

Taking tlie square root of each side

35= ±4.
We prefix the sign ± to tlxe number on the riyht-hana side

Ol the equation, ior the reason given in Ait. 220.

Every pure quadratic equation will therefore have two roots
equal in magnitude, but with ditierent signs.

Ex. 2* 4a;^ + 6=22,

Here 4x2=22 -G,

or 4x2=10,

or a;2=4;

''.x=±2.

That is, the values of x which satisfy the equati
and -2.

Ex.3. J,28_=_216_
3a;'' -4 5x'-'-6'

on are 2

Here 128(5a:2-6) = 21G(3x2-4).

or 640x2 -7G8= G48a;''~ 804,

orx2=i2

;

I. Jc2=G4

Examples.—ixxxv.

2. x^=a-h\
3- a;2_ 10000= 0.

4. x2-3=4a. 5. 5x2-9 = 2^2 + 24. 6. Za:<P= I92c^c^,

^ x2_i2 x"-4
'• a —4~-

8. (5004:JC)^0-a:)=232359.

9-

10-'' B2»2_ i8x + Cj ='(3x - 3)2.

11. »nx'- + n=g.

12. x2_aa;^.5^g^^^_j^

45 57
13

14

2x- + 3 4x- - 5*

4j _^
35'

.
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I
Ml ag

Adfeded QuadrrAic Equattom.

235. Adfected Quadratic Equations are solved by adding

a certain term to both sides of the equation so as to make the

left-hand side a perfect square.

^^ Having arranged the equation so that the first term on the

left-hand side is the square of the unknown symbol, and the

second term the one containing the first power of the unknown
quantity (the known symbols being on the right of tlie equa-

tion), we add to both aides of the equation the square of half the

coefficient of the second term. The left-hand side of the ei^ua-

tion then becomes a 'perfect square. If we then take the square

root of both sides of the equation, we shall obtain two simple

equations, from which the vi>lues of the unknown symbol may
be determined.

• 236. The process in the solution of Adfected Quadratic

Equations will be learnt by the examples which we shall give

in this chapter, but before we proceed to tliem, it is desirable

that the student should be satisfied as to the way in which an

expression of the form

is made a perfect square.

Our rule, as given in the preceding Article, is this : add the

square of half the « lefficient of the second term, that is, the

a o?
square of ^, that is, -^-. We have to shew then that

s

is a perfect square, whatever a may be.

This we may do by actually performing the operation of

a-"

extracting the square root of a^+ax+-^, and obtaining Vtm

a
result as + 5 with no remainder.

237

coefiic

Tak
in pag

We

In Q.

coefficie)

For

238.

add to X-

Suppo

Then J

NowiJ
root of x^

[aA.]
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«7r

inpSr " '"° '""P'" '"" "'^ P"^-' «aua..s given

We there have

a;2+ 18x+ 81 which is the square of «+ 9

a;+17.
«-- 8x+ 16,

a;- 4,

For

^'-2^^+324
^_,3;

c^ltT: "^r
^'^ ^^^^ *^- ^^ ^^- ^2"- ^/M the

289=(17)3=(^y,

16=(4)^=(|;,

238. Now put the question in this shmp Wh.^. .
add to x^+a. to make it a perfect squai^7

"""'^^
Suppose & to represent the quantity to bo added.
Then z'+ ax+ b is a perfect square.

x^+az+b(x+~

X'

«,+? os+ft

00; -f
o«

ft-
a"

[aA.]
sr
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178 QUADRATIC EQUATIONS,

Ilunce in order that x2 + ax+5tnay be a perfect sciuare wa

must havo

<nr

or

6= 4'

»=(!)•

Tliat is, J is equivalent to the square of half the coefficient

ofx.

239. Before completing the square we must be careful

(1) That filie square of the unknown eymbol has no coeffi-

cient hut unity,

(2) That the square of the unknoAvn symbol hat a positive

sign.

These points will be more fuUy considered in Arts. 245 and

246.

240. We shall first take the case in which the coefficient of

the second term is an even number and its sign i^ositive.

Yj^ a:2 + 6a.«40.

Here we make the left-hand side of the equation a perfect

square by the following process.

Take the coefficient of the second term, that is, 6.

Take the half of this coefficient, that is, 3.

Square the result, which gives 9.

Add 9 to both sides of the equation, and we get

x2 + 6x + 9=49.

Now taking the square root of both sides, wc get

«+3= 2.«<

m'lWt ^f-.
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'79

uare W3

jful

710 OOcffi-

i positive

245 and

EFicLcut of

'6.

a perfect

and

Hence we liave two simple eqmtiona,

x+3^+7
a; + 3=i-7

(1),

(2).

Froju tlieso we find the values of x, thus;

from(l)
x=7-3,thatis,a:=4,

'

from (2) »--7-3,tbatis,a;= -la
Tlius the roots of the e,iuation are 4 and - 10.

Examples.—ixxxvl.

2. a; +12^=64.
3. x^+Ux=.l6,

4. x^i-4Gx^06.
5. ^3+128,^3,3^ 6. «3 + 8.-G5 =

7. a;^+18x-243 = 0. g. ..2 +16;^- 420= 0.

~

241 We next talce the cam in which the coofficient of the''second tenn la an even number and its sign nc^ativ^ \

^^"
. a;3-8a;=9.

Completing the square

a2-8«+ 16=25.

Taking the square root of both sides

a;-4=±5.

This gives two simple equations, /
,i.'

a;-4=+5
aj-4=:-5

from

From (1)

)m(2)

Thus the roots of the

(1),

(2).

z=
«=5+4, :.x=0;

5 + 4, .-. a;=-l.

iquation are 9 and - L
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i8o QUADRA TIC EQUA TIONS.

EXAMPLES.—IxXXVii.

I. a:*-6x='7. 2. a;2-4a;=5. 3. a;--20x=21. '

4. x2-2x=G3. 5. x2-12a:+32= 0. 6. x2_i4a; + 45=o.

7. a;2- 234x4- 13688= 0. 8. (.t-3)(x-2) = 3(5x+ 14).

9. x(3x-17)-x(2x + 5) + 120= 0.

10. (x-5)2 + (x-V)2=x(x-8) + 4C.

242. "We now take the case in wliic>i tlie coefQcient of the
Bccond term is an oM uumbur.

Ex. 1. x2-7a; = 8.

The term to be added to Loth sides is

\

Completing the square

4"'

a2-7x+—=8 + --,
4 4

'
, », 40 81

or, x«-7x + -=--.
4 4

Taking the square root of both sides

7 .9
^-2=-±2-

This gives two simple equations,

X— = H-
2 2

*
ii 2

a5=9: + Q, or, x= --, .-. x=8;2^2'

9.7 -2

From (I)

from (2) X-

Thus the roots of the equation are 8 and - 1,

~2"^2' °^'^=~2~' •'•a5=-l.

(1),

(2).

I.

4-

2^

eeco

num

E

TJ
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Ex. 2. a*-x=42.
The coefficient of the second term is 1.

The term to be added to both sides is

or "2 »j.^ 1^^

.. X — K= +--.
2 - 2

Hence the roots of the equation are 7 and -ft

tSt

^
'

I. aHV"a;=30.

Examples.—ixxxviii.

2. a;3-ila;=i2.
3. a;2 + 9x=43?.

4
5

4. a:2-13x»140.
5. a;2+x^f^,. 6. a:«-x=72.

7. a2 + 37x-3G90. 8. a:2=.5e+«.

9. a;(5-a;) + 2:c(x-7)-10(a;-6)=0.

10. (5a;-21)(7a;-33)-(17x+15)(2x-3)=448.

243 Our next case is that in which the coefficient of the
second term is a fraction of which the numerator is an tii^n,
number.

Ex.
o

The term to be added to both sides is

or, x'-*z+±=^^-
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Oence t}^i values of x are 6 and --1,

Examples.—ixxxix.

^ ,26 1(5 ^
7. a;2_ a:+„=0. 8. a2-^a;=45.

244. We now talce the case in which the coefficient of th«
fleconJ term is a fraction ichose numerator is an odd number,

7 1.36
Z -rf—^.Ex. . ,

The term to he aciaccl to both sides is

-^ 3'^ + 36-"3~'*"26'

-,_ ^o 7 , 49 IGSl

Hence the values of a; are 8 and -^,
•J

Examples.— xc.

I. x^~ x= 8.

4. a;= + -x=76.

2. a;2--x=98.

5. £c2-^a;=16.

15
7. a:*-^x-34=a

3. a;« + ^x=Ga.

r o 11 ^

fi ^2 -" 3
6. a;---yx=^.
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245. The square of the unknown symbol mmt not be pre-
ceded by a negative ngn.

^ence, if we have to solve the equation

we change the sign of every term, and we get

Completing tue square

a:2-6x+9=9-9,

or a;2-6x + 9=0.
Hence a- 3=0,

or a;=3.

Note. We are not to be surprised at finding only one
value for x. The interpretation to be placed on such a result
is, that the two roots of the equation are equal in value and
alike in sign.

246. The square of the unknown B-mbol nius{ have no
coefficient but unity.

Hence, if we have to solve the equation

5x2-3x=2,
we must divide all the terms by 5, and we get

6-5-

From which we get x= 1 and x= - -.
5

247. In solnng Quadratic Equations involving literal co-
efficients of the unknown symbol, the same rules will, apply as
in the cases of numerical coeflicients.

Thus, to solve the equation

-.1
X a

Clearing the equation of fractions, we get

2a«-a;2-2ax=0;

therefore -x^ — 2ax= -2a',

Ot .«2+2ax=2a2.
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Comiileting the square

whence
• « + a.-±V3.a; ^

therefore a^- -a+ V3.a, or «= -a- V3.a.

The foUowing aie Examples oiLit^al Quadratic Expiations.

I

Examples.—xci.

I. «*+2aa;=a2. 2. a^-4aa;»»7a« 3. x^ + Sma;-^"*-!.
4

5. x'^ + {a-l)x'«a»

7^ 7:

a^ J2
=0.

'Z

8. adx-acx-=bcx-bd.

CLC

2 18. If both sides of an <^qiiation can be divided by the
unknown symbol, divide by it, and observe that is in that
case one root of tlie equation.

Thus in solving the equation

I
we may divide by x, and reduce the equation to the form

from which we get

35=3 orx=-l.

Then the three roots of the original equation are 0, 3 and - 1.

"VVe shall now give some Miscellaneous Examples of Quad-
latic Equations.

II.

14.

17.

23-

26.

33-

ifiii ir I "IT
j^„ ssmmmmmtm
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7m«

/

I.

4.

7.

9-

II.

14.

17.

19.

21.

23-

26.

29.

31-

33-

Examples.—xcii,

x«-7x + 2-10. 2. x2~5x + 3= 9. 3. a:2-llx-7-5.

««~13x-C=8. 5. a2 + 7x-18=0. 6. 4a;----^= 22.

05-1 7a; - 6
8. 5x-3^-3=.-™.

—— g^-3 g
a; + 3"2x + 6~ •

a2-9a; + 20=0.

x2-6x-14=2.

4a; a;-7 „

ST7"2^T3"^* '^- '^'-12= llx. 13. a;2_i4=i3a^

1 9 1 ^.3 „ ICO2x2-^<r+/^ = 8. 15. 3x-—-= 26. 16. 2x-=18x-40.

4-^3x ^''^-x 7g-J4
10 a-O ~

2(jr~'*

3x - 5 6x 1

~Jx 3x-25"'3*

4x-^10_7-3.i;_7

a; + 5 z
~2*

1 8. 3x2«24x-36.

7_2x-5 3x-7
/°* 4 a; + 5 ''~2x~'

22. (aj-3)2 + 4x=44.

x+n „ 9 + 4.T; ^ o ^ oil

a;2_a;= 210.

a; 3 x~\
a;-l~2"^~r"'

1 _2_3
a;-2~a + 2~5*

10 14 - 2x 22

6 2 „
27. r+ =3. .s.^-n=|

30. 15u;'--7ic=46.

Ax 20 - 4x
32. - _

t.1 — u<

CB

X
= 15.

05 iC^
9*

3. J2_^._8 32_
o-a; 4-cc a+2

37. a;2 + (a + i)x4-«& = 0.

39. a;2-2ax + a2-62^0.

' " „ a 2a2
41. a;2 + YX--7-r = 0.

^^
JC + UO 3a; -5*

< - jc cc 10

'38. x2-(&-a)a;-a5= 0.

40. a;2_(^t'i_(i3)a._a5^o.

42. a;2~-^^-x + l=0.
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ON SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
INVOLVING QUADRATICS.

249.^ For the solution of Simultaneous Equations of a de»
gree higher than the first no fixed rules can be laid down. We
Bha 1 point out the methods of solution which may be adopted
with advantage in particular cases.

250. If the simple power of one of the unknown symbols
can be expressed in terms of the other symbol by means of one
ot the given equations, the Method of Substitution, explainedm Art. 217, may be employed, thus

:

Ex. T<p solve the equations

1 x+y=50

From the first equation

Substitute this value for x in the second equation, and we
e«t (60-i/).,j:^600.

This gives 602/-2/2=GOO.

From which we find the values of y to be 30 and 20.

And we may then find the corresponding vdues of x to be
20 and 30.

251 But it is better that the student should accustom
liimselt to work such equations symmetrically, thus:

To solve the equations

«+y=50
(1),

xy=600
(2)^

From (1) 0:2^ 2xy + y^=2500.
From (2) 4xy =2400.
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Subtracting, x'^-2x\j-{-y''-= 100,

.'. x-y=±io. ,

Tben from tliis equation and (1) we find

a;=30 or 20 and i/=20 or 30.

Examples,—xcUl.

,1. x-^y=m 2. «+y=13 3. a; + 7/=29

a:2/=300. {cy= 36. ja/=100.

4. a;-7/=19 5. a;-y=45 6. x-y-90
a52/=66. ay =250. xy^lOO.

252. To solve tho equations

x-y^\2 (1),

fl;2 + 2/2=74. (2).

From (1) a;2- 2x^+2/"=144 (3).

Subtract this from (2), then

2x2/ ==-70,

.-. 4x2/= -140.

Add this to (3), then

a2 + 2a:^ + y2=4,

.-. a;+7/=±2.

Then from this equation and (1) we get

x=7 or 5 and y= —5 or— 7.

Examples.—xciv.

I. a;-y=4 2. x-y=:lO 3. a;-2/=i4

«2+2/2=40. a;2+y2^178. a;24-y2=436.

4. a:+2/=8 5. a;+y=12 6. a; + y=49
a«+l/2=32. a;Hi/2«104. a;2 + y2=1681.
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253. To solve tlju ecumt ions

«^ + 2/'=35.

« + 2/=«5 .

DivMe (1) by (2), then we -ct

a"-

\ loin (2)

a?/ + 2/2== 7

c2 4.9a;* + 5;x// + 7/2= 25

Subtracting (3) from (4),

.*. 4x7/ =24.

Tlien from tbia equation and (4) we get

a;'-^-2.c?/ + 2/2^1,

•*. «-i/=±l;
and from this equation and (2) we find

aj=3 or 2and2/r=2 or 3.

.(1),

.(2/.

.(3),

•(4)r

Examples.—xcv.
I. ar'' + 7/3=:01

a + 2/= 7.

4. a^- 1/3=56
a:-?/=2.

2. a;3 + 2/'=341

5. a;3-7/3==9s

a;-2/=2.

254. To solve the equations

a 7/ (i

a^ P~3G

L
L. .^

From (1), by squarijig it, wc get

_1_^ 2 ^J^^25
x^ xy 7/ a(i

From this subtract (2), and Ave ImvG

Jcy~30*

. 4 24

\xy 36

3. a;'+?/=

x + y=

6. X^-2/^:

1008
I''

= 279

»-2/=3.

(1),

.(2).

»••••••* t 9*% tt% .(3).

'\

\

aainqa.'
^aigd^>L-,ai-̂ gBjgij4y i g
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Now Bubtract tbis from (3), and we get

12^ 1 ^1 ^

' X y -6'

and from this equation and (1) we find

a=2 or 3 and t/«=3 or 2.

I«»

•r

EXAMPLES.—XCVi,
\
1

1 u^-?- 113
3-

a; y

11 41 • 1.1 6

x^^y'^l^
J;5: + A=13.

^ X y \2
5. 1.1=2|

• * as y 2
.6.

^ 1 ^
X y

1 1 7

x'«''r""i44*

1 1^„3
a^~2/^~"4'

l-i-21

255. To solve the equations

a;2+3a;?/= 7 » « •• (1),

an/ + 4y2=i8 (2).

f4 \

If we aM the equations we get

x2 + 4x?/ + 4?/-= 25.

Taking the fiquare root of each side, and taking only the

positive root of the right-hand side into account,

a; + 2y=5;
.*. 05=5 -2y.

Substituting this value for x in (2) v^^e get

(5-2i/)y+4i/2=13,

an equation by which y may be determined.

Note. In some examples we must smivacl the second

equation from the first in order to get a perfect .•5r|U.irc,
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2oG. To solve the equationa

ar«-i/-2C (1),
•

»" + .Ty + 7/=13 (2).

Dividing (1) by (2) wo get a-y«2 ;..(3),

quaring, a;2-2x7/ + y8=-4 (4),

Subtract this from (2), and we have

3xy«9;

.*. Axy^l^

Adding thia to (4), we get x'+2a;y + 7/«=16}

.'. a:+i/-±4.

Then from this equation and (3) we find

a;=3 or —1, and 2/=l or -3,

267. To solve the equations

35^ + 2/2=05 (1),

a2/=2S (2).

Multiplying (2) by 2, wo have

2x?/=56|'

.'. a2 + 2x1/ + 7/2=121);

a*- 2X7/ + 7/2= 9>'

.*. a; + 2/=±ll .(A),

aJ-2/=± 3 (B).

The equations A and B furnish four pairs of simple

equations,

T a; + 2/=ll, a; + 7/=ll, a; + 7/=-ll, a5+7/=-ll,

a;-7/=3, a;-2/=-3, a;-7/=3, a;~y=-3.

from which we find the values of x to be 7, 4, -7 and -4,
and the coneapond'ng values of y to be 4, 7, - 4 and - 7.

, 258. The artifice, by which the solution of the equations
given in this article is eflfected, is applicable to cases in which
the equations are homogmeous and of the same order.
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...(1),

.'..(3),

...(4).

..(1),

..(2).

(A),

•(B).

simple

-n,
-3.

-4,

7.

luations

a which

To solve the eciuations

Suppose y»mx.

Then a;^ + mx'- 1 5, from the first equation,

and mx^ - rn^x^= 2, from the second equatioiL.

Dividing one of these equations by the other,

3^ + mx^ ^15

x^(l+m) _15
a^(m-m'-) " 2

'

1 +m 16

m-m3""2"'
From this equation we can determ.rie the values of w.

One of these valuGs is ^, and putting this for m in the

equation x^+mx^>miii, we get x'+~ x'«ltt.
w

From which we find a;«s±3,

and then we can find y from one of the original equations.

259. The examples which we shall now give are intended
as an exercise on the methods of solution explained in th©
four preceding articles.

or

EXAMPLES.—XCVii,

I. (63-1/3= 37

> a;2 + 3/2=68

xy=16.

7. x2+xy + 2/2=39

2y^-5xy— 25

2. xH 6x1/= 144

6xy+362/-=432.

5. a;3+y3=152

x^-xy + y-=l9,

8. a;2+a:2^=,6g

3. x^+xy=2l0
. y^+xy=r2'3l.

,6. 4x2+9xy=190.
4x-5y=10.

9. 2x^ + 4xy= 20.

5xy + 2y^= l2.xy-y'=b. -^.-^
10. a;2-a:7/ + y2=7 ,11. x^-xy=35 12. 3x^ + 4xy + 5y^^71.
3x2 + 13xy + 8j/2=lG2. xy + y''=18. ^ 5x+7i/=29.

J3- fl53+y3=272S ^14. a;2+9xy=340 15. a;2^.y2^225
•• «2 - xy+ y2,= 124. 7xy - j/2= 171. xy= 108.
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XXr. ON PROBLEMS RESULTING IN

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

'i-r

i»

260. The mothod of stating problems re.^ulting in Qtrad-
ratic Equations does not require any general explanation.

Some of the Examples which wo shall give involve one
unknown symbol, others involve two.

Ex. 1. vTliat number is that whose square exceeds the
number by 42 ?

Let X represent the number.

Then x^==x + A2,

or. x^-x= 42;

1 1(59
063-0: +

4 '
therefore

whence

And we find the values of x to be 7 or - 6.

1 ^13
X—= +- -.

2 ~2

Ex. 2. Tlie sura of two numbers is 14 and the sum of
their squares is 100. Tiad the numb. rs.

Let X and y represent the numbers.

Then aj + i/=14,

and x^ + y^=lQO.

Proceeding as in Art. 252, we find

a;=8or6, y = Cor8.

Hence the numbers are 8 and 6.

i • !



ON PROBLEMS RESULTING, &»e. m
Examples.—xcvlii.

1. What nmuber is that whose half iniiltiijlied by its thii 1

part gives 8(j4 \

2. What ia tlie number of which the Beverrth and ei^^lith
parts being inulti plied together a;id the luoduct divided by

3 the quotient i 3 298.J?

3. I take a certain number from 94. I then add the
nnniber to 1)4.

I multiply the two results together, and the result is 8512.
Wluit is tile number \

4. What are the numbers whose product is 750 and the

quotient of one by the other 3.-?

5. The sum of llie squares of two numbers is 13001, and
the dillereate of the siime squares is 144i). Find the number^.

6. The product of two numbers, one of which is as much
above 21 as tlie other is below 21, is 377. Find the numbers.

7. The half, the third, the fourth and the fifth parts of a
certain number being multiplied together the product is 6750.
Find the number.

8. By what numb-r must II'-^OO be divided, so that
the quotient may be the same as the divisor, and the re-
maiuder 51 /

9. Find a number to which 20 boincr added, and from
which 10 bein.cj subtracted, the square of tlie first result added
to twice the square of tlie second result gives 17475.

ro. The sum of two nund)ors is 2C, and the sum of their
equares is 430. Find the uumber.s.

11. The dlflerence between two numbers is 17, and the
Bum of their squares is 325. What are the numbei-s ?

12. What two numbers are tliey whose product is 255 and
the sum of whose squares is 514 ?

13. Divide 16 into two parts such that their product
added to the sum of their squares may be 208.

fs.A.] -
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14. Whf t nii-Dilier O'lded to its siinare root gives aa a

result 1332 ]

1 5. Wlifit number excecda its square root by 48-?

16. What number exceeds its square root by S.'jOO ?

17. The procbict of two numbers is 24, and their ram
multiplied by their diflerence is 20. Find the numbers.

.18. "What two numbers are those whose sum niuUi[)lied

by the greater id 204, and whose diflerence multiplied by the

li!.ss is 35 ?

19. "What two numbers arc those whose difference is 5

aufl their sum multiplied by the greater 223 ?

20. Find three consecutive numbers whose product is

equal to 3 times the niiilille number.

21. The (inference between the squares of two consecutive

numbers is 15. Find the numbers.

22. The sum of the panares of two consecutive numbers is

4.^1. Find the numbers.

23. The sum of the squares of three consecutive uuiubew
is 305. Find the numbei-a.

Note. If I buy x apples for y pence,

i^ will represent the cost of an apple in ponco.

If I buy X sheep for z pounds,

- will rejiresent the cost of a sheep in pounds.

Ex. A boy bought a numT)er of oranges for 16d Had he
bought 4 more ftn- the same money, ho would liave paid
one-third of a penny less for each orange. How many did
he buvl

Let X represent the number of ormges.

Then — will represent the cost of an orange in pence.
a;

Hence
16

a;

16 T

or lG(3x-l-12)-4Sx+x2 + 4x,

or a;- + 4x'-J:,)2,

fi'om v.-i;ith wo fiml iTie v:;lnes of j; tu be 12 or —16k
Xiieieluie lie ODUj^hL \1 oruuiies.
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• 24. I buy a nuniLer of haiullcercliiefs for £.Z. Had I
boiiL,'lit 3 moio for the same money, tl.ey would have cost one
Bliilliiig each lei?3. How many did I buy \

25. A dealer Lonjrbt a innwber of calves for iJRO. Had he
bfuir^ht 4 more for tin; same money, each calf would have coat

£\ less. How many did ho buy {

26. A man" bought some pieces of cloth for ^3. 15«.,

which he sold again for i'2. 8s. the piece, and gained as much
as one piece cost hiin. Wluit did he give for each piece \

27. A merchant bought pome pieoes of silk for £180.
Had 1)0 bought :"i pieces more, he would have paid £3 less for
each piece. How many did he buy \

28. For a journey of 103 miles 6 hours less wcnild have
isufliced had one gone 3 miles an hour faster. How many
>miles an hour did one go ?

29. A grazier bought as many sheep as cost him i*nO.

!Out of these he kept 15, and selling the remainder for i'54,

igained 2 shillings a head by them. How many sheep did
he buy? ?'^' - ^" - /-

30. A cistern can be filit-u ny rwo pines running together

in 2 hours, 55 minutes. Tho larger pipe by itself will IHl it

sooner than the smaller by 2 hours. What time will each
pipe take separately to fill it ]

31. The length of a rectangular field exceeds its breadth
by one yard, and the area contains ten thousand and one
hundred square yards. Find the length of the sides.

32. A certain number consists of two digits. Tho left-

hand digit is double of the right-hand digit, and if the digits

be inverted the product of the number thus Ibnnod and the

•original number is 2268. Find the number.

33. A ladder, whose foot rests in a given position, just

reaches a window on one side of a street, and when turned
•about its foot, just reaches a window on the other side. If the
t\kyc\ ir\t\ci f 1 r\Ti cs r\\ \\\l\ \ %\ tX A t\'\% \\c\ r»4* y*y rt\-\ f n^^'»1o'^ '^ ^.*«!-. ^4-1. ^«,

and the heights of the windows be 36 and 27 feet respectively,

find tho width of the Btrect and the length of the ladder.
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34. Cloth, being wettetl, eliriuka up - in its length and
o

r- in its wiJth. If the surface of a piece of cloth is di-
10

.3
mlnisijed l3y 5*7 sriuare yards, and the length of the 4 side*

by 4 7 yards, -what was the length and Avidth of the cloth ?

35. A certain number, less than 50, consists of two digits

whose difference is 4. If the digits be inverted, tlie dilTercnce

between the squares of the numl»er thus formed and of the

orif'inal number is 39G0. Find the number.

36. A plantation in rows consi^sts of 10000 trees. If there

had V)een 20 less rows, there would have been 25 more trees in

a row. How many rows are there ?

37. A ^olonel wished to form 'a solid square of his men.

The first time he had 39 men over: the second time lie in-

creased tlie side of the square by one man. and then he found

tliat he wanted 50 nien to complete it. How many men were

there in the regiment ?

XXII. INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS.

2G1. Wnr n the number of unknown symbols exceeds that

of the ' idependent equations, the number of simultaneous

values of the symbols will be indefinite. "We propose to ex-

plain in this Chapter how a certain number of these values

may be found in tlie case of Simultaneous E(^uations involving

two unknown quantities.

Ex. To find tha integral values of x and y wliich will

satisfy the ecpatiou

3x + 7?/= 10.

Hero .
3x=10-7t/;

.'. aB=3-2i/ + -T,
1-y

Kow if a; and y are integers, —~ must also be an integer.

.
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.

ntegez;

Let -^-i=m, then l-?/= 377i;

.*. t/= l-3m,
and a;=3-2y +m=3-2 + C«i +m-l + 7m;
or the gentraX solution of the equation in whole numbers is

a;= 1 + 7»i and 2/= 1 - 3 j;i,

where m may be 0, 1, 2 or any integer, positiF; or
negative.

o
» x-

If »»=0,a:= 1,7/=, 1;
|f m=l, a:= 8, 7/=-.2;
if m= 2, a;=15, 2,/=-5j
and 80 on, from which it appears that the only«o«t7m inte-
gral values of x and y which satisfy the ecxuatiou are 1 and 1.

202. It is next to l)e observed that it is desirable to divide
both sides oi the equation by the mialUr of the two coemcienta
of the unknown symbols.

Ex. To find integral solutions of the equatioa
7a; + 5?/= 31.

Hero 5y=31-7a;;

o
1 _2j; .

" " ""
!

Let ~.;^— =m, an integer.

Then 1 ~ 2a;=5ni, whence 2x= 1 - 5jn •

~ 2 ~ ***** ^^ integer. _^

Then 1 -m= 2n, whence m= 1 - Sre.

Hence a;=n-2wi=n-2-f4?i= 5?i-2;

y=C-a; +m=6-57i + 2 + l-2?ia9-7flt

Now if n=0, a;=-2, 7/=. 9;

if n=l, a;= 3,1/= 2;

and so on.
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263. In liow many -.vays can a person pay a bill «f -£13

with crowns and guineas?

Let X and y denote the numhcr of crowns and guincaa,

Tht^n 5a;-f21y=260;
.-. 5z=2GO~2l2/;

ya=52-42/-^.

Lct^
5

Then

and

: ni, an integer.

a;= 52 - 4' - 171= 52 - 2l7?z*

m= 0, x = 52, y= 0;

m= l,a;= 31, ?/= 5;

T?i= 2, a:=10, 7/ = 10;

and higher jvaluca of m will give iwjatiue values of or

Thus the nunihcr of ways i.s three.

204. To fhid a number which when divided by 7. and &
will give remainders 2 and 3 respectively.

Let X bo the number.

Then ^~- =an integer, suppose wt;
4

and trl « an integer, suppose n.

6 -. •

Then a;='7w + 2 and a;=5n + 3;

.-. VhH-2=5)i + 3;

^ , ,
27n -

1

I
.-. 5)1= tin - 1 , whence n—mAr—£^"»

Let ~^- =p, an integer.

0.7' + ^
Then 2hi= Hj? + 1, when:5e vji= 2p +'-y~*

Let ^j- = g, an integer.

Tlien ,2)1=22 -1,

r/t=2]) + g -4'2 - 2 + (2=5!2-S^.

a;»7w+2» 352-12.
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<!m Ilence if ^=0, a;=-12;

I
V '

1

if 9"1, x=> 23;

if j^=2,a=i 68;
and so en.

Examples.—xciXi »

Find positive integral solutions of

I. 5x + 7t/x=20. 2. 7x+I9?/=92.

3. I3x + 197/=1170. 4. S.7; + 0?/=2a

5. Mr-5y=7. 6. lla;+15?/=1031.

7. lIx + 7i/=308. 8. 4a;-107/= 23.

9. 20a; -9?,-= 68a jo. 3x + 7y= 3S3.

II. 27x + 47/=54. 12. 7x + 9//=Go3.

and h
13. Find two fractions witli denoniinatoio 7 and 9 nnd

their sum ,—

.

03

14- Find two proixir fractions with denominators 11 and

13 and their difference ^^ .

143

1 .

> —

15. In how many ways can a debt of £\. 95. be paid in
fiorius and hall-crown ft ?

16. In how many ways can ^20 be paid in half-guineas
and half-crowns \

3
17. What number divided by 5 gives a remainder 2 and

by 9 a remainder 3 ?

18. In how many different ways may ^11. 15i\ be paid in
guineas and crowns ?

, - ^

19. In how many different 'ways may £4. lis. GcL be paid
with half-guineas and half-crowns /

—

^

20. Shew that 323x- 527?/= 1000 cannot bo satisfied by
integral values of x and »,

1^1

i f J

1^1

i I

li

il
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21. A ffirraer buys oxo.n, slieep, and liens. The whole

nuniher bought was 100, and the whole price £100. If the

oxen cost'i;5, the eheep £i, and the hens 1«. each, how many

of each had he ? Of how many Bulutioaa does this Problem

admit ?

22. A owes i? 43. lOd.; if A hfia only sixpences in his

pocket and li only fourpenny pieces, how cau they best settle

the matter ]

23. A person has £\2. 48. in half-crowns, florins, and shil-

ling.^ ; the nninber of half-crowns and llorins together is four

times the number of shillings, and the number of coins is the

greatest possible. Find the, number of coins of each kind.

24. In how many ways can the sum of £5 ba paid in

exactly DO coins, consisting of half-crowns, Horins. and four-

penny pieces ?

25. A owes J? a shilling. A has only sovereigns, and B han

only dol lars worth 4s. '6d. each. How can A most easily pay B /

26. Divide 25 into two parts such that one of them is

divisible by 2 and the other by 3. .

27. In how many ways can I pay a debt of £2. 9«. with

crowns and llorins ]

28. Divide 100 into two parts such that one is a multiple

of 7 and the other of 11.

29. Tlie 8;im of two numbers is 100. The first divided by

5 gives 2 as a remainder, and if we divide the second by 7 the

remainder is 4. Find the numbers.

30. Find a number Itxss than 400 which is a multiple of 7,

and which when divided by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, gives as a remainder

ia each case 1*

1 VA

%
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XXIII. THE THEORY OF INDICES.

265. The number placed over a symbol to exprcRS the
power of the symbol is called the lndex»

Up to this point our indices have in all cases been Positive
Whole Numbers.

We hnvc now to treat of Fractional and Nec'ative indices
;

and to put this part of the subject in a clearer li^ht, we shall

C(»niiin.-nce from the elementary principles laid down in Arts.
If), 4G.

200. First, we must carefully observe the following results

:

Vat a^xa^=a.a.a.a.a==a\

and {u^)-= a^. a?=a.a.a.a.a.a— a\

These are examjiles of the Two Rules which govern all

coi!d)inations of Indices. The general proof of th<.'Pe Rules we
aliali now proceed to give.

2G7. Def. "Wlien m is a positive integer,

o* means a. a.

a

with a written m times as a factor.

268. There are two rules for the combination of indices,

Rule I. a»xa"=a"^.

Rule II. (a'»)"=a"«.

S69. To jTTcwe Rule I.

oT—a.a.a to m factors,

#*as?o.a,a to n fiictoEi,
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Therefore

«• X rt"«=(rt
.
a

.
a to m factors) x (a . a. a to n factore)

=«•«•« to (m + 7i) factors,

•a"^, l)y the Dclimtion,

To -prove Rule IL

(a-)"=a" . o- . a- to n factors,

'(*'»•« ^« »« fiictors)(a.(i.a...to m factoTfi) ..»

rcpc'iitod 31 times,

=«.«.« to mn fiictora,

«tt""', hy the Dcliuitiuu.

270. We liavc deduced tmmcdiaLhj from tlie Definition
that when tti and n are ])ositive integers a" x a"= a*+". VViieii
m and ?t are >i..t positive integers, the De-rmition hjus no mean-
ing. We therefoie exlend the Definition In- saying that a" and
a", wliatever m and u may be, siiall l)e sucii tlmt a" x a''= a"'+"
and we sliall now proceed to sliew wluit meanings we assign to
a", in con.sofiuence of this definition, iu the following cases. •

271. Case I. To find tJi-e meaning of a% p and q hcim
pOHitii;e integers.

a»xa»«=a» «,

a*xa»xa.» = a« «xa» = a« « «;

and by continuing this process,

a'xa« X to q factors = a«"^
«*«'"•*' 1 tcrat

^a".

Bai by tlie nature of the sjinbol Sj~~

iJoFy, ijoTx to 2 factors«a^;

f 9
:. a* X a« X to 2 factors= ^/[^x ^"^x ... to g factors;
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272. Caso 1 1. To find the meaning nf a"', a hehg a poiC'

live number, whole o) fiacllonal.

"We must first find tlie lucuuing of a^.

We hav8

Now

a^xa^satt ••fo

a*;

.-. aP^\.

a*

11

273. Tlius the interpretation of a* has neon deduceJ from

Tiiilo I. It remains to be proved that this interpretation

a,L,'rcea with Rule II. This we bIiuII do by shewing that Iliile

11. followB Ironi Hale 1., whatever m and n may be.

274. To shell} that (iC)"= a"" fnr all values of m and n.

(1) Let n be a positive integer : then, whatever m may be,

(cry^a"* . rt"* . a"* to n factors
n»-fm4-«4- . . . to N unr*

a'

(2) Let n be a positive fraction, and eqiiol to -, p and 2

being positive integers ; then, whatever be the value of m,

(a")' X (a")'' X to 3 factors = (a"')'' «

''+ ^+...t«jt«njMl

a""',by(l).

Exit a « xa« X to 2 factors =a' "^ «

that if, (a")•-a-^

I
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(3) Let n— -«, « lieirg n positive nunihcT, whole or frao-

tiouol : then, whuti'vci m uuiy be,

<''">""5?f'^y^^-27»,

that ia, a")'

—, by (1) and (2) of this Aitlcb |

1

a"-"

275. "We ehall now give soTue examples of the mode in

wliich the Tlieorem.i established in the i)receding articles arc

ai>i>lii.'d to piirtii'uliir cases. "We fihall commence with exam-
ples of tlic conibinulion of the indices of two single terms,

276. Since a;'" x x"=x"*+*,

(1) jr'xar—=af^-=aB".

(2) 7fy,x==3^\

(3) af+^»-*.ic*-*+*.a:*-*+^=x*^*- '^»-»-»-«'i> •« — ^'J^x^

(4) a"-".&'-'xa"-*.6'-*.c

-1.1.

c

— c.

877. Since (a;"')"=ar',

(1) (x«)3= xCX3= a5".

(2) (x4)^=x'^^=23.

(3) (a«')*=a'"^^-r(*#»,

e
87a Since x'^i^x",

(1) ^-^4^,
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N^^TR. When Ex.imploH are given of actual nuiubers raU ^

to fmctioniil i)o\ven, they m;iy oltuu be put in a fciin more i\
for eas}' solution, thus :

(1) 14l'^= (144^;''=(V141)^-12^= 172a

(2) 12j5«(i25J)2=(^i25)'=i5»-2ti.

17d. Since (x")''=iur',

(1) |(x")-{''= (x-)'=x-^.

(2) |(a-)-j'=(a'"-)''=a-

(3) |(x-)"J'' = (x—)'=x--'.

280. Since a--—.

we may replace an expression rai^eil to a no^^atire power b}
the reciprocal (Art. 199) of the exi)re9sion raised to the same
positive power : thus

(I) i|-»«i
(2) a-3-^V (3) a

-1^1

ill

Examples.—c.

(1) Express with fractional indices

:

^ (2) Express with negative indices so as to remove all powei-s
from the denominators

:

yi y3 y4

(3) ±:xpres3 with negative indices so as to remove all jjowsH
from the XLumeratau

:
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1/* 1/' ?/''

*' C"

3(T
- -) ,

s'bc y

;h

(4) Express witli loot-symbuk and positive iuJicea

:

x~3
2. J S

I . Sa; '^ + 3x •'
i/ ^ + x~^y~\

y y 5 ?,y

^'

2. X
-1 -* «
;
2 + 1/

^ + «~^
X ^ x~*

4* —1—f" ~IT "li— I
•

,wm

281. Sinc€ af -r x"= - „ = x"
. a""= x'""".

t|ii

ifi'iii

ll.^l

!
i;

a*"

(1) a?—a^=ii^~^~x\

(4) a* -f a»^"= a»-''+'' = a'-
*-^= a"*=—»

(5) x^^x^ = x^"^=x^.

(6) a--rx«=x- i>=:=x« «i=x "^^aj^a.^.

882. Ex. Mull Ijjhj a'' - a^' + a' - 1 % a'+ 1.

o'+l

EXAMPLES.—CU
Multiply

I. x^ + x'']/'' + if^ by x*^ - x^}f + 1/*.

3. o^ + '^Lv'^if + 9ti"'(/^ + 27'i/^ by rt*** - S^f.

3. 0!*^ - 2ax** + 4ft' by x** + 2ax='' + 4a'.
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4. a'^-ffi' + c-by a"-6- + c'.

5. a"4-6» .2c'Ly Sa'-S +A
6. a:"'*-" jT by a" + 7/«"»-».

7. sB^-af^ + t/'-by ar»» + a-"?/" + 2^.

9. Form the scjuare of x** + x** + 1,

20. Form the square of x^p - af + 1.

S83. Ex. jDiiv'Jc a;*" - 1 by af-l.

af - 3J x*" - 1 (x"" + r"" + x'+

1

a^"--1

a?p.

a^--1

a?'--M'

a"--1

05'--1

Jd7

3. x"-y*'by x'-/.

Examples,—cii.

Divide

^ I. aJ*"*- 2/*" by x" - y"^,

2. X*" + 2/*" by X" + ?/".

5. x*'-243byx*-3.

6. a** + 4a'"x'" + 1 6x*" by a'"* + 2a"'x" + 4x^«.

7. Qx'' + Sx*" + Hx'" + 2 by 1 + Sx" + x»^

_
8. 146*'"c'» - ISZ^^'-c'" - Si"" + 4c/-"'c'"' by i'"* + h^c^ - 21J^(»,

If

9* Find the square root of

a*" { Ga""+ 15a*'" + 20a'" + 15a^ + Ca"*+ 1,

l(X Find tlie square root of

a*" + 6"* + c^ + 2a'"6'' + 2aV + 26V,
•
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Fractional Indices.
*

^i. Ex. Multiply a^ - a'-^b^ + Ir^ hy a* + 6*.

a^ + 6^

a -a^6^ +aW

a +6

I

J

' Si

if

'

EXAMPLES.—Ciii.

Multiply

2 1 1
1. x-*-2a:^ + l by a;''-!.

2. 1/* + !/^ 1-1/^+1 by y«-l.

- 2 2 4 2 3 4
J* a^ - x^ by (f^ 4 a'^c'' + x'*?

4. a=^ + 6^ + c^* - tt^63 _ a-c^ - h-^c^ by a^ +F + c».

5. 5x^ -r 2x^</i + 3x^y^ + Ty * by 2x^ - 3^^.

4 3 1 2 a 1 3 4 , 1 1
f). m"' + m^'n-' + m"M' + m-'n-' +w by m" - ?i*.

7. m^ - ^d^ m- + 4d^ by mv^ + 2(Z*^«^ + 4(f2.

8. 8cr + 4a '6^ + 5(r 6^ + 06' by 2a •
- 36^

Form Uie sciaore of eacb of tlie following expressions:

2 1
14. 2x' +3x^4-4.

16. x^ + 2j/*-«-

9. X

12. a + &i 13- a:^-2x^ + 3.

15. X-*-l/^ + iS'^.
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285. Ex. Divide a -h hy Itja- ^h.

\
Putting a^ for 4/a, and h^ for 4/6, we proceed tLus#. ' '

'

a^-'h^)a-h{a^ +ah^^-ah^ + h^ \

a-dh^

ah^-h '

•

ah^-a^-h^
j

ah^-h

ah^-ah^
•

J'hi-b

ah^-b

Examples.—Civ.

Divide

'

1. x-yhyx^' y^. 7. a;-8l7/byx^-3t/^.

2. a-hhya^-^lK 8. 81a-'lG6 by 3^^-26^.

A 3. x-yhyx^-y\ 9. a - a by jc- + u^.

4, a+6bya3 + 5* 10. m-243bym^-3. j

5. a; + 7/bya;s+2/^- n- a;+17a;2 + 7o by a;^+7. f

6. m-n by rnO-A 12. a;^ + x^ - 12 by a^+a, |

13. 6*-36" +36-6Hyi^-l.

[4. a;+i/+«-3x*?/y by£^ + t/^+£^.

): 15. x-5x^-46x^-40bya^ + 4.

,*
16. m + m2w2^,i|jy ^t_^?,ji + ^t

f •

3x^ + 4.

17. i)-4p^ + 6p--4p^ + l by ^3^-22^^+1.

1 8, 2x + aii~ 31/- AiJ^A - x^-A - z by '2yy^ + 3^/- +A
. vi ^i ?? ^3. 4

19. as+y by x" -x'^2/" + * 2/" — ^i^^/^ +2/"''.

[8.A.]

!
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Negative Indices.

286. Ex." Multiply a;-3 + 9;-V' + «"V*+ 1/"' % »'*-r*«

x-'-y-^

85-4 ^ a;-3y-i + X--1/-2 + X-
V'

L

» a;-3^-l _ a;-2y-3_ 35"^'' " IT*

ar*-ir*

i

Examples.—cv.

Multiply'"

I. a-i + 6-ibya-i-6-V 2. jc'^ + ft-^ Ly ar^ ~ 5-»

3. ar'-<ix + x-i + x-='byx-x-\ 4. x^ - 1 + x"- by x^ + 1 + ar».

5. a-2 + i^-'^bya-2-6-2. 6. a-^ - 6"! + c'^ by a"^ + 6"! + (T^

7. 1 + a6-i + a-h-^ by 1 - aZ;-i + a-Jj-'K

8. a^t-'-J + 2 + a-262 by a'-'/r'-^ - 2 - a--62.

9. 4x-3+ 3x-2 + 2x-* + 1 by x-2 - a;-^ + 1.

1

2'10. Sx-2+ 3x-i-;^by2x-2--x-i-

X
3

287.' Ex. Divide x^ + l + xr^ljy x-l+(TK

85- 1 +x-i; xH 1 +x-Ha5 + 1 +*"*

X--X+1

x + x~^

a-l+x-* .

1-x-i + x"*

I-X-1 + X-*
^^. __ ^

—

KOTE. The order of the powers of a is '

~ a\ a^, aS a^, rt~S a"S a'''.-

a series wliicli may be written thus
^ 111

o>\ 0'\ <^} Ij ^> ;p> ^•••••*

'I
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x-J-f*.

-5-»

i + l+ar*.

EXAMPLES.—CVi.

Divide

I. x--x-2byx+ar». 2. a2-6-2byo-6-».

3. 7ft3 + n-3Lym + n-». 4. e« - cZ-s by c - d-*.

5. a:V + 2 + x--'//2bya:7/-» +x-V

6. a-'» + a-'6-2 + 6-»by a-2-a-i6-i + J-a.

ar2
by---ar» + 3.

9. a''5-3 + rt-3i3bya6-i + a-'6. ^

10. a-3+6-3+(r3-3a-J6-J<riby a-1 + 6-1+0-1,

288. To sliew tliat (a&)»=a". 6».

(a6)''=a& . a6 . a6...to w factors

= (rt. a. a ... to n factors) x (& . 6. 6 ... to n factors)

Wl shall now give a series of Examples to introduce the
various forms of combinatiou of indices explained in this
Chapter.

ExAMPLES.—evil.
«

1. Divide x* - 4x7/ + 4x% + 4?/2 by x^" + 2x- ?/^ + 2y.

2. Simplify {(x»''n3.(x''')*-'p-». 3. Simplify (x^<» .
a;'*')"^^^.

c TP 7 1 1 x-^ii x~a\
,A.

"X"— ./
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5. Multiply r^aJ-2 + 4ari - 1 by Sx"'^ - 2x-i -
^.

6. Simplify
=^*-^-''

.̂ 7. Divide x-"- - ?r" 1>y x" 4 f

,

8. Multiply (a^ + 6^)3 by a^-6'l

9. Divide a-6 by >- 4/^. 10. Prove that (a2)'«= (.
-;^

11. If »"*=(«")", find m in terms of n.

12. Simplify x-^.x^-*.*^*^.*^-^-".

,3. Simplify ("^/-(-fy,)"". 14. Divide 4r/,M,y:''^.

1 5. Simplify [ }
(a-^)-" ;

"] - [ 1
(a")"

'(

-']•

16. Multiply a" + 6'- - 2c" 1 .y 2tr - 36.

17. Multiply t^--"!;"
-'^ Ly a" --6'-"c.

18. Shewiliat -_^ j- 1-^- -r-r-

19. Multiply xH x» + 1 by x^ - x*^ + 1

and their product by x-^ - x-' + 1.

20. Multiply or - lar-^ x + coT-'^x'- by a" + hi"-^ x - '

21. Divide x*<»-» -
/'<'-'' by x'^'-" + y''"'".

22. Simplify} (a-)"-"
r-'^-

23. Multiply x3' + x^Y + x'y^" + if'^ by af - .f

.

24. Write down tlie values of G25* unci 1£ 'j

25. MuUii.ly x'"-*'" - 2/^-'^ by x" - :/«.

26. Multiply x'^+3»^-l by x^-2x^^. 1*1
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289. All niinibers which we cannot exacu^ determino,
because they are not multiples of a Pritiaiy or Subojdiuate
Unit, are called Surds.

290. "Wc sball confine our attention to tho«e Siirda whidi
originate in the Retraction of roots where tlie rt'sults cannot
bij exhibited as whole or fractional nunibeca.

For example, if we perform the operati)u of extractin<^ the
sinare root of 2, we o])tain 1-4I42..., and thongh we^nay
r.n-ry on the process to any required extent, we shall never be
able to stop at any particular point and to say that we have
found the exact number which is equivilent to the Suuare
Uoot of 2.

>.»i

291. "We can approximate to the real value of a surd by
finding two numbers heiwee^i which it lies, diil'ering from eack
otJier by a fraction as small as we please.

Thus, since V2 = 1-4142

y/2 lies between
[^ and

[^, which diffe r by ^1

;

,

also between |i^ and ^, which d ffer by
j-J-

;

also between^ and "^ which diCer by ^.
And, generally, if we find the srpiare :t)ot of 2 to n \Aacca

of decimals, we shall find two numbers b( tweeii which ^^2 lies.

differing from each other by the ixaction --.
.0*
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292. Next, wo cm nlwavfl find a fraction diflering from the

real value of a sunl by less than any assujned quantity.

For example, suppose it required to find a fraction dilTer-

ing from ^2 by less tlian —•

Now 2(12)3, that is 288, lies between (IG)- and (17)',

/. 2 lies between i-^A and (A) ;

16 17
/. a/2 lies l.etween ~ and —g

;

12 12'

1 r* 1
.'. /^2 differs from -~ by less than - -.

203. SjUrds, though they cannot be expressed by whole or

fractional nunil)er.s, are nevertheless numbers of which we may
form an approxinuite idea, and we may make three assertions

respectiiig tijcm.

(1) Surds may be compared so far as asserting that one is

greater or los.s than ano'dier. Tims >J'6 is clearly greater thuu

V2, and <^0 is greater than 4^8.

(2) Surds may be multiples of other surds : thus 2 V2 ia

the double of J2,.

(3) Surds, when multijdied together, may produce as a
result a wl'c/'^ or fractional number: thus

and

V2x V2 = 2,

"/3 «/3 «/3_3

£f)4. The symljuls V«, v^^, \'a, x^«, in cast where the
•ocond, third, fourth, and ?<"" roots respectively of a cannot be
exhibited as v.liole or fractional nuuxljcrs, will represent surda
©f the second, third, fourth, and w'" order.

These syjuLoL v.'c inay, iu accordanoo with iw, prii'clpl^

kid down in Chapter XXIIL, replace by a-, a'^, a*, a».
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' 295. Surds of the same order are those lov "wliich the rook-

gymbol or suid-lndex is the same.

Thus ^a, 3 yfC^b), 4 >J{mn), ?- are surds of the same order.

Like surds are those in which the same root-symbol or surd-

index appears over the same qiuintity.

Thus 2 V«> 3 nja, 4a2 are like surds.

29G. A whole or fractional nuinher may be exprefwed in

the fonn of a surd, by raisinj,' tlie number U) the power denoted

by the order of the surd, and phicinj^' the result under the

symbol of evolution that corres[)oudd to the Burd-iudex.

Thua a= Ja\
b h^ \

.-r

207. Surds of different orders may be tranpformed into surds

of tlie same order by reducing the surd-indices to fnictioiifl

with the same denominator.

Thus we may traur.form ^x and >i/y into surds of the same

order, for
,

and JtfV= 2/* = V^
'^ = ^W*

and thus both surds are transformed into surds of tlie twelfth

order.

Examples.—cviiU.

' Transform into Surds of the same order:

I. ^x and ^hj. 2. ^f-i and 4/2. 3. ^f{\S) and ^(50).

4. :;y2 and ;/2. 5. I^ynand J:Jb. 6. sf(a + h) and ,^f{a-l).

298. If a whole or fractional number be multiplied into r>,

surd, the product will be represented by placing the multipli.

;

and the multiplicand side by side with no sign, or with a d.

(.) between them.

Thus the product of 3 and J^ is represeniad by 3 J%
.t of 4 and 5 ^2 t by 20 ^2,

of a and ^c by ajc>
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SOD. Like siiitls may bo combined by the ordinary pro-
sscs of addition mid Bubtrnction, that is, by adding thecesses

coellicielits of the surd and jdacing the result aa a coellicicnt
of tho Burd,

Thus
r

1 Now

1

and

'

1.

*ii\i

>. i

I'

son. We now proceed to prove a Theorem of great im-
jjportance, which may be thus stated.

TJie root of avy cxprcsainn is the same as the product of tJit

roots of lie separate factors of the exjyrcunou, tliat is

^

\/(a7/)= ^Ai. V&,

We hare in fact to shew from the Tlieory of Indices that

\ 1 X

.-. \(aL)"\'>:=\a\b''\*;

i 1 i
.-. (a5)"=a".6».

301. We can sometimes reduce an cx]ire85lon in tlie foim
of a Rurd to an equivalent expression with a whole or fiuc-
tioual number as one factor.

Thus ^^(72)= V(3G X 2) = V(3G) . ^2 = 6 ^2,

>^(12S) = ^(G4 X 2)= ^(G4) .^2=4^
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EXAMPLES.--ClX.

Reduce to equivalent expressions with a whole or fractional

number aa one factor :

I. V(24). 3. V(00). 3. V(4a').

4. V(125a<(Z^. 5. V(32i/3=0- 6. V(lOOOa).

7. V(720c'0. 8. 7.V(39Cx) 9. I8j{^x^).

10.
«-a/'J^-.

II. \/(«'' + 2(t2x.|-ax2).

12. ^(,c3-2t-?/ + x//-). 13. v^(50a2-100a&4-5()i'-).

1 4< v'(n3c\v - 42c27/- + 7if). 1 5. -C^C-Vla^t^.

16. '/(IGOxV). J?. -s/(I{)Sw''h«').

i«. .7(i:i72a'6i'«). 19. ^V + '-cV + ^xV + ^r).

302. An expression contaiiiip«» two factorfl, one a ?unl, the

other ft Avhole or fractional numlier, as 3^2, a ^x, luay be
iramjfonncd into a comphite surd.

3 v/'5 = (3'0^. v/2= V9. v'i2= V(13),

a i'3 ^{a')K ^x= 4^a'. ^x= ^(a^x).

Til us

Examples.—ex.

Red'-.ce to complete Surds :

I. 4^3. 2. 3^/7. 3. 6^'>.

4- 2^6. 5. 3^/'|. 6. 3^U5. 3^^.

7. 4rt V(3x).

10. (a + &)(-^-^^-.
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303. SurJs may bo compared hy transforming them intf

minis of the same order. Thus if it he required to determine
whether ^2 he greater or less than 4^3, we proceed thuB

;

^3=.3J-33-^32=,^a,

And since ^0 is greater than 4/8,

is/^ is greater than ^2.

11;

II ;^i

fi '.'ii

Examples.—cxI.

Arrange in order of magnitude the following Surdi J

6. 2 V87 and 3 ^33.1. V3nnd 4/4.

2. ^lOnm] 4/15.

3. 2v/3and3V2.

5. 3v/7and4<,,^^

7. 2 4/22, 3 4^7 and 4 ^/2.

8. 3^15), 5 4/18aud3 4^8a

9. 2 4/14, 5 4/2 and 3 4/3.

10. |v2,|v3aiid^^/4.

304. The following are examples in the application of the
rules of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division to

Surds of tlie sanif) order.

1. Find the sum of ^18, v/12a, and v'32.

V(IS) + sfil-2S) + ^/(32) = V(9 X 2) + V(G4 x 2) + ^^'(10 x 2)

= 3^2 + 8^2 + 4^2
= 15V2.

2. .From 3 V(75) take 4 ^/(l 2).

3 V(7 j) - 4 V(12) = 3 V(25 x 3) - 4 V(4 x 3)

= 3.5.^3-4. 2. V3

«^15v'3-SV3

-7V3.
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% Multiply V8 by ^/(l 2).

V8x V(12)=V(8xl2)

- V(96)

-4^6.

4. Divide V32 by V18.

y(32) n/(1G_><2)^4^/2 4

VP)" V(»x2) 3^:2° a*

EXAMPLES.—CXli.

Simplify

1. V(27)+ 2 V(43) + 3^(108). II. >JGx ^9.

2. 3V(1000)+4V(50)4-12V(iiS8). 12. ^/(^l) x ^'(20).

13. V(30) X V(20()).

15. ;/(12rt/y)x 4'(8a''/;'^.

16. ^/(I2)4-V3.

18. ^ia"-h)~- *f{ah'').

19. ^^('i''^)-:- 4'('t&').

3. av^(a"x)+6V(^-x-) + cV(c2a:).

4. 4/(128)+ 4/((5SG)+ 4/(IG).

5. 7^(54) + 3^(lG)+;/(432).

6. */(00)- V(^4).

7. V(243) - V(^8).

8. 12V(72)-3^(128X

9. 5 4/(lG)-2^(54).

JO. 74/(81)-3W029),

305. We now proceed to treat of the ]\[ulti plication of

Compound Surds, an Ojieration which will bu frcquoutly re-

quired in a later part of the subject.

The Student must bear in mind the two following Rulos;

Rule I. ^fax >^/b= s^(ah),

RulO II. fjax Ja = ay

which will be true for all values of a and \
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S

I-

1

^-

%

1

p-frf --.

Examples.— cxiii.

Multijjly

1. ^xhy^y.

2. »J(x-y)hy^y.

3- 's/(x + y)hy^f(x-k-y).

4- \f{x-y)^ys!{x-\-y).

5. 6 v'a; bj 3 v'a;.

9. s'x ^y - Vx.

11. S^xby -4<^/x.

12. -2V«by -3Va.

13- >!{x-l)hy - ^x,

6. 7V(^+l)l)y8V(j:-f-l). 14. -2V(j: + 7)by-0^/.c.

7. 10V-;cby9V(x--l). 15. ~4V(a2-l) by -2^(^2-1).
8. V(3x)byV(4:t;}. 16. 2 ^(a'^- 2a + 3) by -3^(^2-2^1 + 3).

306. The following Examples Avill illustrate the way of
proceeding i^i ibruiing the products of Compouud Surda.

Ex. 1. To multii)ly ^:c + 3 by ^x + 2.

Vx + 3

Vu; + 2

a; + 3 ^/a;

+ 2^0^-4-3

Ex. 2. To multiply 4 Vx- 4- 3 Vi/ by A^x~Z^^
4<^x + 3^hj

_4 xAc - 3 Vy ,

ieKf-l2\/(x7/)

-12V(a:y)-9y '

16x-0v

Ex. 3. To form the square o(^f{x-7)- ,^9^

'^x-7 - ^ix^-7x)

'2x-7-2^{x'~7x) '
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Examples.—cxiv.

Multiply

I. ^x + 7hj^x+2. 2. Va;-5byV«+3L

3. V(a+9) + 3byV(« + 9)-3.

4. V(«-4)-VbyV(a-4) + 7.

5. 3 V»-7 byA/aJ + 4.

6. 2V(a;-5) + 4by3V(x-5)-6.

7. V(6 + a) + Va; by V(6 + a;) - Va?.

8. V(3a; + 1)+ V(2a;-1) by ^Sx- V(2x-1).

9. V«+ V(» - aj) by ^x- V(a - sc). ',

10. V(3 + a;) 4- Va5 ^7 V(3 + «).

ir. tjx+ Vl/+ V** by Va;- Vy+ V*'*

12. V»+ V(»-a^)+ V^ by Va- Mj(a-x)+ Jx,

Form the squares of the following expressions

:

13. 21+V(«^-9). 17. 2Va-3.

14. iv/(x + 3) + V(x+ 8). 1 8. >J{x+y)- J{x- y),

15. 0JX+ j^{x-4). 19. aJx.s/(x+1)- ,J{x^l),

1 6. V(x- 6) + »Jx. 20. »J{x + l)+ >^x.»J{x-l).

307. "We may now extend the Theorem explained in

Art. 101. We there shewed how to resolve expressions of

the form

into factors, restricting our observations to the case of perfect

squares.

Tiie Theorem extends to the difference between any two

gmntities, ".

Thus

1

;V' \}i \r - ^' »/•

i-a;-=(l+ Va:)(l-V«).
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Iri!

Hi-'

H'

Hi

SOS. Hence we can always find a multiplier whicb will

free from surds an expression of any of the jowr forms

I. a+V6 or 2. sfa-\- ^Jhy

3. a- V& or 4* V«- \/&'

For since the first and third of these expressions give

as a product a- -ft, which is free from surds, and since the

second and fourth give as a product a — ft, which is free Irora

surds, it follows that the re(|uired multiplier may be in uU

cases found.

•

Ex. 1. To find the nuilHi>licr which will free from surda

each of the fullowint,' expressions

:

I. 5+ V3. 2. /v/G+ s!^'

Tiie niiiltiplievs will he

I. 5- V3. 2. V«- ^5,

The products will he

I. 25-3. 2. 6-5.

That is, 22, 1, - 1, and 5.

Ex. 2. To reduce the fraction iZTjl ^° ^^^ equivalent

fraction with a denominator free from surds.

Multiply both terms of the fraction by ft+ ^c, and it bo-

comes

aft + a v'c

ft2-c '

3- 2 - v'5. 4. ^'7-^'2.

3. 2+ v'5. 4- V7 + V3.

3- 4-5. 4. 7-2.

which is in the required form.

Examples.—cxv.

Express in factors

:

I. c-d. 2. c^-d.

4. 1-7/. 5. l-3x'.

_ J _9 O— O rt 0».
7, *C^" = tJ-C O. if — U/U

la j>'^4r. II. p-Zq\

3. c-i*.

6. bm^^l,

y. i i il ixfc

12. a2*-6'».
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Reduce the following fractions to equivalent fractions with
denominators free from surds. .

la-

\

14.
K^a

2- V3*

15-
4+.va

17. cr-~/o 18.

19. -
/̂s/a+ »Jx

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

^--2va*

2_-y2

2+ v^'

^(m2+l)-_V(^i2_i)

V(m2+1)"+ V0ft3-i) .

a+ V(a2-1)

a- ^(tt^-iy,

g+ V(a2-a;'0

a- V(a^-x2)-

309. The squares of all numbers, negative as well as posi-

tive, are positive.

Since there is no assignable number the square of which
would be a negative quantity, we conclude that an expression
which appears under the form V( - a^) represents an impossible
quantity,

310. All impossible square roots may be reduced to one
common form, thus

V(-«)- Via; x(-l){ = Va! .V(-l).

Where, since a and ,Jx are possible numbers, the whole
impossibility of the expressions is reduced to the appearance of

V( - 1) as a factor.

311. Dep. By V(- 1) we understand an expression vhich
when multiplied by itself produces - 1.

Therefore

W(-i)('=U(-i)P.V(-i)=(-i).V(-i)=-V(-iX

IV(-i)l*=IV(-i)P.|V("i)P-(-i).(-i)=l,

and 80 on.
r^
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Examples.—cxvl. ^
,

Multiply

1. 4+ V(-3)by4- V(-3).

2. V3-2V(-2)Ly V3 + 2 V(-2).

3. 4V(-2)-2V2bylv(-2)-3V2.

4. V(-2)+V(~3)+v'(-4)byV(-2)-V(-3)-V( 4).

5. 3V(-a)+V(-6)by4V(-a)-2V(-6).
6. a+ V(-a)l>y a- V(-a).

7. oV(-a) + 6V(-6)byaV(-a)-6V(-&).
8. a+/?V(-l)bya-)8V(-l).

9. l-x/(l-e2)byl+ V(l-e2).

312. "We Bhall now give a few Miscellaneous Examx>le8 to

illustrate the principles explained in this Chapter.

ExamPLES.—cxviL

,. Simplify-4^-^^>^.
2. Prove that]H- V(-1)P+|1- V(-1)P=:0.

3. Simplify ^i^^^.V^J,.

4. Prove that jl+ V(-l)}2- jl- V(-l)i2= V(-16).

5. Divide a*+ a* by x^ + V2ax + a?.

6. Divide m* + w* by m^- ^j^mn + n^.

7. Simplify ^{^ + 2a:2|/ + a;?/^) + ^{f- 2xhj + xf).

8. Simnlifv

a= 9 and h— A,

a + ha—h
V't*- Vi» Va+ vi*

^, and verifv bv "Duttino'
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9. Find the square of ^4l ~ '^^'^^'

lo. Find the square of ctv^—-^

tl. Simplify

V(x2 + a^)- V('c''-a-)'^ >/(»- + a-) + V(«2-a-'/

12. Simplify

1 +

13. Simplify ^-4 {-?^L +
J
-^}.

14. Form the scxuare of J(5 + 3) - J(| - 3).

1 5

.

Form the square of i^{x + a) - ^(x- a).

16. Multiply :y(a'^*-*6»*+-V') by ;;/(a''6'*-*c'»-*'>

17. Raise to the S"* power - 1 - a V( - 1).

18. SimpHfy 4^(81) - >^( - 512) + 4/(192).

19. Simplify ^-^y( ^ -).

,22j

20. Simplify ^—^ j iy(32;V - Q^fx^ + 441p2a; _ IQ^'^f) \,

21. Simplify 2(.-l)^(-
^^^,^^^3^^^^^,_J.

22. Simplify 2(n - 1) V(G3) + 1 V(112) - ^fJ^

+ V|l75(w-l)V}x~-2
3c V(^'>

23. Wliat is the difference between

Vjl7-V(33){x Vjl7+x/(33){

and •4/J65+ V(i29)[ X ^'{es- V(129){ 1

£m
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313. AVe liavc now to treat of tli3 mctliod of finding the

Square Hunt of a Binomial Surd, that is, of an cxpressioi^ of

one of the following forms

:

whore m stands for a whole or fractional number, and ,Jn for

a Burd of the second order.

314. We have first to prove :v j Theorems.

Tlaeorci?! I. If V»=*wi+ V"» '^ '"^'^^ ^ *^<>»

Squaring Loth sides,
,. ,

.*. Mjn=- 2m

that is, V^, a surd, is equal to a whole or Itac'uonal number,

which is impossible.

Hence tlie assumed equality can never hold unless msO, in

which case ^a= aJu.

Theorem 11, Ifb+ ^a^m-{- \Jnf then must 6=m, cmd

„Ja= sjn.

For, if not, let 6=m + as.

Then m + a!+ i,Ja'»m+ V***

or x+ a/»= V^^J

which, by Theorem I., is impossible unless a;=0, in whijh case

6=m and i^a== ^/i.

315. To find the S(2uare Root ofa+ ,Jh.

Aasiune V(*+ V^)= V-«+ Vy»

Then a+ <Jh==x-\-1 ^{xy) + y ;

.*. x + y= a ,...

2^/(.rv)==V6

£ioui which wc have to iiixd x and y.

.(1),
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Now from (1)

and from (2) 4x7/= 6

;

«

:. x-y=> s^{a^-h).

Also, x + y^a.
it

From these cr^uuiioiis we find

X =. ^^1 and 2/
= •--! -';

}•

Similarly we may sliow tliat

316. The practical use of this method will be more clearly

Been from the following example.

Find the Square Root of 18 + 2 V(77).

Assume ,J\18 + 2^{17)\= ^x+ ^y.

Then 18 + 2 V(77) = a; + 2 ^(ayy) + y j

:.x + y=l8

Heikce a;2 + 2xt/ + i/2=324)

4x1/= 308)'

:.a?-2xy + y^=l6;

.'. «-2/=±4;

also, «+2/=ia.

Hciics
-.1-1 ^~ *r .— A,. t" ^« 11

That is, the square root required is 4/(11)+ ^yT.
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EXAMPLKS.—cxviii.

Find the s(iuare routa of tlu; following Binomial Surds:

I. 10 + 2V(21). 2. 16 + 2^(35). 3. 9-2V0<t).

4. 94-42V5. 5- 13-2V(-0). 6. 38-12^(10).

7. 14-4VG. 8. lOa-KVCl). 9. 75-12^/(21).

10. 87-12V(42). II. 3^-V(10). 12. 57-12^(15).

317. It is often easy to determine the square roots of

expressions such as those given in the preceding set of

Examples hj inspediuii.

Take for instance the expression 18 + 2 V(77).

What we want is to find two numbers whose sum is 18 and

whose product is 77 : these are evidently 11 and 7.

Then 18+ 2 V(77)= ll+7 + 2 V(ii x 7)

= )V(ii)+V7p.

That is V(ll)+ V7 is the square root of 18 + 2 V(77).

To effect this resolution hy inspection it is nccessaiy that the

coefficient of the surd should be 2, and this we can always ensure.

For exvample, if the proposed expression he 4 + V(l^)> "^^

proceed thus

:

A^ fnrs 8 + 2V(15) 5 + 3 + 2^/(5x3)

V2 ^

^,.. ^^54^^ is tl^e »^^are root of 4 + V(15>

Again, to find the Square Root of 28 - 10 V3.

^

^

28-10V3 = 23-2V(75)
:25 + 3-2V(25x3)

=(5-V3)2;

y/. 6- V^ is the sc[uarc root req^uiredt
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318. Any equation may be cleared of a single surd, by
transposing all thp other terms to the contrary side of the

e([uation, and then raising each side to the power correspond-

ing to the order of the surd.

The process will be explained by the following Examples.

Ex. 1. m/x=4.

Raising both sides to the second power,

a;=16.

Eaising both sides to the third power,

x= 27.

Ex. 3. V(a;^ + 7)-a>=l.

Transposing the second term,

Raising both sides to the second power,

.*. a;=3.

EXAMPLES.—CXiX.

I. Va;=7. 2. a/^= 9. 3. x^=5, ^H
4. 4^»=2. 5. a;* =3. *6. 4/x=4. ^B
7. sf(x + d) = 6. 8. ^^(x-7)= 7. 9. J(x--15)=^8, i^H
ro, (as -9)^= 12. II. >^f(4x-lG)=2. 12. 20-3^X'-.%
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13. /C^(2x + 3) + 4= 7.

14. 6 + cV>»=«a»

15. V(x2-9)+a;-9.

16. V(a:'- 11) =•«-!.

17. V('lx2 + 5a;~2) = 2a;+l.

18. V(^x3-12x-51) +3-3a

19. >/(x--rta; + &)-a»as.

20. /v'(2r)x^ - 3m^ + »i) - 5x -im.

310. "Wlicn <7^?f> purda are involved in nn equation, one at

least may be made to disappear hv disposini,' tlie terms in

Kiicli a way, tliat one of the nurds stands by itself on one side

of the eqnation, and tlien raisincj each side to tlie power cor-

responding to the order of the surd. If a surd be still left, it

cati be made to Btjind by itself, and removed by raising each

side to a certain power.

Ex. 1, ^(x-iG)+ Vj;=8.

Transposing the second term, wc get

V(x-1G) =8- V«.

Then, Bqnaring both sides (Art. 30G), .
'

a;-lG-=G4-lCV^+a;; 'i

therefore lGva;=C4 + 16,

or lGV-^=80,

or V^=5;
.*. a;=25.

Ex. 2. .s/(a;-5)+ A/(^ + 7)=a

Transposing the second term,

V(x-5)=6- V(x + 7).

Squaring both sides, a;-5= 3C-12 V(aJ + T) + a;+ 7

1

therefore 12 v/(x + '7)=36 + x + 7-x + 5,

or 12V(a; + 7)= 48,

or a/(^+ 7) = 4.

Squaring both sides, a + 7= 1 G 1

therefore c<r9.
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Examples.—cxx.

I. V(IC + x) + V^= 8. 6. 1 + V(^>» + 1)» VC'^a' + 4).

2. V(-«-lC)=:8- Vk.

3. V(a;+15)+ V«=15.

4. V(a;-2i)= Va;-i.

7. 1- V(l-3a-)= 2>v'(l-a;).

8. a- V(a5 -'»)=' V^'

9. Vj'+ V(^-'"0= -2*

5. V(«-l)=3- V(k + 4). 10. V(x-1)+ V(a;-4)-3=0.

320. Wlicn mirds appc.'vr in tlie (lenoniinfitors of fractions

in e(iiuitions, the cquaLions may be cleared ol' Jiactiunul terms

by tiie process described in Art. ISO, care being taken to

follow the Laws of CombinaLluu of Surd FucLors given iu

Art. 305.

EXAMPLES.—CXXi.

3G SB

5. V^+V(^-4)=7(;^rT)'

6. V»+ V(3a + a;)

/^/(otn-ii;)
=0.

7.
s/ar + IG _\A« + 32

9- .> + 4 "Va5+12-

8. (1+ /v/a;)(2- Va^_ .M=i±j^!^^
2

10.

321. The following are examples of Surd Ecinations result-

ing in quadratics.

2 Ja;4--7-=5.Ex. 1.

Clearing the eq\iation of fracti-ns, 2.t + 2=5 hJ^
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m

Bquuriiig Loth b'mIos, we gut 4a;- + 8a; + 4 = 2r)x

;

whence wo find a;«»4 or -r.
^

4

Ex.2. V(-<J + 9) = 2>/x-3.

Squaring Loth sides, » + 9 = 4a!-12s'a; + 9;

therefdre . 12«y^»«3x,

or 4 Jx^x.

Squaring Loth sideg, IGx—x^.

Divide Ly x, and we get 10 =x.

ITenco the values of x which satisfy tlic equation arc 16
and (Alt. 24S).

Ex. 3.1 V(2x +!) + *>
21

" V(2x+iy

Clearing tlie equation of fractions,

2x+l + 2V(2x2 + x) = 21;

therefore 2 ^/(2x2 + x) = 20 - 2x,

or ^/(2x2 + a:) = 10-x.

Squaring Loth sides, 2x- + x= 100 - 20x + x',

wlience x= 4 or -25.

322. "We shall now give a set of examples of Surd Equa-
tions some of which are reduciLle to Simple and others to

Quadratic Equations.

la

24.

25.

himi

lilBJ,:,,

Examples.—cxxii.

1. 4x - 12 ^'x= 1 6. 4. ^'(6x -11)= V(2'in - 2x*).

2. 45 - 14 ^/x= - X. 5 . ^/(G - x) = 2 - x/(2x - 1).

3. 3V(" + 2x2) = 5V(4x-3). 6. x-2 V(4-3x) + 12 = 0.

7. kK^x f 7) + V(3x - IS) = sf{7x + 1).

8. 2 V(204 - 5x) = 20 - V(3x - C8).
43-
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9- ^^-^"^^in-

lo. v*+n
608

14. '(2 + 4)+^'(2x-l)»6,

15. V(13x-1)- ^(2x-l)-5.

ir. V(a! + 5). V(» + 12)-12. 16. V(7x+1)- V(3x+l)-2.

12. V(« + 3)+ V(« + 8)= 5Vx. 17- V(4 +srHV«=3.

525
13. V(25 + x)+ V(25-x)=.8. 18. V«+ V(a; + 99'i'5)--~^=.

20. V(a^-l) + 6-y(^2lT)-

21. V{(x-o)2+ 2a6 + 62j=x-o + 6.

'

22. Vj(a! + a)'' + 2ti6 + 62{«6_a~aD;

23. V(a; + 4) - VaJ=" ^/(a: + 2)-

24. 4^r=« + I- 26. V(aJ + 4)+ V(x + 5)=9.
njXi— i 4

25. V(4 + a;)- \/3=- V»- 27. V^+ V(aJ-4)=

28. a:2=21+ V(a5^-9).

29. V(50+a:)- V(50-a;)=2.

3a V(2x + 4)- /(.|+6) = 1.

Vv^-'*r

-V'v^"

31. V(3+x)+ Va;=-
6

V(3 + x)*

1 1 1
32- 7(^+T) + V(x - 1)

~
^^(x2 - !)•

3sB4- '^4x— x^ _
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XXVI. ON THE ROOTS OF EQUATIONS.

323. "We have already proved that a Simple E(|nation can
have only one root (Art. 1<J3) : we have now to prove that a
Quac^ tic Equation can have only tivo roots.

324. 'T7e must first call attention to the following fact

:

If mn=0, either m=0, orn=0.

Thus there is an amhiguity : but if we know that m aannot

te eq'aal to 0, then we know for certain that n—0, and if we
know that n cannot be eqital to 0, then we know for certata

that m«=0.

Further, if lmn=0, then either ^=0, or m=0,or n—O, and
BO on for any number of factors.

Ex. 1. Solve the equation (a; - 3) (a; + 4)= 0.

Here we must have

85-3=0, or a; + 4=0,

that is, e-iS, or osa— 4i

Ex. 2. (x- 2a) (5x - 25)= 0.

Here we must have

a!-3a=aO, or5a;-253s0/
'

that is, 0«»3c^ or a;:

25
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EXAMPLES.—CXXiil.

1. (a5-2)(x-5)=0. 2. (x-3)(x + 7)=0. 3. (a; + 9)(x + 2)=0,

4. (x-5a)(x-G&) = 0. 6. (19x-227)(14x + 83)=0.

5. (2x + 7)(3a!-5)=0. 7. (5x-4m)(6x-lln)=0.

8. (x2+5ax+6a2)(a;2-7ax+12a2)=0.

9. (x2~4)(x2-2ax+a2)=0.

la x(x2-5x) = 0.

11. (acx-2a + 6)(&cx + 3a-6)=0.

12. (cx-£?)(cx-e)=0.

325. Tlie general form of a quadratic equation is

aa;2 + &x+c=0.

Hence o(x' + -x + - J=0.
\ a a/

Now a cannot =0,

.-. a*+-x + -=0.
a a

Writing J) for - and g for -, wo may take the following

as the type of a quadratic equation of which the coefficient of
the first term is unity,

326. To show that a quadratic equation has onl'^ two roots.

Let x2+jjx + 2- be the equation.

Suppose it to have three different roots, a, h, c. ^
Then a^ + aj) + (i=0 (i),

62+ hp + q=0 (2),

1? + cp + g= (3).

Suhtracting (2) from (1),

a2-62+(a-6)p-0,

«i (a-6}(a4.6+|?)»a
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Now a- 6 does not equal 0, since a and 6 are not alike,

.-. a + 6+;)= 0.... (4).

Again, subtracting (3) from (1),

a^— c2 + (a-c)2)=0,

or,
' (a-c)(a + c+j7)=0.

Now a — c does not equal 0, since a and c are not alike,

.-. a + c+j)=0 (5).

TTien suLtracting (5) from (4), we get

6 - c= 0, and therefore h— c.

Hence there are not more than two distinct roots.

327. We now proceed to show the relations existing he-

tweou the Roots of a quadratic equation and tlie Coefficieuta

of the terms of the equation.

328. a;2+pa; + (^=0

is the general form of a quadratic equation, in which the co-

eilicient of the first term is unity.

Hence a2+pa5=--g

Now if a and ^ he tlie roots of the eciuation,

^=-^VC4"o • (^-

Adding (1) and (2), we get

a +^= -2? (3).
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Multiplying (1) and (2), we get

or

or

a/?=?-^V2,

a^= g. .(4).

From (3) we learn that tlie sum, of the roots is equal to the

coefficient of the second term with its sign changed,

From (4) we learn that the product c *he roots is equal to

the last term.

329. The equation x^+px + q=0 has its roots real and
difl'erent, real and equal, or impossible according aa pi^ ia

>. = or < 42.

For the roots are

First, let p- be greater than 4q, then /^(p"^ - 4q) is a possible

quantity, and the roots are different in value and both real.

Next, let j3'=4g', then each of the roots is equal to the real

quantity —-. .

Lastly, let p^ be less than 4q, then »J(p^-4q) is an impos-

sible quantity and the roots are different and both impossible.

..(1),

..(2).

..(3).

EXAMPLES.~C:i.3tiV.

I, If the equations

ax^+ hx + c=0, and a'x*+5'a; + c'=0,

have respectively two roots, one of which is the reciprocal of

the other, prove that
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2. If a, ^ be the roots of the etiuation a;cH &x + c= prove
that

3. If a, /J be tho Toota of the equation aa;^+ 6x + c= 0, prove
that

acx2 + (2ac-J2)a; + ac»ac(x-^Vx-^).

4. Prove that, if tbe roots of tlie equation ax- + &x + c= C b«
equal, aa;-+ 6a; + " is a perfoct square with respect to x.

5. If a, /5 represent tlic two roots of the equation

I

show that
\

830. If a and ^ be the roota of the ^quati >n .t^ -i-2}X + 2=0
tlicii a^+2?a; + g= (x- a) (x -/:;).

For since i?
=> - (a + ^) and 5= «^,

a;2 +^x + (/= x2 _ (a + />*) a- + a/J

Hence we may form a quadratic equation cC which the rootf
are given. .,,

Ex. 1. Form the equation whose roit* %ie 4 and 5.

Herea-a«a;-4and a;-y8=a;-5;

.-. the equation is (x - 4) (x - 5) :^- ;

Ex. 2. Form the equation whose roots are •, aurf - %
%

Ilere x-a^x-g and x-/3=x + 3;

.-. the equation is f x -
„) (x+ 3)-0;

or.

(2x-l)(x + 3)=0;
2x2 + 5x-3 = 0.
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Examples.—cxxv.
Form the equations wliose roota are

I. 5 and 6. 2. 4 and -5. 3. -2 and -7.

4- 2 3* S. 7and--. 6. V3 and - ^3..

7. m + w and m-n. 8. - and
-f,.a p

9. -^and-.

x + q=0,

lie rootf

J 5.

i a

331. Any expression contalnincj x is said to be a Function
of X. An expression containiiii,' any symbol x is said to be a
3)ositive inteyral function of x ulu-n all the powers of x con-
tained in it have positive integral indices.

3 1For example, 5x7 + 2arH^.t;* + ^^xH3 is a positive integral

function of x, but 6a;' + 3xi5 + l and ^x^ - 2x-^ + ^x"^ + 1 are

not, because the first contains x'-^', of wliich the index is not
integral, and the second contains x-^,oIl which the index is not
positive.

/

332. The expression 5x3 + 4^:2-1-2 is said to be the expres-
sion corresponding to the equation 5x^ + 4x'^ + 2=0, and the
latter is the equation con-esponding to the former.

*

333. If a be a root of an equation, then x-a is a factor
of the corresponding expression, provided the equation and
expression contain only positive integral powers of x. This
principle is useful in resolving such an expression into factors.

AVe have already proved it to be true in the case of a (piadratio
equation. The general proof of it is not suitable for the stage
at wJiich tbo learner is now supposed to be arrived, but wo
will illustrate it by some Examples.
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Ex. 1. Resolve 2u;2 - 5a; + 3 into factors.

If we solve the e(iiiatioii 2j;2-5x + 3=0, we shall find that

3
its roots are 1 ard -.

Now divide 2a;2-5x + 3 by %-\\ the quotient is 2x-3

that is 2 f X - '^j

;

/. the given expression= 2 (a; - 1) f x - „ j.

Ex. 2. Resolve 2x' + x' - llx - 10 into factors.

By trial we find that this expression vanishes if we. put

(Baa - 1 J tliat is, - 1 is a root of the e(|uation

2x3 + x2-llx-10 = 0.
I

Divide the expression by x+ 1 : the quotient is 2x2-x- 10 ;

/. the expression = (Sx^ - x - 10) (x + 1)

= 2(x2-|-5)(x + l).

We must now resolve %^-^-f> into factors, by solving the

X
corresponding equation x^ - ^ - 5= 0.

5
The roots of this equation are - 2 and ^

;

.-, 2x3 + x2-llx-10= 2(x + 2)(x-|)(x + l)

-=(x + 2)(2x-5)(x+l).

Examples.—cxxvi.

Resolve into simple factors the following expressions :

1. x3-llx2 + 36x-36.

3. x3-5x2-46x-40.

5. fix3+llx2-9x-14.

7. a3-6^-c3-3a6c.

9, 2x3-5x3-17x+20.

2. x3-7x2 + 14x-a

4. 4r^ + 6x2 + x-l.

6. X^ + 2/^+15' -3x7/2.

8. 3x3-x2-23x + 21.

10. 15x3 + 41x2 + 5x- 21,
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dnd tliat

is 2.15-3

we. put

-x-10;

Ivinj^ the

is:

8.

I.

[/Z.

21.

5-21.

334. If wo can find one root of sucli an equation as

2x3+a;2-lla;-10=0,
we ran find all the roots.

One root of the equation is - 1 ;
^'

.-. (x+l)(2a:3_a5_iQ)^Q.

.'. a;+l=0, or2a;2-x-io=0;

.•.«=-!, or -2, or I
Similarly, if we can find one root of an equation involviTiR

the 4 power of x, we can derive from it an equation involving
the o and ower powers of x, from which we niay find the other
roots. And il again we can find one root of this, the other
two roots can be found from a quadratic equation.

335. Any equation into which an unkno^vn symbol or ex-
pression enters in two terms only, having its index in one of
the terms douhU of its index in the other, may be solved as a
quadratic equation.

Ex. Solve the equation x^- 6a;'=7.
Regarding 0? as the quantity to be obtained by the solution

01 the equation, we get
./ **

therefore a3-3=+4.
tl'Ciefore ^=^,qti^^^\,

"
-,

Hence «= 4/7 or a;= 4/-I,
and one value of 4/ - 1 is - 1.

336. In some cases by adding a certain quantity to bothBides of an equation we can bring it into a form Lable oJfsolution, thus, to solve the equation
' ^

a;2+ 5a;+4= 6V(a;2+5a5 + 28),
add 24 to each side.

Then aH5x+28= 5V(a;2 + 5x + 28) + 24;
OT, a5' + 5a; + 28-5V(a;2 + 5a; + 28) = 24.

This is now in the form of a quadratic equation, the un-known quantity being V(^H6a; + 28), and cumpl tin. thesquare we have '' °

Fs-A.]

Q
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a;- + 5x + 2S-5V(^- + 5x + 28) + -^=-4-; \

/. V(a;' + 5a; + 28)-2=±-2;

wl.ence V(x^ + 5x + 28) = 8 or -3;

.-. a;2 + 5x + 23= C4or9;

from wl.icli .vc may fiml four values of x, viz. 4,-9, and

2- o

EXAMPLES.—CXXVii. .

Find roots of tlie follo^Ying cciuations

:

I. ^-12x2=13. • 2. x« + 14x' + 24=0.

3. a;8 + 22x* + 21=0. 4- a:^"' + 3x"=4.

5. ^-^-^ 6- «-2^ =2'

7. «r2-,3:r^=| 8. ^^"-^-20.

9. xa-2x + 6(x2-2x + 5)^=ll.

„, 3x1-33
10. x2-x + 5V(2a:2-5^ + 6)=""2~*

11. x2-2^/(3x2-2ax + 4)+4=^(x+| + l).

12. ax + 2^/(x2-ax + a2)=x2 + 2a.

«oY Every equation has as many roots as it has dimen-

riom and no more. Tins we have proved in tlie case of

Z ie a d duudratic equations (Arts. 103, 323) The general

pZf is not suited to this work, but we may illustrate it by

the folloNviiig Examples.

Ex. 1 . To solve tlie equation x'- 1 = 0.

One root is clearly 1.
^

Dividing by x-1, we obtain x^>x+ l=0,of ^vhich the roo«

niiL^^andri---'^.'
are g »"^ 2
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Hence the three roots are 1, —i±jZzf aud ^~ '^'

2 2
Ex. 2. To solve the equation a:^ - 1 = 0.

^

Two of the roots are evidently + 1 and - 1.'

^Henco divi.lin^ by (x-l)(x+l), that is by x2-l,^ve obtfia
X-+ 1=0, 01 which the roots are V- 1 and - ^-1.

Ilcnce the /our roots are 1, -
1, V_ i^ and - V- 1.

The equation a^O-Gx'^? will in like manner have m
roots, for it may be reduced, as in Art. 335, to two cubic
equations, ar^ - 7 = and a^' + 1 = 0,
each of which has three roots, which may be found as in
Ex. 1.

}.

las dimen-

he case of

he general

trate it by

;h the roots

XXVII. ON HATIO.

338. If a and B stand for two unequal quantities of the
eame kind, we may consider their inequality in two ways. AVe
may ask

* (1) By tvhat quantity one is greater than the other ?

The answer to this is made by stating the difference be-
tween the two quantities. Now since quantities are represented
in Algebra by their measures (Art. 33), if a and b be the
measures of A and B, the difference between A and B is
represented algebraically hy a-b.

(2) By how many times one is greater than the other ?

The answer to this question is made by stating the number
of times the one contains the other.

Note. The quantities must be of the same Jcind. TTe can-
not compare inches with hours, nor lines with surfaces.

3.39. The second method of comparing A and B is called
finding the Ratio of A to B, and we give the following deE-
nition.

Dep. Ratio is the relation which one quantity bears to
another of the same kind with respect to the number of times
the one contains the other.
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340. The ratio of ^4 to 7? is expressed tlius, A.B, ^

A and B are called the Terms of the ratio.

A is called the Antecedent and B the Consequent.

8 11. Now since quantities are represented in Algehra hy

their measures, \\^ nui.st represent the ratio between two

qu uitities by the ratio between their measures. Our next

stei. tiien must be to show how to estimate the ratio between

tw.) munhcrs. This ratio is determined by finding liow many

times ..nc contuins the other, tluit is, by obtaining the (luotient

re..ultinii from the division of one by the other. If a and 6,

then, be any two numbers, the fraction ^ will express the ratio

of a to h, (Art. 13G.)

'

342. Tims if a and h be the measures of A and B respec-

tively', the ratio of A to B \s represented algebruieally by the

tractiuu ,

.

343. If a or 6 or both are surd numbers, the fraction -^

may also be a surd, and its apri"-^i»'^'^^ ^'^^^"^ '^'"^ ^^ ^"^"'^ ^^

Alt. 291. Suppose this value to be -^'', wliere m and n are

\vhole numbers : then we should say that the ratio ^ :
I? is

m
approximately represouted by - .

' 344. Eatios.may be compared witli each other, by com-

paring the fractions by whicli lliey are denoted.

Thus the ratios 3 : 4 an.l 4 : 5 may be compared by com-

3 4
paring the fractions '^ and ^.

These are equivalent to || and 1^ respectively; and since

1^ is greater than |5, the ratio 4 : 5 is greater. than the

xatio 3 ; 4
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Examples.—cxxviii.

1. Place in order of magnitude tlio ratios 2 : 3, C : 7, 7 : 0.

2. Compare .tlie ratios .'c + 3y : x + 2^ and a; + 2?/ : a; + y.

3. Compare the ratios x~bij\x- 4// and a; - 3?/ : x - 2j/.

4. Wliat number must bo added to each of the terms of the
ratio a : 6, that it may become the ratio c \(L\

5. The sum of the squares of the Antecedent and Conse-
quent of a Eatio is 181, and tlie product of the Antecedent
and Consequent is 90. Wliat is the ratio?

345. A ratio of greater inequality is one whose antecedent
is greater than its consequent.

A ratio of less iueqimUty is one whose auteceaent is less than
its consequent.

This is the same as saying a ratio of greater inequality is

represented by an Improper Fraction, and a ratio of less in-
equality by a Proper Fraction.

3 16. A Ratio of greater inequality is diminished hy adding
the same number to both its terms.

Thus if 1 be added to both terms of the ratio 5 : 2 it becomea

6 : 3. which is less than the former ratio, since ° that is. 2, ia

less than
5
2'

And, in goiieral, if x be added to both terms of the ratio
a : 6, where a is greater than &, we may compare the two
ratios thus,

'

ratio a + re : 6+ a; is less than ratio a : 6,

if

if

if

if

7—— be less than tv
b + x h

ah + bx. , , ah + ax
72TT" be. less than -y^;—;--,

b^ + bx b'+ hx^

ab + bx be less than ab + ax,

^ hx be less than ax,

b be less than a.

Isow h is less than a
;

.'. a + x:b +xk less than a ; b»
c:
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347. "\Vp niav oIjsitvo tliat Art. .'^40 is ineiclr a repel itiDn

of that Avliirli we ]>ro|)(»so(l as nn E\;mi|)li* at tlie eiiti wi' tlio

cliaptt-r on Miscellaiu'ous FiiU'tioii.s. Then) i.s not in<U'etl any

necessity for us to weary tliu rea<ler with examples on IJatio:

for since we express n ratio by a fracti(jn, nearly all that we

mi^^lit have Lad to pay about Ratios lius beeu anticipated in

our remarks on Fractions. *

•

348. The Rtudent may, liowever, work the following Theo-

rems as Examples.

(1) \ia\h be a ratio of greater inequality, and x a po.-ilive

quantity, the ratio a-cc : 6-x is greater than the ratio a : h.

(2) If a : h be n ratio of less ine([uality, ami x n ])ositive

quantity, the ratio a + a; : & +« is greater than the ratio a : h.

(3) If a : & be a ratio of less inequality, and a a positive

quantity, the ratio a - a; : 6 -a is less than the ratio a : h.

340. In some cases we may from a single equation ijivolv-

inir two uidviiown svnd>uls determine the ratio between tlio

two symbols. In other words we may 1)8 able to determine the

rdatlrc. values of the two symbols, though we cannot deturniiue

their absolute values.

Thus from the equation 4a;=:3?/,

X 3

Again, from the equation 3x2= 2?/*,

we cet .,=-;; and tlierelore -=--/.;•

Examples.—cxxix.

Find the ratio of .-c to y from the following equations:

I. 9a:= 6?/. 2. ax=-hij. 3. ax-hy^cx + dy.

4. a;'- + 2.'i/
= 57/2. 5. x'-l2xu=:V.)u'. 6. x- + mo:y=nY*

7. Find two numbers in the ratio of 3: 4, of which the

Bum is to the sum of their .s([uarcs :: 7 : 50.

8. Two numbers are in the ratio of G : 7, and when 12 ia

added to cnfh the ri'.sulliiiL' iiiuubers are in the ratio oi 12 1 13=

Find the numl)era.
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po.-ilive

a : h.

positive

I a : 6.

positive

h.

iiivolv-

,vecu tlio

mine tii6

i^tLTUiiuo

is:

= cx-\: dy.

Iiicli tlie

;ien 12 ia

9. The 8Hm of two nnniLera is 100, and tlie nuiubera art

in tlio ratio of 7 : 13. Find tliern.

10. The difference of the squares of two numbers is 48,

and the Buin of the numbers is to the diifarenco of the num-

bers in the ratio 12:1, Find the numbers.

11. If 5 goUl coins and 4 silver ones are worth as much a»

3 gold coins and 12 silver ones, find the ratio of the value of a

gold coin to that of a silver one.

12. If 8 gold coins and 9 silver ones are worth as much at

6 gokl coins and 19 silver ones, find the ratio of the value of a

silver coin to that of a gold one.

350. Eatios are compounded by multiplying together the

fractions by which they are denoted.

Thus the ratio compounded of a : 6 and cidia ac ihd.

Examples.—cxxx.

Write the ratios compounded of the ratios

'

I. 2:3 and 4 : 5. t

1. 3 : 7, 14 : 9 and 4:3.

3. x^-y- :x^ + y^ andx^-xy-i-y^ :x+y,

4. a'^-h"+ 2hc-c^ : a^-J^-fi&c-c^ and a + & + c : a+6-a

5. m'+ w' : m'-w^ and m— »i : m + 7i.

6. x^+ bx + Q: y'^ - 7y + 12, and y^ - Zy : x^+ 3x.

351. The ratio a^ : I" is called the Duplicate Ratio of a : b.

Thus 100 : 64 is the duplicate ratio of 10 : 8,

and 36a;2 : 2oy^ is the duplicate ratio of 6a; : 5?/.

The ratio a^ : P is called the Triplicate Eatio of a : 6,

Ind 343x^ : 13312/3 is the triplicate ratio of 7x : lly.
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352. Tlie (Icfiiiition of Katio given in Enclid is the same as

in Alii^eLra, and so also is the exi)rcs8ion for the ratio that one

quantity bears to another, that is, A : B. But Euclid cannot

employ fractions, aiid hence he cannot represent the value oC a

ratio as we do in Algebra.

XXYIII ON PROPORTION.

353. Proportion consists in the equality of tWv.^ ratioa*'

The algebraic test of Proportion is (liat the Z%uo fractions

represmting the ratios must be equal.

Thus tlie ratio a : h will be equal to the ratio c : <C,

and the four numhers a, h, c, d are in such a case soitl to be in

proportion.

354. If the ratios a : & and cjd form a prop\;ttioii, we
express the fact thus : ^

a:&=c:d.>

This is the clearest manner of expressing the equality of the

ratios a:b txml c : dr, but there is another way of ««j>jrwwng

the same fact, thus
7 *

: a'.h^.cd, ':^

which is read thus, -

a is to & as ^ is to d.

.

'The two terms a and d are called the ExTREMEat-^

, 6 and c the Means

355. When four numbers are in proportion,

product of extremes=product of meani,'^

Let a, b, c, d be in proportion.'

Then
Ui

I dr
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Multiplying l)oth sides of the equation by hd, we get

ad^hc.

Conversely, if ad= 6c we can show that a ; 6=C : dL j.

For since ' afZ=&c,

dividing both sides by 6tZ, Ave get '

ad_hc
bd~bd*

:r>that Is;
a c ,

1-=-]} i«G. a : i>s=t . (k

356. IfatZ= 6c,

a h
Dividing by cd, we get - — -75 i»G« a : c=6 : (£5

Dividing by ah, we get r = -, i-c cZ : 6=c : a ;

Dividing by ac, we get - = -, i.e. d: c=b :a»

>

357. From this it follows that if any 4 numbers be 80

Kjluted that the product of two is e(pial to the product of the

oilier two, we can express the 4 numbers in the form of a pro-

portion.

The factors of one of the products must form the extremes,

. The factors of the other product naust form the means.

358. Time quantities are said to be in Continued Pro-

PouriON wlien the ratio of the first to the second is equal to

the ratio of the second to the tliird.

Thus a, h, c are in continued proportion if

a :h~h : c.

The quantity h ia culled a Mean riiororviioiNiiL between
' a and 0,
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Four quantities are said to be in Continnecl Proportion

when the Tcatios of the lirst to the seconrl, of the second to

the third, and of the third to tlie fourth are all equal.

Thus a, 6, c, (Z are in continued proportion when

a : 6=& : c—o : i.

' 359. "We showed in Art. 205 the process \yj wliich wlien

two or more fractions are known to he equal, other relations

between the numbers involved in them may be determined.

That process is of course apj^licable to Examples in Ratio and

Proportion, as we shall now show by particular instances.

Ex. 1 . If a : &= c : cf, prove that

Since
T 3 ^ ^

Let r= A. Then -,=X

:

a

Now

and

Hence

that is,

.'. a= \h, and c—\oL

C2- (i2-X2(Z2-ci2-^2(x2_l)-\2_l«

a^ + P : a^'-h'^^c^ + d'^ : c^-d^.

Ex. 2. If a : & : : c : tZ, prove that

Let'r = X. Then^=X:
d '

a=\h. and c=\d.
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'oportion

econd to

2h u'lien

relations

iTiuined.

liitio and

CC3.

Now c~U~d:

Hence

that is,

Ex. 3. l?a:h==c:d=e:f, prove that cacli of these ratios

ia eepial to tlic li'.'lo it -r c + c : b + d+f.

Let

Then

Now

"-X "-x
/
.=x.

a= X&, c='^(lf e-=f\f,

a + c-re__U-\\d + X/^ X(i_+c? +/) ^ .

b + d+f 6 + <.i+/ "6 + t/+/

Hence

that i3, a + c + c : 6 + cZ+/=a : &= c : (Z=e :/

a + c + e _a_ c_«
h + d+J~b~d~~f*

HlX. 4, If a, 6, c are in continned proportion, show that

Let?=X. Thcn-=X.

Hence a—\h and Z)=Xc.

NT «l+i^ X-V;'^ + Z/^_ ?^-(X^ + 1) _ Z>"(X2 + 1) _ 5« ^ ac^

g

s

Ex, 5, If 15« + 6 : 15c + tZ= 12a + 6 : 12c + tZ, prove that

a : &=c : d.

Since 15a + 6 : 15c + (Z=12a + 6: 12c + (f,

•nd since Droduct of extremes= product of means.
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\
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^R^Hf^^n :

'\
\

Imp }fi

^Bfi

or,

or,

or,

or,

(15a + 6) (12c + cZ) = (15c + fO (12a + 5),

ISOac + 12k 4- 15a(Z +W= 180ftc + 12a(Z + lO/^o + W^

126c + 15a(f= 12a(Z+ 156c,

3atZ=36c,

0(2 =&c*

Whence, by Art. 355, a : 6= c : d.

AdditioTial Examples will be found in page 137, to wliich

vre may add the following.

^ EXAMPLES.—CXXXi.

1. If a:6=c : (7, show tliat a + 6 : a^^cArA' e

2 If a : h=c : d, show that a^^-h'^ : l)'^= c'^-d^ : d*.

3. If a» : 6,=a. : 6„ show that --^-:j:^^^^ =5-

4. If a : & :: c : (?, show that

3a2 + a6 4- 26^ : 3a2 - 262 :: 3^2 + cd + W^ : 3(;2 - 2^'.

5. If a : 6=c : (Z, show that

aH3a6 + 62
: c" + 3c(Z + d2=2a6 + 362 : 2c(Z + 3£i2.

6.' If a : 6=c : cZ^ei/thena: 6=mc-n<J : m(Z-??/.

T^'lf -a, -6,' any parts of a,' 6, be taken from a ana ft

respectively, show that a, 6, and the remainders form a propor-

tion./'""
"^

8. If a : 6«c : d=e :/, show that ^

'

oc : 6(Z= Za" ^. 7^c2 ^ „g2 . ^^2 + ,,i
js .|. ,,ys \

y , , • •• . '^

91 If tti : 6i=a3 : 6a=«8 : hi show that
^

OiHaaHa.^ : 6,^+6/ + 6,2 :: a1 • *'»
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lo. If ai:&i=a3:&2=a8'.V show that

II. If ^.^^^«-^^^!, show that^
12. If a2 + &2 : a2_52=c2 + d2 : c«-d«, show that

a : &=c : (2.

13. If a : 6= c : c?, show that

(a + c) (a2 + c2) _ (&+il(^±^

14. If ai : &i=a3 : K s^^^^ that

.'253

a ana ft

I propor-

On iU Geometrical Treatmnt of Proportion,

3G0 The definition of Proportion (viz. the equality of

ratios) is the same in Euclid as in Algebra. (Eucl. Book v.

Def. 6and8.)

But the ways of testing whether two ratios are equal are

quite diifereut in Euclid and in Algebra.

The algebraic test is, as we have said, that the two fractions

representing the ratios must be equal.

Euclid's test is given in Book v. Def. 6, where it stands

thus

:

' « The first of four magnitudes is said to have the same ratio

to the second which the third has to the fourth, when any

equimultiples whatsoever of the first and third bemg taken

and any equimultiples whatsoever of the second and fourth :

« If the multiple of the first be less than that of the second,

the multiple of the third is also less than that of the fourth :

or,

i « If the multiple of the first be equal to that of the second,

•the multiple oi uue laira m uiau c-viuui IQ in«« ^.. .1-.- j—^- ,

or,/-
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"If the multiple of the first be (jreater than that pf the

second, the luulliijlo of the third is also greater than that of

the fourth."

"We shall now show, first, how to dc luce Euclid's test of the

equality of ratios Yrom the algebraic test, and secondly, how to

deduce the algebraic test from that employed by Euclid.

3G1. I. To show that if quantities be proportional accord-

in," to the algebraical test they will also be proportional

according to the geometrical test.

If a, 6, c, d be proportional according to the algebraical

test,

a_o

\

Wt
Multiply each side by — , and we get

ma_ tna

'f nb~ nd*

Now, from the nature of fractions,

if ma be less than nh, mc will also be less than nd, and

if ma be equal to nh, mc will also be equal to nd, and

if ma be greater than 7ih, mc will also be greater than nd.

Since then of the four quantities a, h, c, d equimultiples have

been taken of the first and third, and equimultiples of the

second and fourth, and it appears that when the multiple of

the first is greater than, equal to, or less than the multiple of

the second, the multiple of the third is also greater than,

equal to, or less than the multiple of the fourth, it follows that

a, 6, c, d are proportionals according to the geometrical test.

302. II. To deduce the algebraic test of proportionality

from that given by Euclid.

Let a, h, c, d be proportional according to Euclid.

Then if
a
Y is not equal to -j,

let
a

b + x
be equal to ..., •••(!)•
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Take m and n such that

ma is greater th.'m n5,

but less than n(6+a;) (2).

Then, "by Euclid's definition,

vac ib greater than n(l * (3).

But since, by (1), —rr7~\ =—/>' •' ^ " »i(6 + a) net'

and, by (2), ma is lesa than n(6 + x),

it follows that mc is less than ntZ (4).

The results (3) ai.l (4) therefore contradict each other.

Hence (1) can not be true.

Therefore -r is equal to -j.

We shall conclude this chapter with a mixed collection of

Examples on Ratio and Proportion.

,
and

md
lan ni.

lea have

3 of the
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tionality

EXAMPLES.—CXXXii.

I. If a - 6 : 6 - c :: 6 : c, show that 6 is a mean proportional

between a and c

2. If a : 6 :: c : d, show that

a3 + 62:
a-^

= c2 + d2

....(1).

a + 6 « . - . g^^

and a : 6 : : 4/(ma* + ^ic^) : ^(niZ** + ni%

3. If a : & :: c : (f, prove that

4. If 5af36:7a + 36::56 + 3c:76 + 3c, ,

6 is a mean proportional between a and c.

5. If 4 quantities be proportional, and the first be the

greatest, the fourth is the least.

" If a + 6,m+ w, m - n, a - 6 be four such quantities, show that

6 is greater than n% /
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.t;

" ::|1

it

6. Solve the eq^uation

x-1 :x-2=2x+ l :x+ 2.

,a + & c + rf

7. If

also equaL

ii

-, show thai the ratios a, : 6 and c : cZ are

8. In a mile race between a bicycle and a tricycle, their

rates were proportional to 5 and 4. The tricycle had half-a-

minute start, but was beaten by 176 yards. Find the rates of

each.

9. If a ! 6 :: c : cZ and a is the greatest of the four quanti-

ties, show that a- + ti- is greater than h'-'-vc^.

10.
^
Show that If

-iX,-^-^=r2c-4.-^,
then a : & :: c : i.

11. If X : 1/ ;: 3 : 2 and x : 25 :: 24 : ?/, find x and y.

12. If a, &, c be in continued proportion, thea

(1) a\a->rh\'.a-h\a-c\
'

(2) (a2+Z,2)(6HcO = (aZ» + k)2.

13. If a : 6 :: c : cZ, show that —,- = —y-

;

and hence solve the equation

bc + dx
""

b + c
'

14. If a, &, c are V continued proportion, show that

a + mh :a-mh ::h + mc:b- mc.

15. If a : & :: 5 : 4, find the value of the ratio

a2_ 52. 0,2 + ^,2.

1 3
16. The sides of a triangle are as 2^ : 3't : 4, and the peri-

meter is 205 yards : find the sides.

17. The sides of a triangle are as 3 : 4 : 5, and the peri-

meter is 480 yards : find the siJes.
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' T 8. Assuming a + & : ;, 4- ^ : : ;> - ^ : a - ^ prove that the '^ina

.
tnno 08 3 against it. Find the rate of the stream.

20. There are tliree equal vessels A,B,a; the first con-an.s water, the second hrandy, the third bra^dv and water

i i tu^is ' "I
"" '"' '^ '^ P"' ^' •^^^'^^•- ^^ '« ^"--^ ^^^'^t the'n.xt ne is nine tnnes as strong as if the content^ of A and CImd been put together. Fn.d the ratio of the brandy to hewater m the vessel Q, ,

• ^ ^^^

21. A factor buys a certain .luantity of wheat which he

cicais £16. Hud he sold it at a gain of 5,. a quarter he .vouhl
< ve cleared ., „,„, p,,,,j, ^^^ ^.^,^.,,

.^i^
JM

Hovv^nmny quarters did he buy, and what did each quarl^;

22 A man buys a horse and sells it for £144, gaininc? a«

":trr"-

"

''' '"^^ ^^^ ''\ ''^'^'' -^ ^- p-- '?

23. I buy goods and sell tljem again for £0G, -aininc^ iqmuch per cent, as the goods cust. AYhat 13 the cosJ ^rice
?^^

24. A man bought some sheep and sold them again for £94

g^iSiZf ^" ""*• '' '''' '''^'^ ^-^ ^- What difl^

25. A certain crew, who row 40 strokes per minute, ^tartat a distance equivalent to four of their own str.^kes behind.mother crew, who row 45 strokes to the minute. In 8 minutes
tlie former succeed in bumping the latter. Find the ratiobetween the lengths of the strokes of the two boats.

26. The time which an express train takes to travel a

f"7
of 180 miles is to that taken by an ordinary train at

i' I ,

' ""''^'''^'y ^'''''' ^""''^ ^^ ">"<^l^ time from stoppages
as It would take to travel no iuiies wichoun slonpiu./ 'iT eexpress tmm only loses half as luucii time as the oih.;!:; t'-:-

(S.A.
J

:'-wiw>^
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'ZZZ^7^^'\ it alBO tmvcla 15 n.il.'B aT, hour <iukker. Sup-

^^Z^ ot travelUu, uuilonn, what arc they m miles

per liour'l

27 A., article is «o1,l at a L.as of m mu.h p« cent, a» it

is'vinti, .Vvouuas. KI.0W thai iv oa,.uot be »old for more

M !.

XXIX. ON VARIATION.

3b If a smn of money i. put out at interest at 5 per cent,

th!'n-incipal is 20 tin.cs as great as the annual interest, what-

ever the sum may be.

Hence if x be the principal, and t/ the interest,

Xow if wo change a: we must change y in the sa,ru^ vropor^

eiontr so ong al theTate of interest ren.ains the same, x

V U aUvays U 20 times as great as y, and hence it x be

lubltd or trebled, , will also be doubled or trebled.

This is an instance of what is called Direct Variation,

of which we may give the following definition.

PKP One quantity y is said to vary directly as another

V tUv X when V depends on x in such a manner that any

^::::::i:;I^J^ nU in tl. vaU. of ^ produces a propor-

tional increase or decrease in the value ot y,

1 ',pi Tf x= mv where m is a constant quantity, that is a

qulntty whicinrnot altered by any change in the values oi x

^^ y*
y will vary directly as x.

r„. any .We.e ->»;. th^vaU>e ^^-^^Z!,
S'S a'^ob^douUed, to preserve the equality ol . ana ™»,

since wi :annot be changed.
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•. Sup.

lu miles

lit. aa it
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ne froi^OT-
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ARTATIOK,

as anotlKT

r that any

s a pi'opoi-

^', ill at is, a

values ol' x

,
proiliice a

be doubled,

X uud, my,

3C5. Sup[)ose a man can reap an acre of corn in a day.

Then 10 men can reap 60 acres in C days,

and 20 men can reap CO acres in 3 days.

So that to do the t^anie anionnt of work if wo double the
ntiniber of men we mu.st halve the number of days.

This is an instance of wliat is calhd Inverse Variation,
of which we may give the following delinition.

Def. One quantity y is said to vary inversely as another
quantity a:, when y depends on x in sueh a manner that any
i7icrcu>!e or decrease made in the value of x produces a propor-
tional decrease or increase in the value of y,

Art

366. Ifx=— , where m is constant,
V

*

y will vary inversely as x._

For any increase .mmh in tlic value of x must produce a pro-
peilional decrease in the value of y. Thus if x be doubled,

y must be halved, to preserve the equality of x and ~,
y

For
2m m2x=-~=:z.
y y

2

367. If 1 man can reap 1 acre in 1 day,

6 men can reap 20 acres in 4 days,

and 7 10 men can reap 80 acres in 8 days.

'

That is, the number of acres reaped will depend on th«
product of the number of men into the numljer of days.

This is an example o^joint variation, of which we may "ive
the following definition. ..

Dep. One quantity x is said to vary jointly as two othei-a

y and 7, when any change made in x produces a proportional
change in the product of y and z.

368. One quantity x ia said to varv direct]v aa v and

inversely as z when x varies as -.
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u t

3C9. Theorem. If x varies nR y uln-n z is constant, and

as s wlien y is conHtunt, then when y tunl s uic Ijoth vwiuble,

JB va-rU'8 na ?/».

Let x^m.yz.

Then we have to show that m is constant

Now when « is constant,
,

X varies as y ;

.*. WW! is constant.

Now z cannot involve y, since a is constant when y changee,

and therefore m cannot involve ?/.

Similarly it may Le shown that m cannot involves;

.*. 7/1 is constant,

and X varies as yz.

370. The synihol t^ is nsed to express variation ;
tlins xocy

standa for tlie words x varies as y.

371. Variation is only an abbreviated form of expressing

proportion.

Thus wh(;n we say that x varies as y, we mean that x bears

to y the same ratio tliat any given value of x bears to the

corresponding AaUie of y, or

X : y= a given value of x : the corresponding value o{y.

And similarly for the other kinds of variation, as will be

seen from our examples.

Ex. 1. Uxocy and yocz,to show that xocz.

Let fl:=m?/, and2/=ns.

Then suhstituting this value of y in the first equation.

x=mnz ;

and therefore, since mn is constant,

xccz.
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cliangeBi

Lus jBocy

tpvessing

; re bears

:s to the

le of 2/.

\ will be

on*

Ex. 2. If Kcx 7/ nml xoca;, then will xoc ^(ya).

I^t x=rAi2/, and x=n3. fv

Then x^='mnyz;

:. x= >J{jnn) . ^{y%),

K'o\\ /»/(rr 1 is constant

;

.'. xoc AJiyz),

Ex. 3. I f 1/ vary as x, and when x= 1, y= 2, what will ba
the value of y when x= ^t

Iluro 2/ :
a:= a given value of y : corresponding value of «;

.'. y:a;=2:l;

/. y=»2a^

Hence, when x= 2, 2/=4.

Ex. 4. If yl vary inversely as 5, and when il = 2 i?= 12
what will J5 become when A=di

' '

Here ^ : 7.= a given value of A : ^ ."^ ^ corresponding value of fi
*

Hence, when -4 = 9,

:,A
1

= 2;
1

12'

V ^ 2
• •

*

12 '5-

9

12

2

'if'

B.
24
9"

8
3'-4whence

Ex. 5. If^ vary jointly as B and C, and when yl = 6, 5=6
and C= 15, find the value of A wlien 2/= 10 and C=3.

'

Here

-4 : BG=> a given value of A : corresponding value of iJCj

.'. yi :£G'=6: (3x15;
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Hence, when i?= 10 and (7=3,

90-4 =6x10x3;

••^~90~

• Ex. 6. If % vary as x directly and y inversely, ana if whsM

z~% ar=3 and 2/
= 4, wliat is the value of 2 when x=15 and

tc . , «. corresponding? value of x
Here s : - = a given value 01 % :

——^

—

,~.—-rnr—tiF:.'° corresponding value ol yV

^ y 4

r. 32!_2aj

4 y

Kciice, when a:=15 and i/=8, ]

32 30
'

4
=-8'

^- _120_-

Examples.—cxxxiiL

I, M ilcc -- and Z?cc -=j- then will AccC,
IS yJ *

'^'— A B • -

a. If ^ ocB then will Tj«:-n-

3. If yl cci? and Co: JD th-n will ACccBD.

4. If X ex 2/, and when x= 7, 2/= 5, fmd the value of x when

y=12.

c. If X : -. and when x= 10, y^ 2, fmd the value of y when
^

V
"

a=4.
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1 if Wh8M
= 15 and

1 of a;

2 0f|/'

3f X when

of 2/ when

6. If xoc7/,r, and when x=l, y= 2, «= 3, find the value of «
when a;=4 und « = 2.

7. If a;oc|, and when x=6, y= 4, and ;:= 3, find the value

of X when y=5 and 2=7.

8. If 3x + 57yoc5x + 3y, and when x=2,-^'=6,find the value

of?.
y r

^^9;
If ^cx5 and iJ'ocC^, express how ^ varies in respect

10. If z vary conjointly as x and 7/, and s=4 when x=l
and y=2, what will be tlie value of x when 2=30 and 2/

= 3?

11. ir ^o:/?, and when A is 8, 7? is 12 ; express A in
terms Oi Z?.

1 2. If the square of x vary as the cuhe of y, and x= 8 when
y = 4, find the cqmition between x and ?/.

13. If the f^qnare of x vary i„vorsely as the cube of v, and
x = 2 when 7/ = 3, Uni the equaLiou between x and y.

14. If tlie cube of x vary as the square of y and x=3 when
y=2, find Lhe equation betwr-ju x and y.

15. If XCC2 and T/oc- show thatxcd.
s

2/

^
16. Show tliat in trian-les of equal area the altitudes varv

inversely as the bases.
^

\7. Show that in parallelc-rauis ot equal area the altitudes
vary inver.-ely as the bases.

18.^ If 7/=7, + 7 + r, where v is invarial Ic, q varies as x and
r vanes as x\ find the reUition between y and x, supposing
t..at vhen x=l,

2; = C; v.Len x= 2, y^ll ; and when x=3,

10. The volnmn nf a T^vr""i'(l vivi-a: "-'-ii '•> «
, - —

* iji^tiiiiC. \aricn juiJiLiy iig ine area of
ns base and its altiLude. A pyramid, the base of whicli is
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foot square and the hei.ijlit of wliicli is 10 feet, is found to con-

tain 10 cubic yards. What must be tlie hei^^lit of a pyramid

upon a base 3 feet s(j_uarc in order that it may contain 2 cubic

yard.s ?

20. Tlie amount of glass in a window, the panes of which

are in every respect equal, varies as the numbe*, lengtli, and
breadtii of tlie panes jointly. Show tliat if tlieir number varies

as the square of their* breadth inversely, and their length variea

as tlieir breadth inversely, the whole area of glass varies as the

square of the length of tbe panes.

xx:ji:4 oil arithmetical progression.

n-

372. An Arithmetical Progression is a series of

numbers wliich increase or decrease hy a constant difference.

Thus, the following series are AiuinMEiiCAL Phogressio^'S:

2, 4, G, 8, 10;

0, 7, o, 3, 1. :

Tho Constant DilTerenc<- being 2 in the first seties and -2
in the second.

373. In Algebra we cxjircss an Arithmetical Progression

thus : taking a to jcpresent the first terra and d to represent

the constant diilerence, we shall liave as a series of numbers in

A I'ithmetical Progression

a,a + d,a-h2d,a,-^ 2d,

and so on.

We observe that the terms of the series differ only in the

cofficicnt of d, and that ea:'h coetficient of d ia always less by 1

thin the number of the term in which that particular coctElcicut

Btanda, Thus

tae cocfncient of d in the 3rd term is 2,

in the 4th S,

in the 0th 4.-
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Consequently the cocfEcicnt of d in the ji"" tenn will be
n-1.

Tlierefore the ?i"' term of the scries will bea + (n - 1; i.

374. If the series be

^ o, (i + fZ, a + 2J,

and 2 tlie last tcrin, tlie term next before 2 will clearly bei8-(?,

and the term next before it will be z-2d, and so on.

Ilcnce, the series written backwards will be

ZfZ-d, z-2d, a + 2d, a-i d, a.

375. To find the sum of a series of nuhihcrs in Arilhmcticsl

Profjression.

Let a denote the first tenn.

... ft the constant dillVrencf

... » the last term.

... n the number of terms.

... s the sum of the n terms.

Tlien s=a+{a + d) + (a + 2d) + +{z-2J)-\-{z-d)-{-2.

Also s^^ + {:i~d)-\-{z-2d)+ +[a^2(J)-^{a-^. d) + a,

the seriep in the second c;i?o being the same as in the fnm, but
written in the reverse order.

Tlurefore, by adding the two scries together, we get

2s:-.(a + 2) + (« + 2) + (a; s) + + ((1 + 2) + (« + «) + (fi + 2>;

and since on t^e right-hand side of this equation we have ^
Belies of n number j each equal to a +2, we get

2s = ve. ((* + £);

.'. s=^ J^a + z).

'."': iT'suli. may be put in anoiuer form, because in tua

pi;. :a of ;:' ^, e may put a -t {ji ~ 1) d, by Article avC.

IIcuco s= Aa + a + {ri~l)d\y

thati3, , «=^|2ci+0i-l)tf|.
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376, We have now obtained the following results :

a=a + (n-l}(Z ..(A),

/

(B),

w
«=^{2a+(n-l)(ff. ,(C).

From one or more of these eqimtioira we have iti Examples

to determine the values of a, <?, n, s or z. We shail now pro-

ceed to give instances of such Examples.

Ex. 1. Find the last ter:m of the seriea

7,10,13, to 20 terms.

TakinjT the equation z—a+ (w— l)d,

for a put 7 and for n put 20, and we get

i8=7 + (20-l)cZ,

or, z=7-\-10d.

Now d is always found hy ^a/tijjf/ tJieJlrct termfrom the second^

and in this case,

^=.10-^7=3;

.•.2=7 + 19x3= 7 + 57 = 64.

Elx. 2. Find tlie lar.t term of the scries

12, 8, 4, to 11 terms.

In the equation z=a+(n~l)d,

put a=12 and n=ll.

Then «=12 + U)cZ.

Now rf=r8-li'=-4.

Hence 2 = 12-40= -28.

ExAMPJLii:s.—cxxxiv.

Find the last term of each of the following scrfes

:

1. 2, 5, 8 to 17 teinis.

2. 4, 8, 12 to 50 terms.
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.(B),
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.-- w 29 15

^ ' 4' 2

4- 2' ~
'
"2

7 5 11
5- 6' 2'

6

... to 16 terms.

to 23 termg

to 12 tenns.

6. -12, -8, -4 to 14 tcrmo.

7. -3,5,13 to IG terms.

J,
w - 1 ?j - 2 n - 3

o» ,
—— , to n terms.

9. (x + 7/)-, a:- + 2/-, {x'IjY to n terraa,

a-h Aa-2h la- Tib
10.

a + 6' a + 6' a + /*

to 71 terruj.

377. Ex. 1, Find llie sum of the scries

2, 5, 7 to 12 terms.

n,
In the equation 8~-\2a + (n-l) d\

put 3 for a and 12 for », and we get

Now d!= 5 - 3 = 2, and so

«=2-l^ + 2-2|-Gx2S«ie8.

Ex, 2a Find the sum of tlic series

10, 7,4 to 10 terms,

«-||2a + (?i-l)t?|;

207

put 10 for a and 10 for n, tlien

^il
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Now d= 7 - 10 = - 3, ami thereforo
,

10
«=2-120-27{=5x(-7)=i-3a,

Examples.—cxxxv.

Find tlic sum of the following series i

i. 1, 2, 3 to 100 terms.

2. 2, 4, G to 50 terms.

3- 3, 7, 11 to 20 tcrma.

1 1 '1

f -^^ 2' \
^^ ^^ terms.

5* -^j ~^) ~S to 12 terraa,

o. -, -, -: to 17 tci-ma.

7. 1, 2, 3 ....„ to 71 terms. /

8. 1, 4, 7 to n terms. \

9. 1, 8, 15 to n terms.

' n-1 n-2 n-3 '•-'
o. —;—

,

, to n terms.
H n n

378. Ex. AVhat is the Constant Difference wliea Ijfei

first term is 24 ami tlie tenth term is - 12?

Taldng the equation (A),

z^a + {n-l)d,

anil regarding the tenth as the last term, we get

-12 = 24 -I- (10-1) J,

or -30 = 9^,

whence we obtain d= -4
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Examples.— cxxxvi.

What is the Cunsitant Di (Terence in the following cases t

I. When the fh-st term is 100 and the twentieth is - 14.

2 X fifty-first is -%.

5-

6.

1

3
4

forty-ninth is 5^.

twentv-ftfth is -21 v.

-10 sixth is -20.

loO ninety-first is 0.

379. Ex. AVhat is the First Term when

tlie JOLli term is 28 and tlie 4:3r(l term is 32?

Taking; equation (A),

a = a-f-(n- l)tZ,

and regarding the Inst term to be the 40Lh, M'e get

28 = a + 30(? (I).

iigaiii, regarding tlio last term to be the 4urd, we get

32 = (X + 42tZ (£).

From oqnatloiis (1) and (2) \\e may Ihid the value of a to

be -24.

EXAMFI-ES.—CXXXVii.

I. What is the first term when

(1) The 59th term is TO and the GGth term is 84

;

(2) The 20th term is 93 - 355 and the 21st is GS - 37c \

' ••^- •- 1 -r"~"
(3) The second term is ^ and the 55th is 5'8;

it

(4) The second term is 4 and the 87th is -CO t
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2. The sum of tlie 3nl uuJ 8th teiius of ti series is 31, and
the Huiu of the 5th aud lOtli terms is 43. Find the sum of

10 terms.

3. The sum of the Ist and 3rd terms of a scries is 0, and
tbe sura of the 2nd and 7tli terms is 40. Find the sum of

7 tenus.

4. If 24 and 33 be the fourth and j&fth terms of a series,

wliat is the 100th terml

5. Of how many terms does an Arithmetical Progression

consist, whose difference is 3, first term 5, and last term 302 i

6. Supposing that a hody falls through a space of 16 -5 feet

in the first second of its f;ill, and in each succeeding second

32- feet more than in the next preceding one, how far will a

body fall in 20 seconds ?

7. What debt can be discharged in a year by weekly pay-

ments in arithmetical progression ; the first payment being 1

shilling and the last .£5. 3s. ]

8. 'Find the 41st terra and the sum of 41 terms in each of

the following series

:

(1) -5,4,13

(2) 4a2, 0, -4a2......

(3) l + x,6 + 3x,9 + 5x..„-

(4) -4^, -1-4...../

,19
^^^ 4' 20

•9. To how many terms do the following series extend, and
what is the sum of aU the terms ? •

v"

(i) 1002 ....,-.-. 10. 2.

(2) -6,2 ,186.
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(3) 2|.r, -Sx , -T2-3X.

t

(4) -2, \ -24. '

!

(5) m-1 137(1 -m), 139(1 -to).

(6) ac + 254, a; + 2, x-2.

380. To inseU 3 arithmetic mams between 2 and X(X

The number of terms will be 5.

Taking the equation z=a+(n-l)d,

.ve have 10= 2 + (5- l)fZ.

Whence 8 = 4d; :. d= 2,

Hence the serirs will be !

2, 4, 6, 8, 10. , .

Examples.—cxxxviil.

1. Insert 4 arithmetic means between 3 and 18.

2. Insert 5 aritlimetic means between 2 and -2.

3. Insert 3 aritlimetic means between 3 and p.

4. Insert 4 arithmetic means between ~ and r.
2 3

J81. To insert 3 arithmetic means between a and b.

The number of terms in the snies will be 5, since there
fcre to be 3 terms in addition to the lirst term a and the last
term 6.

Taking the equation 2 *= a + (n - 1) c^

We bfiye f.Q find d havin'"' "Tivep •

a, »=&andn=sf
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Hence 6= a + (o-l;(/,

OP, Ad-h-a^ :. d =—~

Hence the series will be

h-a h-a 3(7; — a) ,
a,a + --^— , a + -^-, a + - 4—, ^

thatifl, a,—4— -2~' ~4"'^-

Examples.—cxxxix.

1. Inscrf 3 aii til luetic means between m and 7k

2. Ttiseit 4 arithmetic means between m + 1 and m - 5.

3. Insert 4 arithmetic means between n- and n- + 1.

4. Insert 3 P-rillimetic means between x" + y" and (fi--y\

382. "We shiill now give the j^enoral form of the propo.suiuu

" jf'o insert m arithmetic means behceen a and b."

The number of terms in the series will be m+2.

Then takini,' the equation s—a + {n-l)df

we have in this case 5= a + (m + 2 - 1 ) (?,

cr, h =a+{m + l)d.

Hence d~ ;,m+r
and the form of the scries ^Yill be

h-a 2b-2a , 2&-2a , h-a .-

' iii+V m+1' ' 7ii+l m + 1 '

that is,

am + b am-a + 2b bm-b + 2a hn + a ,

^' m+T' 731 + 1 '
' ~m+r '

' Iri +V
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383. A Geometrical Progression is a scries of nuniLcrs

which increase or decrease by a constant factor.

Thus the following series arc Geometuical ruoGiiESSioifS,

2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64;

. 1 ji^ 1 i_
* ~2' 16' 128' 1024'

1 .The Constant Factors being 2 in the first series, -: in the
4

second, and -^ in the third,
o

Note. That whicli we shall tall tlie Constant Factor is

usually called the Common Ratio.

384. In Algebra we exj^ress a Geometrical Progression

thus : taking a to represent the fir^t term and / to represent
the Constant Factor, we shall have as a series of number!* in

Geometrical Progression

a, af, af", aP, and so on.

AVe obser\'e that the terms of the series differ only in the
index of/, and that each index of/ is always less by 1 tluin the
mmiber of the term in which that particular index stands.

Thus the index of/ in the 3rd term is 2,

in the 4th 3,

in the 5th .,,,. 4.

Consequently the index of/ in the nth term will be w-l.

Therefore the nth term of thfe series will be af"~\
[8.A,] S
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'\\

|j '4

Honce if a be the last term,

385. If the Rories co7it;im n tcims; a being the first term
and/ the Constant Factor,

the hist term will be a/"-*,

the last term but one will be a/"-*,

the last term but txoo will be a/"-*.

Now «/"-* x/= a/"-^ x/»= a/'-i+i= o/»^

«/•"' x/- «/"-" x/»= a/-2+»=a/-S
c;/-3 x/=^ f//"-^ x/i --= fl/'-3+i= a/»-».

3^6. We may now proceed io find the sum of a series of
Tk umbers in Geometrical Progress ion.

Let a denote the first term,

/ the constant factor,

n the number of terms,

a the sum of the n termg.

Then s = a + af+ af + ...+ af"*-^ + af"'"^ + aj'^\

Now multiply both sides of this equation by/) then

fs= ft/-;- ap + af + . . . 4 af"-^ + a/'-^ + af\

Hence, subtracting the first equation from the second,

fs-s= af" - a.

* /-I •

Note. The proposition just proved presents a difficulty to

a beginin r, wliicii we shall endeavour to explain. When we
iaulti[)ly the series of n terms
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the first term

oj a series of

then

second,

I difficulty to
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j

^Yf> we ehall obtain anotJjcr series

af+af + af+ + a/"-^ + a/"-' + af%

ivliicli also contains n terms.

Thonr;h vre cannot fill up tlie gap in each series completely^
we see that tlie terms in the two series must be tlie same,
except the>s^ term in the former scries, and the last term in
tlie hitter. Hence, when we subtract, all the terms will dis-
appear except these two.

387. From the formulao :

«="/*"' (A),

prove the following

:

(a)
>=f^. (7) «=/«-(/- 1)*

(P) »-_pi. (S) /=i^»

388. Ex. Find the last term of the series

3, 6, 12 to 9 terms.

The Constant Factor is -, that is, 2.
o

In the formula

putting 3 for a, 2 for/, and 9 for n, we get

(8= 3 X 28= 3x256 = 768.

^
Examples.—cxl.

Find the last term of the following series

1. 1,2,4 to 7 terms.

2. 4, 12, 36 to 10 terms.

3. Of avf ov 10 V icrms.
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4. 8, 4. 2 to 15 terms.

5. 2, 6, IS to 9 terms.

6. H7' T?^» 7 to 11 terms.

7- -% \ -\ toTtenna.

389. Ex. Find the sum of the series

3
6, 3, 5 to 8 terms.

Generally, «= —i^

andlhere a=C,/=2» ^^S*

•• '""TT"^—

^

8 "2

6 J_
250 " " 256 765

1 ~ 1 64*
"2 2

^

Examples.—cxli.

Find the sum of t^.e following scries :

1. 2, 4, 8 ...... to 15 terms.

2. 1, 3, 9 to 6 terma

3. a, ax^, aa:* to 13 terms.
^

r

4. a,-, -, to 9 terms.

5. a''-a;2, a-x, --— to 7 teum.
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6. 2, 6, 18 to w terms.

7. 7, 14, 28 to 71 terms.

8. 6, -10, 20 to 8 terms.

2 1 1 . ^.
9- -3' 3> -^ to < terms.

300. To find the sum of an Infinite Series in Geometrical

Progression, when the Constant Factor is a proper fraction*

If/ be a proper fraction and n very lar<>e,

/*• is a very small number.

Hence if the number of terms be infinite, f* is so small that

we may neglect it in the expression

and we get

/-I

a

391. Ex. 1. Find the sum of the scries ;r + 1 + t+ to

infinity.

Here
/^^-l^i'

4

4 f

Ex. 2. Sum to infinity the 3cries « ~ 5 + cvr
~

Here /=_?^3^_4.

3 3 ^

_ g _ 2 2 27

t
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Examples.—cxlii.

Find the sum of the follcwini' iufinite

I 1 1 1'• ^' 2' 4'

series

!

9. 4^ 2S ..

2 1^-1
4' 16' 10. -X", — 'Z<dXf „,f%

3- 3 ^ ^
•^^ 3' 27'

4-
2 1 1

3' a' G' •

5.
3 1

4' 4'

6.
1 1

7.
2

^'
i'

8. 1? -5

II. a, h,

'^'
10' 102' •"•••

13- «, -2/,

*
lou' 10000' ••••••

15. -51144,

16. -83036,

392. To insert 3 fjcomc. ia means Idwcen 10 and IGO,

Taking tlie equation z= af"-\

we put 10 for a, IGO for z, aud 5 for n; and we obtain

lCO-10./'-';

.-. lG-/\

Now 16=2x2x2x2-2*;

• • - —y •

Hence/= 2, and the series will bo

10, 20, 40, SO, ICO.
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H

Examples.—cxliii.

1. Insert 3 gcoractric means between 3 und 243.

2. Insert 4 geometric means between 1 and 1024.

3. Insert 3 geometric means between 1 and IG.

4. Insert 4 geometric means between - and -.--

.

«

• 393. To insert m geometric means letween a and b.

The number of terms in the series will be m+3,

I :i the formula 2= «/'*"',

putting 6 for z, and m + 2 for n, we get

• • •/ — »a
1

or, /=^,-

Hence the series will be,

-1- -"^ _« 1

a, ax-j-, ax--,-» , &4—tj 6-f—,-, &,

that is,

a, (<*•".&)•"+«, >"•-'. PV'Wi,
, {a".h^Y+\ (^.Z.-'/'i-^ 6.

394. We shall now give some mixed E.':;:u)r.!cs on Arith-
melical am' Geometrical Proi^ression.

Examples.—cxiiv.

I. Sum the following series:

(i) 8 + 15 + 22+ to 12 terms.

<2) ilG+10S + U)0+ to 10 ;erins.
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(3) ^'*"2 + i^+
to iiifmitj.

(4) ^"4 + 09"" to infinity,

/-x 1 2 11

2 ~3 "^TT
"""**" '^"^''* '

y-v 1 1 2
2""3^9"" to 6 terms.

(7) 2"~'^"~2'" ^"^ ^^ tcrnis.

(8) ^ + 1 + 1^+ to 8 terms.

12 4
\

(9) 3 + y + 27"^ to infinitj.

/, V 3 14 51

(") \/f- n'C + 2 V(15)-. to 8 terms.'

/„v 7 7 35
^'^^

"5"^2~T''' ^"^ ^ ^^^"^^

2. If the continned product of 5 terms in Geometrical
Progrcssiou be 32, show that the miajle term is 2.

3. If a, J, c are m arithmetic progression, and «, h\ c arc

in geometrical progression, show that ,-,=_^^±^

4. Show that the arithmetical mean Lctwccn a and I is
greater than the geometrical mean.

^
5- 'J'^i^snmof the'first three terms of an avithmotioscrios

1.^ 12, and the sixth term is 12 also. Find the sum of the fost
6 terms.

6.
^

Wliat is necessary that a, 6, c may be in geometric pro.
CTessioii?

" *•
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?omc'tricai

^, h'i c arc

and L is

:}tIo scrioa

C tlie fiist

2tric pro*

7. If 2n, a; and -^ are in geometric progression, what ia zt

8. If 2n, y and — are in aritlinietic progression, what is yl

9. The sum of a p;eometric pro.c^'ressioii whose first term ia

, 1, constant factor 3, and number of tciins 4, is equal to the sum
of an aritlinietic progression, whose first term is 4 and constant
difference 4

: how many terms are there in the arithmetic pro-
gression?

10. The first (7 + n) natural numbers when added tojjetlier
make 153. Find ».

11. Prove that the sum of any number of terms of the
series 1, 3, 5, ia tlie square of thu number of terius.

12. If the sum of a series of 5 terms in arithmetic progres-
sion be 95, show that the middle term is 19.

13. There is an arithmetical progression whose first term is

3^, the constant difference is 1^, and tlic sum of the terms is

22. Eef[uired the number of terius.

14. The 3 digits of a certain number are in aritbmetical
progression

; if the number be divided l)y tlie sum of the digits
in the units' and .ens' place, tlie quotient is 107. If SOG^bo
subtracted from the number, its digits will be inverted.
Eoquired the number.

15. If the (p + q)*^ term of a geometric progression be m,
and the (p-q)*^ term be n, show that tbe p'"" term is ^'(mn).

16. The difference between two numbers is 48, and the
arithmetic mean exceeds the geometric by IS. Find the
numbers,

17. Place three arithmetic means between 1 and 11.

18. The first term of an increasing arithmetic series is -034,
the constant difference -0004, and tlie sum 2'74S. Find the
number of terms.

19. Plftce nioe arithmetic means between 1 a|id -
1,
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20. Pi()V(> that every term of tlie scrit-s I, 2, 4 «
greater Ly unity than the sum of all that pieced'c It.

21. Show tliiit if a scries of mip terms formini,' a freometrical
pro-ressioi, whose constant factor is r he divideil into setn of «
conj^ecutive terms, the sums of tiic sets will ibrm a yeonieti icul
l)ro;^'re.'»sion whose constant factor is r',

22. Find five nnmhcrs in arithmetical pro^^rcRsion, Piich
tliat their sum is 55, and the euui ul' their sixuures 705.

«
*

23. In a {geometrical progression of 5 terms the difTcrence
of liie extremes is U) the dilieience of tlie 2nd and 4th ternw
as 10 to 3, and the sum of tl-e 2nd and 4th tei-ins e(i\ial8 twico
the product oi" the 1st and 2ud. Find the series.

• *

24. Show tliat the amounts of a sum of money put out at
Cumpdund Interest lorju a series in geometrical pru-ression.

25. A certain number consists of throe digits in <^eometric*il
progression. The sum of the digits is 13, and if 792 l)e added
to the number, the digits will be inverted. Find the number.

26. The population of a county increases in 4 years from
10000 to 14641 ; what is the rate of increase ?

XXXII. ON HARMONICAL PROGRESSION.
305. A Harmonica! Trogivs^ion is a series of mmibers

of which the reciprocals form an Arithmetical Progression.

Thus the series of numbers a,l,c,^, is a Harmonical111
iC V c'

1111
Progression, if the series

;;, ,;, -, -^, is an Arithmetical

Progression, *

If rt, &, c be in Plarmonical Progression, h is called the
Harmonical Mean between a and c.

Note. There is no way of finding a general expression for
the sum of a Ilarmouical Series, but many problems with
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reference to such a pories may be solved l)y inverting' the tenia

and treating the reciprocals as an Aritluuetieal beriea.

396. //"a, l), c 6e in Ilarmonical Progrcmon, to show titai

a : c :: a-h : b-c.

Since -- v, - J^e in AntL'neticul Progression,
a c

e b h a*

h—c_n—b

ah _a-b

a a-h
«'

-r-b~-c

397. "To insert m harmonic means bciween a and b.

First to insert m arithmetic means Lttween - and •»

a

Proceeding as in ^rt. 357, we have

b a ^ ' '

or «a=6 + (m + i).a6i

. ^^ «-&
ai(7yi+l)*

Hence tlic arithmetic series will he

} 1 <^-& 1
^

2(a-^;) l^.J!i(^-J') 1

a' a ab{m + iy a ab{iit,+ iy a ab{m\-iy b'

1 bm + a bm + 2a ~b * am + b 1
or — _— —

.

- _
'

a' ab{m + iy ab{ni+l)' «6(m+l)'i*

Therefore tlic Harmonic Series is

o&(m+l) ab{m-\-l) ab(m + l) .

* bm + u, ' bm-\-2a~V um + h
*
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V

I i-

398. Given a and 6 the firvt two tcnus of a sencs in Hap-
monical Progresaiou, to lhi<l tUu ^i"* term,

-, ^ ore the first two terms of an Aritlimctical Series of

whicli the ccmmon cliiTcrcnce is -, .

b a

The n* term of this Arithmetical Series la ^

^1 (n-l)(a~b) _h-\'na-a-nh + b

a ah ah

« ^Jll
~^'~ Mzr^) « (^- ')a

-

(n-2)6

.•. the n*^ terra of the Hannonical Series is

ah

(n~l)a-Tjrr2)"6-

399. Lit a and c he any two numbers,

& the Hannoincal Mean between them.

Tlien

or

l_i^i_i
h a c h*

5~ ttc
'

.-. &=-
2rt(5

a + c

400. The following results should be remembered.

Arithmetical Mean between t and c= -—

,

Geometrical Mean between a and c= V'tc]

Harmqaical Mean between a and c=——,

'

{4 +
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C8 in Har-

Scrics of

9S5

Hence if wo denote the Means b^ tlie letters A^ 0, 3
respectively,

J, „ n^c 2rtcA X //= —z— X
2

^
u + o

that is, (7 is a moan proportional hctwecn A and E.

401. To show that A^ (?, // are in descending order of
mnynitude.

Since {^a- ^tif must be a positive quantity.

(ts/a- sfc)"' is greater tliaii 0,

or o— 2 ^ac + c greater uian 0,

or a + c greater than 2 »JaCf

or -o~ greater than ^a€i

that is, A is greater than G.

Also, since a + c is greater than 2 ^ac,

Vflc (a + c) is greater than 2ac;

:, ^Jac 18 greater than —— ;

/

•*
t. G is greater than JJ.

mi

Examples.—cxlv.

: I, Insert two harmonic means bet ivecn 6 and 24.

a. four 2 and 3.

'3. three

4. four

1 ,3
3

^""'^ 2*

1,1
3

^""^
li-
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5. Insert five lianiiouic means between - 1 and 2-^.

6. five 1 1 1
2^°^ 2-

7.

8.

^^••" • ' 3and|.

n
2a; and 2y.

9. The sum of three tenns of a harmonical aeries is ~, and
1

^^

the first term is
^

: find the series, and continue it both ways.

10. The arithmetical mean between two numbers exceeds
the rjeometrical hy 13, and the geometrical exceeds the har-
monical by 12. What are the numbers i

11. Tliere are four numbers a, h, c, d, tlie first three in
antlimetical, the last three^iu harmonical progression- show
thu a: 6= ci d.

"
.

'

12. If X is tlie harmonic mean between m and w, show that

X - m x~n m n

13. The sum of tliree terms of a harmonic series is 11, and
the sum of their sr^aares is 49 ; find the numbers.

14. If X, y, z be the ^A q'\ and r^ terms of a h.p., show
that (r - q) ijz + {p~r)xz + {q-p)xy==0.

15. If the n.M. between each pair of the numbers, a, h, e
be in a.p., tlien 62, a^, c^ will be in ii.p. : and if the h.si. be in ,

H.P., h, a.j c will be in h.p.

16. Show that —-j^ +-~ -4, >7, or >10, according as
'

e is the A., G. or h. mean between a and h.

1 ••

i
-
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XXXIII. PERMUTATIONS.

402. TnE diflTcrent arrangements i.i respect of order of sUdJ-

cession which can be niaih; of a given numljer of things are

tailed Permutations.

Thus if from a box of hittirs I sciect ticn, P and Q, I can
make two permutations of tljcni, placing i-* lu'.->t on the left and
then on the right of Q, thus:

P, Q and Q, P. ..j

If I now take tlirca letters, P, Q and i?, I can make six per-

mutations of them, thus

:

P,Q,R; P, Pi, Q, two in wliicli P stands first.

Q,P,P; Q,R,P, r Q
E,P,Q; R,Q,P, R

4013. In the Exan)]i1o3 just given all the Ihings in each case

are taken together; but we may be roiinircd to lind how many
pornnitations ran be made out of a nund)cr of things, when a
certain number only ci' tlieui are tjiiani at a lime.

Thus the prirmutations that can be formed out of the letters

P, Q, and R taken two at a time are six in number, thus*

P,Q; P,R', Q,P; Q, R - R, P ; R, Q.

404. To find the numhcr of permutations of n. different thinrjs

taJxn T at a time.

Let a, 6, c, d ... stand for n difierent things.

First to lind the number of permutations of the n things

taken two at a time.

If a be placed before each of t1)o other things b, c, d ... of

which the number is7i— l,we shall haven— 1 pcrmutationB

in which a stands lirst, thus

ahf uCf adf
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If h be placed bcl'ore each of the other thinfja, a, c, d ... we
ehall have 7i— 1 permutations in wliich h stands? fii^st, thus:

oa, 6c, 6fZ,

Similarly thore Avill he 7i- 1 perinntations in which c stands

first: ami so of the rest. In this way we j»et every possible

permutation of the n things taken two at a time.

Ilonce there will be n . (?i - 1) permutations of n things taken

tvoo at a time.

Next to find the number of permutations of the n tilings

taken three, at a time.

Leaving a ont, we ^an fonii (n- 1) . (n-2) permutations of

the remaining (?i-l) tilings taken two at a time, and if we

place a before each of these permutations wu shall have

(ri-l).(n- 2) permutations of the n things taken Ihtu at a

tin\e in which a stands lirst. •

Similar!}' there will be (7^ - 1) . (71 - 2) permutations of the

n things taken ihrce, at a time in which h stands first: and so

for the rest.

Iltmce the whole number of permutations of the n things

taken three, at a time Avill be 71. (?i- 1) . (7i-2), the factors of

the formula decreasing each by 1, and the figure in the last factor

being 1 less than the number taken at a time.

We now assume that the formula holds good for the number

of permutatirms of 71 things taken r-1 at a time, and we shall

proceed to show that it will hold good for tlie number of per-

mutations of 71 things taken r at a time.

The number of permutations of the n things taken r—\ at

% time will be

n.{n-\).(n~-) [u- j(r- l)-in,
that is ii.iii-l) . ()t-2) (ri-r + 2).

Leaving a out we can form (n - 1 ) . (?i - 2) (71 - 1 - r + 2)

permutations of the {n-\) remaining things taken r—'l at a

time.

Patting a before each of these, we shall have

(?i-l).0i-2) (?i-r+l)

•permutations of the n things taken r at a time in which a

Stands fu'st.
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So again we shall have 0^-1). (n-2) .... 6i-r+n mr

w.(rt-I).(n-2) (n-r+1).
If then the fonnula holds good when the n things are taken

linie. ' ""' "' "'"^^ ^'^^ ^"'^ ^^'^^^ '^'^y ^^-^ ^-^-^ - -t a

But we have shown it to hold when they are taken 3 at anne; hence it will hold when they are taken 4 at a tune, andHO on
: thoreiure it is true lor all integral values of n*

Jul^^ ^ '''^°^ '^ ^'^^ ^^^ ^^Sethe, .=n, and the

n.(n-l).(7i-2) (n-n+1).
^^'"^'s> w.(n-l).(n-2) 1
as the nuniLer of permutation, that can be formed of ,idif.lerent things taken all together.

For brevity tlie formula ^

n.{n-l).(n^2) I, 4

which is tbe same as 1.2.3 n,
is written |_n. This symbol is called /acfom^n,

''

Similarly
I_r_ is put for 1.2.3 r; ^

'

ll:il......forl.2.3 (r-lX j'

Obs, liL=^-liLzi"t-(w-l).[n~2= &c.

/^'*?/^*
T'

•^'''^ '^'' '''''"'^'^ ofpermutations of n i/a^ ^a/csn a«
<cy;ci/i.r u'Ae^i certain of the things are alike.

Let the n things be represented by the letters a,b c d
and suppose that a recurs ^ times,

ft q times,

,
^ r times,

ana so on.

• Another proof of this Theorem may be seen in Art. 475.
[S, A.J
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1 •

Let P represent the whole number of permutations.

Then if all the p letters a were chanj^'ed into p other letters,

(lideieiit from each other and from all the rest of the n lettcs,

the phiccs of these -p letters in any one permutation could now

be interohani^ed, eacli interchange giving rise to a new permu-

tutioUj and tlius from each single ])ermutation we could ibrm

1.2 p permutations in all, and the whole number of per-

mutations would be (1 . 2 . .
. _p) 1\ that is |p . P.

Similarly if in addition the q letters h were changed into q

letters dilferent from each other and from all the rest of the n

letters, the whole number of permutations would be

and if the r letters c were also similarly changed, the whole

number of permutations would be

and so on, if more were alike.

But when the/), q, and r, &c., letters have thus been changed,

we shall have n letters all dilferent, and the numl)er of permu-

tations that can be formed of them is \n^ (Art. 405).

Hence P • !?_• Ix- 1_L =Iji»

• P^ !

—

\V'W'\'r

Examples.—cxlvi.

1. How many permutations can be formed out of 12 things

taken 2 at a time \

2. How many permutations can be formed out of 16 things

taken 3 at a time \

3. How many permutations can be formed out of 20 things

taken 4 at a time i

4. IIow many changes can be rung with 5 bells out of 8 ?

5. Hryw many permutations can be made of the letters in

the word Exaidination taken all together \

6. In how many ways can 8 men be placed side by sidel
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Q8.
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7. In how many ways can 10 men he placed side by side ?

8. Three flags <*re re(|uirt'd to make a signal. How many
t<ignal3 can be given by 20 flags of 5 diflcrent colours, there
Ix'ing 4 of each colour ?

9. How many difiVrent pernuUutiuns can be formed out of
the lettors in Alijebra taken all together I

ic. The number of things : number of permutations of the
things taken 3 at a time = 1 : 20. How many tilings are there

?

11. The number of permutations of m things taken 3 at a
time : the number of permutations of m + 2 things taken 3 at
a lime =U : 5. I'ind w.

12. In the permutations of a, h, c, d, e, f, g taken all

together, find how many begin with cd.

13. I'ind the number of permutations of the letters of the
product a-t\* written at full length.

14. Find the number of permutations that can be formed
out of lhp> letters in each of the .following words: Conceit,
Talavern^ (Julcutta, Pro^osilion, Mississi2jpi.

of 12 things

of 16 things

of 20 things

3 out of 8

1

he letters in

e by side 1

XXXIV. COMBINATIONS.

407. The Combinations of a number of things are the
diflere^it collections that can be formed out of them by taking
a certain niunber at a time, without regai-d to the orde- in
which the things stand in each collection.

ThuH the combinations of a, h, c, d taken two at a time are
06, ac, ad, he, hd, cd,

^

Here from each combination we could make Uvo permuta-
tions: thus ah, ha; ac, ca; and so on; for ah, ha are the same
combination, and so are ac, ca.

Similarly the combinations of a, h, c, d taken three at a time
are ahc, ahd, acd, bed.

Here from each combination we could make six pennutft*
tions; thus ahc, acb, hac, hca, cah, cba : and so on.
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And, generally, in accordance ^vitll Art. 405, fxny coml)ina-

tion of n things may Le made into 1 . 2 . 3 ... n pcruiutotions.

408. To find the number of combinations of n different thingt

taken v at a time.

Let Cr denote the number of combinations required.

Since each combination contj:in3 r things it rpi be made

into 1
r permutations (Art. 406)

;

.'. the whole number of permutations « I_r_. €>.

Bat also (from Art. 404) the whole number of permutations

of n things taken r at a time

=w(7i-l) (n-r + 1);

, \

:.\r_.Cr=n{n-l) (n-r+ 1);

- n(n-l) (n -r+ 1)

r3- ^
409. To show that the number of combinations of n thin^

taken t at a time is the same as ihe number taken a-r at a

time, ' '•'.:. .-

'cZ.V^""^^ (n-r+1)
.

, _ n.(n-l) |n-(n-r)+lt
^^ ^-- 1.2.3 {n--r)

^n.(n-l)
(r + 1)

" 1.2.3 (n-r)
*

^

Hence ""

Cr n.(n-l) (n-r+1) ^ 1.2.3 C*t~f)

^^ 1.2.3 r n.(n-l) (r+1)
.

. n.(n-l) (n-r+1). (n-r) 3.2.1 .
,

" 1.2.3 r.(r+l) (n-l).» - -

That is, c;=a»^
\
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410. Making r=], 2,3 r-1, r, r+1 in oraer,

t»-n, C- ^ . -~, (7.-=- . -2-^-3-.

IT _^'(''^-l) (n-r+2)
•"^

1.2 (r-1)

^' ^^"-^^ (n-r-f 2). (n-r+1) '

1.2 (r-l).r

#y ^- (^-1) (w-r-fl). (n~r)
.'*•*" 1.2 r.(r+l)

Hence the general expression for tlie factor connecting (7,^

one of the set of numbers G^, d (7^i C,, with O^i,

that which stands next before it, is
^~^'*'

, that is,

With regard to this faotor
^"^"^

, we oljscrve

(1) It is always positive, because n+l is greater than f

.

(2) Its value continually decreases, for

n-r+l n+ l ,

which decreases as r increases,

(3) Though continually decreases, yet for several

Buccessive values of r it is greater than unity, and therefore

each of the correspond i..g terms is gi-cater than the iinccding.

(4) When r is such that
^~^"^

is less than unitv the cor-
r

ttsponding term is less than the preceding.
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(5) If u and r be snch tliat ^-l*^— = 1 C, nnJ C^x ^re a
T

pair of equal terms, each greater than any preceding or subse-

quent term.

Hence up to a certain term (or pair of terms) the terms in-

crease, and after tiiat decrease : this term (or pair of terms) i«i

the greatest of the series, and it is the object of the next Article

to dcternnne what value of r gives this greatest term (or pair

of terms).

411. To find the value of t for which the nnnihcr of comhina^
tions of n things taken r together is the greatest.

C ^^-(^"1) {n-r + 2)
"' T:2;.:.:.(r-i)

'"

I f^ n.(n-l) (n-r-\-'2) (n-r+l)
I '

^'= —"1.2 ^r- i) ^
' ~T

p _n.(n-l) (n-r+l) n-r
0^, 172.7:::^^ r+ r

Hence, if C, denote the number of combinations required,

C C
YT- and j~ must neither of them be less than 1.

But jg-=!^.

and ,^='-±1.

Hence—-— is not less than 1 and -^ is not less than 1.r n — r *

or, n - r + 1 is not less tlian r and r + 1 not less than n-r,

or, n+ 1 is not less than 2r and 2r not less than n - 1;

:. 2r is not greater than n + l and not less than n - 1.

Hence 2r can have only three values, n-l, n, n + 1.

NoAv 2r must be an even number, and therefore

(1) If n be odd, n-l and n + \ being both even numbers,
2r may be equal to it - 1 ov u+l\
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n-l 17 + 1

(2) If n he even, n - 1 and n + 1 being both odd numbers,
2r can only be equal to n ;

-

*

n
' r=s -.. r g.

Ex. 1. Of eigbt things liow many must, be taken together
that the number of combinations, may be tlie greatest pos-
sible?

Here n = 8, an even number, therefore the number to be

taken is 4, which will give ^^-^~ or 70 combinations.

Ex. 2. If the number of things be 9, then the number

~2 "* 2
to De taken is —^~ or ~, that is 4 or 5, which will give

respectively

9x8x7x(3 ,„^ ,. .

1 X 2 xlj'x'^:'
°^ combmations, and

9x8x7x6x5 ,^^ ,. .

l~^x 3x4 x~5'
'''' ^^^ combmations.

CSS than 1,

than n-r,

;han n-l;

n — 1.

1.

numbers,

Examples.—cxlvil.

1. Out of 100 soldiers how many different parties of 4 can
be chosen ?

2. How many combinations can be made of 6 things taken
5 at a time ?

3. Of the comoinations of the first 10 letters of the alphabet
taken 5 together, in how many will a occur ?

4. IIow many words can be formed, consisting of 3 con-
sonants and one vowel, in a language containing IQ^consonants
antl 5 vowels ?

5- The number of combinations of n things taken 4 at a
time

:
the number taken 2 at a time =15 : 2. ^Find n.

6. The number of combinations of n things, taken 5 at
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,3
a time, is 3'^ tiuies the n amber of combinationi ta!:ea 3 at a

time. Find n.

7. Out of 17 consonants and 6 vowels, how many words
can be formed, each cuntaiuing 2 vowels and 3 consonants?

8. Out of 12 cf)nsonant8 and 6 vowels how many words can
be fonued, eacli coiiiaiuing 6 consonants and 3 vowels ?

9. Tlie number of pernnitationa of n things, 3 at a time, is
6 times the liumber of coiubiuatiuns, 4 at a time. Find n.

'

10. How many dillerent sums may be formed with a guinea,
a half-guinea, a crown, a half-crown, a shilling, and a sixpence

!

11. At a game of cards, 1 bning dealt to each person, any
one^ can have 425 times af many hands as there are cards in
the pack. How many caids aie there ?

12. There are 12 soldiers and 16 sailors. How many dif-
ferent panics of 6 can be made, each j^arty consisting of 3
BoklUrs aiul 3 sailors ?

13. On how many nights can a different patrol of 5 men be
draugliled from a corps of 36 ? On how many of these would
any one man be taken ?

XXXV. THE BINOMIAL THEOREM.
POSITIVE INTEGRAL INDEX.

412. The Binomial Theorem, first explain-ed by
Newton, is a method of raising a binomial expression to any
power without going through the process of actual multipii-
cation.

413. To rnvcstigate iht Binomial TJccorem for a Podtivi
Jnteyral Index,
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By actual multiplication M'e can show tliat

(x f a^) (x + a,) - x« + (ai + a,) X + aia,

+ (ai»t + «i«i + a^a^ x + aid^

In these results we observe the following laws :

I. E;ich product is composed of a descending series of
powers of a?. The index of x in the first term is the same as
the number of factors, and the 'ndiccs of x decrease by unitym each succeeding term.

IT. The number of terms is greater by 1 than the number
of lactors.

III. The coefficient of the Jirst term is unity.

of the second the sum of aj, a^, a, ...

of the third the sum of the products of

«i, ttg, ttg ... taken two at a time.

of the fourth the sum of tlie products of

^'^ij «2> ^3 ••• taken three at a time,

4ml the last term is the product of all the quantities

Suppose now this law to hold for n- 1 factors, so that

(x + a^(x + a^){x + a3) (x + a^^)

-a-i + S, . a;-2 + S, . 03-3 + ^3 . a;-i + + s„_„
where 5i=ai + a, + a3 + ... + a,_i,

that is, the sum of aj, %, oj ... a„_i,

£^a = «iff2 + ai<r3 + a,a3 + ...+rtjor„_i + cf2^„_i + ...

that h, the sum of the products of a^, a„, a, .„ a-j^
token two at a time,
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i

that is, the mnn of tlic products of tfj, a|...(V-^

takuii tliruu at a time,

•••*• ' • •••••••••«

that is, the product of a^ a^ a^ ... a^^

Now multiply botli sides l>y a; + (V

Then

(x + ai) (x + ffj) . . . (x + a,_i) (x + a,)

-af + S, X- ' + &\ x-^-s + ^^ x-3+ . .,

,

+ a„ x*-i + a,Si x*-2 + a^-S^a x—' + . . . + a.Sf,.!

•X" + (5i + a,) x"-i + (Sj + a^S^i) x-a

+ (S^a + a„5fa) x"-^ + . . . + a,Sf..i. >

Kow jSj + a»=«i + ffj + Os + ... + a^i + a„

that ia, the sura of ai, a^, Oj ... a«,

that if, the sum of the products of rt^, a, ...e^,

taken two at a time,

£(i
+ cf^i^a= ^3 + a, (ai^a + a^ffa + . . ,),

that is, '-^e jam of the products of a^y aa...a^

taken three al a time,

• ••

O-Sa-x— 0'iO"/tz . . . a«_i dm

that is, the product of aj, o^, a^... «,.

If then the law holds good for n-l factors, it will hold good

for n factors : and as we liave slv wii that it holds good up to 4

Jactors it will hold for 5 factors : and Jience for 6 factors : and

80 on for any uunihcr.
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Now let oa 'Ti of the n qimntitiog rtj, a,, a| ... o, be ctjual to

(?, and let us write our rt'sult tliua:

Tlie left-hiuul side "becomes

(x + a) (x + a) . . . (x + a) to n factors, tliat is, (x -f a)*.

And on tlio ri^'lit-hand side

^i = a + a + a+ ...to n terms=nrt,

yl.j = a- + a- + a24- ...to as many tt-rnia as are equal to the

number of couibiiiations of n thiiij^s taken two at a tiu'.e, tht.t

. n . (?i - 1)
\A

1.2
. . n.(n-l) ,

>f., = rt^ + a^ + a^+ ...to as many terms as arc equal to the

tTimlaa- (jf couibinuti(jns of n things taken Ihrca at a time, that

n^A^n - 1) . (n-2) .

1.2. 3

. , _n.(n-l).(n-2) ,
..^3 j-2-3- .a,

;

• ••!•••

i4,= a . a . rt . . . to w factors = a".

Hence we obtain as our final result
\

1.2

.
r? . (» - 1) . (n - 2) - ^ . . ,

414. Ex. Expand (x + a)".

Here the number of terms will be seven, and we have

(r + af^,^ + C«x5 +^^ aV + ^'-^ aV

j^C.5.4.3 .. 6.5.4.3.2 , „

+ 1727374 « ^"
+ r7271i747-5

"^ ^ + «"

s= x^' + Gax'"' + 1 5rt-x^ + 20a''x^ + 1 5tt%- + Ga"x + a*.
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Note. The coefficients of terms equidistant from the end

nntl from the bef,Mnuiiig arci the same. The general proof of

this will be given in Art. 420.

Hence in the Example just given when the coefRcients of

jowr terms had been found those of the other three might have

been written down at once.

Examples.—cxlvili.

Exijand the following expressions :

I. (a + a;)*. 2. (7; + c)«.

4. (x + i/)8. 5. C5 + 4a)^

415. Since

\

3. (a + 5)^

6. (a2+ 6c)«.

{x + a)" = X- + naa?-» -^ - j^g -^
. aV-2+ ... + tf»,

if we put x= 1, we shall have

(1 +ar = l+w« + ~.f^\a2+ ... +a*.

41C. Every binomial may be redncod to pucli a f"::.; that

the ]3art to be expanded may have 1 lor its first tcini.

(n\
1+

,j,

and we may then exj^and (l + ~) and multiply each term of

tli( ivsult by x".

rx. Expand (2x + 3?/)\

-^^'^'X:^^ %x^\:r\iJ ^i.2.3-\2x/

5^^ 3^2 /3j/\* .
/3^\'')
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417. The expansion of (a -a)" will be precisely' the pame as

that of (x + a)", except that the sign of terms in wliich tlie odd
powers of a enter, that is the second, fourth, sixth, and other

C'\'en terms, will be negative.

1

Thus (x - aj"=x" nax''-' +
'^-

('^ " ^^
. aV"'

^ ^ 1.2

(a + Vf. n.(n-l).(n-2)

1.2.3 •'*'* '^

for (x-a)-={x + (-a)|-

... +«•»

-a*.

1 II f";:.; that

each term of

3
*

\2x/

* /3v\6)

-af+n ( - o) x-^ + ^|!i^) ( - a)V-* + &c.

-af - nax"-» +———
^ aV"* + &c.

t

Ex. Expand (a - c)*.

/« «\6 ^6 K 4^ ,
^ • ^ 3 2 5 . 4 . 3 „ o 5.4.3.2. ,

-a* - 5a*c,+ lOa^c^ - lOaV + 5ac* - c«.

Examples.—cxlix.
j

Eipand the following expressions

:

I. (a-a)». 2. (6-cy. 3. (2x-2yy,

4. (l-2x)6. 5. (l-x)io. 6. (a3-62)8.

418. A trinomial, as a + 5 + c, may be raised to any power
by the Binomial Theorem, if we reyard two terms as one, thus

:
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Ex. Expand (l+rc + x-)3.

. = (1 f ;3x + 3x-' + x"') + 3 (1 + 2x + x2) x2

+ 3(l+x)xHa''

= l+3x + 3x2 + x3 + 3x= + 6x3 + 3x* + 3x-'

+ ax5 + x«

= l+3x + 6x2 + 7x3 + 6xH3x5 + x«.

iSiKl!

ii

\\

Examples.— cl.

Expand the following expressions

:

I. <a + 26-c)3. 2. (l-2x + 3x-);^ 3. (x^-x^+xi^.

4. (3j+2x«+i)3. 5. ^x+i-iy. 6. {a^^-l^-c^f,

419. To find the, 1*'' or general term of the expansion of
(x + a)».

Wc Lave to determine three things to eniible us to write

down the r"" term of the expansion of (- + a)".

1. The index of x in that tenn.

2. Tlie index of a in that term.

3. The coeiMcicnt of that term.

Now the index of x, decreasing hy 1 in each term, is in tl>3

r*** term n — r+\', and the index of a, increasing by 1 in each

term, ia in the v"' term r—\.

For example, in the third term

the index of x is n - 3 + 1, that is, w - 2 ;

the index of a is 3 - 1, that is, 2.

In assigning its proper coefficient to the ?•* term we have to

determine the lad I'uctor in the denominator and also in the

numerator of the fraction

il . (;l ~ 1 ) . {jl - 2) . (tI — 3)
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Now the last factor of the denominator is kiss \>y 1 lli.m the

nnmher of the term to which it beh^iijis. Tlius in tlie 3"" term

tlie hist factor of the denominator is 2, and in the r"* terjn the

hist factor of the denominator is r— 1.

Tlie last factor of the numerator is formed hy subtracting

from n the number of the term to which it belongs and adding

2 to the result.

Thus in the 3"^ term the last factor of the numerator is

71-3 + 2, tliat is 71-1 ;

in the 4* n-4 + 2, that is n-2 ;

and so in the r"* ?i-r + 2.

Observe also that tlie factors of the numerator decrease by
unity, and the factors of tlie denominator increase by unity, so

that the coellicient of the r"' term is

yi.(n-l).(ri,-2) (?i-r + 2)

1.2.3 (r-1)

Collecting our results, we write the r**" term of the expansion

of (x + a)" thus :

n,{n-\).{n-^) (7i-r4-2)

1.2.3 (r-1) •" •*
^

•

06s. The index of a is the same as the last factor in the

denominator. The sum of the indices of a and a; is tu

Examples.—cU.
Find

. I. The 8* term of (l+x)".

2. The O*"" term of (a-' -672.

3. The 4*^ term of'(a - 6)^00,

4. The 9* term of (2a& - cd)^\

5. The middle term of (a - i)'".

6. The middle term of (a^ + h^)\

7. The two middle terms of (a - ^;)^^,

8. The two middle terms of (a + xj^.

^-
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9. Show that the coeflicient of tlie middle term of

(a + x)*" is 2-'' X l^f-if~--:-lf^--l).
' 1.2.3 2n

10. Show that tlie coofTicient of the middle term of

{a + a;V»+' is '''•+» x
(^^ + •'^) (^^^ + 5) (4n-l)(47i+l)

^ ' "
1.2 n

•

420. To s/iOM> dial the coefficient of the r^ term from the

heginnimj of the expansion of (x + a)" is identical with the coeffi-

cient of the i"" term from the end.

Since the number of terms in the expansion is n+1, there
are n+ 1 -r terms before the r'*' term from the end, and there-

fore the r*" term from the end is the (n-r + a)"" term from the
be sinning.

Thus in the expansion of (x + a)**, that is,

o^+ 5ax* + ] OttV + lOa^x^ + 5a*x + a*,

tlie 3rd term from the end is the (5 - 3 + 2)% that is tne 4** term
Iroiu the beginning.

New if we denote the coefficient of the r^ term by C^
ajid the coefficient of the (?i-r + 2)'*' term by C,_^J
we have

C ^-(^-1) (n-r + 2)

1.2 (r-1) '

Vn-Ha
J 2 (n-r + 2-1)

n.{n-\) r

*1.2 (n-r+l)*

Gence

Cr n.{n-\) (n-r + 2) T.2 (n-T-\-\)

C^.^r 1.2 (r-l) ^ n."(n-l) r

w.(n-l) (n-r + 2) .{n-r+l) ......2.1

n

n

1.^2 {r-l).r\ (n-l).»

: 1, which proves the proposition.
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421. To find the greatest term in the expansion of {x-^a)", n
being a positive integer.

The r* term of tlie expansion (x + a)" ia

"•(^^-1) (n- r + 2)

1.2 (r-1) •* •* •

The (r+ 1)*"" term of tlie expansion (x + ft)" is

n.{n-l) (n-r4-2).{n-r+l)
1.2 (r-l).T~ '"'^

•

Hence it -follows that we obtain the (r + 1)*^ term by multi-
plying the r^ term by

n-r+l a

r X

When this multiplier is first less than 1, the j-"" term is the
greatest in the expansion.

Now . - is fii'st less than 1
r X

when na-ra + a is first less than rx,

or na + a first less than rx + ra,

or r (x+ a) first greater than a (n + 1),

or r first greater than —v^—lt^,
x + a

If f be equal to "^^^^ then "^'±1^^!^ and theX + 0/ r X
(r + l)*" term is equal to the r* and eacti is greater than any
other term.

^X. Find the greatest term in the expansion of (4 + 0)'

wrhen a=-.

3

Hero «(^±L)=£L12=12=24_
x+a . 3 11 11" "•

^ + 2 Y
The first whole number greater than Sj'-j- is 3, therefore the

greatest term of the expansion is the Ord.

[8.A.] ^
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422. To find the sum 0/ all the cocjjicicnts in the crjMimon

Since (1 + x)" = 1 + nx + - ,

~ ^
x^+

+— , -J,-
- x" ' + nx* ' + af

1 • ^

putting a;=l, \VGgct

or.

2"=l+n4-—i-o" + +—~—' + 11 + 1

J

2" = the sum of all the coefiicionts.

423. To allow that the sum of the corficients of the odd terms

in the cxpan.non of (1+x)'* is equal to the sum of the coifjlcuntf

of tJie even terms.

Since

,. , n.(n-l) o n.(n-l).6i-2) »
,

(I +a-)" = l + nx +—j—5—''xH

—

^-Y~t3 *

pulling x~ - 1, "we get

(1 - !)• = 1 - n + 'i
:.(" -i) _?.lilr.PJ'!^2) ^

J. . w 1 • 2(2 . t>

tsrsnm of coefficients of odtl terms - sum of co

eiliciouts of even terms;

.*. sum of coefficients of odd terms = sum of coefficients ol

inXQii terms.

Hence, by tlie preceding Article,

2"
sum of coefficients of odd terms = -^

= 2""*

;

mm of coefficients of even terms =-^ =2_ ~L _ On-l

.
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XXXVI. THE BINOMIAL THEOREM.
•RACTIONAL AND NEGATIVE INDICES.

-11 1 We have shown that Avlien m is a positive integer,

m

We have now to sliow that this equation holds good when
3

]ri a positive fraction, as -, a negative integer, as -3, or a

3
1

1og 1 1 ive fraction , as - -,

.

4

Wc shall give the proof devised hy Euler.

425. If m he a positive integer we know that

' ^ 1.2 *^ 1.2.3 "^ ^

Let us agree to represent a series of the form

-
, .

m. (7)1-1) „

by the symhol /(m), whatever the value ofm. may be,

. j.P^'^^
^^^ know that when m is a positive integer

{l+xr=f(m);

\\'e have to f~iow that, also, when m is fractional or

(l + a;)'»=/(Hi).

Sinco
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If we multiply together the two series, we shall obtain an
eX|trcs.sioii ol" the form <.

that is, a serieg of ascending poM'ers of x in which the r.oo.Ti-

cients a, b, c are formed by various combinatioii.s of

m and n.

To determine the mode in wliicli a and h are fonned, let dm
commence the multiplication of the two series and continue 't

as fur as terms involving x-, tlius

/(m)-l+mx+
; ;,-^a;'+

x/ \ ^ .
n . (n~l) „

/(n) = H-nx + — „ ''x2+

/(m) x/OO = 1 + r,,x + ^"
•

f

'^- -1) x^ +

+ nx + )/)?.•,(-+

7K(n-2)
2 +^ 1 «> ''' ^

1 . / . \ (w.(i??,-l)Bl + (/n + w).x+ ]
—

j- _^
<

.w.rw-i)) ,+ ,nn +—j-~^jx2+

Comi->aring tliis product with tlio assumed expre^si »n

1 + ax + hx' + ex-' + iZx^ +
' we see that a=m + 7r,

and 6=™--(»;^y+»„ + 'l-(»-')
1 .

^

1.2

'

"

(^ + ^) - ('"'' + »t- 1

)

1.2
•
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•^^ iT • ••! • «

1 »n

Similarly we coulJ show hj actual multiplication that

(m + rp.
(m + n-lV (m + w-2^

1.2.3 '

^_(7n f-n).(m + n-l).(m + 7i-2).(m + n-3)

l.:i.3.4

Thus we might determine the successive coefficients to anv
extent, but we may ascertain the law 0/ their formation by tlie
iullowing considerations.

The form.s of the coefficients, tliat is, the way in which m
and n are mvolved in tliem, do not depend in anv wav on tlie
values of m and n, but 'will be precisely the same whether m
and n be positive integers or any numbers whatsoever.

If then we can determine the law of their formation when
m and n are positive integers, we shall know the law of their
funuation for all values of m and n.

Nnw when m and n are positive inttgen,

/(w) = (H-a;)",

/(«) = (!+«)";

.-. /(m) X f(n) = (1 + x)- X (1 + a;)-

—

'

i . ^

«=/(m + n).

flenoe we conclude that whatever be the values of m and »

f(m)xf{n)=f{m + n).

Hence f(m + n +p) ^f{m) .f{n +p)

-/(m)./(«)./(^),

and so generally
,

/(m + n+i)+ ...)=/(m)./(n)./(^)...
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Now let m = n=^-p^
h

h and k being positive integers,

then

/(I + V + ,:+... to /; termsk^k

or.

or.

)

-^©•/(/;)-/G)"'»*f'«=""».

(i«r=i/(i)r'

A /A

G-0
1.2

-a;2+

wliicli proves the theorem for a positive fractional index.

Again, since f{m) .fin)=f{m + n) for all values of m and
let nsa -m, then

f{m).f{-m)==f(rn'- m)

»f.

=/(0).

Now tlie series l + mx +
m ,(?n-l)

1.2
a:z+

becomes 1 when m= 0, that is, / (0)= 1 j

/. (l+a;)-=/(-m)

1 , / ^\ .
-^(-711-1) „

-=l + (-w)a; + Y2 ^+".

which proves the theorem for a negative index, inte^'ral or

fractional.
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tive integcTH,

Ic liicton,

I

I index.

3 of i» and »f.

•C "7" ••#

:, integral or

420. Ex. Expand (a + x)- to four tcrme.

1 1 1 1-1 2 * V 2 / l_3 ,

1.2.3

a

,0^'^ .tl^ .„

.a^ + o.a -.a;+-2-.a -.tc' +^.a ''.ar'

2a- 8a- lOa^

Or we might proceed tliu3, as i3 explained in Art. 416.

""'r-'a-s'- i.
— -^-'—1:2:3— ?•••)

( 2a 8tr lOa-* )

la-^-r —r
r,

X''

2a2 8a- lGa-»

EXAMPLES.—Clil.

Expand the following expressions

:

1. (1 + a;)- to five terms.

2. (1 + a)^ to fonr terms.

3. (a + a;)^ to five terms.

4. (1 + 2;e)* to five terras.

5. (a +^ JT to four terras.

6. (a'* + a;*) ^ to four terms.

1

7. (1 - a;-) - to five terms.

8. (1 -ft-)'^ to four terms.

9. (1 — 3:c)"^ to four terms.

10. (x- - ~:^y to four term'.

11. (1 -a:)" to four terras,

-':^. _ Ly \> to three terms.
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427. To cxjmnd (1 + x)"*.

'
1.2

*^

^
172.3 -•*'+•

-l-na; + tL^^.'^l)a;a_**(^ + l)(w + 2)
1,2 1,23 • 2/ + a

the terms being alternately positive and negative.

Ex. Expuaa (1 +x)-3 to five terms.

(l+x)-3=,l-.3^ + '^^4 3.4^5 3.4.5.6 .

1.2*
1.2,3'^+1.-273T4-*^-

-l-3x + Gx2-l0ar'+15x<- ...

428. To expand (l - x)-^,

(l-x)-=i-(-n).a;+:i!L-.t'lrA)
'

1.2
.««

_^-n(-n-l)(-n-2) -

1.2.3" a^+...

-1 +nx + 5^-- ^ +1)
. /+ '^:1'*±1) (^ + 2)

1.2 ^ 1.2.3 ^+

—

the tenna being all positive. •

Ex. Exi)ana (1 - x)-^ to five terms.

1.2''+1.2.3''+1.2.'3.4'^+-

EXAMPX.ES.--clili.

Expand

1. (l+a)-Uofivetenns.
4. (l -|)"' to five term

2. (l-3x)-i to five terms, 5. (a^ - 2x)-6 to five terms,

tour terms. 6. (a^ -**)-" to four terms.

.-4
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429. To expand (1 +«)-».

t-2)
,

e.

2)
3^+...

+ 2)
ar«+...

.e

.4
a*+ ...

ve terma.

ve terms.

3ur terms.

(l+x). = I + (-Jx + ~ X'

.l(_l..l)(.l_2)

+ -^ ^^^^
. x: + ...

1 n + l o (n + l)(2«+l)3

n ' iH'**

EXAMPLKS.—CliV.

Expand

1. (1 + a;-)"- to five terms. 4. (I + 2x)"2 to five terms.

_a —I
2. (1 -a;2)~^ to five terms. 5. (a^ + x^) - to four terms.

3. {3^ + a^)'^ to four terma 5. (aHx-'')"^ to four tei-ms.

430. Ohservatinns on theijenrml expremon/or the tarn involving

X' in the ex^Jiinsions {I + x)" and {i -x)\

The general expression for the term hivolving sf, that is the

(r+ 1)*^ term, in the expansion of {i+x)" ia

n.(?i-l)...(w-r+l) '

-. - — . * •

1.2 r

From this we must deduce the form in all cases.

Thus the (r + l)"* term of the expansion of (1 -x)" is found

by changing x into (- a;), and t-herelbre it is

n.(n-l)...(«-r+l) . y— rT2..;...:.:r"
•^"''^

n.{n-l)..^{n-r+l)
^' ^"^^

1.2.:.. .....r •'^-
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^

If n be ncAvati ve and = - m, the (r + ])"• term of the expa,^
810U0f (l+a;)»ig

'
^

,

^

(-7n) f-m-l)...( -m-r-H) "

'1
. 2 rf— ^'

2^ 'fn' "T^'''' ^"'^ == -^^ ^^^^ ('' + 1)*' te"° of t^^e expw-
81011 oi (1+x)" is

^

(j::!)'. |m.(m + l)...(m + r-nt -
"1.2.::....;..::. :;.;.>

^ •(-«)',

Examples.—civ.

Find the r*'' terms of the following expansionsi

:

I. (1+:^)^ 2. (1-^)^2. 3. ifl-x)\ 4. (5x + 2^)0

5. (1+^n 6. (l-So;)-^. 7. (i_^)4 8. (a + x)^.

11. Find the (r+ 1)'" terra of (1 -a;)-^.

12. Find the (r + 1)'" term of (1 - 4a;)~^.

13. Find the (r+l)'" terra of (l+a;)>.

14. Slinw tliat the coefTiciont of x^+i j^ (i +a:)''^-' ia the sum
of the coellicients of x' and a^^ in (1 +a;)".

15. TVliat is the fourth terra of (a - 1)"^?

16. What is tlie fifth term of (a^- [»2)f ?

17. What is tlie ninth term of {cfi + 2x2)^ ?

18. AVhat is the tenth term nf (n. ±. 7,^-m 1-- V- ^ -/ •

19. What is the seventh term of (a + i)™ J
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f.i •

4- (5a; + 2j/)9

8. (a + x)^.

O"^' is the srnit

431. The following arc exam]->les of the application ©f tliu

Sinomial Theorem to the approximation to roots of niinibur.s.

(1) To approximate to the square root of 104.

Vio4=vaoo+4)=io(i+y^~)^

Ki-oa-)
1.2.

a

Vioo/

,iofi+J--^?,-,+ •••}
100 10000 1000000

= 10- 19804 nearly.

(2) To approximate to the fifth root of 2.

;/2 = (l + l)^

5 25 250 2500 •

1 + 3 9
nearly

25 2500

-.1-123G nearly.

(3) To approximate to the cube root of 25,

^25=^(27-2)=3|l-Ap.

Here we take the cube next «5ove 25, so as to make the

second term of the binomial as small as i^ossiljle, and thca

proceed as before.

EXAMPLES.—Clvi.

Approximate to the following roots

:

3. 4/200,[/31. 2. ;/108. 4. 4^31.
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).o, f V ' « ''''"-^'"^'^ ''•'^ ^^'^ advance towaixh thu ],.ffl;aml, ana hu,ce the nu.ube.. ,«, i. eaiW tl. EroL't It

If we agree to represent the nu,„T,cr ten by the lelter I n

if exprcsseJ a.oor.Hng to the conventions of Al^^bin.

433. Let ns now suppose that some otlier number as fivethe ra,Lx a scale of notation, then a nun.ber e u'V / nthis scale arithmet cull V bv 2 ui ui II ;f r ^

'^'^l'i^-^''''fi "i

f, assume tlie iorm ^ ^ ^'^'^ -^''^ ^*^ reiu-esented by

2/3 + 3/2 + ^/+!
if expressed alijebraically.

Ami, generally if r be the radix of a scale of notation anumber expressed anthmetically i. r,h.,t scale by G780 Jiwhen expressed algebraically, since the value of c. 1 di r'~^^J^l^ as we adv.nce towards the lei. h^i^:W^!
6r3 + 7r2 + 8r+9.
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^TiON.

mm systoiu of

il zero. These
il values from
ts, the valiii! ,,f

'Wirds the l.-!t

Radix of iLe

the loiter /, a

f Arithineticul

bra.

miber, as /ye.

expressed in

epresented by

•f not.'.tion, a

>y 0780 wiJl,

>f each di<,qt

lid, be re23iu-

ny scale will

•i^r five -will

In the same scale seven, being efjual to five + two, will

therefore be represented by 12.

Hence the series of natural numbers as far as iK>'\\hj-fi.vt\s\\\.

be rejiresented iu the scale whose radix is five thus ;

L 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31,

32, 33, 34, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 100.

435. In the scale whose radix is dexen we sliall require

a new symliol to ex])res3 the number ten, for in tliat scale the
iiuniber eleven is represented by 10. If we agree to ex])res3

leu in this scale by the symbol /., the series of natural numl)ers
'IS far as twenty-three will be represented in this scale tlius :

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, t, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 19, \t, 20, 21.

43(5. In the scale whose radix is tvodve, we shall require

another new symbol to express the number eleven. If we
ii;j,ree to express this number by the symbol c, the natural
numbers from nine to thii'teen will be repi ,ented iji the scale

whose radix is twelve thus :

9, f, <5, 10, 11.

Again, the natural numbers from twenty to twenty-five will

be represented thus :

18, 19, 1«, Ic, 20, 21.

437. The scale of notation of which the radix is ivoo^ is

called the Binary Scale.

The names given to the scales, up to that of which the
ra.iix irt twelve, aie Ternary, Quaternary, Quinary, Senary,
Septenary, Octouary, Nonary, Denary, TJndenury and Duo-
denary.

438. To perform the operations of Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, aud Division in a scale of notation whose index
is r, we proceed iji the same way as we do for numbers ex-
pressed in the common scale, with this dillerence only, that r

must be used where ten would be used in the common scale :

^v'hich wir be understood better by the following examples.
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Ex. 1. Find tlie sum of 4325 and 5234 in the senary scale.

4325

5234

the sum
= 14003

uliich is obtained Ly addin- the nnnihers in vertical lines
cariymg 1 for every six contained in the several results, and
*5ettiiig down tiie excesses above it.

Thus 4 units and 5 units make nine units, tliat is, six units
together with 3 units, so we set down 3 and carry 1 to the
next column.

Ex. 2. Find the difference between 02345 and 534G6 in
tlie septenary sccde.

G2345

5340G

tht^ difference ='"5540

which IS obtained by the following process. We cannot talce
SIX units lioin five units, we tliereiore add scvm units to thp
five nnits, making 12 units, and take six units from twelve
units, and then we add 1 to the lower figure in the second
column, and so on.

Ex. 3. Multiply 2471 by 358 in the duodenary scale.

247 1

3 5 3

,

'7 8 8
c < e 5

7 10 3

8 3 .3 3
1~8

Ex. 4. Divide 3G72S6 l)y 8 in the nonary scale.

8 ) 3(57286

4203'3

The followin^:? is the process. We ask how often 8 is contained
\\\ 3G, which in the nonary scale represents thirty-three uniis ;

the answer is 4 and 1 over. We then ask how olten 8 is con-
tained in 17, wliich in the nnnaiy scale represents sixteen units;
the ans^ver is 2 and no remainder. And so for the other diiiit^.
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Ex. 5. Divide 1184323 by 539 in the duodenary scale.

5S9Ji 1184323 (,2483

e56

IteO

3 (J 32

2dtO

1523

lu23

Ex. 6. Extract the square root of 10534521 in the senary

scale.

10534521 (^ 2345

4

43 253

213

604 4045

3224

5125 42121

42121

Examples.—Civil.

Add 23561, 42513, 645025 in the septenary scale.

Add 3074852, 4635G28, 1247C53 in the nonary scale.

Subtract 267862 from 358423 in the nonary scale.

Subtract 124321 from 211010 in the quinary scale,

Multiply. 57264 by 675 in the octouury scale.

6. Multiply 1456 by 6541 in the septenary scale,

7. Divide 243012 by 5 in the senaiy scale.

8. Divide 3756025 by 6 in the octonary scale.

9. Extract the square root of 25400544 in the senary scale.

10. Extract the square root of 5G8USU in the duodenary
"jyiile,

I.

2.

3-

4.

5-
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-ti

I pi'"''

lili:

439. To tramform, a given iutcjral number from one scale to
moihcr. .

f

Let N Lfc tlie .tjiven into;t:er expressed in tlie first scab,
r tlie radix ol' the Jiew scale iu wuicli the number is to

be exjircd.sed,

*» ^ ^ ^^i'> ? tiie clJ-its, n + 1 in number, expressing
Uie number in the new scile

;

so th,'-;, cue number in the new scale will be expressed thus :

ar" + tr-i + cr"-^ + + j^^^-j +pr + q.

"Ws have now from tlie equatiun

JV=ar- + &r»-i + cr»-^H- ^virUjir + q
to detennine the values of «, J, c rn, ?j, 7.

Divide N by r, the remainder is q. Lt A be the quotient •

then
^=ar*-i + 5r"-2 + cr-3+ ^mr+p.

Divide ^ by r, the remainder is p. Let B be the quotient •

then
ifrzrar'^s^&r—3 + cj'^+ +«i.

Hence the

first digit to the right of tlie number expressed in the
new scale is q, the iirst remainder

;

^J^?°"^^
P, the second remainder;

third ......... ^^ ^]^Q j.1jJ^.j remainder :

and thus all the digits may be determined.

Ex. 1. Transform 2357.91 from the conmion scale to the
scale whose radix is C.

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

0'->n35791

39298 remainder 3

G519 remainder 4

1091 remainder 3

181 remainder 5

30 remainder 1

5 remainder

remainder 5

m The number required is therefore 5015343.
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The digits l>y wliich a number can he expressed in a scale

whose radix is r will be 1,2, ?, r-1, because tlicso, with 0,

are the only remainders which can arise I'rom a division in

which the divi.^^or is r.

Ex. 2. Express 3508 in the scale whose radix is 12.

3508

200 remainder t

24 remainder e

2 remainder

remainder 2

12

12

12

12

.*. the number reipiired is 20(;f.

440. The method of transforming a given integer from one

scale to another is of course applicable to cases in which both

scales are other than the common scale. AVe must, however,

be careful to perform the operation of division in accordance

with the principles explained in Art. 43S, Ex. 4.

Ex. Transfonn 142532 from the scale whose radix is 6 to

the scale whose radix is 5.

5

5

5

6

5

6

142532

20330 remainder 2

2303 remainders

300 remainder 3

33 remainder 3

4 n under 1

remainder 4

The required number is therefore 413332.

Examples.—clviih

Express

1. 1828 in the septenary scale.

2. 1820 in the senary scale.

3. 43751 in the duodenary scale.

[s.A.]
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4.i

4. 3700 in tlie quinary scale.

5. 7(j31 in the binary scale.

6. 215855 in tlie duodenary scale,

7* < '^0158 in the sejHcnary scale.

Tr;iiij-i'urra

8. 34002 from the qninaiy to the quaternary scale.

9. 8078 from the undenary to the duodenary scale.

10. 325G from the septenary to the duodenary scale.

1 1. 37704 jVom the nonary to the octonary scale. •

12. 505G from the septenary to the quaternary scale.

13. G54321 from the duodenary to the septenaiy scale.

14- 2304 from the quinary to the undenary scale.

441
^

In any scale the positive integral powers of tlie num-

l(t"
100^1000""''' '^^' '"''''^ '^" '^'^ '''^' ^'' ''''i'"'''^^ ^y

Tlius twomy-live, which is the square of five, is expressed in
the sea e wliose radix is five l,y 100: one luindred and twenty-
hve will be expressed by 1000, and so on.

^

G.norully, the n«' power of the number denoting the ra-lix
in any scale is expressed by 1 followed by n cyphers.

The l.iohoM, number tliat can be expressed by « dhdts in a
scale \v])(.se radix is r is expressed by r" - 1.

^^

_

Thus the highest number that^-an be expressed by 4 dibitsm the stale whose radix is five is
^ o

10' - 1, or 10000 - 1, that is 4444.

The lonst numl)er that can be expressed bv v di-its in a
scale whos(i radix is r is expressed by rf-^

l^ms tlu' least number that can be expressed by 4 digits in
tiie sciiiu wliose radix is five is

10^ ^ or 10^, that is 1000.
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442. In a scale "wliose radix is r, the sum of the digits of

nn intc'^'er divided hy (/•- 1) will leave the name remainder as

the inttgor leaves when dividetl by r- 1.

Let A'' be the number, and suppose

Then

J\^=.,,(,-»-l).h^r'-i-l) + c(r"-2-l)+ ... +m(r2-l)+j)(r-l)

+ ja + 6 + c+ +m+2? + 7{.

Now all the expressions r"-l, r""^-! r^-l, r-1 are

divisible by r-1

;

. N . ^ a->rh-{-c-¥ 7n + r) + 7
.. —--= an integer 4 -.

—-
;r-1 ° r-1

which proves the proposition, for since the quotients differ by

an integer, their fractional parts must be the same, that is, the

remainders after division are the same.

Note. From this proposition is derived the test of the

accuracy of the result of Multiplication in Arithmetic by cast-

ing out the nines.

For let A =dm + af

and lj = dn + b;

then AB~9{dmn + an + hm) + ah;

that is, AB and ah when divided by 9 will leave the same

remainder.

jRadical Fractions.

443. As the local value of each digit in a scale whose radix

is r increases r-fold as we advance from right to left, so does

the local value of each decrease in the same proportion as we

. advance from left to right.

If then we affix a line of digits to the right of the units'

place, each one of these having from its position a value

one-r'"' r>art of the value it would have if it Avere one place

further to the left, we shall have on the right hand of the

units' x^lace a series of Fractions of which the denominators
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are BUcceRsivoly r, r^yt^, , wliilo the numerators may ha
any nunihera hotvvoen r-1 and M'.vo. These are cullud

Kadical Fractions.

In our common system of notation tlife word Radical is

replaced by Decimal, because ten is the radix of tlie scale.

Now ndoptinj? tlie ordinary system of notation, and marking
the ])]ace of units hy putting a dot • to the riglit of it, we have
the following results :

In the denary scale

in the quinary scale

324.4213= 3xl0^ + 2xl0 +
4+*.^f,,+

-^-r, + -»„

remenihering that in this scale 10 stands for^w and not fur ten

(Art. 434).

444. To show thf't in any scale a radical fraction is a proper

fraction.

Suppose the fraction to contain n digits, a, h, e

Then, since r- 1 is tho highest value that each of the digits

can have,

- +^ + ... is not greater than (r - 1) f~ + -.^ + ... to n terms)

not greater than (r-1) J-1
C)"-

i-1
r

not greater than (r - 1 ) i -^-Jli— (

?

r" —

1

not greater than ;

not^ than 1 .
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Hence the Riven fraction ia leas than 1, and ia therefore a

proper fraction.

445. To- transform a fraction expressed in a given icale into

a radical fraction in any other scale.

\jti ^ be the given fraction expressed in the first scale,

r the radix of the new scale in which the fraction is to

be expressed,

a, h, c.the digits expressing the fraction m the new

scale, so that

Jf = — +—,+ -onr •••
r r^ 'T

from which erpiation the values of a, 6, c... are to be deter-

mined.

Multiplying both sides of the equation by r,

wn & C
.Fr=a + - + -2+ ...

r f

h . e
j^o^v -+ *n+ ... is a proper fraction by ^rt, 444.

r r^
,

Hence the integral part of Fr will =a, the first digit of the

v^w fraction, and the fractional part of Fr will

J- + ^ +
r r^

Giving to this fractional part of Fr the symbol Fi we have

^, & c
i'i=— + —1+ •••

^ r 1^

Multiplying both sides of the ec^uation by r,

jplr=6 +-+ ...

Hence the integral part of FiV^^b, the second digit of (he new

fraction, ar^l thus, by a similar process, all the digits of the

new fraction mai' be t'ouud.
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J^ '

1

Ex. 1. Express ^ as a radical frac'tinn in the quinary

icalo :

7^ 7 ^r

6 r
2.-) „ 4

4 _ 20 „ 6

6 _ 30 . 2

2 . 10 , 3

tlierefqre fraction is -200241 recurring.

Ex. 2. Express •84375 in tlie octenary scale

:

•81375

8

6-75UOO

8

lit

c-ooooo

The fraction required is 'GG.

Ex. 3. Transform -42705 from the nonary to the senary
scale.

•42765

6

2-78133

6

6-23820

6

1-55430

6

3-65800

Tlie fraction required is -2513 ...
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Ex. 4. Tmnsform «124'i275 fioui the tluoJciuiiy to the

(luateniary scale

:

4 «124

4 2937 - remainder

4 83 « -remaintler 3

4

4

4

2()e-remaiiiJer 2

(i2 - remainder 3

IG- remainder 2

4 I 4 -remainder
"

•<2'r5

4

3-4 i 08

4

1-70^S

4

4 i 1 -remainder *

j
- remainder 1

Number required is 102232C0-3121 ..,

2-56G8

4

l-e<28

ExAMPLES.— cliX,

he senary

25
1. Express .^ iu the senary scale.

3
2. Express ^ in the septenary gcale.

3. Express 23'125 in the nonary scale.

4. Express 1820-3375 in the senary scale.

5. In what scale is 1748C written 2 1 2542 ?

6. In what scale is 511173 written 174G305 ?

7. Show that a number in the Common scale is divisible :

(i) by 3 if the sum of its digits is divisible by 3.

(2) by 4 if the last two digits be divisible by 4.

(3) ^y 8 if the last three digits be divisible l)y 8.

(4) by 5 if the number cuds with 5 or 0.
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(5) by 11 if the (lifTcrence Letween the sum of the digits
ill the odd places and tlie sum of those in the even
places be divisible by 11.

8. If JVbe a number in the scale whose radix is r, and w
be the number resullin;,' when the digits of N are reversed
show that N-ni% divisible by r - 1.

'

1 1 ii

Vi

'^9^m:

XXXYIII. ON LOGARITHMS.
446. Def. The Logarithm of a number to a given base

i^the index of the power to which the base must be raised to
give the number.

Thus if 7/1= a', x is called the logarithm ofm to tlie base a.

For instance, if the base of a system of Logarithms be 2,

3 is the logarithm of the number 8,

because 8= 2^:

and if the base be 5, then

3 is the logarithm of the number 125,

because 125 = 5^.

447. The logarithm of a number m to the base a is written
tlms, log„m; and so, if m= a',

a;=log,7».

Hence it follows that m=a'"*'»'".

448. Since \ = a\ the logarithm of unity to any base is

zero.

Since a=rti, the logarithm of the base of any syst
is unity.

era

440. ^Ve now proceed to describe that which is called the
Coiiimon System of logarithms.

TL.e base of the ^'stem is 10.
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By a i\j»ltm of logaritlimg to the base 10, we mean a Bucces-

dion of values of x which satisfy the er^uation

m=10*

for all positive values of wi, integral or fractional.

Such a system is formed by the series of logarithms of

the natural numbers from 1 to 100000, which constitute the

logarithms registered in- our ordinary tables, and which are

therefore called tabular logarithms.

450. Now

and so on.

1 = 10",

10= 10^

100= 102,

1000= 103,

Hencf' the lot'ai'ithm of 1 is 0,

of 10 is 1,

of 100 is 2,

of 1000 is 3,

and so on.

Jlence for all ntimbcrs between 1 and 10 the logaritlim ia a

decimal less than 1,

between 10 and 100 the logarithm is a decimal between 1

and 2,

between 100 and 1000 a decimal between 2

and 3, and so on.

451. The logarithms of the natural numbers from 1 to 12

stand thus in the tables

:

/

No. Log

1 0-0000000

2 0-3010300

3 0-4771213

4 0-6020000

5 0-6989700

6 0-7781513

No. Log

7 0-8450980

8 0-9{)30900

9 0-9542425

10 1-0000000

11 1-0413927

12 1-0791812

Thp luiraritlims are calculated to seven places of decimals.
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452. The integral parts of the h^garithms of uunihei.s
higher tliiin 10 are called tlie characteridics of those logarithms,
and tlie decimal parts of the logarithms are called the mantissce.

TI1U8 1 is the characteristic,

•0791812 the mantissa,

of the logarithm of 12.

453. The logarithms for 100 and the nmnhors that succeed
it (and in some tables those that precede 100) have no charac-
teristic prefi.xed, because it can be supplied by the reader, being
2 for all numbers between 100 and 1000, 3 for all between
1000 and 10000, and so on. Thus in the Tables we shall
find

No. Log

100 0000000

101 0043214

102 008G002

103 0128372

104 0170333

105 0211893

which we read thus

:

the logarithm of 100 is 2,

of 101 is 2-0013214.

of 102 is 2-0086002; and so on.

454. Logarithms are of great use in making arithmetical
computations more easy, for by means of a Table of Logarithms
the operation

of Multiplication is changed into that of Addition,

... Division Subtraction,

... Involution Multiplication,

... Evolution Division,

as we shall show in the next four Articles.

455. The Ingnrithm nf a- itroduct is equal to the simi of the

logarithms 0/ its factors.
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Let

and

Then w.n= a*^

;

/. log^mJi=x + t/

= log„m + log.n.

Hence it follows that

log^m?ij3 = 1og„m + Iog„n + 1 og,/),

and siniiUirly it may be shown that the Tlieorera holds good

lor any number of factors.

Thus the operation oi Multiplication is changed into that of

A<!>litiun.

Supiiose, for instance, we want to find the proiluct of 24G

(ui.i W'u, we add the logarithms of the factors, and the sum is

tliL' logarithm of the product :
thus

log246 = 2-3009351

iog357 = 2-5r)2GG82

their 8um= 4'9-436033

which is the logarithm of 87822, the product required.

Note. We do not write Iog,o246, for so long as we are

treating of logarithms to the particular base 10, we may omit

tilt; suilix.

456. Tlie hrjarithm nf a quotient is equal to the logarilhn of

the dividend diminished by the logarithm of the divisor.

Let m= a%

and

Then n
'01

,«-»,

=loz.m-]o^ji.'0'«

Thus tlm nncratiou uf Division is changed into that of Sub-

ti action.
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If, for example, we are requi.od to divide 371-49 by 52-376
we proceed thus,

'

log 371-49= 2-5699471

log 52-376= 1-7191323

thei r di fference= '8508148

whicli is the logarithm of 7'092752, the (luotient required.

457. Tlie logarithm of any power of a number is equal to th
product of the logarithm of the number and tlie index denoting the
power.

Let

Then

.*. log^m''=raj'oa'

=r.log„wi.

Thus the operation of Involution is changed into MultipU-
cation.

Suppose, for instance, we have to find the fourth power of
13, we may proceed thus,

log 13 = 1-1139434

4-4557736

which is the logarithm of 28561, the number reriuired.

458. The logarithm of any root of a numler is equal to th
quotient arising from the division of the logarithm of tlie numher
by the numher denoting the root.

I^et m=a\
1 •

Then m'—a';

,•. log„w'=-'oa

Th-us the operation of Evolution is changed into Division.
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If, for example, we have to find the fifth root of 16807, we

proceed thus,

6 I 4-2254902, the log of 16807

•8450980

which is the logarithm of 7, the root required.

459. The common system of Logarithms has this advantage

over all others for numerical calculations, that its base is the

same as the radix of the common ycale of notation.

Hence it is that the same mantissa serves for all numbers

which have the same significant digits and differ only in the

position of the place of units relatively to those digits.

ft

For, since log 60= log 10 + log 6 = l+log 6,

log 600= log 100 + lo^6= 2 + log6,

log 6000= log 1000 + log = 3 + log 6,

it is clear that if we know the logarithm of any number, as 6,

we also know the logarithms of the numbers resulting from

multiplying that number by Jie powers of 10.

So again, if we know that

log 1-7692 is -247783,

we also know that

log 17-692 is 1-247783,

leg 176-92 is 2-247783,

log 1769-2 is 3-247783,

log 17692 is 4-247783,

log 176920 is 5-247783.

460. We must now treat of the logarithms of numbers low
^

•i. - ^^
than unity.

Since 1= 10^

10

•^1-IUo'
ao-
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\'

the logaritlim of a number

•' botwcen land -1 lies between and -
1,

between 'land '01 -land -2

between -01 and -001 -2 and -3
and so on.

Hence tbe logaritlims of all numbers less than imitv ore
negative.

We do not rcqnire a separate table for those lorrnr-Llims for
we can deduce them from the logarithms of nuiubcrs -rroat.r
than unity by the following i)rocess :

°

o
log -6 =log-- =log6-logl0 =logG-I,

I

log'OG =log~ =log6-logl09 = logo -2,

log -006 = log^= log 6 - log 1000 = log G - 3.

Now the logarithm of 6 is '7781513.

Hence

log -6 - - 1 + -7781513, which is written T-77S] 5 13,

log -06 := - 2 + -7781513, which is written 2-77S1513,

log-00fi= -3 + -7781513, which is written 3-7781513,

the characteristics only being negative and the mantissa)
positive.

I

I

461. Thus the same mantissa) serve for the logarithms of
all numbers, whellur greater or less than unity, whiJh have tlie
same significant digits, and differ only in tlie position of the
place ol units relatively to those digits.

It is best to regard the Table as a re-ister of the lnrrnv;n,n.<,

oi numbers which have om significant digit before the^'decimal
point.

;.|te*«s?e!i^'"?!?jsr»-
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No. I^og

For instance, Avhon we read in the taLles 144
|
1583625, we

intei'in-et the entry thus

log 1-44 is -1583025.

We then ohtuin the following rules for the characteristic to

be attached in eacli case.

I. If the decimal point he shifted one, two, three. ..n

places to the right, prefix as a characteristic 1, 2, 3 ... n.

II. If the decimal point he shifted one,_ two, Uiree ... w

places to the left, prefix, as a characteristic 1, 2, 3 ... n.

Thus log 1-44 is -1583625,

.-. log 14-4 is 1-1583625,

log 144 is 2-1583625,

log 1440 is 3-1583625,

log -144 is 1-1583625,

log -0144 is 2-1583625,

ioc' -00144 is 3-1583625.
u>

4G2. In calculations with negative chW ^otcristics we follow

the rules of algebra. Thus,

(1) If we have to add the logarithms 3-64628 and 2-42367,

wo lirst add the mantissa), and the result is i-06995, and then

add the characteristics, and this result is 1.

The final result is 1 + rOG995, that is, -06905.

(2) To subtract 5 '6249372 from 3-2456973, we may arrange

the numbers thus,

-3 + -2456973

- 5 + -6249372

1 -f -6207601

the 1 cairlcd oti from the la.st subtraction in the decimal places

chan-ing -5 into -4, and Mien -4 subtracted from -3 giving

1 as a result.

Hence the residling logarithm is 1-6207601.
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(3) To mulliply 3-7 182509 by 6.

3-74S2509

5

12-7412845

llie 3 carried on from the last multiplication of the decimal

places beijig added to — 15, and thus giving — 12 as a result,

(4) To divide I4-245G73G by 4.

Increase the negative characteristic so that it may be exactly

divisible by 4, making a proper compensation, thus,

14-245G736 =16 + 2-245G736.

14-245G73G 16 + 2-2456736 -
Then

^
= ^ =4 + -5614184;

andiflo the result is 4-5614184.

Examples.—clx,

1. Add 3-1651553, 4-7505855, 6-68797'io, 2-6150026.

2. Add 4-6843785, 5-6650657, 3-8905190, 3-4675284.

3. Add 2-5324716, 3-6650657, 5-8905196, -3156215.

4. From 2-483209 take 3-742891.

5. From 2-352678 take 5-428619.

6. From 5-349162 take 362432a

7. Multiply 2-4590721 by 3.

8. Multiply 7-429683 by 6.

9. Multiply 9-2843617 by 7.

10. Divide 0-3725409 by 3.

1 1. Divide 14-432962 by 6.

12. Divide 4-53627188 by 9.

463. We shall now explain how a system of logarithms

calculated to a base a may be transformed into another system

of which the base is &.

m~
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the decmifil

13 a result.

ly "be exactly

J4;

3150026.

1675284.

L56215.

logarithms

tlier system

liCt m Le a number of wliioh the logarithm in the livsl

eystciu is x and in the second y.

Then 711= a%

and w-=6*'.

Hence l/=a%

y 1_

1

^ log>

Hence if we multiply the logarithm of any numher in the

system of which the base is a by |-^-,, wo (^hcill obtain the

logarithm of the same number in the system of which the basa

is b.

This constant mv tiplicr ,—
-, is called TuE Modulus of the

log^ft

system of which the base is b with reference to the system of

which the base is a.

4G4. The common system of logarillnns is used in all

numerical calculations, but there is another system, which we

nuist notice, employed by the discoverer of logarithms, Napier,

and hence called Thi3 Napierian System.

The base of this system, denoted by the symbol e, i3 tha

number which is tlie sum of the series

1 1_ , _i
* "^

fi
"^

9. H "^
9. 'A

ad inf.,
2 2.3 2.3.4

of which sum the ik'st eight digits are 2-71S2318.

4G5. Oiir common logarithms are formed from l!;o Loga.

rilhms of the Napierian System by multiplying each cf tko

[S.A.] • X-
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latter by a common multiplier called The Modulus of the

Common System

This mocliilus is, in accordance witli the conclusion of

Art. 403, ,
—^..

' log, 10

That is, if I and N he the logarithms of the same number in

th3 common and Napierian systems respectively,

1
h

locr, 10
^.N,

-'o*

Now log, 10 is 2-30258509 ;

••teno-2-^i83og°'-^^-'2«"»'•'o*

and so the modulvis of the common system is -43429448.

, 466. To prove that logJ; x logja—l.

Let

Then

x=log„&.

1

:. -^logja.
X

Thus lo"&xlog4a=a;x-"oa X

=1.

467. The following are simple examples of the method of

applying the principles explained in this Chapter.

Ex. 1. Given log 2 = '3010300, log 3= -4771213 and

log 7= -8450980, find log 42.

Sinco 42 =2x3x7

log 42=log 2 +log 3 + log 7

= -3010300 + -4771213 + 8 1500SO

-1-6232493

Ml
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Ex. 2. Given lo^' 2 = -3010300 and log 3 = -4771213, find

the logarithms of 04, 81 and U6. --

lDg64=log2<'= Clog2

lo2 2 = '3010300
o

6

/.log 64 = 1-800 IBIH)

log81=log3*= 4log3

log 3 = -4771213

.•.log81 = V90848JV2

log9G=log(32x3)=log32+log3,

and
Iog32=log2^= 5log2;

;.log9G= 5los2.1og3= l-5051500+-47712l3 = 19822713.

Ex. 3. Given log 5= -6989700, find the logarithm of

^(6-25).

log(0-25)^^
= ^,logo-25

= ^,logf,=^,(logC25-logl00)

«^(log5*-2)=-^(4log5-2)

^y (2-7958800 - 2) =-1136657.
7^

EXAMPLES.—Clxi.

1. Given log 2= -3010300, find log 128, log 125 and

log 2500.

2. Given log 2 = -3010300 and log 7 = '8450980, find the

logarithms of 50°, -005 and 196.

3. Given log 2= -3010300, and log 3 = -4771213, find the

logarithms of 6, 27, 54 and 576.

. Given lo.^ 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -477 1213, log 7= '8450980,

find log 60, log -03, log 1-05, and xoii 0000 1...
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5. Gi ven log 2 = -301 0300, lo;- 1 8 = 1 •2r,r,:>725 and
log 21 = l-3222iua, tiiid log -00070 and lug 31-5.

6. Given log 5 = 0980700, find tlio logarithms of 2. -004

7. Given log 2 « '3010300, find the logarithms of 5, '125,

8. W».at are the logarithms of -01, 1 and 100 to the hase
10 / What to the base -01 ?

9. AVhat is the chnracterlstic of log 1503, (1) to base 10.
(2) to base 12 ?

*

4»
l(^ Given ~^^ = 8, and x= 3^, find x and 77.

1 1. Given log 4 = •0020000, log 1 Ol =. -0170333 :

CO Find the logarilhms ol' 2, 25, S3-2, (•025)'"*'.

(6) How many digits are tliere in the integral pirt of
(l-04)«uoo

]

o 1 "" «

12. Given log 25 = 1-3079400, log 1-03 = -0128372:

(a) Find the logarithms of 5, 4, 51-5, (•004)"^'".

(Ji) How many digits are there in ihe integral part of
(i-oa)*^? ° ^

13. Having given log 3 = '4771213, log 7 = -8450980,
log 11 = 10413027:

^ find the logarithms of 7G23, -?- and ~~,

14, Solve the equations

:

8
(I) 4090'=-^.

04'

(2) (qy=6-25.

^(3) a'.if^m.

(t; an^=c.

(5) C6^.&*-'= cS^.^

(6) a'i"* «c^-»».
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.1

31-5.

of 2, "004,
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408. We hnvc cxplaine.l in Arts. 450—401 the mlvnutrpea

of Lhu Coimnoii System ot Lo-aiilliins, which may be stated iu

a more general form thus :

Lot A be any POfinence of fi-ures (such as 2-35916), having

mi digit in the intignil part.

Then anv number iV havinp; the same sequence of figures

(such as 23r,-91C or 0023:)»ir,) is of tlie form A x l(»^ where n

is an integer, positive or negative.

Tlierefore h);.'i„.V=log,o(^ x 10-)=loj^ioyl +n.

Now A lies between IQO and 10\ and therefore log A lies

between and 1, and is therelore a proper fraction.

But logio^" ftud log,„/l differ only by the integer n ;

.-. log,(,/l is the fractional part of log,oiV.

-nmn the.lo!!>mthm!t of all nnmhers having the same

HEQCENCK OF FhiUREH hdvc the savie mantissa.

Therefore o)xe rcqisfer server for the mantissa of hfiarUhms of all

such numbers. This renders the tables more compnhermve.

A'^ain, considerin- all numbers which have the same

Fe.iuence of figures, the number ccmtaining two digits m the

integral part=U).A, and therefore the charucteri^stic ot its

loyaritlini is 1. h

Simiharly the number containing m digits in the integral

part= 10™ . A, and tlierefore the cliaracteristic of its logarithm

is w.

Also numbers which have no digit in the integral part and

one cypher after the decimal point are equal to A .
10"^ and

A .
10-'^ respectively, and therefore the characteristics of tlieir

logarithms are -1 and -2 respectively.

Similarly the number having m cyphers following the decimal

point= ^."'lO-^"'+^»;

/. the characteristic of its logarithm is -(m+1).

mnce v;e see that the characteristics of the loganlhnu of all

numbers can be deternvined by inspection and therejore mtd noi tie

regii^ed. This renders the tables less balky.
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342 ON LOGARITHMS.

409. The nieUiod of using Tal>jea of Logaritlinis does

not fall within the pcope of tliis treatise, but an account of

it may be found in the Author's work on Elementary
TliiUONOMETRY.

470. "VVe proceed to give a short explanation of the way
in which Logarithms are applied to the solution of (|uesLionfe

relating to Compound Interest.

471. Suppose r to represent the interest on £\. for a year,

then the interest on P pounds for a year is represented by
Pr, and the amount of F pounds for a year is represented

byP + Pr.

472. To find the amount oj a, given sum for any time ai

compound interest.

Let P be the original principal,

r the interest on ,£1 for a yeaff^

n the number of years.

Then if 1\, P.„ P3 ... P, be the amounts at tiie en(? of

1, 2, 3 ... ft years,

P,^P +Pr=-.P (1+r),

P3-P, + P,r=P,(l+r)=P(l+r)2,

P3= P, + P,r=P,(l+r)=P(l+r)3,

P.=P(l+r)-.

473. Now suppose P,„ P and r to be given : tlicn by the aid
of Logarithms we can fmd n, for

logP„ = log|P(l4-r)-[

«=logP + 7ilog(l+r);
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4,4. K the interest te paya^-lc^^^^^X^
year, the torn.ula P.= /;(l+r)- '-Vl "

; .^ "ibe interest

il,e <,ne.tion, it U.ing
"^-''.^'''tto."^ 3 calculated, halt-

number of such periods.

, . fi 1 fl,P interest on P pounds for 4 years

For example, to find tbe "^^^^^ ^^^ , ^^^ 5 per cent, per

at compound interest, reckoned rpurtcrly, P

annum.

Here
^ 1 of ^--=^-^-= -0125,
*^=4 U)0 100

n=4x4=16;

;. P,=P (l + '0125y®'

EXAMPLES.—Clxli.

N.B.-Tl>e Logaritluns required -^r
J»

,^-^ '-^^ *''''

extracts fro.n tl.c TaUes given m pages 329, .30.

^

•no onni of money double itself

I. \n bow many years will a sum oi mou ^

at 4 per cent, compound interest \

,. In bow many years will a sum of money double itself

at 3 per cent, compound interest ]

3. In Low many yea» .-ill a s„m o£ money douUe itself

at 10 per cent, compound interest]

4. In l,o^v many years .-ill a sum o£ money treUe itself

at 5 per cent, compound interest {

5. It tV at con,po„na interest, rate ^^o'^l^^f̂ j" ^
years, and at rate 2r in m years: show that m . «W
tban 1 : 2.

6. In how many years ^viU ilOOO amom>t to ^1800 at

6 per cent, compound mtcrost I

^, ,. In how many years .iU^^^;' « ^' "'"^

'
.1 int.pvp.ftt Davublc halt-ycarii i

per ann. cuuii'-vvixi-.^ * -



APPENDIX.

tI.o note „„ i,„ge
g^g';""'"'""^."' wliicli reference h mJe ia

let there be „ things a, i, ,,
<j"..

fa of::^!"'
'"^"^

' " " '-<=. tie number of pe™„t.,tiona

^ow tnlce nny one of f1iM« „« .1

anyone of these n, ^ bo ™t 'ait r"» ^? """'"' ''^'''' ""'^

« thin,,, ,vl,ich .nay be.h a iT T'},
^""' '""^ "'""•« "'•'

things taken 2 at a time.
^ ^ Pcnuutations „f „

Jt 7;,::: I'jTrc"inT7 -'"-' '"' ™"
3 at a tin.e, i„ ,vl,iei, „b

^ " „fT .
' '" ^"™ * P«ra"t»ti"H,

"re «(„-!) l,in... V ichn !
"1 = -""'' ''™'^'' «'™« there

.nay liave ,1-2 m t e, ; if
^^'"' "","' ™"'' "^ these «(,. - n

ponnntati„n,„A;':,;^:;;:;,::--«;-«o,,.rK»-I)(L

»o"e;i:t,""f;;::n::;it:r^s"'"" """-' '^^''--'i

« . («- 1) („ _ 2)(i™
'"'""' "^ « things taken 4 at a time i,

ta'-n r-l at a tin,o ^ 1 fn,^l?rr- 1 fron, «, rfnco this ,vill 1,. , ,
""^ ""^ subtracting

or these per/antutions;:;;' l,tf
"'""''^' "^ ^^^o- "".v o«e

il^r "" """'" "^ f--''"'- ol n things taken 5 at

""nbor of fa,..tor, il e .^Jt '^ ^
f"

"'W'tional factor the
ti.no, it fulhnva'tr «:.,::

„7'"''" "' "™Sa taken at a
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I. 5a + 7/; + 12c.

4. 8a 4- 27) + 2u\

7. 12?> + 3c.-

i. (Pago 10.)

2. rt + 3?> + 2c.

5. 2x-7a + 3^-2.

3. 2a + 2& + 2«,

6. 0.

ii. (Pago 10.)

I. 2a. 2. 2.M-r)x. 3. 3a -3x.

5. 4a + 6 + 2c. 6. 2a. 7- 4.

9. lOa-Vi'iK.

lil. (Pago 10.)

I. 26. 2. a; + 2y. 3- a + 5c + (Z.

5. 2r. 6. 26 + 2c. 7- a-36-c.

iV. (Pago 11.)

I. 4a-&. 2. 46. 3. a-^^—^G.

5. 14.t; + 2. 6. 2x + a. 7- 6x-a.

9. 2a -6. 10. 2a. ii. c.

13. 29a-276+Gc.

V. (Page IG.)

4. Sx + Sy.

8. 13x-i/-<

4. 2y + 22.

8. 3J/ + 2.

4. 25.

8. 0.

12. » + 3a.

Addition.

I. 7a -26.

4. - G6 - 5c + ?aI.

7. 7a + 46 -4c.

2. -106 + 6c. 3. - 11 X- 82/ -63.

2a. 6. -2x-2a + 6 + 4|!,

8. 7a-6 + 7c. 9- -G(/ + 2».

«.'iWJ-iJi..,g„-.-.lft^Ri.
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34«

Subtraction.

f. 2a + 26

4. 8x-17?/ + 5.

7. -3a + 36 -4c.

10. .6a-6 + 5c.

I. 3.C7/.

5- ar.

9. 180a'6V.

13. 7Gx'«?/'.;3.

16. \2arhcxy.

19. uhxhf-'A

ANSWERS.

2. a - c.

5. 7a-lG6 + 20c.

8. 26 + 2c~ 15.

II. 12j9-92 + 2r.

3. 2a -26 + 2c.

6. 5a-36-8x.

9. llx-7y + 42.

Vi. (Page 20.)

2. 12x'7/. 3. I2xy.

6. a». 7. 12a''63.

10. 28a76(;W ij^ 3^11^

14. hlah^c-yz.

17. 8a"6V.

20. SGaSf'^'C/ziS^c.

4. 3a-6c8
•

8. 35a%*.

12. 20a^hHy.

15. 48ic8'</1028^

18. 9»i«)iy.

yii. (Page 22.)

a- + «5-ac. 2. 2a2 + Ga6-8ac. 3. a'*-{-2a?-^id*

9rt'^'-15a4-18a^+21a2. 5. a^i - 2a262 ^1 ^53,

1 8a'^6 + Qa;'lf- - GaV + 8a'6'. 9. x*i/ -x^ + xhf- ~ *Jxy.

10. TO*';i-3wV+ 3??m^-M4. jj^ 144a'i6<-72a^65 + G0a^68

12. 10-lx^7/-13GxV+ 40.cV-8x?/*.

I.

4.

6.

8.

I. a;' + 12x + 27.

4. a;--15x + 5G.

7. a;Ha^-20.

9. a;^-31a;'-' + 9.

H. x'^-x' + 2x-l.

14. ftC - x".

16. x^-%\,f.

Viii. (Pago 27.)

2. a;-' + 8x-105. 3. a;2-2x-120.

5- a^-8a + 15. 6. 7/2 + 7y-78.

8. a;-*- 12.03 + 50x2- 84a; + 45.

1 o. ft" - 3(t'' - 3(t^ + 1 3(^3 _ Ga2 - Ga + 4.

12. x' + xhf' + y\ 13.

15, (?»- 5^3 + 5x2-1.

a' - y3.

17. a^ - 1C6*. 1 8. 16a<-6<.

,B.||!**j«„.«*i^-,WSSiAi
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2a -25 + 2c.

5a-36-8x.

llx-7y + 42!.

4.. 3a-Jc8
•

8. 35a%*.

2. 20a*i''xi/.

H3a3+l'r'»

a63.

2+10nw3
O O to*

«-2x-120.

^ + 7t^-78.

:5.

;: aH4aV- + lGx*. 22. 81a* + 9aV + «^.

,3. ^ + 4aV+16.*. ^4. a3 + ^3^,3_3a6c.

25. a^+»^i/-9xy-20a;Y + 2x/ + iny^

26. a^Z;2 + c2(i2-aV-W. 27. «'-«'•

28 x3 - ax2 + &x2 - cx2 - a&x + acx - hex + ak.

29. 1-^. 30. x°-l/". 31.
-^°--^"-

33. 2. 34. -14. 35. a6 + ac + 6c.

37. 2. 38- ^'i"'-

32. -47.

36. -60.

ix. (Page 28.)

, -a2&. 2. -a". 3. -ao. 4-

^. _Gx3i/ + xV+'^J/'-^2y*-

-13r3-22r2 + 9Gr + 135.

5.
- 30x^i/.

8. a* + 2a3+2a2 + a.

10. bm^ + mhi-l^mtr + Tn^ n

12 -7x* + x32 + 8x2s2 + 9x;:;^ + 9'-

13. x« + ^Y. 14. x^4-2.ri/ + 2xV + 2xyH/.

X. (Pago 32.)

\, xH2ax + a^ 2. x^-2ax + a^. 3- ^'^^-^^

4. x^.6x + 9. 5. x* + 2xY-^/. 6. x^-2xV + 2f».

7.
aB + 2a363 +R 8. a^-2a%^^h^

9. a2 + ^2 + g2 + 2xy + 2x;3 + 2?/3.

10. x2 + l/ + «2- 2X7/ + 2x3-2^.1!.

II m^ +n^+f^ r^ + 2mu - 2mp - 2mr - 2np - 2nr + 22)r.

12. {B*l-4x3-2x-- 1:^j: + 3« Ij- * ***

14. 4x* -28x3 + 85x2 -rSGx-i- 31.

15. x4+i/4+«* + 2xV-2xV-2j/2a«.
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1 6.

'7.

1 8.

19

20.

31.

23.

27.

28.

29.

»« - 8.t"y'' + LVy4 - 80;'^^'' + if.

a" + IH c" + 2frZ^H 2aV + 2/y^c\

a;« + 1/'' + »« - 2xy - 2x^«H 2?/V.
a;-' + ^f + Oz'' 4- 40-7/ -6x^-1 2//,?.

a:4 + 47/* + 25a* - 4jy^}f + lOx-s'-' - 20^V.

a;'' + Oaa;^ + Sa^x + a\ 22. a;^ - 3«x- + 3a% - a»

x'' + 3x3+n.r + l. 24. a;^-3x2 + 3x-l.

a;^ + G,>;2-hl2x + 8. 26. a" - 3rt^&2 + 3^5^^ _ j«

a^- + 3a"/> + ?ja¥ + P { c^ + :icv:c + Ch/oc + 2b- c + Pmc^ + ?,hc\

a? - Za"b + 2air- -P-c^- 3a?c + Qahc - Wc + 3ac2 - 2hcK

m»-2m-n2 + 7i*. 30. m^ + ^mH-lmn^-n^

8.

II.

14.

« Xl. (Page 34.)

I. ^. 2. a*. 3. x\j. 4. a^,:;''. 5. 65c. 6. 8c«.

7. IGa-i'-'c". 8. Ulm'^iiY. 9. 12(iV//*. 10. Qa%c\

Xii. (Page 35.)

I. a:- + 2^ + 1. 2. 2/^-2/- + 2/-l. 3. a^ I- 2rt& + C^'-J.

4. a:< + w;}.x-H??iV. 5. 4a?/-7a; + a3. 6. 8xY-4xY-2y.
7. 27?/iV'-18m"nH9?«j). 8. 3x-?/2 - 2.'r?/^ - yl

9. IStt^i-OaZ/HVi. '

10. 19Z^V + 12Z*2o3-76c*.

f

; xiil. (P.ige 3G.)

I. -8. 2. 15(1''. 3. -21a;"y.

4. -G?u^/?. 5. lGrt"6. 6. a-x2 + aa; + l.

7. -2a2 + S(T_x2. 8. 2 + Ga-6- 8(^^68.

9. ~12xHar2/-8^2 10. •-a3-!-&Vs2 + 52/*.

xiv. (Pago 38.)

I. « + 5.

5. X^-{-l£VV>.

[0.

6. a;2-l.

4. a; + l2« •

7. «Ha;+L
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6. 8c«

10. Sa^ic'^.

2r(& + CS'-J.

4xY - 2y.

'-2/*.

+ 1.

J2/*.

6+12. .

8.

II.

14.

16.

18.

21.

23-

25-

27.

29.

-1 ">

:>3'

37-

39-

41.

44.

46.

48.

50.

53-

56.

59-

62:

I.

4-

a;»-a; + l. 12. x3-2x2 + 8. 13. a'-'+ ^j/^.

a3 + 3a26 + 3a6H6\ 15- r « - 4a^U Ga-'i^ - 4ab3 + 6*.

a;2lcx+5. 17. a^-2a^6 + 3a?,2 + 46».

2ax2-3ft'x + a3. 19. x^-x + l. 20. x^-o".

a; + 2 1/.
22. X*- ''y + xV-X2/3 + y*.

x5+x*i/ + »V- + J:y + a^i/' + /- 24. a + 6-c.

-ft + 263-63. 26. a-6 + c-i.

x3-xi/-x'. + /-^j2+«^. 28. x^2-xV +xV-«^Y + 2/'.

•50. a<-a^& + a^i>--a6H6*.

32. 2x3-3x2 + 2x.

34. /^7 + fc4 + /c.

36. 24x--2ax- 351*2.

38. 8x3 + 12ax2 _ 1 S(6-x - 27a3.

p + 2^^r - r.

x^ + x^2/ + x-V' + ^y^ + 2/^-

a' + Sa^ + Otr f27ct + 81.

x2- iJx-lO.

Gx2-7x + 8.

27x-''-3Gca2 + -l8.rx-G4a3. 4^- 2a + 36.

x + 2a. 42. a- -462. 43. x-'-3x-y.

x2 - 3xi/
- 2y^. 45. a^ + 3x-// + 9x7/2 + 27i/.

a3+2a26 + 4a62 + 863. 47- 27a3-18a26+ 12«62-86^

8'3-12x2</ + 18x)/2-27i/\ 49- 3a + 26 + c

a2-2ax + 4x2. 51. x2 + xy + i/2.
52. lGx2-4x2/ + 7/.

x2+x7/-i/. 54. ax2 + 4a-x + 2a3. 55. a-x.

x-y-z. 57. 3x2-x + 2. 58. 4-Ca;+8x''*-10x'.

x+y. 60. ax + hj-ah-xy. 61. 5x + ay.

x2 - ax + 62.

x2 + ax + 6.

x2 + oa; - 6.

I. m — 71, w— TJtJt T w"> "" — "

XV. (Page 40.)

2. y'^^(l + m)y + lm.

5. x2-(6 + (^x + 6i.

xvi. (Page 42.)

4 - <«-.3>i J- mS/jiS _ <mn' 4- ?i*

3. x'+cx+d

IIV IV

f»* .- m'w + &C., 7)1* - 7Jl^7l + &c«
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2. m + n,m'^ + mn + vr, w? + m-n + &c., m^ + vi^n + &c.,

m^ + Tiif'n + &C.

3. a-1, a^-a + l, a<-a^ + &c., a"-a8 + &c., a7-a<'+&c.

4- 2/ + Ij !/ + 2/ + 1, '/ + y^ + &c., ?/« + / + «S:c., 1/ + 1/7 + &c.

xvii. (rage 43.)

I. 5x(x-3). 2, 3x(x2 + 6x-2). 3. 7(7t/*-2j/+l).

4. 4x?/(x2-3x?y + 2?/^. 5. a;(x3_aa;2 + 6x+c).

6. 3xV(x22/-7x + 9j/2). 7. 27a^6'''(2 + 4rt^i2_9ar,^,n)^

8. 45x*y7(a;y-2a;-82/).

xviii. (Pago 44.)
'

.

I. {x-a){x-h). 2. {a-x){h-vx). 3. (& - 2/) (c + 1/).

4. (a + m)(6 + 70. 5- (aa: + 1/) (/w - ?;). 6. {ah + cd) {x - y).

7. (a; + 7n ?/) {dx - ny.) 8. (ac - hd) {bx - d?/).

XiX. (Page 45.)

I. (a; + 5)(x + 6). 2. (a; + 5)(x + 12). 3. (2/+12) (?/+l).

4. (7/ + ll)(i/+10). 5. (m + 20)(m + 15). 6. (m + G)(7M + 17).

7. (a + 86) (a + &). 8. {x + 4ni)(x + 9m). 9. (y + Sji) (y + IGn).

10. (s + 4p)(!8 + 252)). II. (x2 + 2)(x2 + 3).

12. (x3+l)(.'c3 + 3). 13. (x7/ + 2)(xr/+lC).

14. (xY + 3)(x42/^ + 4). 15. (m5 + 8)(m6 + 2).

16. (}6 + 202)(n + 72).

1.

4.

7-

9-

XX. (Page 45.)

I. (x-5)(x-2).

3. {y-U)(y-12).

5. (n-23)(n-20).

7. .(x3-4)(x3-3).

9. (6^c3-5)(&'¥-6).

2. (x-i9)(x-10).

4. (2/ -20) (2/ -10).

6. (?i-5G)(?i-l).

8. (tt6-26)(a6-l).

10. (xT/s - 1 1) {xyz - 2).
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1. (x + 12)(x-5).

4. (a + 20) (a -7).

7. (x* + 4)(x4-l).

XXl. (Pago 4G.)

2. (a; + 15)(x-3). 3- (a + 12)(a-l).

5. (6 + 25) (6 -12). 6. (& + 30)(6-5V

8. (xi/ + 14)(xj/-ll).

(m« + 20)(m'^-5). 10. (71 + 30) (n- 13).

XXil. (Page 4G.)

,. (a;-ll)(x + 6). 2. (x-9)(x + 2). 3- (m-12)(m + 3).

4. (n-15)(n+4). 5- (2/ - 14) (^ + 1)- 6. («-20)(. + 5>

7. (xs-10)(x* + l).

9. (m'n-2)(m'n + l).

8. (ci-30)(c(Z + 6).

10. (2)V-12)(pY + '0-

xxlii. (Pago 47.)

I. (x-3)(x-12). 2. (x + 9)(x-5).

3. (a6-18)(a6 + 2).

5. 0/+lO)(2/'-9).

7. x(x2+3ax + 4a^.

9. (I/' -3) (1/3 -1).

II. (x+a)(x-6).

13. (a&-(0(&-c).

4. (x4-5m)(x* + 2m).

6. (x2 + 10)(x2-ll).

8. (x + to) (x+n).

10. ipj-ah) (x-c).

12. (x-c)(x+(2).

14. 4.(x-4i/)(x-32/).

xxiv. (Page 48.)

I. (x+9)«. 2. (x + 13)« 3. (a: + l7)^ 4- (!/ + !)'•

5, (2 + 100)2. 6. (x^ + V)". 7- (a; + 52/)2. «• (m- + 87i")«.

9. (x3 + 12)2.
"

10. (xi/ + 81)2.

XXV. (Page 48.)

X. (x-4)^ 2. (x-14)2.
'

3. (x-18)^. " 4.' (y--20)^

5. (.-50)1 i 6. (x2-ll)2.; 7.
(«;-152/)^.;:8.,(m^-16n^^

9. (x3-i9)^
^"

^ -::i
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XXVi. (Pago 150.) X

I. ix-^y){x-y). 2. (x + 3)(x-n). 3. (2x + 5) (2x - 5).

4. ia' + x^{a^-x^. 5. (x+\){x-l). 6. (x-^ + 1) (x^ - 1).

7. (x« + l)(x*-l). 8. (/.i- + -l)(m3-4).

9. (G// + 73)(0i/-7»). 10. (Ux»/ + llui)(Ox-7/-lla6).

II. (a- 5 + r)(a-6-c). 12. (x + m-yi) (^-m + ?0.

13. (a + h + e + d){a + b-c-d). 14. SxxSt/.

15. (x-2/ + «)(x-2/-2).

i6. (a - 6 +m + ?i) (a - 6 -m - «).

17. (a-c + 6 + <f)(a-c-&-cZ). 18. (a + b-c) (a-b + c).

19- (x + 2/ + z)(x + 2/-2). 20. (a-& + m-70(a-6-m + n).

21. 0x + 6?/+l)(ax + Z'7/~l). 2^2. 2axx26?/.

23. (l + a-b){l-a + b). 24. (H-x-7/)(l-x + i/).

25. (x + t/ + s!)(x-i/-s). 26. (a + 26 -3c) (a -26 + 3c).

27. (a2 + 46)(a2-46). 28. (l + Tc) (1 -7c). '

29. (a-6 + c + ci)(«-6-c-(Z). 30. (a + h-c-d) (a^b-c-i-d),

31. 3ax(ax + 3)(ax-3). 32. (a-6^ + c^) (a'-"6^ - c<).

33. 12(x-l)(2x + l). 34. (9x + 7?/)(5x + 2/).

35. 1000x506.

xxvii. (Page 51.)

2. (a-6)(a2 + a6 + 62).I. (a + 6)(a«-a6 + 62).

3. (a-2)(a2 + 2a + 4).

4. (x+ 7)(x2-7x + 49).

5. (6 -5) (62 + 56 + 25).

7. (a-6)(a2 + Ga + 3C).

6. (x + 4?/)(x2-4x2/ + ?G7/2).

8. (2x+ 3v/)(4a;-'-Gx2/ + U^2).

9. (4a - 106) (lGa2 + 40a6 + 10062).

try. /Or-L-QiA /Q1 ^2 „ 'TO'.-.i J, fi I .,2\
•;//

II. (x + y) (x- - x?/ + 2/2) (X - y) (x' + x?/ + y^).

12.

^4.

I.

3-

7.

13-

i6.

17'

27.

31-
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5)(2x-5).

l)(x'-l).

-Uah).

x2>/.

-h + c).

b-m + n).

'y-

^2/).

26 + 30).

6-c + i).

")'

h2G7/2).

y + dij^.

12. (x+l)(x2-x + l)(x-l)(i:^ + x + l).

13. (a + 2) (rt2 - 2a + 4) (rt - 2) {cr + 2a + 4).

14. (3 + 2/) (0 .- ?>y + r') (^^ - V) (0 + 3j/ + 2/^*

xxviii. (P'»g« 51-)

1^ ^^5^ 2. Take Hioni ft and avlvU- to tlie rcauU.

3. 2x. 4. a-5. 5. a^+l- 6. x-2, x-1, t, x + 1, x + 2.

7. 0. 8. 0. 9. da. 10. c. II. x-y.

13. 3G5-CX. 14- «-10-

16. ^ lias X + 5 sliillings, B has y - 5 Hlii'Iiii},'^

17, x-8. 18. x!/. 19. 12-X-2/. 20. »Ki.

23. y-25- 23- SSGm", 24. 4&. 25. x-5.

27. x2-y2. 28. (x + y)(x-i/). 29. 2.

31. 28. 32. 7. 33. 23. 34. 5.

12. x-y.

15. x + 5a.

21. 25-x.

26. y+7.

30. 2.

35. 10.

XXix. (Page 53.)

1. To a add 6.

2. From the square of a take the square of h

3. To four times the square of a add the cube of 6.

4. Take four times the sum of the squares of a and 6.

5. From the square of a take twice 6, and add to the result

three times c.

6. To a add the product of m and &, and take c from the

result.

7. To a add m. From 6 take c. Multiply the results

together.

8. Take the square root of the cube of as,

9. Take the square root of the sum of the squares of x and y.

10. Add to a twice the excess of 3 above c.

1 1. Multiply the sum of a and 2 by the excess of 3 above c.

[S.A.]
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12. Divide tlie 8um of the squares of a and 6 by four times
the product of a and 6.

13. From the square of x subtract the square of y, and take
the square root of the result. Then divide this result
by the excess of x above y.

14. To the square of x add the square of y, and take the
sqiiare root of the result. Then divide this result by
the square root of the sum of x and y.

XXX. (Pago 53.)

I- 2. 2. 0. 3. 17. 4. 31. 5. 20. 6. 33.

7. 105. 8. 27. 9. 14. 10. 120. 11. 210. 12. 1458.

73. 30. 14. 5. 15. 3. 16. 4. 17. 49. 18. 10.

24. 41536. 25. 52.

4. 31.

9. 14. 10. 120.

»j. .^v. it^.. xj. 15. 3. 16. 4.

19. 12. 20. 4. 21. 43. 22. 20. 23. 29.

xxxi. (rage 54.)

I. 0. 2. 0. 3. 2ac. 4. 2,ry. 5. a' + 6'.

6. 4x< 4- (Cm - C?j) x3 - (4m2 + 9?nw + Av?) x«

+ (G?M'/i - Gmn"^ x +4mV.
7. cr2 + rfr + «. 8. -a<-M-c* + 2a262 + 2a2c2 + 26V.

When c=0, this becomes -a*-&« + 2aT. When
h-^c-a, tlie product becomes 0. "When a = h=^c it

becomes 3a*. 9. 0. 10. 34.

12. (a) (a + 6)x2+(c + f/)x.
(^) (a-5)x3-(c + d-2)x«.

(7) (4-a)x3-(3 + i)x''J-(5 + c)x. (S) a2-62+(2a + 26)x.

(c) (jm2 _ n-) X* + (2mq ~ 2nq) x^ + (27n - 2n) x^.

13. oi? -{a-k-h -^ c) x- + {ab \-ac-{-hc)x-dbc,

14. x3+(a + 6 + c)x2 + (a&+ac + 6c)x + a&c.

15. (a + & + c)3= a^ + 3a-6 + 3a62 + 6^ + c^ + 3a'^c

+ 6ak + 3&-c + 3ac2+3&c«.

(a + fc - c)3= a^ + 3tt-6 + 3«6- + 6^ - c^ - Sa^c

-Caic-3i2c + 3ac2+36c2.

I.

;

8. ^

II. !

17.

23-

29.
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Dy four times

•f y, and take

le til Id result

md take the

nis result by

6. 33.

12. 1458.

l8. 10.

j36. 25. 52.

5. a« + 5l

»i2)a; +4mV.

•2ft2c2 + 262c2.

i-i'". When
I a = h=c, it

[o. 34.

(c + d-2)a;*

+ (2a + 2i)x.

+ 3ac2+3&c«.

+ 3ac2+3k«.

(6 + c-o)'--a' + 3a26-3a&2 + j;5 + c3 + 3a«(5

- 6a6c + 362c - 3jc« + 35c'.

U ' - 6)3 = a' - 3a26 + 3tt6« - 6^ + c-H 3tt2c

-6tt6c + 362o + 3ac»- n^c'.

1 m of the last three suhtracted from the first givoa

;

' t-6ac-3a6 + 46c-66«. 17- a^«-«"«

1 8. 2ac - 26c - lad + 26(£. The value of the result is - 2&c.

19. a6 + xy + (6 + l + 2a)x + (2a-6-l)y.

20. 9. 21. a6 + x2 + (a-6+l)x-(a + 6 + l)y.

22. 2. 23. (Tm + 4n + 1) X + (1 - 6>i - 4m) y.

25. 4a2 4-Gac + 2a6 + 96c-C62. 26. 3; 128; 3; 118.

27. 9. 28. 44 29. 20. 30. 36. 31. 18.

xxxii. (Pago GO.)

1.3. 2. 2. 3. 1. 4. 7. 5- 2. 6. 2. 7- 3.

8. 4. 9. 9. 10. Am. 54.

11. 2. 12. 9. 13. 9. 14. -7. 15. 3. 16. 7.

17. 2. 18. 8. 19. 10. 20. 6. 21. 4. 22. 10

23. 3. 24. 15. 35. 1. 26. 2. 27. 3. 28. 4.

29. 6. 30. -1.

XXXiii. (rage 02.)

I. 70. 2. 43. 3. 23. 4. 7, 21. 5. 36, 26, 18, 12.

6. 12, 8. 7. 50, 30. 8. 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30. 9. £68.

10. 12 shillings, 24 shillings. 11. 52.

12. A has £130, B £150, G £130, D £90.

13. 152 men, 76 women, 38 children. 14. £350, £450, £720.

15. 21, 13. 16. £8. 15«. 17- 84, 26. 18. 62, 28.

IQ. The wife £4000, each sc
, . 1 1 T-i. /»Krm/k« e>^ ^s.r^

20. 49 gallons. 21. £14, £24, £38. 22. 31. 17.

.
'. i* tit /"'7v'.
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23. £21,

27. 60, 24.

32. 67, 19.

36. 200, 100.

24. 48, 36.

28. 8, 12.

33- 4.

37. 23, 20.

25. 50, 40. 26. 42, 18.

29. 83. 30. 18. 31. 40.

34. 80, 128. 35. 19, 22.

38. 53, 318. 39. 5, 10, 15.

I. a%.

6. a%\

XXXiv. (Page 68.)

3. 2x-i/. 4. 15??i"«2'-

7. 2. 8. 17h. 9- 4X-2/V.

2. a;-t/-a, 5. ISald.

10. ZOx-y\

I. a -6.

6. l--5a.

XXXV. (Page G9.)

2. a2-&2. 3. a-x. 4. a + x.

7. x + y. 8. x-y. 9. x-1.

5. 3a; + 1.

10. l + «.

xxxvi. (Page 70.)

I. 3453. 2. 36. 3. 936. 4. 355. $. 23. 6. 2345.

I. x+ 4.

5. X--3.

9. ac-y.

13. a; + 2/-

17. 5x-2/.

20. x' + X1/ + 7/^

23. 3x-2/-

26. 3 (a-x).

29, x2 + 2/2.

I. 06 + 2.

xxxvii. (Page 74.)

2. x+10. 3. x-7.

6v x + 3?/. 7. x-42/.

10. x + y. II. x-y.

14. a-\-h-c. 15. 4x + 2/-

i8..x< + x^-4x2 + x + l.

21. x^ + x"-x-l»

24. 3x-lly.

27. 3.r-2.

30. x + 3.

4. T + 12.

8. X- 15?/.

12. x + y.

16. 2:c-?/.

19. x"-2.-f 4.

22. 3a- + 2aZ>-6^

25. 3a -6.*

28. 3x2 + a=.

31. 3a + 2j5.

xxxviii. (Page 76.)

2. x-1. 3- a; + l. 4. y-l

J. a»-2xr5 6. »-2. 7. y--2y+ 5.
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X, 5. 3x + l.

1. 10. l + «.

23. 6. 2345.

"7 '< .1

5- ~n

9- ;:x^/

i
-̂^^ ^j-bxz

'7- fOl
be -1- c

"• 2.-2^-

27.'• 13*

xxxix. (Page 81.)

2x
2. -g.

4xj/

10.
5771

V
II.

26t + a;

5&

* l2a

a

tt + 6'

'5-
ic-

C-^flt

c + 2a

12.

21.
lax - Hhy

2^
^ "52*

66=fl

2771X

37/t''|p-a*

2a; -3/
3

19. 5.

2
^^' 9a6x-12ctb'

16.

25- ^•

28.

26.
2<z + 26

'it. I

Xl. (Page 82.)

I.

4.

10.

12.

18.

rt-f-_5

y-2
X t- 4

X- - 5.7; + 6

3x- - bx

«2 + 5rt+5

tt-4-a-2*

a'^-a' + l

a-4-a+l'

10a-14ct2_

a; -5
*• aj-3*

5. x^-x + l

a2 + 051/^2/'

^3- 6-4-6-5'

16. >. -9 ;nr*
vac- - ox

2a62 + 3a6-5a
»9. '2l^i,h '

g + 1

3- x-r

6.
x^+^'

a2_5x + 6
9- 3x2 -7»'

m^ 4- 4m

J4X--6
'7* 9ax-21a*
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5rJ-

!fi

o'-ff-H2a -„—

—

23.

26.

29.

32.

35.

3S.

a:^-2a; + 2

a;2-2 •

2x'2-3x-2*

g--3

ic + r

a + 6 - c*

3;2 + 4

'•
122/2-

5. ax.

Smnxy

21 ?^-^

24. 3.

27. .7-,

_^Xj-3a
4x2 + 6ax + Oo^*

30. ——

,

m —

1

33-
5a + 26

3aT26*

2.

6.

10.

^
x^ + x'^-2

^
2a;'^T2^Tl-

- ^-2x2-2x + l
•^^'

4ai2-7a;-l""-

Xli. (Pago 8G.)

1

2*

4
9'

5/cm*

¥2'

3.

7.

2x3

3^3'

3
8'

Xlii. (rage SG.)

a-h

(ill) (^--6)

7. 1. 8. 6.

x—m + n

22.

25.

a —

5

2x^ + 3x -5
7x-b~'

2.
3*

x-6

28

31.

«-3
x-2'

x'^ + 5x

x + 3'

34-
x-5
2x + 3

•

x-^ + x--12
3/-

3x + 5

ft- - 5a + 6
40.

3a-' - Sa
•

4.

8.

9ax*

9(Z2-

9. ^-JL.

^ (^ + 2)(t-4)
^' a(x-2}" '

^_
(x-2)(x-5)

a;2

c - a + J

II.
as + 7n--n

12, 1. 13.

10. ,.c-a — 6



a —

5

2x2 + 3^-5

«-3
x-2'

x'^ + 5x

x+'6-

28

3f.

x~5

ft- - 5a + 6

8a
•

o.
3a'-

4.
Oaa;*

o 8a2c2

g + 2)(T-4)

"a (x-2}"' '

!-2)(x-5)

a-^

c-a +

1

c-a — b'

o.

-2/ -3

ANSWERS. 359

Xliii. (Page 87.)

lOac
'• "Six*

3 8x2/ 4
3- ~6~- ^- 36;ix'

. 5x

4(X

535

7-
ii- 35-2 9- -x-2

I. Vld?x\

5 . 4ax'.

9. 1Qfcf-r.

xliv. (rage 89.)

2. 12xV. 3. Sa^t'.

6. a2&2c3.

10. *l%CU?]j^.

7. a''j;2y2.

4. a^x^.

8. 102aV.

XlV. (Page 91.)

I. x^(a + x).

4. 4x2-1.

7. (x3-l)(x + l).

9. (x + l)(.r''-l).

,1. x(x^-l)(:c^+l).

13. (2a-l)(8a3+l).

15. (a + &)-(a-6).

17. 4(l-x2).

19. {(i-}))i^~^(!i-^'

7-. (X + 2/)2(X-7/)2.

23. x^ix^-y")'

:A, 12(x-2/)-(x-^ + i/).

xlvi.

!r. (x+2)(x + 3)(x+4).

3. (x + l)(x+2)(x + 3).

5. (x-ll)(a; + 2}(.'--2).

2. X^ - X. 3. a{a^-lP).

5. aH?A 6. x2-l.

8. (x^ + l)(x^+l).

10. X<-1.

12. x(x+l)(x^-l).

14. 2x'' + 2ry.

16. a2-62.

18. x3-l.

20. (x + l)(x + 2)(x4 3).

22. (a + 3)(a2_i).

24. (x + l)(x4-2)(r + 3)(x + 4).

26. I?0.r?/(x2- "^

(Page 93.)

2. (a-5}(a + 4)(a-3).

4. (x + 5)(x + G)(x + T).

6. (2xi i)(x4-l)(a;-2).

..«&»]
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7. (33^2/) (X + y)(:c2 + 1/2) (x-,^). g. (x- 5) (a; - 3) (x + 5).

9. (7x-4)(3x-2}(x2-3). lo. (x^+y^) (x + y)(x-2/).

II. (<»2-62)(a + 2Zv(a-2&).

xlvii. (ra-e 94.)

n (x-2)(x-l)(x-3?(x-4). 2. (x + 4)(x + l)(x + 3).

3. (x-4)(x-5)(.x-7).
4. (3x-2)(2x + l)(7x-l).

5. (^+l)(x-l)(x + 3)(3x-2)(2x+l).

6. (x - 3) (x2 + 3x + 9) (x - 12) (x2 - 2).

Xlviii. (Page 95.)

I.

3- -

5-

7.

9

15x 16.T5

"20"'
l2(r*

4a; -8j/ 3x2~8,r?/

2.
9x-21 4x-9
.18J i

18 •

48a^ - GOac 1 5a - 1pc

3-3x 3 + 3:c

1-X-' T^*
5 + 5:/; 6

• 1-x'-' \-x^

II.

12.

a —

c

20a 4- 256 6a--8a6

6 "in?? '

'^

g 2 + 2?/2 2-2?/2

c(c/ + i(;)' c (/; + «)•

(a - 6) (6 - c) (a - c)' (a -7.) (6- c) (a - c)*

c (6 - c) _ 6(a-J0
((/yc- (ct - b) (a - c) (// - c)' ((k- (ft - h) (a - c) (h - c)*

' ai

I.
15.r +n

Xlix. (Page 93.)

^ 7la-206-0 Cc

l?£"±^'^'-^*^^^'2/r ^^i/ - 27x2- 2x2// - lC:c-7/ - 28i/2
wuc 5.

3

V

12x'^

32x + 9j»
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!-3)(x + 5).

l)(a; + 3).

+ l)(7a;-l).

1 80rt2 + 54a7> + 331b^-20ab»
6. jjy^a

^ 3rKt2 + 23a64-2l6c-42c»
8. ^_ . y.

11?/- 8x2|/2 -4.-CT/-7x«

3a* - Va^5 + 4rt25c - haV^c + dn^-W

80x' + 64x2 + 84^+ 45
7- 60x2

•

4a2c-3(xc2-3ac + Tc'

9- ^V '

-8ab

b

I.

4-

7-

lo.

2x- 1_
(x-c)(x+by

4X7/

Jx + yJl^Y)'

2x^

(x + y){x-yy

1

((t + x) (a - x)'

1. (Page 90.)

2.
(i'^7)(i-:3y

-1
5- 1+x*

2x - 7/

8.
(x-2//

3- (i+x)(i-xy

rt + &X
6.

c+ </x*

2x + 5a
9- (J+ ap-

5*

2x + ^j»

0X7/ - 28i/2

I. 1-a
2.

li. (rage 100.)

4x

l~r***

x + y
^

2/

3x^~24x2 + 60x--46
7- (7:r2)'(x-3r(x-4)-

14. 2.

(x-l)(x + 2)(x + l)*

12.

V

3x3

X2-1'

2«
3- i_a,*

4. -a

86^

6.

8.

10.

3x^ + 20x^-32x-235
•'(x + 4Hx-3)(x + 7)*.

3x^ - 2ax - Ggg

(x - a}>*

X

II. --—i.

(x+l)(x + 2)(^x + 3)*

13. 0.

I?.
wi j/

16. 0.
x-' + xy

J 7 -- ?•
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!8. 0. 19.

ansh7:ks.

a +
20. a 21. 0.

I*' ='».i

Hi. (Pi.go 103.)

• • *

5. 0.

l-'x^'

2 + z
M y + «

(x + a)(x + Z')*

9"
^.t; - ?

2

(x-2)(y-s)-

liii. (Page 110.)

W

10.
a/x?'

5x+ll

(x + 4)(x+r))(x+7)*
2(x-8)

(x~6)(;c-7)(x-'9)-

2x-17
(x-4)(x--fll)(x--'l.3)' x + S

5.

ju^ + Ay)\hi + ?Hn'-^

w (/yi + 7i)"

6. 0.
l_U^-a;- + 2r).c- 1
"

3(l-x*) "• 8. 0.
1

l-i-x'

liv. (Page 107.)

I. 16.

6. 24.

II. 72.

16. 1.

21. 5.

26. 24.

2. 12.

7. 60.

12. 96.

17. 8.

*0^» X.*

27.

3- 15.

8. 45.

I 64.

18, 9.

23. 1.

28. 6.

4. 28.

9. 36.

14. 12.

19. 7.

3
24. 2-

29. 24.

5. 63.

10. 120.

I! 9Q

20. 4.

25. 100.

30. 4.

Iv. (Page 108.)

I. 16. 2. 5.
1 '*i'£.'5r'

4. 1. 5. 8.
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21. 0.

y+6

-6"

10.
a/x^*

8)

7)(x-I))-

1

1 + x*

5. 63.

10. 120.

15. 28.

20. 4.

25. 100.

30. 4.

5. 8.

> -^-

12. 12.

18. 9.

7. 9.

13. 8.

19. 9.

8. 2.

14. 7.

20. 9.

9. 11. 10. 6. II. 2.

15. 0. 16 7. 17. 7.

21. 10.

Ivi. (Page 100.)

3r - 2(t

t.
"a + V

4- li'-'o
'

3rt&-27i;-3
^' "4ac-r

2.

5-

?; (« + c)

l+a
6. .

C&lZ + ai>

8. 1.

a
10. -„.

3rt +

1

*'*•
2a';6-

aM-l-rt(5
To. —1

,
1 •

ad + (t

II. 2.

22. 1.

25- c2l5-

lRa + 27»

'5- "4a + 3
•

19. h-\.

23. ?'ni. 24.

12.

, rt-1

h
20. -.

3a-12(i*

13- —r-
-^ a-

1

!'».

21.
2rt^ "

20. -.

3a^Z;c + 2a'?>* + a5;*

6H3a''(; + 3a"6c + 2a-i3-

ah-\
27.

6c+tr

28.
a(}Ti-3c + 3^)

c-a-vm
29.

rtC a'e (c - <f)

Ivii. (ra;5c m.)

I. 2.

6. _.

II. 9.

16. 12

2. 13.

3

12. 19

17. 2.

3. 1.

8. 6.

4. 1
''*'

9. -7.

13. 1- ^4. 4.

iS. ^. 19. g-

''•
10*

10. 6.

35
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Si
3«4 ANSWERS,

Ivill. (Page 113.)

I. 20. 2. 3. 3. 40.
4- Te"

6. 10. 7. 5- 8. 20. 9. 3.

II. 8. 12. 100. 13. 0. 14. '1.

i6.
5
6" 17. 6.

5. 60.

i
10. -

9'

15. 6.

I.

6.

10.

14.

18.

21.

-J'

26.

-9-

J/'

41.

44.

47.

.«47^

lix. (Page 114.)

100. 2. 210. 3. 80. 4. 700. , 5 28,32.

7. 21, 76. 8. 120. Q. 60.

960. II. 36. 12. 12,4. 13. i:i807.

5-10,36. 15. 3456,2304. 16. 50. 17.35,15.

29340, 1SG7. 19. 21, 6.

A lias i;i400, B lias X400. 22. 28, 18.

m (nh-a) n (mh-a)

20. 105|, 13l|.

24.
a+h a—h

25. 18.n — ni ' m-n ' '^ 2 * 2 '

£135, £297, i:432. 27. £7200. 28. 47,23.

30. 112,06. 31. 78. 32. 75 gallons.
'^.-7

40,10. 34. 20. 35. 42 years. 36, l.-days.

20 days. 3n. 10 .Liy^. 39 (J hours. 40. l—'lays.

. 6

"'i''
42. C Iionrs.

nlic
45- -7 ,- -7-7- iiiiuutos.

43. 48'.

^l.l 01 ^ 47?;-;aion3. 48. 9^- iiilles from Ely.



5- 60.

i
3. -

9'

5. 6.

28,32.

). 60.

i:i807.

. 35, 15.

5. 18.

7,23.

gallons.

.- days.

E "^'"^^^

IS'.

4-4.

Ely,

ANSWERS. IH

49. 14inilei.

52. 42 houra.

50- T' a-
51. 1^.>.-

53. 30:_^ miles.

21'

54. 50 hours.

10'

55. (1) 38^^- past 1. r2) 54^1^1 4. (3)1(^,1-13

56. (1) 27^ past 2.
(2)5^nnaal.o38^ra^t4.

c'

^2)
21—- past 7, au J also 5-1

^^
pa.4 7.

57. (1) IG^ I'^^t 3. ^2; 32^ pa^t 0.

, 1

58. CO. 59- -^3. bo.
2^3.

62. iCOO. 63. X275.

65. 90', 72', GO'. 66. 12G, 03, 5G days.

1'

(3) 40^--^- past 9.

61. 18'^. days.

64. GO.

67. 24.

68. 2,4,94. 69. 200. 70. i-

, -^n'

71. 30000. 72. ^£200000000.

IX. (rage 127.)

73- S^'-

I.

fl5'4-a3' + 3a
2.

a'J + Srtac-Sx^

OS
x'-*

^ x{x-yy

*• 76
•

a?f5x^l

Ixi. (Page 128.)

2. ^.:^:''. 3. i(i-^)-
xy

6.
a;--x + l

at

*'
a: -2/.

a^ + a + l

tmi

^,,{



3G6

8. X.
' 1

9. -.

I 1 —-5 i
-*•

(a + 6/ •

ANSn'E/iS.

II.10 a;;

14. n*~l.

X'^lf

'2XIJ
12. x\

1

II.

.Xil. (rage 129.)

• 1 3 1 5

3-

S

a: 3 3 y
o - - + - -

0.2*y- y X X

^p 4q _ 12r 24s

j^/'i^ ^li's ii<is iKir'

- rt & c d
2. -. + - + -.+ -.

a c a a

* 12
"!}""'

18 ~3U*

• 100 40"*" 40 8'

Ixiii. (Ri-e 131.)

I. 2 - 2a + 2a2 - 2a^ + 2a''

^ i.i^_Vi^+i«
'/Ai ni^ wr ?rt*

,_26 2/r_2^'» 2i4
^'

a"*'a^ aa'*'o*

, 23^2 2x\ 2x« 2x8

. ts^ a^ 05* a;5
5. 0;+---+ -, + - +-

a a- tt'* a*

, h hx hx^ hx^ hx*
o, -J J

a a'"^ a^ a-* a^

7. l-2x + 6*2 -16x3 + 44x4

8. l+2x + x2-x3-2x4

9. l+3b + G¥- + 12b^ + 24h* ....

.0. .=-i.u=-?^%^-^'

I.

0.



12. X\

1

II.

ANSWERS. 3*7

a« a'/; aVfl a^fl a%^
- + -:. + -

x3 X*
• Ia" •••••

«»

2j; 3a;2 4x' 5a^

a a^ a^ a*

13. x' - Sox- + 2a-x + 4a'.

12. 1 + 2~ 3 +~4"
a a^ a^ a*

14. m* - 10/n- - 41m - 95.

>J

3G'

Ixiv. (Pago 132.)

x* x' 23x 1

^* 9
"*"

4
"*"

120 20*

3. x4_

12 1^ 1

5

4. x« + l + -v

7. I + -2 + -4.

a3_49a« 7« _ 1^

^* 20 000 "^(JO '15*

1^ 1

x^ x^ v^

^' ^-^s's'ci

5 7_ ^_107 _.
9- x*'^2x3 12x2"^ 6x"^

6'

a^ 6* 4/>2 ^

6* o* o^

''•ffl

Ixv. (Page 134.)

I.

1
X--.

X
2.

^1«
a+g. 3. m2-

m 1
- - + -V

4-

(.3 (ja c 1 X 7/

5. - + ^.
^ y X

6.
1 1 1

7.
2/2 a;2

8. -x3-0. ^x -5x2 +V + 9
4

9-
0^ a-

10.
1

a2

1.1 + 1..

a6 ac 6^

1 1

"
be

*"
C2

•

f!?;l

Ixvi.

I. -05x2 -•143x- -021.

3. -12x2 + -13x1/ --Hj/I

5. 0,

(Page 135.)

2. •01x2+l-25x-21.

4. -172x2- -05x7/- -3 IS)/"-*.

6. -300763.
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IMAGE EVALUATION
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t/.

&^
&
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I.I
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4

M

2.0

1.8
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368 ANSWERS.

Ixvil. (Pago 135.)

\ «! a^ a^ /

2. a;i/c( + -
).

.4. (tt + &) |(a + &)=-c(a + &)-cZ + -^-l

iifi

I. 4a

Ixix. (Pago 138.)

2.C- + 3X-5 ,a2+5fi-14
_ - — and7x-5 a + I)

37x2-7?/'-193«

24 ^l
6. gPJL + 42ax^--2g7(/V + 1 On^x -f T4ft^

12

a;-8

a; + 8
n. ;4.

1 —X 12.

14. -,

ait; + ai + ac + icTa +1> +7+1*

20. , ,

a^-hP

(a-h)\{aHb'iy

18.

21.

a<-6**

1

2(x+l)2*
20

23. X. 24. 0. 25. 1/

27.
a< + a2+l

^2
.

6(a^ + 6^)

^' a(a2-6y

a_+&j-^

a-6"+c*

26.
(•'^-4)('g + 2)'

28 -fcl)*

^9- ^.+^ 30. 1. 31. 3.

32.
-2 + 5x + IT^ llx^ - 21x*

34. 1

I.

I.
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1 J!}V

.

yf.V^/Fy^'A'i'. 369

35-

2a -h -?/^ X
40. -.30. U. 39. 2 /^^j ^rr

41. X- + ?jX-\- --- + -r 43- ^,4^
V

44. 1.

46.
p + q

p-q
1

j4'7 48. 1.'*'^-
(x''i+l)(a;'+iy

49. 2a- - ax
a + h + c

- ay. 50. ; .

Ixx, (Pago U5

51.

•)

(a? -by.

I. x=10 2. a;=9 3. !r=8

y--^d. 2/= 7. 2/ = 5.

4. x=C 5. a;=19 6. a;=5

2/= 8. i'
= 2. 2/= 3.

7. a:=16 8. x=2 9. «= 4

2/= 35. 1/=1. y-o.

12.
a

ala^-by

a+ b-c
a-b + c

[x + 2)^

3.

34. 1

I. a;=12

y= 4.

5- x=40
y=3.

9. a:=7

2/= 17.

4.

1 a; = 23

2/= 10.

5- a;=2

2/= 2.

')• x=3

?/ = 20.

Ixxi. (riigo 145.)

2. 03= 9 3. 95=49

2/-47.

7. sc=5

2/= 2.

6. x==7

y=2. y»l.

4- »=.13

y.3.

8. x=:6

2/ ==4.

Ixxii. (Page IIG.)

2. x=--S

2/= 4.

6. «=?
y=9.

3. a;=3

2/= 2.

7. a;= 12

y=c9.

4. ««5

8. x=2
y=3.

L'



370

I. x=7
y--2,

5- C--6

l/=14.

9' a«=-2
to y-1.

I. a;=:6

t/«12.

5- x-9
y=140.

9 a!-=12

t/=6.

13. »-»6

y»5.

ANSWERS.

Ixxlii. (Page 147.)

2. 35=9 3- "'^i^

2^=1-3. y=«-3.

6. a;=-3 7- «=7

Ixxiv. (Page 148.)

2.

10.

a;=20

y=30.

y= 9.

a=19
y=»3.

14- a:=19|'

y=»-17.

3. a;=42

y=35.

7. a;=6

2/=2.

II. x=C.

y= 12.

15. a:=-4

1

Ixxv. (Page 149.)

4. «--2
y=19.

8. x=|

I. «=

V=

4. «=

t

7. x=

eq-nf
mq-np
mf-ep
mg - 9ip*

c+tZ

eg

'c + d*

c{f-bc)
'' af-U
c{ao-d)

2. »=
ce+ hf

hd + ue
3. «=-.

em + Jn

cd-af
^"hd + aa

n'r+nr
5 3*=l

;;
y-

mn +mn
mZ— rn'r

^ mn+mn

s -i'

1

»=3r

6. a;

an— cm
^'^'af+bo'

a+h'
2

9. a;=
3a

3a2- 62^.(21

35



4- X--2
»= 19.

8. x=|

ANSWERS. 371

lO. fl5="i— II. X =

y=
a + 2&

!/
=

6 +
63_c3

a

12. a;=

&m

y=

h-m

b + m'

4. «"»10

8. a;=40.

i/= 60.

3201

708

278

I. a;=^

1

Ixxvi. (Pago 151.)

1
2. x=

12. a;=

4. X-
2a

m + n

26
2/=

7. a:=-

wi - n

1

1

6- 2a

2

y~2a-b'

_61
5- ^-92

_ ^J
'*^~103*

8. x=^

1

3- *~6d-ac
^|62j-a2

^"bc-ad'

6. x=3

1

Ixxvii. (Page 153.)

I. x=l 2. x=2 3. x=4 4. a=5
y=2 y= 2 y=5 y=6

i-hbn 2= 3. «=2. 2=8. «= 8.

i + bo 5- x=l 6. x=l 2 8. x=5
^-cm 2/=2 i/=4

7. x=^ y=6
e + bc' a=3. e«6. y=-7 8= 7.

+ 6'
9- a;=2 10. a;=20 «=4

2 y=9 y-10

-6 «=iO. a=5.

'2 •
«-

h'^-Ga^ + d Ixxviii. (Page 155.)

•ia

a2-62 + c?i
I. 16, 12. 2. 133, 123. 3. 7-25, 6-25.

- 36 '
4. 31, 23. 5. 35,14. 6. 30, 40, 50.
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372 ANSIVEKS,

7. £00, £1-10, £200. 8. 22.', 2Gs. 9. £200, £300, £200

10. 41, 7. ir. 47, 11. 12. 35, 11, 98. 13. ^£90, £(10

14. 60, 36. 15. 6, 4. 16. 40, 10. 17. 6*03, 1072.

1 8. 10 barrels. \(). Zs.,\s. Sd. 20. £20, £10.

21. 155. lOrf., 12s. G(Z. 22. 4s. Cd., 3«. 23. 35, 65.

26. 45. 27. 24. 28. 45.

31. 36. 32. 12. Z3- 333.

4

24. 26.

29. 84.

25. 28.

30. 75.

34. 584. 35. 759. 36. «•6* ^^' 15*

2
39. 3.

40. 19*
41.

35
'41* 41

38. I

19
40'

44. £5000, 6 per cent. 43- £4000, 5 per cent.

47. 20, 10. 48. 3 miles an liour.

43. /lOOO.

46. 31^, \q\.

49. 20 miles, S miles an hour. 50. 7uO. 51. 450, GOO,

52. 72, 60. 53. 12, 5s. 54- '-'A 158, 148.

55. 15 and 2 miles. 56. The second, 320 strokes. 58. 50,30.

59. 4 yd. and 5 yd. 60. ^, 6, 4 miles an hour respectively.

6!. 142857.

IXXiX. (Pag. x64.)

1. 2xy. 2. 9a36*. 3. Hmf'nV. 4. 6a"U>c.

5. ZGIa-bxK

5a2t8
9- iijcY*

1. 2a +36.

6. 13a^t'c».

16x«

^- 4b'
8.

1

2ac3-

10.
ly^^

II.
25a
166*

IXXX. (Page 1G7.)

2. 47(;5_3i3, 3. 06 + 81.

A 1.2 _ r>r -t-

4. l/'-19-

7. 3a:U2x + l.



£300, i"2r.o,

5. £90, £(10.

603, 1072.

£20, £10.

3. 35, 65.

28. 45.

33. 333.

38. g.

. IS
4^- -40-

0, 5 per cent.

;s an liour.

51. 450, GOO,

158, 148.

58. 50,30.

respectively.

4. 8a"y^c.

8. >
2ac2"

>5a

166*

4.
yS-19.

t >1rA''^/ S". 373

8. 2r3-3r+ l. 9- 2n- 2. 10. l-3« + 2x2.

II, x3-2x'^ + 3x. 12. 2J/2 -3t/s + 4s''«. 13. a + 26 + 3c.

14. tt^ + a^t + at^ + t^. 15. x3-2x'''-2x-l.

16. 2x2 + ?.ax +4R 17. 3-4x + 7x2-10x^

1 3. 4a2-5a6 + 86x. 19. Za^-Aaf-ht.

2?. 2y2x-3i/x2 + 2x3. 21. 5x2]/- 3x1/2 + 2i/^

22. 4x2-3x2/ + 2i/«. 23- 3a- 26 + 4C. 24. x2-3x + 5.

25. 5z-2i/ + 33. 26. 2x-'--y + y"'-

I.

4-

7.

a 6

h a

2a -36 +

ixxxi. (Page 1C8.)

3 tt

2. - - ...

a 6

^.

5. X2-X+:,-.

8. x2 + 4 +

2'

4

X*

, 1
3- «'~al-

6. x^' + x-^.

9. -a''x + 2a2-^.

10. -

12. a6-3c(i + -^.

14.

16.

18.

2m_^^_3n^

7x«-2x-'2.

4 V
II. 6m-- + j..

2x 3?/ %

"3. T'T + x-

a 6 c d
»5- 3"'4"^6"2*

17. 3x2-f + &«?

V

Ixxxii. (Page 170.)

I. 2a. 2. Sx^i/^. 3- - 5m». 4. -6a'6.

5. 765c'». 6. -lOaiV. 7. - 12m'^?t*. 8. Ila36«.
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374 AXSWEHS.

I. a-b.

5. x-y + z.

8. x-y + 2z.

II. x + 2y-z.

I. 2a -3x.

4- a -6.

1. ±8.

5. ± V(ll).

9. ±52.

Ixxxiii. (Page 172.)

2. 2a+l. 3. a + Sb.- 4. a + & + c.

6. 3x2-2x+l. 7. l-a + a2

9. a2-4a + 2. 10. 2w^-3w + l.

12. 2m,-3n,-r.

Ixxxiv. (Page 173.)

2. 1 - 2a.

IXXXV. (Page 175.)

2. +a6. 3. +100.

6. ±8a2(;3. 7. +6.

13. m + 1-

3. 6 + 4a:;

6. m-2.

4- ±7.

8. ±129.

10. ±4.

13- ±VG. 14. ±2^2.

I. 6, -12.

5. 3, -131.

Ixxxvi. (Page 179.)

2. 4, -IG. 3.*l, -15.

6. 5, -13. 7. 9, -27.

Ixxxvii. (Page ISO.)

I. 7, -1. 2. 5, -1. 3. 21, -1.

5- 8, 4. 6. 9, 5. 7. 118, HG.

9- 12,10. 10. 14,2.

4. 2, -48.

8. 14, -3a

4. 9,-7.

8. 10±2V34

I. 3, -10.

^' 4' 4*

8. 8. -7.

Ixxxvili. (Page 181.)

2. 12, -1. , -, .__. ^ 20 ~7.

6- 9, -a 7. 45^ _82

9- 4, 15. 10. 290. 1.



4. a + 6 + c.

-a + a2

m^- 3w + l.

. + 1
1

m
I

3. ^ + ix.

6. m-2.

4- ±7.

8. ±129.

-)•

. 2, -48.

. 14, -3a

9,-7.

10±2V34

^ 20 -7.

45,-82

290. 1,

.

.

ANSWERS. 37$

IXXXiX. (Page 182.)

7 5
^- 3'

"3*
13

*• "6' "6- 3. 3,|.
•

, 3
4* ^> ~ 11'

3 6
5- 5'"f

6. 4, -^.

7. 8, ^.
8 7 -i^
0. '> 7 •

XC. (rase 182.)

8
I. 3, --3.

n^ 49
2. 10,-5-. 3' 6, --3

4- 8, --g* 5. 6, --g-. 6. 4, 2-

7 8 -^^
7- o> .1^

^' 2' 14*

XCi. (Page 184.)

I. -a± V2-a. 2. 2a± Vll-<^-
m _7m

3- 2' '2*

n
4. uH, -g2' 5. 1, -a. 6. &, -a. 7'~^b' a + 6

c+x/(c^4ac) c-^V(c' + 4qc)

9- 2> + Z>) ' 2(a + i)

2rt-6 3a+ 2&

XCii. (Page 185.)

,.8,-1. 2.6,-1. 3.12,-1. 4.14,-1.

c 2 ,9. 6.6,1 7.5,4. 8.4,-1. 9.8,-a

(Z 6
8. ? a'

62 63

10.
ac ' ac

nc2 + 6cl2
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37<i ^JVSiP'£j;^s.

10. n, -3. II. 7,
J.

12. 12, -1. 13. H-1.

14.
3 5

-2' "C*
I- 13

^^
h- 13,---. 16. 5,4.

V

17. 30,12.

iS. C.2.
2r> 5

'^' 18' -a-
2a 7,-^. ^.. 7, -^^

7, -5. 23. 3, -1. 2A ^
2

2- ® >

26. 15,-14. 27.2,-^. 28.3,-11. 29. 2,
J.

3^^-
23

-'
i.r

3'.3,-y- V 4 --3- 4, ^. 33. 3,
f

[

34. 14, - 10. 35. 2, ^l ,6. 5. 2. 17. -a. - /i -7.9 _« ^
13

39-^ + ^a-6. 40. a", -a3. 41. ?, --r. 4- "' ^.

I. £>'--=^30or 10

j/^ 10 or 30.

4. a; =^22 or -3.

2/= o or -22.

xciii, (r.1-0 187.)

2. X— 9 or 4

2/=4or9.

5. re =--50 or -5
7/= 5 or -50.

3- x=25 or 4

y~A or 25.

6. a;=100 or - 1.

2/=l or -100.

ill

i

I. x— Q or -2
v/ = 2 or - (j.

4. a::= 4

XCiv, (Pago 187.)

2. a;=13 or -3
?/==3 or - 1,3.

5. a:=10or2

2/ =-2 or 10.

3. fl;=20or -G
y = Gor -20.

6. x=40 or 9

2/ = 9or40.

I. ./J = 4 or 3

</ == 3 or 4

4. rc==4 or -2
y=»2 or -4.

XCV. (P;i.ge 188.)

2. a:— 5 or

7/= G or 5.

5. .r= 5 or -;3.

2/ = 3 or -5,

3. a:=I0 or 2

2/= 2 or 10.

6. a;=7 or -4

2/ = 4or -7.



13. H-1.

17. "C, 12.

21. 7, --y.

2 1

^5* 3' ""6*

29. 2, 3.

33. -,
i^.

3S. -0,6.

4. ^ .^

5 or 4

or 25.

00 or - 1.

or - 100.

Oor -6
or - 20.

Oor 9

or 40.

:> OT 2

or 10.

or -4
or - 7.

ANSWERS. 377

I. x«»5or 4

XCVl. (Page

2. x=4or2

180.)

1 1
3-*=3°'2

y= 4 or 5. y8=2 or 4.

11'
y=2°'3-

4. 2= 3
1

5.X.3
^ 1
6. x-g

y=4. y-2.
1

y-g.

I. x=4
y=3.

4. x=±8
y=±2.

7. x=±2
2/= ±5.

10. .^-±2

13. .r=10 or 12

1^=12 or 10.

XCVli. (Pagp. 191.)

2. K=±6 3- Jr=±10

1/=±3.

5. x=5 or 3

?/ = 3 or 5.

8, aB=fi

I. x=±7
y=±2.

14. x= 4 or—

i/=9 or-g-.

y= + ll.

6. x=5 or -^
95

28

33
j/= 2or -y.

9. x=±2
2/=±l.

12. a=3or —

y=2orj-y.

15. x=±9 or ±12
i/=±12 or ±9.

xcviii. (Page 193.)

1. 7a. 2. 224. 3- 18. 4. 50, 15.

6. 29. 13. 7. 30 8. 107. 9- 75.

II. 18, . 12. 17,15. 13. 1- 4. 14. 1290.

16 2001. 17. 6,4. iS. 12,5. 19. 12,7.

21. 7, 8. 22. 15, 16. 23. 10, 11, 12. 24. 12. 25. 10.

-6 £2, 5s. 27. 12. 28. 6. 29. 75. 30- ^ and 7 hom-s.

31 101 yds. and 100 yds. 32. 63. 33- 63 it., 45 ft.

34. 16 yds., 2 yds. 35- 37. 36. 100. 37- 1975.

5. 85, 76.

10. 20. 6.

15. 56^.

20. 1,2,3.

I



tin ANSIVERS.

I. x>«3

XCix. (Page 199.)

!/-=2,

1.

lo.

i6.

21.

22.

23-

25-

26.

29.

2. x=5 3. ««00,71,52...downtol4
2/=3. y-(),13,26 up to 52.

a:= 7,2 5. i;= 3, 8, 1.3... 6. x=91, 7C, 61...(lown to 1.
i/=l,4. 1/-7, 21,35... 2/-2,13,24 uptoGS.

^=0 7,14,21,28 8. x=20,39... 9. x=40,49...
^= 44,30,22,11,0. y= 3,7... y-13,33...

x=4,ll...i,ptol23 II. x=2 12. x=92,a3....2
y-= 53, 50... down to 2. y«o. y=i 8... 71
4 .3
t, and -.
i 9

7.

8 , 2
i4.n«^^ir3- 15. 3 wuys, viz. 12, 7, 2; 2, 6, 10.

17' 12,57,102... 18. 3. 19. 2.

P oxen, 1 sl.cep and'SO hens. Tliere is but one other
solution, that is, in the case where he bou-ht no oxen
and no hens, and 100 sheep.

A givei B 11 sixpences, and B gives A 2 fourpcnny pieces.

2, 106, 27.
24. 3.

A gives 6 sovereigns and receives 28 dollars.

22,3; 1G,9; 10, 15; 4, 21. 27.6. 28. 56,44.

82, 18; 47,63; 12,88. 30. 301.

(1) I, X'^ 'rX^+ X'K

c. (Page 205.)

3. a^ + a^ + a^. 4. x^^/^^ + aV« + aVl
(2) I. x-^ + aa;-« + Z;V» + 3.«'*. 2. a;V'+3x2/-»+ 42/-*.

3. -y +__^^— +a^-i;5-i.

2.
r2,,-2+ <j^.-8 + K.._l'



ANSWERS. 379

down to 14

... up to 52.

down to 1.

... up to 08.

= 40,49...

= 13,33...

= 92, 83... .2

•1, 8... 71.

7,2; 2,6, 10.

?. 2.

one otlicr

it no oxen

uny pieces.

28. 56,44

~9+ 42/-*.

-8+ kTTj*

4 ^ 3 4. ^-
3' --^+:Ta:i+,4;o-'i-c* X ^y

3x "^y *» a~'u ''c-'

(4) I. 2;/x= + 3 4/W) + -^,.

1 ^ ^ ^^

3. 4;^.^+^^. ^ .\.+-i ^-1^.
•yx

' o^ 3 4/^^ i'^^^^y -C^^ ^^'

Ci. (Pa-e20G.)

I. x*'' + a;"'i/"' + !/*'• *• a*"-81y*"'

3. a*' + 4aV^ + lCa*. 4- a*- + 2a'V-B*' ^<^.

5. 2a*" + 2a"&" - 4a"'c' - a'Z* - 1^*+^ + 2&c' + a-c^ + Ifc^ - 2c^.

6. ar' + a;""-".i/"'-"-a:"i/"-2/'"""+". 7- a** + ar^'y** + 1/*".

9. a^ + 2a* + 3x''-{-2x' + l. 10. x*' - 2x"' + Sx'" - 2x'' h 1.

Cii. (Page 207.)

1. a?- + a?-ir + a:'"2/'" + y'""-

2. a^-x'"i,'' + ar"'2/?"-xy + 3/*".

5.
«« + 3a?'' + 9x-'' + 27x''+81.

6. a*"-2a-x» + 4.c'*.' 7- S-x' + Sx*.

8. 4&"c"-56»*.

9. a»" + 3a*" + 3a"' + l. 10. a" + 5*+C.



35o

u*

ANSIVEHS.

3-- 0^-^.

Ciil. (Pago 208.)

4. a + 6 +c-3aW. 5.' lOx- 11x^ + 5.^-21,

8. IG^ + ^M+l0ahUlQah^-2uh^^\2ah'^~l',ai
~ '•llh

9. X

~27b.

II. X^ + 2x''y'' + y-',

13. «-4x*+ 10x^-12x^+ 9.

1 4. 4x • + 1 2x" + 25x^+ 24x^+ IG.

15. *^-2x^^^ + 2xy +y^-2^y + J.

16. jc^ + 4x^2/^ - 2xy + 47/ - 42/^a^ +a'^.

civ. (Pago 209.)

10. x3_2rt3x3+a^.

12. a^+Sai-i+i^.

2. a^-i^. a;* + x-7/^ + V^
I. a:^ + i,i

4. J-a'jUi^.
^. x^-x^y^ + x^yt,^^^y\

6. m« + r>A^ + m^/i^ + m^/t* + m^'J + ,A

7. a:-* + 3x-'7/^+9i^2/- + 272/^.

8. 27r7i + 18A^+12a^Z;i + 86?'.

* 3 2 1
10. m-' + 3m" + 9m- + 27m- + 81.

9. a2-x^.

13. -6 + 2i^-&^.
II. x2 + io. 12. xa.,.4^

14. a;'» - x^'?/^- x-2^ + 2/'^ + ;s» - ^/^-a.

i 1
17. »--2j?4-H. 18. x^-2^^-«t 19. a^ + y".



-at

M 4
y^ + y^.

xk

h^-ik

ANSWERS. 381

cv. (Page 210.)

9. 4x-*-x-< + 3x-3 4-2a;-2-l-arHl.

10. 5x-* + -2 12^+ 6 6*

-1

cvl. (Page 211.)

2. a + &~^
I. aj-o;

6. a-2 + a-^6-i + 6-«.

8. |x-3-5x-2 + ^x-i + 9.

3. m'-mn-^ + n-'.

5. X2r^ +x-Y

7. xV'-2 + a;"V-

9. a26-2-l + a-26«.

to,.
a-2-a-i6-^-a-Vi + &-'»-&-V* + <r-*-

evil. (Page 211.)

I. 05^-2x^ + 2^.
2. X

WM-Wo

3. a;8-».

9« 421 o 1^ 1 ,

^

2a

(x*-a4)^

6. x*.

7. af-tr-

Q. a^ + aHUfti

3 ?l 1 fl. ,\3

8. a2 + 2a^6-'-2a-6''-6'^.

1

II. m=n" *.

,3. tT. ^4- 16a^

,6. 2a- + 2a"i.- la«c"-3a"'&-36^+' + G&c-. 17. <^

12. x«*+*^.

1$. a'



3^2 ANSWERS.

19- a*+ a;^+l.

20. ar^ + Sa"-^-*
. Jcx^ - a"-^-» iV - a"'+'-^ c^^.

•z
• 22. a '. 23. vf-y*\

2G. x+3a;^-2x^-7u;^ + 2a;~i.

cviii. (Page 215.)

3- 4/(5832), ^(2500). 4. «^2^
";c^2". 5. -,^-, «;yj..

6. 4/(«2 + 2a& + 6'0, 4V-3a'i + 3a&2_t3^.

4

cix. (Pago 217.)

I. 2V6. 2. 5V2. 3. 2a Va.

5. 4»V(2?/2). 6. ioV(lOa).

8. 42V(ll:c).

II. (a + x).^a.

14. (3c2-2/).V(77/).

16. 2xif . ^(20xy).

iS. 7a''i'-'^(46).

4= 5a2£?V(5(f).

7. 12c V5.

9. 6.^f

.

,0. a^^
12. ix~y)^x. 13. 5(a-6).V2.

15. 3a2 4/(262).

17. 3m3?i3^(4n).

19. (x + ij).::/x. 20. (a-i).4/a.

I. V(48).

9. V(m--n2).

ex. (Pago 217.)

2- V(63). 3. ^(1125). 4. 4/(96).

6. V(9a). 7. V(48a2x). 8. V(3a''x).

10



A.VSWERS. 383

a^ - y*''.

'V' + y'"'.

24), ]^a.

2c V5.

o /a

b) . ^/2.

n).

•-h).*/a.

4^(06).

V(3aV).

CXi. (Page 218.)

The numbers are liere arranged in order, tlic highest on the

left hand.

I. V3, -^4.- 3. VIO, ^/'IS. 3. 3V2,2V3.

^(15)' V'^*

6. 2V87, 3V33.

8. 5 4/18,3Vl9>3 4^83»

10. |V2, |V3, 1^4.

5. 3V7,4V3.

7. 34^7, 4V2,2V22.

9. 54/2,24/14,34^3.

1. 29v'3.

4. 134/2.

8. 48^/2.

2. 2V(70).

CXii. (Page 219.)

2. 30V10 + 1C4V2. 3- (tt- + 6- + c2)Vx.

5. 334/2.

9. 44/2.

13. 100.

6. V6.

10. 0.

14. 3a&.

7. 5^3.

II. 4V3.

15. 2a6>^(126).

6. 2. 17. ^.
18. ^|. 19. ^|.

X

+ay

cxiii. (Page 220.)

I. V(a^). 2. >J{xy-y''). 3- « + !/• 4- V(^^-2/')-

5. ISaj. 6. 56(a: + l). 7- OO^fix^-x). 8. 2x^3.

9. -jB. 10. l-x. II. -12a;. 12. 6a.

J3. _V(xa-7x). 14- 6V(^H7x). 15. 8(a2-l).

16. -6a2 + 12a-18.

CXiv. (Page 221.)

I. x + 9Va' + 14. 2. a;-2V^-]5. 3. a.

4. a-53. 5. 3x + 5Va;-28. 6. 6a;-54. 7. 6.

8. V(9x"' + 3a:) + >^{6x^ - 3x) - j^(Qj^ - a; - 1) - 2x + i.

r li



3»4 ANSWERS,

9. si{ax) + ^'{ax - X-) - ^{a^ - ax) - a + x.

10, 3 + *+ V(3x + x2).

12. 2x + 2 J{ax).

14. 2x+ll+2V(x2^.iix + 24).

16. 2x-6 + 2V(*2_6j.^

18. 2x-2V(.x''-?/0-

20. x2 + l+2V(a:3-x).

II. X - 7/ + ,'i + 2 yxz.

13. 4:32 + 42V(^'^-9)-»-x2.

15. 2x-4 + 2V(a:^-4x).

17. 4x + 9-12Vx.

19. x2 + 2x-l-2V(a3'-Jc).

cxv. (Page 222.)

I. iy/c+ Ajd){^c- ^d). 2. (c-i- ^(r){c,- ^d).

3. {^c + d)(^c-d). 4. (1+ V2/)(i- Vy).

5. <1+ V3.a:)(l- x/3.x). 6. ( V5.m + 1)( V5.m-1).

7. }2a+ V(3a;)|j2a- V(3x){. 8. |3 + 2^/(2/i)||3-2V(2h)|.

9. JV(n).n + 4[|V(ll).n-4{. 10. (p + 2Vr)(i>-2Vr).

II. (Vp+ V3.!Z)(\(p- \/3.5). 12. |a-+ 6^{ja"-6^}.

13
a+ <Jb

a'-b'

16. 2 + V2.

a + X + 2 VW
19. —

14. a-6

17. 3 + 2 V3.

a-rx
20.

15. 24+17V2.

18. 3-2^2.

l+x+2Vx
1-rX '

21.
a+ V(a^-x2)

X

23. 2a2-l + 2aV(a2-l).

22. m^~ a/(wi*-1).

2a9-x2 + 2av/(a2-a:2)
24.

^^
.

CXVL (Page 224.)

I. 19. 2. 11. 3. 8-26V(-l).

5. 2h-2j(ah)-l2a. 6. a^ + a.

4. 6-4^3.

7. 63-al

8. a ' + /3» 9. «' I o. e^'^ <-"> - e-*V(-i)^

I.



,'lA'S!r£A'S. .1«5

sc + y

cxvii. (Page 224.)

3- 2\Axyy
5

w ' + V2 . wn + n\ y. 2x ^x.

X'- J2.CIX [ V

^aJh-'ihJa
a -b

a-c
9. -J-

+cd- 2ac
I

V'b
10. a-v^v'2 _ 9 + -^ -7.

a-v/t

II.

14.

2x3
12. >/(l-x).

I-V(fo-«>

^3- —/"•

15. 2a; - 2 ^/(x- - a^).

16. a^i^c.

18. 8 + 7-^3.

21. l^{-^n^'

17. - 1 + 5a2(2 - a'O + a(10a'- - a* - 5) s'( - 1

)

19. 4x/(3cx).

22. (97i-10).V7.

20. ar^'X-i").

*3. 0.

wm

cxviii. (Pago 228.)

I. ^/7+ V3. 2. V11+ V5. 3. v'?- V2. 4. 7-3 v'5.

V10-V3. 6. 2V5-3V2. 7. 2V3-V2. 8.3^11-2

.3^/7-2^3. lo.3,v/7-2v/G. 11.-^(^10-2). 12.3^5 -2 s';i

I. 49.

7. 27.

13. 12.

17. 3.

CXix. (Pago 229.)

2. 81. 3- 25. 4- 8. 5- 27.

8. 56. 9. 79. 10. 153. 11. 6.

K. b.14.
{a-hy

.8. 10. 19.

[5.

6 -a*

6. ?o(',

12. oO.

10. G.

20.
V ->'//.'

\Zm

[S.A.J
2b



386 yi.vsii-/:/:s.

cxx. (Pi.go 231.) ,

I. 9. 2. 25. 3. 49. 4. 121. «;. 1^. 6. 8,09*

7. 0, -8. 8. (iiiy. • a {^)'' ,0. 5.

li

I. 2S.

, 12(j
6. -^-.

CXXi. (Pag3 231.)

2. 25. 3. 9. 4. 61.

7. «. 8. -r or 0.
4

9. 64.

cxxii. (Pago 232.)

I. IG, 1. 2. 81, 25.
,5

- 36
5- T-

10. 100,

3* 3, 2y.

3

4. 10, - 1.1.

i '2
?"•''

5. b,^. 6. -4, -32. 7. 9, -3^. 8. 28, ,;: ^

9. 49. 10. r2Q. II. 4, -21. 12. 1 or
-^ . J21

145 0"i

14. 5 or 221. 15. 5 or - . 16. 5 or 0. 17. ;, .. id. i:^

19. ±9^/2. 20. ± v'65or ± ^5. 21. 2a.

H

: H

22. -2a.

. 1276
26. -^p

23. T or - 4,>^2 6

36
27. -^5.

24- 2^' ^'- 12

28. ±5or±3V2. 29. ±14.

3c. 6or -^-. 31. 1. 32. -. 33. 2orO. 34. or --.

1. 2.5.

7 5

2' 3*

cxxiii. (Pago 235.)

2. Of < . 3' — *^j "* *•

227 _83
^- "19' 14- ^

4. 5rt, G&

4jn lln

5 ' 'if



4
9* 6. 8,0

la 5,

- 36
5- "o-

lo. 100,

4. 10, - 13.

' 5 9

2:.
io. :25.

21. 2a.

^^- 12

29. ±11.

34. Oor^-^.

4. 5rt, G&

4ni lln
5~' "8"

i;V.s;r£A'5. '3fS387

B. - 2(1, - 3a and 2a, 4a,

2ft - 7) 6 - 3a

9. ±2,0.

d •
12. -, -.

c' «

KX 0, 5.

CXXV. (rage 239.)

I. a?-llx + 30= 0. 2.x2 + x-20= 0. 3. x» + 9x + 14-.«^

4. Cx«~7x + 2 = 0. 5. flx5-58x-35 = 0. 6. x'-3-u

7. a;^-2mx + m--7i- = 0.
ft ^2 ^+/^x + -^=

CXXVi. (Pago 240.)

I. (x-2)(x-3)(x-0). 2. (x-l)(x-2)(x-4).

/ 1-J5\/ 1+v'''M
3. (x-10)(x+l)^x + 4). 4. 4(x + l)(^x+-^p-J(^x+—^—

.

5. (x + 2)ix+l)(Gx-7).

6. (x + 1/ 4- 2) (x2 + 1/ + «- - xy - X3 - 1/a).

7. (a-6-c)(a2 + 6- + c2 + aHac-&c).

8. (x-l)(x + 3)(3x-7). 9- (a:-l)(x-4)(2x + S).

la (x + l)(3x + 7)(5x-3).

cxxvii. (Page 242.)

I. Vl3orV-l. 2. 4/-2or4/-12. 3- -y-lor;^-2i,

4. lory-4. S-y'jory-o- 6. 25 or J

^---9l;/a7• «-(o)"-(-D" 9.
lont^Vu,

la Bcr-fcor .

•IE-#9,j



A^\ A.VSIVI*RS.

It. d+2, or—

^

a + 6 a±^sJ{ii^.-Zit)
or

12. 0^01 a, or
'a± V(a''-lC(i + 16)

2

I > ——

t

cxxviil. (Page 245.)

I. 6 ;7, 7 : 9, 2 • 3. 2. The second is tlio greater.

3. The Becond is the greater.

ad -ho

c-d

'

5. lO : 9 or 9 : 10.

cxxix. (Page 24G.)

'r. 2:3. 2. 6: a. 3. 6 + cZ:a-c. 4- tVG-l:!.

5. 13 : 1, or, - 1 : 1. 6. ± ^{r,i'' + 4n") - m : 2. 7. 6, 8.

8. 12,14. 9. 35, G5. 10. 13,11. 11. 4:1. 12. 1:5,

CXXX. (Page 247.)

1.
8
1V\

'8*
*• 9*. ^ x+y 4

a-h + e

a-b-c

(x + 2)2/

(l/-'4)V

CXXXii. (Page 255.)

6. ««>4 or 0. 8. 440 yds. and 352 yds. per minute.

XI. a;«"30,2/=20.

16. 60, 76 and 80 yards. 17. 120, IGO, 200 yards.

1

19.' I5 miles per hour. 20. 1 :7.

21. 160 quarters, £2.

24. ;£20. 25. 90:

22. iSO. 25. £60.

79. 26. 45 miles and 30 miles.



I fc ^mmtl

the greater.

± VG-1:1.

2. 7. 6,8.

1. 12. 1 :5.

4. a-6-c'

ANSWERS, 389

CXXXiii. (Page 262.)

4. 16^. 5. ft. 6. 12. 7. 3
14*.-

& 6*

II. A=^B. 12. 64x-=V.
9. AozC^. 10. 6.

,3, x'^J^^-. 14. 4x3 = 27t/. 18. i/ = 3 + 2x + x«. 19. 18fU

r

I. 50.

CXXXiv. (Pago 2G6.)

2. 200. 3-" 10^-

5
,^.

6. 40.

9. x2+t/2-2 0i-2)xi/.

7. 117.

4. -o22-

8. 0.

,

»

San - 25n - 2a + 6

^°- —;rr6 •

I. 6050.

5. 24.

CXXXV. (Page 268.)

2. 2550. 3. 820. 4. 30.

1 n,(n + l) « ?jn'^-n

6. -31p . 7.
—^3—-• ^- —T"*

7)t2 - 5» «-l

cxxxvi. (Page 269.)

. . I. -6.
per inmate.

', 200 yards,

:7.

--^ I ^i?a^ -40.
23. i£00. =

s and 30 miles. | j, 155,

"• "25'

6. -l|

J. Q.

~ 7

cxxxvii. (Pago 269.)

(2) 36-2.

3. 112.

(3)1

4. 888.

(4) 4-4

5. 100,



I ll

I

350 a:^3wers.

6. 6433-
8

7. £185. is.

8. (i) 355, 7175.

(3) I6II- 81x, 3321 + 1681X.

(5) 8^, 174

9. (i) 126, 63252. -

(3) 45, -1570-5&

(5) 71,4899(1-Tn).

(2) -15Ca'»j -3116a».

(4) IID^, 2357^.

(2) 25, 2250.

(4) 99, -11 GO
J.

(6) C5, Cjx + 8190.

M

cxxxviii. (Tago 271.)

I. 6, 0, 12, 15.

12' ^6' ^4*

_5 5 1

3- *w.' Ifi' 1

,12^ 9 1
2- •'3' 3' ^' "3' ^3*

>7^ 13 2 11
"^^ 15' 30' '5' 30

'

I.

3.

cxxxix. (r.igo 272.)

2rn+n m + n m + 3?t

-"IF"* ~2""' ~4 •

6m + 3 5n?.+ l 5?)'-l 5m-

3

5
' b * b '

on^-fl nH2+_2 5)i2-|j3 5n2±i
3- ~5~"» 6 ' 5 ' fi

•

.1.

t.

2x2 + 7/ 2

2 -> f
^

2x2-7/

2 •

cxl. (rage 275.)

7. 64. a. 78732. 3. 32TG80. ^ 20 ?

» 10100

*

6. 3

1



I. 66534.

7. 7(2--l).

j4XSn.C/!S. 39<

CXli. (rasc27G.)

2. 3Gi

(a-.T)}l- (a4-x)M
_

* -^^-

^5* (a + a;)'. (1-a-x)

8. -425.
43

6. .r-1.

i

I. 2.

CXlii. (Page 278.)

4 27
3- g-'

4
4. 3.

6: -3. 7. 8^^. 8. 2^. 9- 8^3-

.1.
a"

a -6*
12. ^. i3«

49
^5- '90- '^*

Os-

lo.

5. Ig.

8G
^4- 09-

f

cxliii. (Paso 279.)

I. 9,27,81. 2, 4,10,64,230.

3 9 27 81

^ 4' 8' 16' 32V .

> 2,4,8.

I. (I) 558.

b; -
2

(9) I. .-

, , 3157
(12) -^^.

cxliv. (Pago 270.)

(2) soa .

.. 133
^^^ 4S6-

10) -84.

(3) -5-

, , 1189
(7) 0--

(4) -9.

(8) 13^.

9009 y'S

. (") "(^10 + 1)^5'

5. 42. 6. ac=b\ 7. xi" Q *» J
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39» ANSIVEKS.

9. 4.

16. 49,1.

10. 10. 13. 4.

17. 3^, 6, 8^.

14. 642.

18. CO.

^ -> 2 1
IQ * !^ ?? -^ -^ 2 3 4'V* K» ft» r,» r,> "» r.» -rl' ~K» ~^''* 6' 5' 5' 5' ^* 0'

22. 3, 7, 11, 15, 10.

35. 139.

5' 6' 5'

23. 5, 15, 45, 135, 405.

26. 10 per cent.

I. S, 12. 2.

1 1 2. J_^ G' 9' 12' 15*

CXlv. (Pago 285.)

15 30 6 30
7' 13' 2' ir

12 6 4
^* 2'j 11' 5*

2
5. -2, OD, 2, 1, -.

^33 33
6- 4» 2' "> "2' "i- 7- K

C 3 fi 3 6 3
5' 4' 11' 7' 17' 10'

g 6.ry(u4-l) _Gx7/()H-]) Qxy{,i-k-\)

3/i?/ + 2x ' 3/<?/ + 4a;-3//'" ' "2ux'+3?/'''

1 la,lll J) 5 5 15 6
^ 4' ""2'

' 2' 4' 6' °^ 31' 24' 17' 2' 3' "A'

la iOl, 234 13. 2, 3, C.

CXivi. (Piigo 290.)

I. 132. 2. 3360. 3. 11G2S0. 4. 6720.

'11

5. U. 6. 40320. 7. 36£8SC0. 8. 125. 9. 2520.

10. 6. II. 4. 12. liZO.

14. 2520, G720, 5040, 1GG32UO, 34G50.

IZ. 1260.

cxlvii. (Pago 295.)

I. 3921225. 2. G. 3. 120.

5. i2. 6. 12. 7. 81G000.

4. 116280.

S. 3.353011200.

9. 7. la 63. II. 52. 12. 123200, 13. 370992; 52360-



14. 642.

8. CO.

13.1, 405.

I 6 4

r ir

2

5*

> 3*

6 3

17' !()•

» 5

i'
"4-

4. 6720.

9. 2520.

13. 12C0.

J. 116280.

}o3011200,

12; 52360-

jiA'sn'ir.rx 393

CXlvili. (Pa^o 300.)

I, a* + 4a''x + 6a2x2 + 4ax' + x*.

3. i»« + 6t»c + Ibhk"* + 20b\^ + 1 5hx* + 6&c» + C«.

3. a7 + 7a06 + 21a»63 + 35rt<i3 + 35cri' + 21a-6'^ + 7/!6«+B'.
^

4. ac» + Qx^y + 28x"j/2 + 5Gar^j/3 + 70x^//^ + OGx''//''' + 2SxV

5. C25 + 2000a + 2400a3 + 1280a' + 25G(t*.

6. a»o + ba^bc + lOu^i-'c^ + lOa^b'^c^ + 5a-6 '<;< + &V.

CXliX. (Pago 301.)

1

.

a« - 6tt»T; + 1 5a*x2 - 20a^x3 +

1

5a'X* - Qax' + x«.

2. 6' - 76''c + 2l6^c2 - 356V + 356V - 216V' + 760" - c^.

3. 32x'' - 240x*7/ + 72pxy - lO^Ox-f + 8 10x?/'» - 2 13j/5,

4. 1 - lOx + 40x3 _ 80x3 + sOx-* - 32x^.

5. 1 - lOx + 45x2 - 120x3 + 210x» - 252x^ + 210x^ - 1 SOx^

, + 45x''~10xO + zW

+ 2Sa'6^'^-8a36^H6".

C). (Pago 302.)

1. a' + 6a«6-3a^c + 12a62-i2a6c + 3«c2 + 863-126-c + C6c2-A

2. 1 - 6x -f 21x2 _ 44a;3 + C3_y4 _ 54^5 .(. 27x0.

3. x»-3x8 + 6x7-7x'' + Cx5-3x' + x''.

4. 27x+ 54x^ + C3x- + 44ic- + 21x-+Cx^+ l,

1I I

is
'

•3o-^c*~6a*6^c*.



394 j4ASir/:A:S.

cU. (rago 303.)

I. 33ax^ 2. 495a'^6l 3. - 161700a*^6»»

4. 102192am'<Z». 5. 12S70a^¥.

6. 70ahK 7. - D23T8a^<'^3 and 02378a"6io

8. ITlCaV and ITlGaV.

1

Clii. (Page 311.)

1 1 5

2a a2 4«3
** ^"3 9''"81'

3. a + 2 - + o rj.

3a^ 9a5 81a^ 243^3

1.0.1. 5
4. l + a:-_x2 + -ar»---«*.

8

1 _i 1 _R 5 ft

*
6 54

14 -V 1 2 -?^ i 4 -5 1

. _ aj^ a* jc® 53^
7* 2*" 8 "10 "128'

o , 7 „ 14 , 14
8. l-^a^+_a*__^a«.

9.;b 27.x2_135 ."

9* ^ 4 32 l28-'^'

to. z»-x!, +i + ^-^



ANSWERS.

5

^^

„. (|)=.3-(|)Vi,-|Q)U,.

395

Cliii. (rage 312.)

r»r4
I. l-2a + 3a2-4a' + 5a'

5 „ 5 -

3. l+X+.X- + .y.x3.

2. 1 + 3x + 9x2 ^. 27.t:» + 8ix*.

4. l+a;+^ + -2+Xo-
8 10

5. a-"* + 10a-«x + GOa-"x- + 2S0a-"x^ + 1120a-V.

^ 1 C.-c^ 21x^"
,
50x

Cliv. (Page 313.)

a;2 3.r;< Rx". 35^
'• '^"2'^X 1()'*'12S*

3x2 mx* 35.c«
,
315x8

3. or --^x . +2r^x a
J2J.X

, I (X? Sx" ]4x»
6. - - .,-- + -r^—y

1 ^ So* 6!^
5- a~rv^'^"^'i£i*"26a''

a 3(4* 9^7 81a10'

Clv. (Pago 314.)

^* O.T.>-l)-"^ • - ^ '^ • l.2...(r-l)

3. C-^^ • T.2...(r-1)

,-. K /T /\ _ „\
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396 ANSIVERS.

^ -nfc^(rrir^^^^ 5. (-l)'-».r.ar«.

6. ii(!:ii).(!:±2).(3,).,. 1.3.5...(2r"-3) /xX*^*
" 1.2:3... (r-l)-V2•(!)'

' ~1.2".:3...'(r-l) 'V 3a/ ** *

^ 7.9.11 ...(2r + 3) _ .

^ 1.2.3... (r-1) -^ •

"'1
^'l-'^^iid'^L-^) AY*'""

• 4'-^' 1.2.3...(r-iy '\a) '

16. jl^.a-'i'.
429 a;W

'7- "*li:8*aW^

,8. -Vh(^l^i^p±?),cr^,ifl,
1.2 y

,a
0-5m) (l-4m) (1-m) 1-^ 1.2 Ghi« " •" '"^

Clvl. (Tngo 315.)

B. 3I41i;>..^ 2. 1-95204...,

5. 3-04084.... 4- 1-9S734....

Civil. (Pago 319.)

I. 10L''.0.?2. 2. 10070344. 3. 804;>1

4. 31134. 5. 5111V34i. 6. 1433^!2ia

7. ni-noand rcmnln.l;'r 3. 8. G2225G and remainder 1,

9. 4112. 10. 2437.
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11

Mil

Clviii. (Page 321.)

I. 5221. 2. 12232. 3. 2139& 4. 104300. i

5- 111011100111].• 6. t'llec. 7. C500445. -
if

8. 211021. 9. GIU. 10. 814. II. 61415.

12. 123130. 13'

clix.

1C130335.

(rage 327.)

14. 27t.

I. •41. 2. •162355013. 3. 25-i.

4. 12232-20052. 5.

clx.

Senary.

(Pago 336.)

6. Octonary.

I. 1-2187180. 2. 7-7074922. 3. 2-403(5784. fA'

4- 4-740378. 2-924059. 6. 3-724833.
'

7. 6-37901G3. 8. 40-578098. 9. 02-9905319.

la 2-1241803. II. 3-738827. 12. 1G15U132.
Iv

Clxl. (Pago 3'A>.;

1. 2-1072100 ; 2-0969100 ; 3-3979400.

2. 1-G9S9700; 3-0989700; i:-29225G0.

3. -7781513; 1-4313C39; 1-7323939; 2-7G0422G.

4. 1-7781513; 2-4771213; -0211393; 50354839.

5. 4-8750613 ; 1-4983106.

6. -3010300; 2-806 1800 ; -2916000.

7. •C989700; r09G9100; 3-3910733.

8. -2, 0, 2 : 1, 0, -1.

9. (I) 3. (2) 2. la x^^.y^^



»!

3CS ANSWERS,

11. (a) -3010300; 1-3979400; 1-9201233, 1-9979588. (6)103,

12. [a) -0989700; -G020G0O; 1-7118072; 1-9S8061P;

(6) a

n 3-88212G0; 1-4093G94; 3-745o326.

14. (Oa;=«. (2) x=2. (3) ai=
i

'. S—r»
^-''' log (t 1^ leg

l02 C

*'
«;t lo' ' a -f- 2 Iol; 6*

\S)x-
4 loj:;& + lo;? c

' 2 log c + log h-'d log a*

^ ^ ' l(jg a -rm log 6 + 3 log

Clxii. (Pago 343.)

r, 17-6 years. 2. 23-4 years.

3. 7-2725 years nearly. 4* 22-5 years nearly.

6. 12 years neavlr. 7. '11'724 yetiis,

/i'.'' o y . 4:/ ,
cij .'

-''

y-/;^^-~^^J.^
yf^of-i^-73'
h V :: J >!

-f y
— /f^'

// -y ' /^

^ V
y z"^ -i- Jr -f^ ^

1 *•

'<



588. {b) 1(^3,

F.

J OCT Vb

itg a -i leg 6*

years.

yeara nearly.

24 yeitw,

/ > \

^/^^ >J~

APPENDIX.

Tke following papers nre from those set at the Matriculation

Exaiuinatioiis of Toronto, Victoria, niicl McGill Universi-

ties, and at the Exannnatioiis for Second Class rroviucial

Certilloutcs for Ontaiio.

UNIVERSITY OP TORONTO.

Jimlor Matrlc, 1872. Pass,

1. l\Ii;liii)ly J x' - 1 a:^/ + 2/' hy ^x^ + ^xy- if.

Divide a' - 816' by a J: 36 and {x + af - (y - If
f»y x + a-y -f-b.

2. What quautity subtracted from x'' { px + q will

make the remainder exactly divisible by cc-a ^

Shew that

(a + b + cf - (a + 6 + c) (a* + 6' + c' -ab-hc- ca)

- 3«6c = 3(a + b) (b + c) {c + a).

3. Solve the following equations :

(a) I
(2a; - 3) + J {Qx - 7) - i (^ " i)-

4x

(^)a;— 3"~*a;— 4'*x— 5 a;— G*

?/+! y a; + 2 11

ind two candidate^; yl and M. A is elected by a

7 3x-— 5„ + -.00
1 i-^

— 2
-^"'



li APPENDIX.

I

".

C(!rl:iiii niMJorily. I'ut tiio eloction liaving l)ccn do-

claicd voiil, in tlio scoiid conU>t (/I H,iul H being

acjfiiii tho c;iu;iMiit.(.'.s), II is elected by a rnnjority of

10 more tliaii .'I'-s majoi Jty in the first election ; iind

the r.umboi' of votes i)ollo(l lor each in the second

eloction ; liaviii,!;!: given that, the number of votes

pollol for B in the first case : mimber polled in tlic

BOQOud case : : 43 ! 41.

Junior Jlairic. 1872. Pass and Honor.

1. Multiply T, I y + zi- 2y^ cl + 2z^x^ - 2xUjh by

X + y + zh + 2i/h zi—2zi x^— 2x'i ?/i, and

divide .7^ + 8/>' + 27 c^—lSabc by a' + 46^ + 9 c«—

2ab ouc (jbc.

2. TnvestiL;Mte a rule for finding the U. C. D. of

two algebraical expressions.

XT x-^c 1)0 the //. C. D. oi a? { 2)x + q, and 03' +

p' x + </, show that

(^ - r^')--P (^ - qj {p -p) + q(p -pj - 0.

3. Show how to find the Rfjuare root of a binom

one of whose tenn^ is rational and the other a qi

la

ad-

ratic Kurd. • What is tlie condition that the result may
be more sim])lo than the indicated square root of the

given binoniian Dof^'s the reasoning apply if one of

the terms is imaglnaiy] Show that *y/ — im'' = y/ in

+ y/ ~ >«.

4. Shew how to solve tho quadratic equation ax^ +

6.'C4- c = o, and discuss tho results of giving different

values to the coeihcicnts.

If the roots of the above equation be as p to q
6' (p + fyy

show that - = ~—
(10 pq



n. c. D. of

APPENDIX. iU

5. Solve tlie equations

X —-— . , , - 2 X* + 3 a?

(a) ^+ Va;' + 3a;-3 = Ui ^

(V) a;»-3a;7/ + 22/'+l=0.

(c)
a;'+6a;4-2 .r'+Grc+G a;' + Ga: + 4

a;'4-6a; + 4""a;'4-Ga:;+8~a;' + Caj+G

a;» + G a; 4- 8

a;8 4-Ga;+10

(Q Ga;*-5aj''-38a;''-5.'B-f G-.0.

C. Shew how to find the sum of n terms of a geometrlo

series. What is meant by the sum of an infinito

series 1 Whon can such a series be said to Lave a

sum ?

Sum to infinity the series 1 + 2>* + 3 7*' -j- drc.

;m(l find the series of which the sum of n teruia ii

.a"<! 1

a— 1

7. Find the condition that the eqUt*tioii3

ax + by — cz = 0.

tty X -f f'>^ y — CiZ-0.
a^x -\- b^y — c^z -• 0.

ni;i,j be satisfied by the same values of x, y, z.

8. A number of persons were cn;Tap:od to do a jncco

of work wliich would have occupied them ni hourii if

tliov ha.d commenced at the same tiiue ; inste;id of

iloinc,' so, they commenced at eq ud intervals, and then

C'lnlluued to work till the v/holo was iinislied, tlio

[laymonts b(;ing proportional to the work dony by
'Mch ; the first comer received r times as much as tho

Gud the time occupied.

I

^* .s

m
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Junior 2Ia trie. f 1872. Ilonor^,

1. There are three towns, A, B, and C ; the road

from B to A forming a right angle ^vitll that from B

to C. A jierson travels a certain distance from B

towards A, and then crosses by the nearest way to tlie

road leading from C to .4, and fuids himself three

miles fi-om A and seven fioni C. Arriving at .'1, lie

finds ho has gone farther by one-fonrth of the distance

from B to C than ho wonld have done had he not hit

the direct road. llcqnLred the distance of li from .1

and G.

2. If ay H- &-^ _ cxJr^ _ ^±±^ thca wiU
a - b ^ 'a

a
y
h

z

c

Ifj^ cTZ^» = r + a' -b' = a' -\- 6' - c'*

3. Solve the equations x^-yz = or, ?/* -^ = ^^ «' -

4. If rj, h, and c ^^e positive quantities, shew that

a^ (6_|-c) + 6'' (g + a) + c- {a + h) > Gabo.

5. Find the values of x and // from the equations

27/ + _^^: = 1
X

x'^ + 5x + y (y-l) = 24:.

6. A steamer made the trip from St. John to Boston

via Yarnioutli in 33 liours ; on her return she nuule

two mile.i an hour loss between Boston and Yarmoutli,

but resumed her former Sj aed between the lattei" place

and St. Jolin, thereby making the entire return pas-

BiirfQ in f I of the time she would have required had

her diniiiiished speed lasted tl roughout ; had she

made her usual time between Boston and Yarmoulli,

and two miles an hour less bctv.'cen Yarmouth aii'l

;1IK
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lid lij 1) do
St. John, lior return trip would liavo been matlc in

ii oi the time she would have taken had the whole

oi" her return trip been made at the diminished rate.

Find the distance between St. John and Yarmoutb

;ii:d between the latter place and Boston.

!»;>'
I

ll

1

Junior Matrlc, Honor.

Senior McUricf Pass.

1. Solve the following equations :

j a;' - 2x!/ + 2/f -= xy.

( x^ + x>/ + i/^
= 03.

j 4x — 3.r,>j = 171.

1 1 1 ,r

- + —^, + -^ = 130.

And find one solution of the c nations:

1874.

/7\
/;/'— a/-68.

2. Find a number whose cube exceeds six times the

next greater jiumucr by three.

3. Explain the meaning of the terms Highest com-

mon measure and Lowest common multi])le as applied

to ali>-ebraical quantities, and prove the rule for finding

the lliijhest common measure of two quantities.

4. Ecduco to their lowest terms the following

fractious :

ya) • % • • \
f

99:^'' + 117^='— 2570;'— 325a3— 50

w

^Sa;' + 4a;- — 9.r— 10.

[x^-v \^x- + 35,ct;' + 50.7? + 24

a;-* + 18u;' + 1 iU^^ + 342a; + 3G0



APPENDIX,

5. Find tlio sum of n terms of the series — J, J,—

,

\, ikc, and tho a;th term of iUo sciiCs

a; H- 1 2 3 — .tj

x—V X , iko.

6. Find tlio relations between the roots and co-

efficients of the equation ax^ + jjx + q-0.

Solve tLo equation

7. A cask contains 15 gallons of ii mixtine of wino

and water, wLicli is poured into a Hocond cnsk con-

taininij; wine an<l water in tlie ])r()[>oi-tion of two of tho

former to one of the latter, and in tlio resultmij mixtu;o

tlie wine and water are found to be e(]ua1. Had tho

quantity in the second cask originally been only one-

lialf of wliafc it was, the residting mixture would liavo

been in the jiropoitinn of sevcju of wino to eight of

water. Find the (juantity in thu second cask.

8. What rate per cent, per annum, payable half-

yearly, is equivaltuit to tcji per cent, per annum, pay-

able yearly.

9. A is en,:^agod to do a piece of work and in to

receive ^^^o for every day ho works, but is to forfoifc

one dollar for tlu^ first day he is absent, two for the

R"Cond, three foi- the thiid, and so on. •f^ixteen days

el-tps,! lujtbre he finishes the work an.] lie leceives fpJG.

Find the numb(;r of days he is ab.s.'iit.

Chan'j;(' the enunciation oi this problem .^ as to

apply to tho nCj^ative huiutiun.

Junior Jfdt/ic, 1S7G. Pass.

1. Explain the use of uegaLivc and fractional in-

dices in Algebra.

Multiply<-i. by l^'^'f and the product by *' p'



L" i»~"

X
) ^c.

ots and co

Ixu'Ci of wine

(I cnsk con-

f-two of tho

i;iiginixtu;o

1.
'

II;ul tlio

Dii only one-

\voultl llllVO

to oi^ht of

aya.l)lc ])a]f-

Liiiimui, pay-

k nntl is to

is to foifnit

two lb I' tho

Mxieoa days

eccivos $20.

)I(jin so as to

I'actioiial In-

lot by \p •

ArPEKDrx, vij

Simi)lifv , wntinj' tlio iattor.s all in one

line.

2. Mujt ij)ly toc^cdior «' + ox + x**, « + a:, a' - ax + .i'^

a - X, iuitl divido tlio product by a^ - x\

3. Divido 1 by 1-2^4- a;' to six torni.<?, And jjive

tlio rcuuiindor. Also divido illx* - Gx^ + }^
by Zx* -^

4. Multiply ^s +6 by a +6

5. Solve the equations :

... o.r + A 7x-3 £r-16

5

X (v + Jr) = 2 1,

(2). -{y {z + x) = 45,

z (a; + 2,') = 41).

Junior Matric, 187G. Honor.

1. An onrsman flnfls that during the fu-st half of

tho time of rowiui; over any course he rows at tho

rato of five miles an hour, and during tlio secontl

half, {'-t the rate of four and a lialf miles. His cour.se

is up and down a stream which Hows at the rate of

threo miles an hour, and lie finds that by going down
the stream lust, and up afterwards, it takes him ono

hour longer to go over the course than by going tir.st

up and then down. Find the length of the cour.<e.

2. Sliew that if o^ 6^ c^ be in A.P., then will h + c,

c + a, a + 6 bo in II. I*.

Also, if a, h, G bo in A.P., then will

cabe J ca
.

ab
a + , b + , c + ~--j^

b + G c + u a +

6c. in n.r.

.kj..

1!l
tfl!

fi

wl
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3. If * = a + & + *7, tllen

^(«tf + 6c) (6^ + ac) {cs + a6) = (« - a) (s - 6) (s - c)

4. If a^ + aa + + a^ rr - - , tlicu

5. If the n action-—----, when rciluceil to a ro-
In + .1

potpn<l, contiiins In figure??, sliow liovv to infer the hist

n digits after obtaining the first n.

Find the vahio of ^j by dividing to 8 digita,

6. Solvo the equations

aj - 7/ + ;; = 3,

ir// + .T^ = 2 + ^/r-,

^.0 + 2^2 + ^^29.

Junior Matrlc, 187C. Honor.

1. Shew tlint tho motliod of finding tho Rqnnro
rout of a number is uiui1m^;oiis to that of linding tho
square root of an algebijiic qnantity.

Fencing of given lengt]i is jilaced in the form of

a rectangle, so as to inebi(h; tho greatest possible area,

which is found to be 10 aocs. The shape of tho
field is then altered, but still remains a rectangle, and
it is found that with 1G2 yards more fencing, tho
same area as before may be enclosed. Find the sides
ol" the latter rectangle.

2. Prove tho rule foi- finding the Lowest Common
Multiple of two compound algebraic quantities.

Find the L.C.M. of a'' - 6H c=' + Gaic and a-(6 + c')

- lr{c + a) + c^ (h + 6) + abc.

3. If a, B be the roots of the cq-nition x'^+px + q =
0, shew that the equation may bo thrown into tho
[..am {x - a) (x - [j) = 0.

1.
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\8-h){8-c)

+ a'

ed to a ro

lifer the last

D 8 (li^ita.

tliQ Rqnnro

liiidiiig tho

tlie form of

ossiblo area,

inpe of tho

ctunglc, and
XMiciiig, tho

uJ the aides

st Common
titiea.

and a-{h-^c)

x^+px + (2 =
'u into tlio

3 + \/2 is a root of the equation a;*-5x''' + 24;' + a;

f 7 _-. : find tho other rcots.

4. (1) Show how to extract the Fqnire root of a

oiuomiul, one of wliosc tortus is rational,

and tho other a qtuulratic suid.

(2) Find a factor which will rationalize arJ - t/*-

5. n, h are the first two terms of an //. P., what is

the nth tei ni t

If a, b, c 1)0 in //. P., shew that

0. A and B arc to nice from IM to N and hack. A
moves at tho rate of 10 miles an hour, and gets a start

oi' 20 minutes. On A'h leturning fiom N, he meets

B moving towards it, and one mile IVom it ; hnt A is

( vertakeii l>y B wh(>n ono milo from M. Find the

iliiitance from M to N.

7. Solve tho equations

(1). ar' + 8-2a;- + lla;+U.

(2).

X 12 xi/

Second Class Certificates, 1873.

1. Multiply _ + ^-+lby ^ + ^--1.

2. Shew that
a''-?>ah + 2lP a' -7ah +121^

an be r

a -2b

educed to the form 35.

a -36
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3. Reduce to its lowest terms the fraction,

1
a:^ +

12 "^
9

oi^-x" +
^

1_

4. (a) Prove tliiit aj*" - ?/"• is divisible by .r ~ y witli-

imt remainder, when wi is any positive integer.

(/>) Is tlioro a I'emaiiuler when a'"^- 100 in

Ii'vided by a; - 1 ? If so, write it down.

•"'). Given ax + hT/=l,

X 2/ I
and ~ + , = —y.

a ab

rind tlio dilTerence between x and y.

0. Given 3 - -i——-±--_-^» _ ^' /
o.

o(a;-l) o{x+l)

Find a: in terms of m.

7. Given
y

o t

T,. . 1 . . 7.r + lG
Find tno value of ;: « ,•

8, Given
a; - 2/ a; + 7/

, 5 lb
and x-y x + y

= 1,

3. Find X and y.

9. Tliero is a number of two dibits. By invoriinij

Liie digits we obtain a number which is less by 8 than

ihrco times the original number; but if we increr.-'iO

each of the disits of the oiia:iiu\l number by u'uitv,

and invert the diirits thus aiurmcntcd, a number is

obtained which exceeds t!io original number by 2'J.

Find the number.

10. A student takes a certain number of mintifo=<

to walk from iiis residence to the Koi-iual Sclio )1.

Were the distance ^th of a mile ^'reater, he would

need to incicaSv his puco (number of miles per hour)
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^7777;;Uo m the ho.., in -^;^ -toSd
•Bchool ii. the same time. ^ ^"^^.!^;;;^Xto reach the
have to dimiaish hi3 pace

;.^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^'Jce wei.3

school in exactly the same time, if the clistan

^3j of a mile less than it is.

Secmd Class Certificates, 1875.

1 Find the continued product of the expressions,

a + b + c, c + a-6, 6 + c-a, a + 6-c.

a?^d'h <^) ^J^-.
2. Shiiillfy

fj^fj^Z}/
""

6 (a + h) «' - 6^

3. Find the Lowest Common Multiple of Zx^ - 2a: - 1

and4^'-2.«;'^-3^'+l-

4. Find the value of x from the equation, ax-

a" -6bx

a
L^aV ^hx^- 2a'

5. Sulve the simultaneous equations,

a
— + r="*»
as y

d
— -f

— =• 71.

a; 2/

C In the immediately procodm^
T/f-^'a/the

IXp't such a'result, ^vhat would you reply ]

7 Two travellers set out on a J^^^'^' ^j^^^, ^^^^^
, 1 '.u Cii_Q,- tl.pv mi'ot with robuei^,

CI 00, the other
^V'^^ffw^A, as much as thev take

a ti.ne3 that v-ldcli vcmams ^^-ith the Kcond.

mxic\ p>omjy did eacfl iravuiiwi io.v. i

t
'

nn

J''

M

1 ,

1/
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8. A and B ]al)or together on a piece of work for
two days; and tJicii li linisJiog tlie work by himselfm 8 days

; but A, with half of the assistance tliat B
could r(:ii(Icr, would Ji.ive lliiishcd the work in 6 days.
In what tiiuc coidd each of them do the whole work
alone \

0. P and Q are travclhnor along the same road in
t])c same direction. At noon P, wJio goes at the rate
of m miles an Jiour, is at a point A ; while Q, who
goes at the rate of n miles in the hour, is at a point
B, two miles iu advance of A. When are tliev to-
gether ?

^

^

Hag the answer a meaning when m—n is nega-
tive ? Has it a meaning when m = n'i If so,
state what interpretation it must receive in tlieso

^ caries.

10. P is a number of two digits, x being the left
hand di-it and v/ tJie right. By inverting the digits,
the number Q is obtained. Prove that 11 (x + y)
(i ~Q) - (•^•-2/) (P + Q).

^
-^^

Second Chiss Certificates, 1876.

1. Divide (1 + m) a;^—(m -k-n) xy {x-^y)--(n~\) y*
by x^~xy + ?/*.

Shew that (a + n^U + hy—{a~ aMh -^ hy is ex-
actly divisible by 2tdbh.

C. Pu:solvc into factci-s x* + 2xy (x' y"^) y*,
cr-(l)— c) + 0\c ~a) + c\a— b), and 25a;* +
^x'^—X-—1.

3. If x'+px' + qx^-r is exactly divisible bya:» +
mx + n, then nj—li^ = rm,

4. Prove that if m be a common measure of p and
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q, it will also measure tiio difieixucc of any multiplca

of 'p and q.

Find the G. C. ^\. o^ x'—r^P ^ {q—'^y "r v:::-^

q and x^—qx" + (^;— 1).^'' + (jx—p and ol 1 +

Js + X + ry'^ p.nd 2.^; + 2u;'^' + 2>x' + 3a;'-*

5. Prove tbo rnlo for multiplication of fi-actions.

I ^0

.^;^—</Z>^

a'—h'

C. What is tlif; distinction Lot^vccn an ^.(h-vi'dtj and

an equation ? If«—« - V + b, |)i ovc x—b = y + o.^

Solve the oqiiAtions (2 +x) {:n—?>) ^—A--2wx,

IGa;— 1;3 40.«-43 32:L--:i()_ 2u.r—24

and
'4x—3""^'8a^0 " i3x—

7

- + 40^5
'

7 TVliat arc srmnltamou3 rqnnCon^ ? Explniu ^vhy

there must bo -iven as many iudepcmbnt e(|iuit.>n3

as there are unkno-vn ciuuntitics involved, it tl.e, e

is a greater munber of equati(.us than unknown (luiui-

tities, what is the interenco i

Eliminato x and v/ fi-om tuo ciiv.ations ax + 1>;

z=c,a'x + by = c, a"x + Wy ^ c".

8. Solvo the equations—

(1) VyT+oTi- V/z—«<• = '?»

(2) 3aj + 7/ + ;:;=13

3?/ + ^ + a;= i5

3!s + a; + v/-17

9. A parson has two kinds of foreisn money
;

it

takes a pieces of the first kind to imike en. £ and 6

Piecis of the second kind : lie is olieied one £ lor .

p:.ces, how many pieces of each kind mu.t he takol
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four u^^ 1 r -f'
*'7'^"' *^ '"^ ^•'"'^^•^y station

uM a„i t.mo
;
but ala-r walking a mile an,l a-l.a!f hos to.mo.1 twonty niinutos, in conscpionco of .i.ich

..•
.

ol,],^.od to walk a uule and a-Lalfau konr fasw
. >•!';'• to roacli the station at the appointed Una..iMiU ut what paeo he started.

11
aw If ^=^ then will ;Ct^.-!£'.

{h) Find bv irorner's method of division tl.c
value of

X' + 200r.^ + 2 79a.-^-2892.t'-:5SG^_3 1 2 when
a: =—281).

(r) Shew without actual multiplication that

(« + b ^-f--{a + Z» - .) {a'soh + 6-'-^,c + ."•- ac)
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McGILL UNIVERSITY.
- - t -

First Tear Exhibitions, 1873.

1. Tlic clifTerenco bet'-vecn the first and second of

four iiumbeis in gcouietriciil progvcssion is 12, and

tlio diil'ercnco Letween the 3rd and 4tli is 300 ; find

tlicm.

2. Find two numbers wliosG difForenco is 8, and

the harnionical mean between them 1].

3. Prove the general formula for finding tho sum

of an arithmetical series.

4. The dlfl'erences between the hypotenuse and tho

two sides of a right-angled tiiungio are 3 and 6

respectively ; find the sides,

5. Solve the equations

, a; + 2/ = l;

re + 1 _ 13^

a;- + 2/= = 2D

X
_____ ^ __ _ =

^

Q) + i/ + z = 5,x + y = z-7; x-o^y + a

a;+ 4 3a; + 8

ox + 5
+ n=

2x + 3

0. A cistern can be filled by two pipes in 24' and

SO' respectively, and emr)tied by a third in 20'j_in

\vhiit time would it be filled, if all three were running

to;icther.

7. Shew that

1 +
a' ufc -r V T7. ^\ /.---

'I V -c)

2u6 2ab
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8. Prove tlie rulo for finding the greatest commoa
lueasurc of two (]uantiLica.

\m

First Year Exhibitions, 1874.

1. The sum of 15 tci-nvs of an arithmetic series k
GOO, aua the common diiierenco is 5; find the first
term.

2. Find t last term and tlio sum to 7 tonus of
the scries

1-4 + lG-cfcc.

3. Find the avithmotical, geometric, and harmonic
means between 3i] and l.V.

4. Tlie difTorenco botwecn the liypotennsc and ciicli

'of the two Tildes of a ii,r,^ht-angled ""triangle is 3 and G
rcspecuvcly; find the sides.

5. The sum of tJio two digits of a certain miml.or
is six times tlicir difference, and the nnmber ilseif
exceeds six timoo their sum hy 3 ; find it.

6. Solve the equations :

—

4a'-10
+—— „ - = 31

1 .. >T
O.O" — /

X X +

1
X 7(^-2) = 5; 4^-i(- + 10) = 3.

232^+1 8^- + 5

3a;-hl""*"^-l""^^-

7. A man could reap a fiehl by himself in 20 (lo^lvr^.

but v»'Ith his sons jjelp for G ];om-s, ho couKl i\o ii in
IG hours

; liow JongAvould tlie son bo in reaping rlie

field by himself?

8. Find the value in its simplest form of

a; + 7/

2/

J>x__
x + 2/

+
x-ji -X

'J-U
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9. Find the greatest common measure of

3a;' + 3jr» - 15a; + 9 and 3a;^ + 3^^ - 2U- — 9a

First Year Exhihitlons, 1S7G.

1. Solve the equations

/—j— I /
12rr.

\ \ SVa+.r
» J/ X y X y

a
,
6 cab

2. Reduce to its simplest form tlie exprcssiou :

"

7 Vol + 3 VFg +
i^'

2"—
5 ;yi28.

3. Find the greatest common measure of

rti^ + ?i'

4. Simplify
7b
— m

I

n
1_

in

+
m' n"

iW -J- it?

5. A naaiber consists of two digits, of which tho
left is twice the right, and tJio sum of the di-itri i?,

one-seventh of the number itself. Find the n;imber.

6. Solve the followinfj :

—

X y X z y z 1

- + - = +1, - + -=2, - + -=3;
a b a c be

1 1

- + -=2, a;+2/=2.
X y

7. Find tho sum of n terms of the ccrics 1, 3. 5,

7, (fcc.

(a.) Shew that the rcciprocal-i of tho first four
terms, and also of any consecuti\o four tcin;.^ are ir*

harmonica! proportion.
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UNIVERSITY OP VICTORIA COLLEGE.

Jifatriculdtion, 1873.

1. What is tlio " cllrao'^sion " of a torm t WIicu is

aii expression said to bo " liomogencous "
1

2. Reinove tlio b.-acketa from, and simplify tlio

following expression :

—

(2a—- 3c + 4../) - ]5d~(rn + 3a) | + J5a — (— 4

3. Prove the " Rule of Signs" in Multiplication.

4. ]\laltiplj a
9 .

~hy x +
a' x"

5. Divide ax* -\-hx^ '

jc-k- dhj x— r,

6. .L>ivide 1 by 1 + a;.

7. F./id the Greatest Common Measure of Ga^

8. From Za -^ 2z ^ 1''ZZ^ subtrac^. 2c» — a;

—

a;

0. Given J^ '' i
/- to find X and t^.

?/

10. Divide trie nuui",)er ct into four such parts that
t:ie seoon.a sliall a.vceea tlie first by m, the third shall
uxjced tao seooad o^ ,o, a::a the fourth shall exceed
the iliii-d by o.

?i. i\ sum o'' mo -Gj nit oiif. at .siiO'le liilni"^^.,
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nmounts in vi months to a tlollais, and in n monlha

to 6 dolldiS. Ku^iii.cd tl»e Kiini aiul riitc [)cr ceut.

12. Given aP { ab - 5u;', tc find the vuluos of x.

13. DlNide tlie nninhcr 49 into tuo such parts that

the quuticint ot tho greater divitlod l»y the k?ss n.ay

be to the quotient of the Ic^a divided hy tho gi eater,

as A to J.

H. 7jivide tlie nnmhcr 100 into two such parts that

thoir i)ioduct may be einal to the ditt'eience of their

squaies.

(a- 4 0-2/ -56, )

15. Given < ^ tofiiAUalucsofxaudT/.

(ary+2/--G0,j

16. A farmer botight a nnnibc. of slicep for $80,

and if he had U)ught four mo.e for tho fianie money,

he wouhl have paid $i lesb for each. How many did

ho huy 1

Matricnlation, 1874.

1. Find the Greatest Common Pleasure of 2b^—
10fl6'+8a'6, and 9:^*— 3a6' + Stt-^^ — 0tr6, and de-

monsti'ate the lale.

a* + 01^ or— ax
2. Add tc'-ether a — a + -;---;, -J^ — - ~ --~

»

a + a;

2a;—
Za^—^x- cr + X

a
'.-, and— 4a —

3. Divide --— + =-^ by -
1+05 1 X i ^

-X*

a + QC

and reduce.

4. Given J (a:— a) — 1-5. (2u;— 3&)-i {a-x)

s=10a-f 116 to find x.

5 A sum of mone^ ^vas divided among three per-

sona, A, K aud C; a. ioliow. : -t^:.; ^^^^ "^
f

o^ceuledf of the sIu.-js oi i> a-ia C ^: ijU'U; tho

I

\
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share of B, f of the shares* of A and C by $120;
and the share of C, ^ of the shares of A and B by
$120. WJiat was each person's share ]

6. Given
| ^,

^ y^^-s^^^'S]/^ =. u f
^ofi^^ajandy.

7. Shew that a quadratic equation of one unknown
quantity cannot have more than two roots.

^

2v^-f 2_4— v/a;.

4+ V x~ y/x *

8. Given to find the value of x.

9. The e is a stank of )]ay ^yhose length is to its

breadth as 5 to 4, and whose height is to its bjeadth
as 7 to 8. It is wo th as mai-v cents j^jer cubic foot
as it is feet in b-^neth; anil tlie whole is worth at
that raL«3 224 times as many cents as there are squai'e

feet on the bottom. Find the cdmensioiis of the stack.

10. Given

('^--Wxiz + S ^

< 2rr7/
V to find a; and y.

11. In attempting to arran^^e a number of counters
in the form of a square it was found there were seven
over, and when the side of th d square was incieased
by one, there was a deficiency of 8 to complete the
square. Find the number of counters.

12. Reduce to its simplest form

a' -~{h— cf ^ Jy'— ic— af c»— (a— 6)«

(a + c)«_6» (a + 6y_c' ("6 + c)«— a>'

13. A and B can do a piece of work in 12 dajra;

in hew muny days could each do it alone, if it wo;ild
lake A 10 dayĵK longer than B \

r X

1 4. < G iven

z

w
I y

i^a-^ + y

to find

«»» y, »»

f w;» = 62i/
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15. Find the last tt'im, and tiio sum of 50 terms,

of tke series 2, 4, G, 8, ttc.

16. Write down tho expansion of S
^— \

17. How many ii'Ifmrac strains may bo rung on

ton differont bells, su[)po3iug all tUo combinations to

^-odiicu diiTe^'eut notes %
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Junior Matrlc, 1872. Pam,

3. (a), U; (6), «^; (c), 4J; (J), J. J. 4. G40, 660.

Junior Maine, 1872. Pastf auJ Honor,

I.4\a
/ i »

+ CZ; +

c' -- pr

which to ciim.nutc <•

07 1 *»,
2. We have

l-<7 = aud c"— i>'c + r/ = 0, froir

4. If /3 be one root, — —
a ^V q) <^ <l

and, eliminatin
t> '»

ac pq

6. («), 4, - 7, i(- 3 dt v/277) ; (6), 3, 2, ;— 3,- 2

7 5 7 5 . . „

V6 v/G V^6

_{_ i2. (c/), Divide through by ar* and put y foi

a;+ i,and;.2/'— 2foi-a;''+-^-, then y ^

10
i^ or— -anda = 3.i,— ior— 2.
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t/unior J/lfinc., 1872. Honor.

I, 8 an<l 6 miles. 2. Each of tlio fii-bt sot «i

littCtious may be sliuwu cqn:il to

. » y

2ahc a or 2a
or 2ahe

6' + c*-a'

•

, which are therefore equal.

3. Multiplying the equations successively by y, ;::, i

and z, X, y, we obtain c'x + a'y + b*« = 0,

a; 2/
^•^ + c*^ + «'— i

thence ^-j-^, = ^^j-^,^-^,
=^

^ „„, ^ ±«K-6V)
^T^t' ana a; - ^

^
(«^_6V)«-(i*-cVy(c''-ri^6 ;

j

'

4. a* + 6'>2a6,.-.c(rt« + 6'^)>2rt6c, &c.

6. 3,0;-2,-5;-3,6; -8, 1. 6. 90and240:::k

I

Ji

Se

amor Maine., Honor. \

. ,, . „ \ 18i4.
e/aor Matrie, I ass. )

1. (a), From first x = '2y ov y, and tKon Folutions arc.

3, ^. ^3,-Jj_N/Jr, v/2T; --v^Ji,- V2f.

4-i;i,^;-l>-i- ("). 4,18. 2.3.

4. (a),
SSx'+Glaj+lO. ,,, a;' + 3.r + 2

a; + 2
' ^^^'

a;* + 11a: + 30
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KXIV ANSWERS.

_ X (3 — x)

6. as— 2 and x + 5 are factors, and roots are, 2, —6,

J (-3 ±^35); 7. 7J gals.

8. 4.88 percent. 9. 4 da3^s.
^

He receives S3 every day the work continues

;

he returns nothing the first day he is idle,

$1 the second, and so on, and the number of

days he works is 16.

* Junior MatriCf \S7Q. Pass,

1.
««;«"*-** 6"-^ c~V 2. a« - a^ j a'+a?.

3. 1 + 2x -h 3os^ + 4off^ + 5x* + 6oc^ + ..,...; rem. 7a:^~

6x^. Qx"^ — 6x+ 1.

5. (1), 2. (2), 2, 5, 7; or -2,-5,-7.

Junior Mairic, 1876. Ilonor.

1. 35 mis. 2. (2), These quantities are in B. P. if

— r>&c., are in -4.P., t.e., if a. h, c
ab + ac + OG

are in^.P.

5. It may be shewn that the remainder at the nth
decimal place is 2/i ; hence if the nth digit be
increased by unity, and the whole subtracted
from 1, the remainder is the remaining part
of the period.

6. « = 4,a;=2or-3,7/ = 3or-2:2! = -l.a; = 2=fe./ro"
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Junior Matric, 1876. Honor,

1. 121 and 400 yards.

2. (a—b + c) {ab + 6c 4 ca) (a* + b'^ + (^ + ab + he—ca).

3. Iriational roots go in pairs/. 3

—

/'i" is a root;

and other roots a -e J (—1 ±i/I^).

« 1 3 2. ,11.

ab
6. C. 3 nils.

h^{n—i) (a—h)

7. (1), Plainly 03 + 2 divides both sidfts, and roots

are—2, 24- VT- (2), x = Z, y = A: ov \; x-
— 3, 2/ =— 4or— i.

I

«

Second Glass Certificates, 187.3*

2. (a-6)-(a-46)-36.

(«^^-iT-(ir~«^-^-J
4. (5), -99.

5. {a-b) {x-y) = 0; .'.if a be not = 6, a-j/^Oj
if a-b,x-y may have any value.

6.

43 - 14m

14W-13*

then fraction becomes -« and is indeterminate.

7. §, provided x be not = - 2^ ;

«• .4-,=i>^-7=i'-=^^^=2.

9. 13. 10. f of a mile per hour.
in
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Second Class Certificates, IS75

I. 2(a'6' + iV + cV) - {a' + ^»^ + c'). 2. T-
a-\ h

2a{ 2b' - 5)
^' 4a-- 36

'3. (3a;+l)(4ar'-2«'-3^ + l).

he — ad be— ad
5. x= -J ,, 2/= *

710—ma 7nc—na
G. X and y are indeterminate : there is but one

equation. 7. $88, $44. 8. 1 4 days, 1
1
3 djiy s.

J. In iiYs. m— n ne;?ative means tliat tliev

were together
ni— n

they are nevev together.

10. Each side equals 09 (ar^— 2/^).

hrs. before noon. m=n,

Seco7id Class Certificates, 1876.

1 . (1 + m)x - (1 — 92)y. 2. (x + ?/)' (x-y) ', (a- h)

(b-c) (c-a); (ox^'-l) {5x'' + x+l).

3. Let the other factor be x + a; multiply and equate

co-efficients ; eliminating a, nq — 11^ — rm; other

condition is ^;u - nin = r. 4. a; — 1 ; 1 + xK

R i^+y-^) {^-y + «) {y + « -a;)
.

i

(x + y + zf a — h

6. -I; 1.

7. a'lb'c - be') + b'\ac' - a'c) + c'\ab - ah') = 0.

8. (1,) Cube, and 3(;i + .r)J (/i-it')^ (a?*) = ?)i' - 27i,

(V a (c — t) b{a — c)

a —

6

a — b

10. 3 miles an hour.
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11. (a), See §359. (6), 2,000. (c), Sut^stitiite sue-
'

cessively - &, - c, -a for a, 6, c, in the left

hand side, and it appears tliat a + 6, b-\-Cy

c + a are factors, and .-. expression is of form

N{a-^b) {b + c){c + a); putting a = 6 = c= 1,

we get iV^ = 3.

First Year Exlvhltions. 1873.

1.3,15,75,375. 2. 9and l,or -,-% and-]|. 4.9,12.

5. (a), 4,-3; -3,4. (6),2,-3. (c),4-5,6. tc/),-|.

6. 40 . 7. = ^^^

—

^^ •

2a6

1

1

|!|

f'lrsi Tear Exhibitions, 1874.

1. 5. 2. (—4)"; 3277. 3. 2^\', H; 2j\,

4. 9, 12. 5. 75.
^

6. (a),3,2;—2,— 3. (6),7or—If (c),5,3. {d)M,

7. 30 hours. 8.
?J

x + y
9. 3{a;+3).

First Year Exhibitions, 1876.

1

. 4 d .a'
1. -,-^.y

1

b

I

6^

1 1

c a

r' T

1 .1
b c

r» aa

1

2. — 12y2. 3. oj— 1. 4. w.

6. 21, 42, 63, or 84. G. o, b, 2c; 1, 1. 7. n.
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Matriculation, 1873.

5.

6.

8.

10.

11.

ax' + (ar + b) x + (ar' ^ ir + c) +

a;— r
*

1 — a; + a;'— ar* + .

.

7 q a j. ^ .

a.*—

1

9. 144, 216.

I2i

14.

15.

16.

i (a— Zm — 2n— ji), &c.

mb—'na J 200 (r*— i)

w— ?i y;^^— w'a
•

±iV~b. 13. 28, 21.

50(/5--l),50(3--/5).

^ = ±10,2/--= =F10; a:-±4V2,y = ±3/2
16.

3. 1.

Matriculation, 1874.

4. — 5a — 35. 5. COO, 480, 360.
6. 2, 4 ; 4, 2. 8. 4 or 9i.

0. 20,16,14 ft. 10. 40,10; 10,40.

'"• ^- 13. 30 and 20 days.

14. 6, 2, 4J, 11, or— 2, — 6,— l|,_4i
15. 100, 2550.

IG. a/- 7:.^ + 2U'^-35.r + 35.^"'- 21:.-3 + 7.-.
-a'-^ 17. 1023.

" ""

11. 6G.



*• Kpocha in History niarlt nn Epoch in the "Imly of It."

(J. W. Johnson, ll.M.Al.S., llumilton.

An Acceptable Text-Book on English History

AT LAST FOUND I

EPOCHS OF ENGLISH HISTORY,

BY

REV. M. CREIGHTON, M.A.

Antliorlzcd by llic Education JDcpartment.

Adopted by the Puhlic Schools of Montreal, and a iiuviher of
the best Schools tn Ontario.

I
'I

•' Cliaracterized by Brevity and Comprehensiveness."

—

Canada Presbyterian.

" Amongst manuals in English History the Epoch
Series is sure to take high rank."— Daily Globe.

" Nothing was more needed than your excellent

PrimersolEnglish History."—FREU.\V.Kt:LLY. M.A.,B.D„
Lect. in Lnglibh History, High School, Mont eal.

In Eight Volumes, 20 cents each,

—OR—

WHOLE SEEIES in TWO VOLS. ONLY 50c. each.

Part I. Contain First Four of the Series.

t Part JI. Ccniains Last Four of the Series.

ADAM MILLER & CO.
TOKONTO.

|.f|

II



OEEIGHTON'S EPOCHS ^OF ENGLISH HISTORY

•"rhiof<Ti.^.^n'*i.^'Yr','^'^^.'"^~S' Grenville County.

,.«Hr^»^in ?• ^'^'/'"'i^'j'i''''
'" '^S*"* miniature voliines, at 20o.eacli, 18 peculiarly edaptc d for u c in our Public and liiuh ScliooliPresented in this bin.plc ,.„d nttractive lorm/each cKlie cre^^^^erochs of ].r.gli8h History can bo cbe,.,,ly, eaa ly?aid thorouKWvmastered before proceeding to tlie next."

'* morougmy

TU08. Cabscadden, B.A., I J cad Master, High School, Richmond
,,

Hill.
I can most cordially recommend thnn fo all studerti who uracandidates for the Intermediate, or teaclierg' examinations.'^

J. TuRNBrtL, B A , Piincipnl TTigh School, Clinton."I haveexamimd the 'iLrcclis of l.iiglish History' and haveformrd a very high opinion of tla.n. so n.uch so thnt^ I ?ntcnd IS
«.n««Xi^,""*?'Vr^l'sl' bchool here. As to the dtze and ex-pense thpy have hit the happy mean, containing aU that it xeMsnecessary and nothing more."

i«a«y

„,?•„£: ^^^^n'
^-'^•'.^P,"d Master, Renfrew, H. School.

n.« ! * "r^"i^^ ^'"J'?""*,'^ J"""" 'l-'Pochs of History,' and be-

S^Ifp.^' M-,!»
^' admirably adapted for preparing teachers^for cerulncates. 'Iney are very neatly got up."

I

•iTt. ^ JoKN E. Buyant, B. A, Clinton.

^niJi.?7r.!f",""'5'''"^'y.^'''''"e for a Canadian cd'tion of thesedelightful httle books. a:ul now that we havo these, I sh.U introdujethem luto my classes as soon as possible."
miroauce

i.T*!,- , ,.^- I>^^'G'VALE PonDYCE. P. S. I., Fergus.
I f^ink it 18 a great mistake, at a time wlion imnpination is ne-culiarly vivid to expect history to bo studird from the iare hn^M

laid down, and that the little work refeircd to has been propand in

fiZ£WT''"'^''".f
'''"y

^r "',"'« commencing the study of history"

^U^« —f/i"^ "'"^"°" ^*' "'" erasp they can take of the subjectas It 18 presented, and as one event is cornected with another Ithink some such introductory work was much needed." " °^''^'' '

«.rnS «orf»,H«^-*
"P'' simplicity of langurge

; faithfulness of

r«. ?J/f,/f^ '°"/" airangen.ent
;
interest of narrative; concisencss and freedom from dryness ; or recital of facts, are but a few ofthe recommendations of these beautiful little works."

«T»i,«. V
^- H-.^rrcHEr., B.A , H. M., H. S., Perth.

•rJiiilf- 1,-r .*"«• 9"^ "" ^1°^^ *'"''* ^'""1^1 supply the place ofColher'8 British History' coi.ld not be obtained This is morethan answered by the 'F.poclis of En.li.=h History ' They pr^ceed on the basis on which history should be taught Divisions aw
r«ft?r7'''^^,^°

^'"' »."°';P«on «"'! <(ssation of those forces thatbrought .-ibout changes in tlie E.iglish Constitution, while principleBare clearly communicat( d and systrnintized. Not bevond the capa-

ciisses
° ^°""«'''' children, they are also adapted for use in higher

Hobt.^Roeobes, Inspector of Public Schools, CoUingwood.
" As an aid to the teacher they are invaluable.''

,,_ ^ , .
GUELPH MiRCUET.

athooi"
" "°'^^^' ^^ '^^"Pted to the capacity of children at



CEEiaHTOH'S EPOCHS OF EHaLISH HISTORY
-—o

'. G. "W. JrnKBON, H. M. M. S., Hamilton.
•' Orand help these to tlio study of i nglish History in itg only ra-

ional way -by epool.s in the lilc of the Kiiglisli Nation and her in-

•titutiouB. " lipochs 9f History'' mark an epoch in ihe study of it.'»

J. C. MCEGAN, M.AjBarrie.
••I havobeen for many years, including' ni.y University course, nn

earnest student of History, and have certainly rever met with any
ketch of the periods embraced by the two Vv.'.umrB of 'Lpochs'
{ou sent me, which united in so singularly excellent a manner,
revity, accuracy, and a clear comprehension of the logic of History.

I can, and shall, cordi.illy rccomiiitnd them to eviry teacher who
wishes to make histoy not an cfibi t of memory alone, but a study of
the grund sequence ot cause and effect by which the facts in the
world's life have been created."

Wm. Mackintosh, P. S. ln?ppctor, N. Hastings, Mndoo.
"Tou have done good service to Canadinn students and teachers

by issu'nsf a Canadinn edition which, in binding, paper, anJ typo-

graphical execution is nil that could bo d> sired.

"Tho series is admirably cdiiptcd for the use of teachers, High
School pupils, and the more advanced classes o' our Public Schools,
and will he perused w>,h ph asure and profit by many who are
neither teachers nor pupils. It forms a valuable addition to the
Taluable colle::tiou of school books you have issuea."

Clarke Moses, P. S. Inspector, Co. Hnldimand, Caledonia.
•'The 'Epochs of English History' will be valuable aids in tho

preparation of nupils for the 2iid class and intcrniedinto exannua-
tions. The;' '- M3 written in the most entertaining style. I should
think their iu^oduction into schools is much to be desired.'*

Wm. Wilkixsok, M.A.. Head Master Brantford Central School.

"I am quite conscientious in sayirg that it is one of the best di-

gests of History that I have seen. It is remarkably clear end con-
cise, and deserves especial commendation for giving just what the
pupil ought to know without any cxtrantoiis matter, and without
any attempt at rhetorical flourishes, so much out of place iu a text-

book on this subject."

R. K. Obr, B.A , H. M. H. and P. Schools, Brighton, Ont.
"I have read them through carefully and consider them the best

works on the subject for tlic use of schools that I have ever seen.

I am particulurly pleased with their simplicity of ttyle and fair

method of stating occurrences. I shall intr'^ducc them iuthe schools
here and encourage their use in those of the vicinity.**

G. D. Pr-ATT, B.A., I. P. S., Picton.
" Am led to express my admirati n of the very concise and srete-

motic method of t'rrangtment adopted in them, rendering them
particulaily suitable for students, and tending in no small degree to
promote a better system of pursuing this important study."

RoBT. DouOAN, B A., Principal High School, Lindsay.
"I am glad to see these brief s( rials authorized by the Minister

of Education. They are clear and succinct in statement and convey
a large amount of information. They have the advantage of con-
fining the ittentiou of the learner to definite periods, and thus
enabling him to master difficult historical subjects without attempt-
ing to digest and iiiemorize too much at ouce. I shall be happy to
ea &em in tha hands of nil niv nuuilB^"



EXAMINATION PAPERS
IX

By J. A.
Thos.

ARITHMETIC,
'loroiito. Skcond Edition.

^

PRICE §1

Edition.

00.

From the GUELPII MERCURY.

St..cks; and .Miscoi rcous Pro^^^^^^^^
^<;mn...ssion Insurance. &c.

Itules, Measures a.ul AI uU.. cs \^
X' 1 1 rf

^^ EJementary
third contains lixainii/aii,

,' Wo..rVf^; .
^ f-»ecimal Fractions. The

,

Collegiate Institntu" t e o .r f ,?'Ln^
Schools and

' cates. tl,u fifth for candidates or thflnterm^^
•second-class certilicatcs and tl.n jwi. *"'''?•*? Examination and
certificates and SlSlyl^^^^^^^^ third-cla«
be,^ius with the lunclan^'^/tiy'ru! Lt :;j'\,rinciX^^^

''*
^"'liwlien a |»i|ii! th-st enters unon tl.o st vi., 'i »^'.' ^^ ^? "« acquired

hiu» forward till prepart'd fCr tl o hiS n.
^""""«

L'''
''"'^ carries

Honour,, of the Ui iver iv
'"J^hest class of certificates and for

• hoi,, in snppl, inr;?.^^ti5,s to plve thircfcr'S' L" it a necessary
be tcael.eis cann..t liavc a Ijot^er Juide i^Wh ,V

^® "^^'^ '""'''•« ^
one-on the subject with which it Uocc^Ht"^ '" "* "**' "" '°«* *

From the ADVERTISER.

they- hav; a?"p"rLT,t? tll.^ ^^ZS wifrbeTo'rdr'''" ^*^' »»>«'
many wlio have never suspected the noiihliiM ^^'^ welcomed, and
u.ucl, by independent metitodfuSr ff by a nerull^^^^^^^^

-
tory chapter i.npelled to tliinl^ for tl^'.nselvJs and pnif-H*?'"?^""*-their ).upils how to do so ruL f t . ' •

«»aWed to teach
kind evdr introduced inio 'this ecu i r/'' '"^'"%*^r/'^'"e «' ^ho
ai.pearance <.f the work is of a verv hCh ^hk^o^f^ typojfraphica)
fact, to anythiu- of the kind issued I.vM.a k***'*®;^?"''® ^q"*'. in
London or New Yort ^ '® ^®'" publishing housM of

From the TELESCOPE.

arran^red frogressrvery eaeh'seS'nrln^rr''^]^"''
*''« ««««»« being

The problems are all\\ri .?, a! and 'oT/'^'^^/i"''^"* ^^^ 'he next*

houses, whe.i wc4, s le « Sncv o^'^'n^^r
^"^^ «*"** publishing

it has ,„a<ie and is n.al n' i iie SonaMnltf""^""^ ""'^ ^''« P^i^^e^
tlie recently ..ublished educ^tio Ll w ,r"^'

"'^"*"' •"<* P«ticul«.{y ia
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SWINTON'S LANGUAGE LESSONS.
Adapted to Cana-dian Schools,

By J. A. MACMILLAN, B.A., Ottawa,
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

Specially arranged aa an 'introductory Text Book to MASON'S
GRAMMAR, the authorized text book for Public Schools. The
Dkfinitions, Classiiication op Puonouns, Veubs and Genkkal
Treatment are now brought into coxaiJlete harmony with
Mason's Larger Grammar.

PRICE 25 GENTS,

FROM SOUTH HAS-'^INGS' BOARD OF EXAMINERS.
Miller's New "Swiiiton's Language Lossoiis," bv Macmillan is

especinily adapted to the wants of elementary c1ass;e8. The us-
Bimilatioii of the ruloa and delinitious to those of the advanced
text book, Mason's Grammar, is a decided imiirovemeut and
makfsit much j)ieferub o to any of the other editions. VVitli this
Edition of Langunge Lessons in hand, the most inexnerienci d
teacher may safely be entrusted with a vran mnr and comiosi-
tion Class. R. DAWSoN, B.a ,Ph.D.,H.M.H.S., lUdle' iilo.H.M HICKx.M. A., H.M.H. School, Trenton.

JOHN JOHN bT(>N. P.b.i., South Hastings.

WM.-WILKINSON, M. A., Head Master Model and Central School
Brantford.

Your"5thF;ditionof Swintou's Language Les8on8"by Macmillan
is the most complete Primarv Grammar I Ijave seen'. Tiieeditor
aeservca every pr'use for niaking his definitions agree with those
of Masons' Grammar, thus preventing the loss of time and con-
fuKion, that always result from learning two sets of definition".
He has a'compUshe 1 tuis without rendeiing the work a whit
more difficult, or in any way destnMing its peculiar character.
I observe that the matter is so arranged that this edition can be
usod in the same class as your other editions without any incon-
venience. I wish for it as much success as its predecessor? have
had, which since I spenk from home months actual use of the
book i.-, perhaps, the highest pruise I can givj it.

C. CLARKSON, B.A., Head Master, Model School, Brockville.
I have examined carofidly your "New Swintou's Language

Lessons," by Macmillan. The book is excelleut. It was a decided
improvement to bring it into entire harmony with Mason's The
only difficulty I experience is to ki.ep it out of the Third class,
for which no. text book is authorized. Pupils use the bouk m-i-
TtttdJ^ MH an aid to luiiuw the oral teaching.

.
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N. GORDON, Hoar! Mafiter, Hfodel School , Plcton.

After acnrefiil ppnisnl and coinnti)i''nn of tlio Fl ih Frtitinn
of "Rwintnii's Lantjuuqo IoHaoii8,"by Macniillun, wi h previous
oilitioiiR, I fliid ch(iu(;cR of an iniportaiic aii.l highly bene*
facial (hniaitrr, viz i—llip rlofiiiitiouB nih tho snme as tliORo in
^lafloirB OrnniTna' , also tlio trtMitniPtit of tlie Verl), etc., thi« is a
Btpp in the liKht direction, nn tho text-hroUn in all onr rnl)'io
Bchooln should be so arrangod as to njake those used in the
junior clnssefl an introdnction to tlioHe (on the finmn nnbjrct)
used in tho sonior diviRlons. I consider iho plnn hiahly com-
mondublo an tho chanpo-' do not nohibit its use with your other
edition of the damo cxcoUuiit little worK.

JAMES DUNCAN, Principal Essex Model School,

Have carefnlly examined the Fifth Edition of " Miller's New
Swi ton's LaugiHRO LessoiiR ))y Macini 1 n."— The mat-
tor is put in clear, concise and intoteKtinc; hinRUng'^ and tha
siibjnct is kept abi east of tho ago. I consder it an invitlnabla
au>iliary to the Public Sehool Teacher. It is as it profeHRes to
be "an introductory work on Grannnar," as well as a foreruunei
of Muaou's moro advauctid text-book.

W.J. SUMMERBY, Principal Kingston Isfodel School.

To prevent tho loss of mnch valuable time, the agreoment ol
the elementary and advanced tcxt-liooks, in all nssential points,
is un absolute necessity, and I am glad to find that, in definitions
and general ticatn^ent, the Fifth Edition of " Swinton's Lnn-.
gUHge LebBous," by Macmillan, is iu harmony with Masou s Text-
book.

SAMUEL D. WESTEPvFF-LT, H M.M.S. Mount Forest.

As the aim is to make it uniform in deftiitions and rlasifl.
cntion with Mason's Grammar, and as it is puch an excellent
Elementary text book, especially for the use of young teachers
I would hearlily recommend its introduction.

'

W. F. RITTENHOUSE, Teacher, Central School, St. Oatharicea
I consider •• Swinton's Lan uage Lessons," by Macmillan, an

the host text book for teaching gi*ammar extnnt, bnd the revision
making th- definitions corr ai>ond with those in the advouceci
text book; leaves nothing to be desired.

GEO. MTLDEN, Head Master, M. 8., Cornwall.
Miller's new " Swinton's Language Lessons," by Macmil'aa,

I lo k upon as an admirable little work, well and carefully
got up, ana will render valuable assistance to those teachers who
are engugod in preparing pupils for the coming examinations.

REV. J. MAY, 1. P. 8., Co. Carlton.

r have examined " Swindon's Language Lessons, by MacTril-
,"aud am of "•"•'— i...* .- ...;ii . . . .

.

in our schools.
M lan," and am of opiuion that it will provo'a very useful"'taxt-bookw in ni * '-

Miller's
• • H'^> .%rj

vould like to

JAMES McBRIEN, Ins. P. S., Co Ont.

new " Swinton's Language Lessons" possoBB too Ui-
~~='-'"-,6"ISt:-C:3, gradiitlOii aiiu adupWitiUii Uj VOUUi. I

I it in all my best scixoola.
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irO^V TO I?ICAT>.
A Drill Book puk Corrict and Exprbssivr Kradino, Adaptib

FUR THE USB OP SCHOOLS.
By Richard Lewis, Teacher of Elocution, Author of " Dominion Elocu*

tionist," Sic. 3rd Ed., Pric<! 75 Cents.

Auth/trited by the Mininter of Eduratioyi for Ontario,
Autliorized by the Chief Supt. 0/ Education, Manitoba.

D. H. SMITH, A.M., luRpoctor of Scboola, Colcbestor Co., N. 8.

" Lewis' ' How to Road,' coijiea in good time. In no branch of

ttidy is tbere more deficiency displayed tbuu in tluit of reading.

Wuuy of our teacliors really appear to have no coiicei)tiou as to

bow reading slionld be taufiht, but by a careful stiidy of Lewis'

'How to Read" tbey can witbout any difllculty reudur themselves

tit to give iuBtructioQ vith the utmost satisfactiou."

li. 8. MORSK, M.A., Inspector Schools, Annapolis Co., N. B.

"Lewis' 'How to Read* treats of a suljject which cannot be too

blchly recornmonded. Such a worlc is luucli needed in our sciiools.

The art of reading effectively has been acciuired by few teachers,

hence they should procure tiiis work and thoroughly and practi-

cally master the rules and principles thereiu contained.

J. D. McGILLlVRAY, InBpec'.or of Schools, Co. Hanti.

•'Lewis' 'How to Read,' is the best drill book in elocution for

ctaool use that I havo seen. 1 have read it over with a great deal

of c«:e."

C. T. ANDREWS, Inspector for Queen's Co., N. B.

"I havo examined 'How to Road,' and have no hesitation In

pronouncing it tho best little work on elocution for teachers that

has yet come under my notice. A thorough drill in the exercises,

with due atteution to the elementary sounds of the language as

lllustrutod by the author, and an iutelligont conception of the

principles and suggestions therein given will iuaure pleasing and
exprebsive reading. It cannot but be hailed with pleasure by every

teacher as it supplies a want long felt in our sciiools, and gives to

the important subject ol reading its due prominence, as both an

art and a science."

A. 0. A. DOANE, Inspector of Schools, Shelhnme Co., N. 8.

"How to Read,' is just what is needed, both as a school class

book and an aid to teachers in the proper training of pupils in the

principles of effective reading.

Rov. JOHN AMBROSE, M.A., Inspector P. Schools, Digby, N. B.

Eow TO Read by Richabd Lewis.—"This book, for the size of

It, is tho best by far that I have euer seen on the subject."

W. L. DANAGH, Inspector for Cumberland, N. S,

"How to Read is a seasonable publication. As a drill book for

expressive reading it supplies a desideratum in our schools. It

must be admitted that better teaching on this branch is greatly

needed. The work shows skill and is highly creditable to the

author." ^.^«_
JOHN Y. GUIM, Broad Cove, Cape Breton, N. 8.

" The plan pursued in the arrangements of the work, commen-
..ij5« with elements essHiitial to correct vocalization, and leading

mutually o^ to principles and practice in some of the purest gems
Of the language, must commend itself to every admirer of clear,

expressive English reading. The typographical * get up ' of the work
Is highly oreditable to the enterprising publishen."



DR. MCLELLAN'S MENTAL AUITHMETIO.

P. C. McGIlEGOn. M.A.. Hoafl Master High Hchool
.Minoiite.

This ]itl]G work ia au excellent comnnnion to"
Blato work in Aritljnioiic. hy its nld the teacher
wil' uo ei.'Ublcd to lend hifl tinpils Bten bv Btep to
tnuster the pnnuii)l.i3 of Aritljinetic. Tlie reason
tluit so many vui.ils in onr iidvancod clussfB ure
neither expert nor corr. ct in written worli maybe
•ttnbtiti'U lo the f.ict thiit their meutul trttiuiuk' inAnthmotic was neglected.

F. F. MAONAB, M A., Head Master H. S. Arnprior.
Dr. McLcllun'a Mental Arithmetic sefms to me to

dtopliiy tlio w. ll-litiown pricticiil knowledce andBound judgment of its author. It admirably sup-
rhesaionc; felt want, and certainly onght, and nodoubt w ill, receive the pn^rouage of the profesbiou

C. A. 'BAHNES, P. S. Inspector, Div. No. 1, Lambton.
The Mental Arithmetic by Dr. McLellan is admi.

rably adapted lor our I'ublic Schools.

No. a,
DAVID CLAPP. P.A.. Insfcctor Division

County of WcUiiif^tnn.
Siirplies t5'n want of a pnrelv Canadian text 1 ookon this subject lonp felt by our toaehcrs. I have no

doubt. It vill be extensively uRcd. and the name of
its author is a guarantee of its excellence

W. S. CLENDENING, Inspector Enst Bruce
Dr. McLe'lan's Mental Arithmetic is an admi

IreatiRe on that important Rtibjcct. ItsRennrtil ,

tion IS a c-'rtainty. I trust it wilt soon be iu u.bauds of all the teachers on this district.

W. R. SHORT, H. 11. High Rchool, Ingorscll.
I consider an excellent text book for schools.

SMITH CUIITIS, Heed Master M. 9. Madoc.
I can heartily recommend it ns boin^ far FUporior

to any oth.r work on tho subject I have seen for thisreason, and the fact that it is a Canadian work ILeyr to see it t ^eth.! place of tlio American wor s
wl'ieli wo have hitherto been obhyed to use in ourEohools.

JOH.^^ RAINE, H.M. Perth Model School.
T think it w,ll prove a frrent boon to onr Pnl)licBchnola Finne it must incr. nse th^ intellectuality oftne teachmp ot the subject of Arithmetic. It shouldbe m the hands of every teacher.

»^^^
i



NEW ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC
ON THE UNITARY METHOD.

By Thomas Kikklanp, M.A., Science Master Normal School,

and WiLLUM Scott, B.A., Head Master Model School,

Toronto.

Intended as an Introductory Text-Book to Hamhlin Smith'i
Arithmetic

Cloth Extra, 176 Pages; Price 25 Cents.

W. D. DIMOCK, A.B., Head Master Provincial Model Schools,
Nova Scolia.

The Elementary Arithmetic by Kirkland and Scott I can

heartily recommeiul to our teachers. As a preparatory Arith-

metic I hii ve not seen its equal. The young pupil, ty the arrange-

ment of the principles presented and tlie exercises laid down, is

led almost uncoiiscioiisty to the great field of the unknown, by a

step, that makes hia earlier arithmetical studies a pleasure and a

profit

A. H. McKAY, Principal ol Pictou Academy and Public Schools.

I have examined your Elementary Arithmetic on the unitary

ystem bv Kirkland and Scott, and have no hcRitation in saying

that I consider it tlie best Elementary Arithmetic which 1 have
vet seen. It is ad-inirablv adapted to the requirements of grades

l«t, 2nd and 3rd of our schools, as it ofifers, in addition to our
present text-book, a coj-ious and well selected assortment of ex-

ercises, a good arrangement and conciseness in definition and
explanation.

W. E. SPRAGUE, Head Master, Model and Public Bchooli,
Cobourg.

Since failures in Arithmetic are mainly due to a want of

power in independent analysis—to a lack of knowledge of the
unitary method anl of skill "in its application—this volume which
diHcuas'es the ^.TohlGmi on independent methods w'xW be cordially

welcomed by tf-acliftrs. As a discipline of the mind in tea hing
the i)upil to think and reas(m, Arithmetic is pre-eminent if taught
by logical methods ; and this work places it in the power of the

younger classes to be benefitted by such methods. A very praise-

worthy feature of the book is the large number of examples and
problems peculiar to so small a work.

JAMES DUNCAN, Principal Essex Model and Windsor Central
School.

After a thorough perusal of the Elementary Arithmetic by
Kirkland & Pcott, X have no hesitation in saying that it is

better adapted to the schools of this country than any Birailar

book that has come within the range of my twenty-seven years

experience. The arrangemeut is natural and comprehensive.
The questions are in clear, terse, attractive language.

W. R. RIDDELL, B.A.. LL.B., &c., Math. Master Ottawa
Nom^al School.

I consider it well adapted for the purpose for which it is in-

tended.

JOHN DEARNESS, Public School Inspector, East Mlddleiex.

T in.ave fixamined this book with increasing plAasura and can
speak of it in almost unqualified recommendation. It is, in mj
opinion, the best elementary Arxthmetio I have examined-



DR. MCLELLAN'S mental ARIXnUETIC.

THOS. O'HAGAN, Principal R. C. 8. S., Trenton.
I considpr it an excellent little work, showing

most clearly that even Mental Arithmetic to bogin-
riers is the truo loc;ic of the timoj. The work should
bo in the hands of every teacher who would wish to
teach Arithmetic by a system of thought.

W. E. SPEAGUR, Hearl Master Model and Publio
Schools, Cobourg, Out.

I have examined Mc^ iian's Alental Arithmetic
part I., and hij^hly api' . e it. (1) The work is so
divided as to be presented to the learner in its sim-
plest form. i2) The operations are limited to Rmall
numbers, so as not to embirrass the reasoning now.
ers. (3) The pupil is led eraduallv from the simplest
to the more coujplic^ tod reasonings. There ^s noth-
ing superfluous in t) i book and yet thei e is nothing
essential omitted. Tlie work is perfectly adapted to
the wauts of our schools.

T. O. STEELE. L'Orignal.
Dr. McLoll.T 3 book would also be an excellent

teacher's assistant.

A. C. A. DOANE, IP.S., Barrington, Nova Scotia.
The Mental Arithmetic is a vork much needed

and will doubtless come into use as it becomes
known.

JAS. BPwOWN, Principal Model School, Whitby, Ont.
Dr. McLellnn's Mental Arithmetic supplies to

teachers a requisitH they have l(tng required, and
will mnterially aid in having that attention paid to
the subject its importance demands.

SANDFIELD DAVIDSON, Principal Model School,
Renfrew.

I have carefully examined McLellan'a Mental
Arithmetic, and have no het-itation in saying that
it is superior to any other in use.

W. W. TAMBLYN, M.A., H.M. High School. Oshawa.
I think it is one of tho most valuable books of vour

valuable Kducati<iiial Series. I have long de8ire"d to
Bee a good Mental Arithmetic in our schcolB. both
High and Public. I think that Dr. Mel ell^n's work
is lulmirably adapted to teach concentration, inge-
nuity, and rapidity of thought.

ALEXANDER M. EAE. Head Master Model School,
Port Perrv.

I consider it much superior to the works in com-
mon use in our schools. The exercises are piogreg-
Bive and well arranged.
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DR. MCLELLAN's mental ARITHMETIC.

From tJie CFATITAR. PLANET.
This hook will prove uiiimiortant auxiliary in the

study oi avitlimotic.

A. C. HERRICK, Head atnster of Public Schools,
col)iin,'wo.i(i.

McLellan'fl IMeiital Aiitliiut tic, Pnvt I., is every-
thing that can be desiiid us s^ucli. It fihouM he in
the liatids of nil tenchorp. Its --ouroe is n sufficient
guarantee tor its thoroughiu ss. I would be pleased
to see it introduced iuto nil uur schools.

R. KINNEY, M.D., Insp. ruhlic Schools, District
No. "i, Leeds.

Well adapted for use iu our public schools.

D. H. HUNTEK. M.A., 11. M., TL S. Wnterdown.
It is an excellent little work, which ^viiI supi^ly a

•want lon;^ felt by Cuuadiuu teachers.

J. FRITH JEFi"ERS. ]\I.A.. Coll. Inst., Poterborouph.
The Mental Arithmetic by lir. McLellan supplies

uwiiiit ill our list of text-books. Ever since the
introduction (f the unitary method of teaching
written arithmetic there hiis been needed such a
guide ill vievtid exercise. The n)>^.thods of opei'a-

tion Mud the character of the exam] ih smake the little

book worthy of a iiromiuent place iu school work.

W. H. L.\W, B.A., Prin. Hi^h Sohnol, Brockville.
It will supply a very groat detect, aud I am

sure the profession Avill covdiallv welcome it,

liapidity with accnrocv is not found in our sehoo'.g,

and tho'Doetor's excellent pubiicatiou will admir-
u,'->iy accomplish these results.

J. H. McFAUL, H. "M. Model School, Lindsay.
It is a most excellent drill uuuiual, aud should be

in the hands of every scholar.

A. BOWMAN, M.A.,n.M. Hiu;h School, Farmersville

The Mental Arithmetic, Hko its imthor. needs no
commeudatiou. lo was needed, aud will bo much
used.

M.McPHFRRON, M.A., IT. P. R., Prescott.

You coitiiniy deserve the thaiiks of all wiio are
interested in the e(hication of our youth, for \ our
efforts to snpvly our teiiohers and puinls with suit-

able text bo l:s. I iim p'oiiscd with Mclielhni's Men-
tal Arithmcti;. and hoi>« it will soon be in t,iio hands
<if every teaclier in this Provii.ce. Were more atten-

tion ai'ven to mental uritlmietic in the nrinidry

clash's m ouv Pulilie Hcnnols, there wouu! ho fewer
failures at our eeooud class aud intermediate exa-
miuatiuns.



gjillor & fficr.'s ©burattouHl Series.

AUTIlOlilZED BY THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION.

With Appendix by

HAMBLIN SMITH'S ARTTHM£TIC-B,y Tiios. Kirk-
laud, M.A., aiiJ W. Scott, i3.A. 75 cci.ts.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S ALGEBRA—with Appendix \.y

Alfred Uaker, It. A., ilathematical Tutor, University College,
Toronto. 1)0 cts.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S GEOMETRY-schooi Edition,
with Examination Pii;icrs, from tlie Toronto and Ma,!,nll Univer-
eiHes, and Normal J^chnol, Toronto. 90 cents. Books 1 and 2,
with Examination Tupers. Cioth, 30 cents. Books 2 and 3, with
Examination l'ar)er.s, oO cents.

POTT'S ELEMENTS OF EUCLID-With Examination
Papers, 75 cents. Books 1 and 2, 30 cents. Books 2 and 3, 30 cts.

ELEMENTARY STATICS — By Thos. ICirkland, M.A.,
Science Master, Normal School, Toronto. §1.00.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S STATICS-
Thos. Kirkland, M.A. 90 cents.

HAMBLIN SMITH'S HYDROSTATICS-75 cents.

FLEMING'S ANALYSIS—With Examination Papers, by
W. Houston, M.A. tsceond Canadian Edition. §1.00.

MASON'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR-with Appendix by
W. Houston, MA. 75 cents.
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Junior Classes Canadian Schools, by J. McMillan, B.A., Ottawa
Coile;iiatc Institute. 25 cents.

BEATTY & CLARE'S BOOK-KEEPING-70 cents.
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Mental Arithmetic.
By J. A. McLELLAN, M.A., LL.D , Inspcctoy

of High Schools, Out.

PART 1 -FUNDAVENTAL RULES, FRACTIONS,,

ANALYSIS. PRICE, SOc.

PART II.-PERCENTAGE, RAT'O. PROPORTION, &G.

PRICE, 450.

W. D. DIMOCK, A.B., H.M.
Provincial Model School, Nova Scotia.

Dr. McLellan's Mental Arithmetic supplies
a want that we should have had supplied in
our Schools long ago. Same progress cannot
be made in Mathematical work, unless what
we call Mental Arithmetic is thoroughly and
systematically pursued. A boy who is con-
versant with the principles of Mental Arith-
metic, as given m this little text-book, is worth
as a clerk or accountant 50 per cent more
Uian the prodigy who can boast of having
" gone " through his written arithmetic half a
dozen times.

J. S. PEACON, Principal TngfrsoU Model School.
Dr. McLt'lluii's Menial litlmctic, Part I., is a

credit to CauHdiaiiB, and it supplies a long-felt
want. It is just what is wanted for "waking up
mind" in the school room. Alter two weeks use of
the book with my class I am convinced that it is
much superior to any of the Americnh texts that
have been used here both as to the grading of ques-
tions and the style of the pioblems.

J. A. CLAPKE, M. A , H. M. H. S.. Picton.
Dr. McLellan's AJeutal Arithmetic contains a

prent nmuber of useful problems well adapted to
develop by regular gradations the thinking powers
of the jiupil. and to suggest similar sxamplea for tho
uss of the teacher.

D. J. GOGGIN, Rend Master Model and Public
Schools. Pi irt Hope.

Flmple in its nrrangement, varied in its types of
pritctical qnestions and fugfr;estive in its methods,
it is the bcst book of its kind that i have exemined.

From THE WEPLEYAN, Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Th series bids fair to take a good place in scho-

laitio wo^'k.






